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Abstract

Object- and Spatial-Level Quantitative Analysis of Multispectral
Histopathology Images for Detection and Characterization of Cancer

Laura E. Boucheron

The main goal of this dissertation is the development and discussion of techniques for
higher-level image analysis, i.e., object-level analysis, of breast cancer imagery. Estab-
lished cytologic (cell) criteria can be contradictory, and even histologic (tissue) criteria
(considered the gold standard for diagnosis) are subject to varied interpretation. There
is thus a need to quantitatively define characteristics of breast cancer to better coordi-
nate clinical care of women presenting breast masses. We propose here an approach for
such quantitative analysis, Quantitative Object- and spatial Arrangement-Level Analysis
(QOALA), using expert (pathologist) input to guide the classification process.

The main contributions in this work are four-fold. First, we quantitatively analyze the
utility of multispectral imagery for classification and segmentation tasks in histopathol-
ogy imagery. Second, we develop object-level segmentations for several histologic classes,
as well as a quantitative object-level segmentation metric. Third, we extract a compre-
hensive set of both object- and spatial-level features which are used in a feature selection
framework for classification of objects and imagery. Fourth, we extend the concepts of
object-level features to higher-level image objects, analyze the utility of these high-level
objects for image classification, and introduce the concept of a probabilistic graph-based
model of imagery.

Overall, QOALA yields very good object- and image-level classification performances.
More specifically, the object-level features as implemented in QOALA are versatile and
general enough to elicit important information from even imperfectly segmented objects.
Additionally, the use of non-nuclear features, namely features of cytoplasm and stroma
have good classification performance, often exceeding that of nuclei. Higher-level features
display a potential to increase both object- and image-level classification performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main goal of this dissertation is the development and discussion of techniques for
higher-level image analysis, i.e., object-level analysis. While this is a problem of interest
in many applications, we seek the development of methods to assist in the quantification
of breast cancer in histo/cytopathology imagery. In this chapter, we present motivation
for the research and a brief introduction to some pathology concepts needed for an un-
derstanding of this research. We also summarize some of the problems inherent in the
analysis of medical imagery and review releveant research describing the state-of-the-art
in histo- and cyto-pathology image analysis, both in general and specifically for breast
cancer. We present an overview of the general framework for this research, and provide
a summary and the main research contributions for the rest of the dissertation.

1.1 Motivation

While the specific factors for developing breast cancer are diverse and not completely
understood, it is estimated (based on 2000-2002 statistics) that 13.2% of women born
today in the United States will be diagnosed with breast cancer [1]. This statistic,
generally reported as “1 in 8,” is the cumulative risk if a woman were to live 110 years;
the actual risk depends on age, a bimodal distribution with the first peak at premenopause
(40-50 years) and the second at approximately 65 years [2]. Using data from 1969-2002,
it was estimated that 211,240 new cases of invasive breast cancer and 58,490 new cases
of non-invasive breast cancer would be diagnosed in 2005, while 40,410 women would
succumb [3].

Breast cancer is now known to consist of a variety of diseases; complicating the
diagnosis and treatment procedures are a large number of conditions that mimic breast
cancer and may present an increased risk for developing breast cancer [3,4]. Of particular
interest are benign diseases and the possibility that these may be precursors to malig-
nant conditions (i.e., “premalignancy”) [2,5–10]. Established cytologic (cell) criteria can
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be contradictory, and even histologic (tissue) criteria (considered the gold standard for
diagnosis) are subject to varied interpretation [2].

It has become common clinical practice to remove all breast masses due to the possi-
bility of breast cancer, even though 80% of these excised lesions turn out to be benign [2].
There is thus a need to quantitatively define characteristics of breast cancer to better
coordinate clinical care of women presenting breast masses. In light of the incidence and
mortality statistics of breast cancer, and the demonstrated need for quantitative cyto-
logic and histologic analysis of breast biopsy specimens, we propose here an approach
for such quantitative analysis, using expert (pathologist) input to guide the classification
process.

1.2 A Brief Introduction to Some Pathology

1.2.1 Histo- and Cyto-pathology

In order to understand our medical imagery, we must first lay out some of the termi-
nology involved. The CancerWEB project, published by the Centre for Cancer Education
at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, has an excellent online medical dictionary
(found at http://cancerweb.ncl.ac.uk/omd).

• pathology: “The branch of medicine concerned with disease, especially its structure
and its functional effects on the body.” [11]

• cytology: “The study of cells. Implies the use of light or electron microscopic
methods for the study of morphology.” [11]

• histology: “The study of cells and tissue on the microscopic level.” [11]

Thus, cytopathology is the study of diseased cells and histopathology is the study of dis-
eased tissues, both at the microscopic level. The distinction between the two techniques
is a bit blurred since any study of tissue will inherently include the study of constituent
cells. The distinction is, then, usually determined by the technique used to harvest
the specimens. Exfoliative (obtained by scraping) and aspirative (obtained via syringe)
cytology are two common sources of cytopathology images; a very common example of
exfoliative cytology is the routine cervical Pap smear. These images, due to the nature of
the specimen retrieval, consist mainly of individual cells and cell clusters (see Figure 1.1
(a)-(b)). While these cell clusters may retain some of the underlying tissue architec-
ture (i.e., spatial arrangement of the cells within clusters, indicative of tissue origin and
disease state), there is not a global sense of tissue structure in cytopathology images.
Histopathology images (Figure 1.1 (c)-(d)), on the other hand, are usually obtained from
a biopsy specimen as a thin slice, and thereby do retain global tissue structure.
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(a) Cytopathology, colon. (b) Cytopathology, breast.

(c) Histopathology, breast. (d) Histopathology, prostate.

Figure 1.1. Example cytopathology images of colon (a) and breast (b); these images
consist mainly of individual cells and cell clusters which may retain some of the underlying
tissue architecture. There is not, however, a global sense of tissue structure as there is
in histopathology images; see for example the histopathology images of breast (c) and
prostate (d).
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1.2.2 Imagery and Multispectral Image Acquisition

We have 58 Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stained histology images of breast tissue
from our collaborators at the Department of Pathology at Yale University, as well as
images of other cancers. All pathology images in this dissertation are courtesy of Dr.
David Rimm’s lab in the Department of Pathology at Yale. To achieve the best accep-
tance of (or least resistance to) new techniques in analyzing histo/cytopathology images,
it is important to fit them, with minimal disruption, into existing processing streams in
the clinical laboratory [12]. With this in mind, we choose to focus our analysis on routine
H&E stained imagery from a standard light microscope. The microscope setup at Yale
does, however, use a liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF) for multispectral imaging capa-
bilities: the VariSpecTM(CRi, Woburn, MA). The use of standard H&E stained imagery
facilitates easy adoption of analysis techniques into routine pathology practice, as well
as allowing for the possibility to analyze a wealth of archival samples.

Our collaborators in the Department of Pathology at Yale University use an Olympus
BH-2 light microscope (Olympus America, Melville, NY) with the CRi VariSpecTM model
VIS2-CM, coupled to a Retiga 1300 monochrome CCD camera (Quantitative Imaging,
Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada). The VIS2-CM has a wavelength range of 400 nm
to 720 nm, and can be tuned for bandwidths between 0.25 nm and 20 nm with response
times on the order of 50 ms to 150 ms [13]; the filter at Yale is tuned for 10 nm bandwidths,
and is most commonly used with wavelengths from 420 nm to 700 nm. Image acquisition
is controlled with CRi’s PanKroma software which calculates exposure times for each
acquisition wavelength and corrects for uneven illumination with flat-fielding. The CCD
camera acquires each spectral band as an 8 bit, 768×896 image, with spatial resolution
of <1 µm per pixel.

The general image acquisition procedure is as follows. First, the slide is loaded onto
the microscope stage and a low power (100x total magnification) manual scan of the
slide is performed. For regions of interest, a higher power (400x) magnification is used
for further analysis and image acquisition. A white cube must be acquired for the flat-
fielding operation, which requires the acquisition of a full wavelength range for an empty
portion of the slide; this is also used to acquire exposure times for each wavelength,
such that each band will occupy the full dynamic range. Finally, the region of interest
is centered and focused manually and the multispectral image stack is acquired and
flat-fielded. This whole process takes on the order of several minutes.

1.2.3 Specimen Preparation

Histology specimen preparation follows the general process of fixation, embedding,
mounting, and staining: fixation stops metabolic processes in cells and preserves cell
structure; embedding allows the specimen to be sliced into thin sections (usually 5-
15 µm); mounting fixes the thin section to a slide; and staining colors the otherwise
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colorless cellular material for viewing under a microscope, and provides the ability to
highlight certain molecular characteristics [14]. The most common pathological prepara-
tion for tissue is the formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded, Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E)
stained section.

Hematoxylin is a blue-staining basic dye that stains genetic material; this is mainly
seen in cell nuclei, although some components of cytoplasmic and extracellular material
is also stained. See Figure 1.1 (c), where the nuclei are the blue-purple, roughly elliptical
blobs. Eosin is a pink-staining acidic dye that stains membranes and fibers; this is most
obviously seen in cytoplasm and connective tissue (in Figure 1.1 (c) these are the pink
areas surrounding the nuclei and the wispy pink filaments, respectively).

1.2.4 Cytology Characteristics of Breast Cancer

As with many biological specimens, breast cancers present a wide variability in ap-
pearance even among the same subtype. Some general cytology characteristics of breast
cancer include (adapted from [2]):

• Slide background

– Cellularity (abundance of cells)

– Nuclear and/or cytoplasmic debris, necrosis

– Poor cohesion of cells, single cells

– Absence of naked, bipolar nuclei (elongated, dark nuclei, indicative of proper
epithelial differentiation)

• Cells

– Abundant and dispersed

– Irregular and disordered clumps/clusters

– Pleomorphic (containing more than one stage in the life cycle) and enlarged

• Nuclei

– Pleomorphic

– Hyperchromatic (overall increase in staining intensity) with indicative chro-
matin (nuclear material, including DNA) texture and prominent and enlarged
nucleoli (small, round sub-organelles)

– Eccentric, crowded, enlarged

– Irregular membranes

– Increased mitoses (dividing cells)
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None of these characteristics is solely indicative of the presence of cancer; furthermore,
many benign breast diseases have similar characteristics. It is the expertise and experi-
ence of the clinical pathologist that determines the diagnosis. Most cytology specimens
are used to determine a suspicion of cancer and subsequent histologic specimens are used
for the final diagnosis [2]. In particular, cytology specimens do not allow distinction be-
tween invasive and in situ cancers since there is no information about tumor margins [2].

In addition to the inherent variability in specimen characteristics, there are a wide
variety of types and subtypes assigned to breast cancers (more are distinguished on a
regular basis in an attempt to facilitate efficient treatment). These subtypes display
subtle morphologic differences, which underscores the importance of pathologist input
to the quantitative analysis process. While computer vision techniques may be able
to elucidate even more subtle information than a human (e.g., chromatin texture), it
is essential to provide a system in which the expert pathologist can properly train the
computer vision algorithms.

1.3 Analysis of Histo/Cytopathology Images

1.3.1 Challenges

Biological and Staining Variability

Perhaps the largest difficulty in computer analysis of biological images is the in-
herent variability found in biological specimens. Even within a single cell type in the
body, an amazing amount of normal variation can be found. This variation becomes
more pronounced with diseases such as cancer in which the cells no longer retain proper
morphology associated with their lineage. Adding to this difficulty is the variability in
preparation and staining procedures. Many researchers call for standardization of these
procedures and many pathology labs have protocols in place, but staining variation is
still present in specimens. This may be due to differences in the staining procedure, but
is also dependent on intrinsic properties of the specimen being stained. As an example,
one characteristic of breast cancer cells is hyperchromasia, an overall increase in staining
intensity.

Lack of Ground Truth

Accepting the presence of biological and staining variability, there are still many
problems related to the definition of appropriate ground truth for pathology specimens.
Generally, within the pathology community, the diagnosis rendered from a histopathology
section of an excisional biopsy is considered ground truth for the patient. In addition,
many researchers use patient followup as either ground truth for the biopsy or as further
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evidence of a correct diagnosis. While this may be the standard, there is overwhelming
evidence of inter- and intra-observer variability in diagnoses [5, 6, 15–24]; this results in
some well-founded concern about using another pathological diagnosis as ground truth
for new studies in pathological diagnoses [25]. The use of various grading systems has
sought to alleviate these problems and lend a more quantitative bent to the diagnosis
process; however, the sheer number of grading systems [4–6,17,19,21,22,26,27] and the
constant revision of such systems [4, 5] does not lend a consistent view of any cancerous
disease. The use of clinical data such as patient followup and survival can alleviate
these problems somewhat, although a true gold standard for pathology specimens is not
available in the same sense that it may be for other datasets (e.g., remote sensing).

Diagnoses of “Atypias”

While most pathologists can easily identify and categorize truly benign and frankly
malignant specimens, there are many cases which fall somewhere in the continuum be-
tween benign and malignant. These are often given the diagnosis of “atypia.” For cytology
specimens, the diagnosis of aytpia usually means a more invasive followup procedure to
acquire a tissue specimen. It is still unknown how exactly to approach treatment of atyp-
ical conditions, but furthermore, there is no standard for grading atypias. The problem
of pathologist variability in diagnosis is increased greatly for atypical conditions. It is
hoped that further study of atypical specimens will bring to light a more quantitative
analysis, and allow for more specific treatment. While this vague area between benign
and malignant conditions poses an image analysis challenge, it also poses very important
questions about the premalignancy potential of benign conditions.

Human Cognition and the Diagnosis Process

Humans’ concept of the world is inherently object-based, as opposed to the largely
pixel-based representation of computer vision. As such, human experts describe and
understand images in terms of such objects. For pathologists, diagnosis criteria are
inevitably described using terms such as “nucleus” and “cell.” It is thus important to
develop computer vision methods capable of such object-level analysis. This is important
not just for the biomedical imaging fields, but for most computer vision applications.

1.3.2 Commonly Used Performance Metrics

We will present in Section 1.3.3 a brief overview of some current image analysis
research, particularly for cancer detection applications. As different authors may present
their results using different metrics, we will first provide a description of each to facilitate
better understanding and comparison of the descriptions to follow.
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• Accuracy: refers to the probability of a correct decision, NC/N where NC is the
number of correctly determined cases and N is the total number of cases.

• Error: refers to the probability of an incorrect decision, NI/N where NI is the
number of incorrectly determined cases and N is the total number of cases. Note
that Accuracy = 1 − Error.

• Sensitivity/Detection Rate (DR): refers to the probability that a positive case
will be correctly decided, NTP /(NTP + NFN) where NTP is the number of true
positives and NFN is the number of false negatives.

• Specificity: refers to the probability that a negative case will be correctly decided,
NTN/(NTN + NFP ) were NTN is the number of true negatives and NFP is the
number of false positives.

• False Alarm Rate (FAR): refers to the probability that a case labeled as positive
is actually negative, NFP /(NTP +NFP ) where NFP is the number of false positives
and NTP is the number of true positives; this is the metric that will be referred to
in the next section. Alternatively, and possibly more commonly, false alarm rate
can be defined as NFP /(NTN + NFP ) where NFP is the number of false positives
and NTN is the number of true negatives.

• ROC curve, AUC: A Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve allows a
graphical representation of the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity (sensi-
tivity on the y-axis and 1-specificity on the x-axis). Equivalently, this may also be
plotted as true positive rate versus false positive rate. A full explanation of ROC
curves would be quite extensive, but we will note a few essentials. First, a diagonal
line from (0,0) to (1,1) represents the results for a random guess. Second, the line
from (0,0) directly to (0,1) and then to (1,1) (i.e., the left and top edges of the plot
box) represents a perfect classifier. Thus, the closer an actual ROC curve is to this
ideal, the better the classifier. Third, the Area Under the Curve (AUC) is often
used as a single number to quantify a classifier; note that a perfect classifier has an
AUC of 1.0 and the random guess an AUC of 0.5.

1.3.3 State-of-the-Art

General Histo/Cytopathology Image Analysis

In this section we present a brief overview of some recent work on general histo- and
cyto-pathology image analysis. The work presented here (summarized also in Table 1.1)
covers a range of imaging modalities and tissue/cancer types wherein we see a wide range
of performance.
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Infrared vibrational and Fourier transform spectroscopy1 have been used for
classification of prostate [29] and cervical [27,30] tissue, in which very specific spectral in-
formation (at the molecular-level) is used, but spatial attributes are generally not utilized.
Using a pool of features hand-picked by spectroscopist analysis of pathologist-marked
regions, Fernandez et al. [29] achieved accuracies of 90.1%-100.0% for classification of
histologic classes from 250 tissue microarray cores from 40 patients, and 100% classifi-
cation of adenocarcinoma versus normal tissue. Focusing on the glycogen depletion in
dysplastic (abnormal) tissue, Shaw et al. [30] achieved accuracies of 60%-70% in separat-
ing normal from abnormal Pap smears. A back propagation neural network was used by
Zhao et al. [27] along with feature sets derived from intensity statistics and the wavelet
domain; pixel-level classification demonstrated a sensitivity of 95.2%, and nuclear-level
classification accuracy of 97.6% for a dataset of 40 images.

Segmentation of nuclei in fluorescence imagery2 is presented by Lin et al. [31]
and Wählby et al. [32] for 2D imagery and 3D confocal imagery. Lin et al. [31] used a
recursive, tree-based algorithm, and reported accuracy of 96.3% for 10 images of rodent
brains. Wählby et al. [32] used a marker-based watershed transformation, region merging,
and shape-based cluster separation; an accuracy of 91%-96% was achieved for a total of
6 2D images of cervical and prostatic carcinomas.

Luck et al. [33] describe segmentation for in vivo confocal reflectance imagery3

of cervical tissue based on nuclear modeling, anisotropic median diffusion, Gauss-Markov
random fields, and a Bayesian classifier. The authors reported a 90% match to hand-
segmented nuclei with an average of 6 false positives per frame.

The gross examination4 and manual feature extraction on 212 liver nodules, com-
bined with correlation-based feature selection and several classification schemes (includ-
ing decision trees, k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classification, naive Bayes, and neural
networks), resulted in a 95%-100% sensitivity and specificity for diagnosis as one of 3
conditions in Ciocchetta et al. [34].

Demir et al. [35] and Gunduz et al. [36] present a nuclei segmentation algorithm for
H&E stained brain biopsies using the La*b* color space and a k-means algorithm. Fea-
tures extracted are based on the concept of cell graphs [36] and augmented cell graphs [35],

1Infrared spectroscopy uses infrared light to excite vibrations in the molecular structure of a specimen.
These are reflected as energies which give insight into the underlying molecular constituents. In the more
common case of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, instead of an array of energies, an interferogram
is produced; the Fourier transform of this interferogram produces the energies [28].

2Fluorescent dyes are attached to antibodies specific to some feature of interest (e.g., certain proteins)
and imaged by exciting the fluorescence of the dyes with appropriate incident light. This method can
very specifically target certain molecular attributes of a biological specimen. Also, specimens may be
genetically modified to express fluorescent proteins, e.g., green fluorescent protein (GFP).

3In vivo imagery is imagery of living tissue in its natural environment, confocal imaging allows for
imaging of different focal planes through the tissue, and reflectance imagery captures the reflected light
from the specimen (rather than the transmitted light as through a thin slice specimen).

4Examination of the whole tumor on a macroscopic level.
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including such features as degree and eccentricity commonly defined for graph structures.
Classification of normal, inflamed, and cancerous tissue was performed by an artificial
neural network, with accuracies of 96.9%-97.1% for 64 patients in [35] and 85.7%-94.0%
for 12 patients in [36].

The HSV color space was used by Sammouda et al. [37] for segmentation of H&E
stained lung nuclei, using a Hopfield neural network and maximum drawable circle algo-
rithm, and nuclear radii as features. 92%-97% of cancerous nuclei were correctly detected
in 16 images.

Roula et al. [38] used a multispectral dataset (33 bands) of H&E stained prostate
tissue, extracted texture and mathematical morphology features, reduced dimensionality
using principal components analysis (PCA), and classified using quadratic discriminant
analysis. Classification error for 230 hand-picked nuclei representing 3 conditions was
5.1%. GENIE (an automated feature extraction system developed at Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory) has been used with a multispectral dataset (31 bands) of Pap-stained
urine cytology images as presented by Angeletti et al. [39]. Using a training set of 12
cases and validation sets of 17 and 8 cases, GENIE was able to discriminate between
malignant and benign urothelial cells with a sensitivity of 85%-87% and specificity of
96%. Additionally, GENIE was able to correctly classify atypical urothelial cell clusters
as benign or malignant (determined clinically by 1-year followup) with an AUC of 0.728.

Narrowband red images (610 nm, 621 nm) have been used for detection of laryn-
gopharyngeal cancer [8], discrimination of cervical cancers and atypias [9], and separation
of benign hyperplastic prostatic lesions from true prostatic carcinoma [10]. Additionally
Brewer et al. [40] used the red channel from standard RGB light microscopy to classify
epithelial and stromal (connective tissue) nuclei in ovarian tissue. In Brewer et al. [40], 7
features were hand selected from 93 karyometric (nuclear) features to discriminate can-
cerous and benign conditions, resulting in accuracy of 66%-78% for H&E stained sections
from 20 patients. Zahniser et al. [9] used narrowband images at 621 nm (for nuclear ma-
terial) and 497 nm (for cytoplasmic material) of Feulgen and Orange II stained cervical
Pap smears and linear discriminant analysis at both the single-cell and cell-cluster level.
Zahniser et al. [9] reported classification accuracy of 100% for normal (14 cases), 45%
for benign change (11 cases), and 97% for abnormal (29 cases). Both Neheret al. [8]
and Mairinger et al. [10] used the CytoSavant image analysis system from OncoMetrics,
Inc. (Vancouver, BC, Canada) to extract 114 nuclear features (plus mean, maximum,
minimum, and variance for each) from 610 nm narrowband images of Feulgen stained
tissue, and used stepwise linear discriminant function analysis for classification; Neheret
al. [8] reported sensitivity and specificity of 72.7% and 82.4% for 145 cases and Mairinger
et al. [10] reported sensitivity and specificity of 92% and 95% for 240 cases.

Similarly, narrowband green images (565 nm) were used for analysis of Feulgen-
stained lung tissue [20,41] and prostate tissue [41]. Weyn et al. [20] used 82 features (plus
mean and standard deviation of each), including densitometry (optical density-related),
morphometry, texture, and syntactic structure analysis (SSA) (related to spatial ar-
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rangement) measures. For a dataset of 39 cases of malignant mesothelioma, 20 cases of
pulmonary adenocarcinoma, and 7 cases of hyperplastic mesothelium, k-NN classification
yielded accuracies of 83.9%-96.8% for discrimination of the three conditions, 79.5%-94.9%
in typing malignant mesothelioma, and 60.0%-82.9% for prediction of prognosis for malig-
nant mesothelioma [20]. Weyn et al. in [41], on the other hand, derived features from the
imagery using Voronoi diagrams, Gabriel’s graphs, and minimum spanning trees, all of
which quantitate spatial arrangement of tissue constituents. k-NN classification yielded
correct disease classification of 73.9% (51 cases), correct typing of malignant mesothe-
lioma of 82.6% (44 cases), and correct grading of prostatic adenocarcinoma of 75.7% (38
cases).

Analysis of immunostained imagery5 by Weyn et al. [22] used a CD31 immunostain
(highlighting endothelial cells) and Hematoxylin counterstain to quantify prognosis based
on vascular patterns in colorectal, cervical, and lung tissue. Extracted features include
fractal analysis, vessel-derived (some manual), syntactic structure analysis, and clinical
data (manual), as well as the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis for each
feature. Prognostic accuracies using a k-NN classification were 83.3% for cervical (78
images), 70.6% for colorectal (74 cases), and 86.4% for lung (27 images).

Direct “apples to apples” comparison of the research discussed above is difficult since
each research publication specifies results in terms of different metrics. With this in
mind, an overview of state-of-the-art for general cancer imagery analysis is presented
in Table 1.1. While there is a wide range in performances with these different analysis
methods, we see that it is possible to achieve accuracies in classification of cancerous
conditions above 90%.

Histo/Cytopathology Image Analysis for Breast Cancer

Recent research in the automated analysis of breast cancer imagery is presented below,
in reverse chronological order, as well as summarized in Table 1.2. It should be noted
that the caveats of Table 1.1 are also applicable here. A few things should be noted before
we begin our synopsis of state-of-the-art in breast cancer imagery analysis. First, our
focus in this section will be on analysis of imagery similar to ours; thus, mammography
images, for example, will not be considered. Second, there is a wealth of breast cancer
research on molecular and genetic mechanisms behind the development of breast cancer.
We, however, will focus on research involving standard clinical pathology lab biopsy
preparations.

Ballerini and Franzén [42] (2004) utilized light microscopy of breast cancer tissue
with immunohistochemically stained epithelium and Feulgen-staining of the nuclei. This
method used fuzzy c-means clustering and conditional dilation to segment nuclei, and

5Immunostains use antibodies to specifically target molecules of interest, similar to fluorescence imag-
ing, but use standard dyes for viewing with light microscopy.
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Table 1.1. Performance of general state-of-the-art histo/cytopathology image analysis.

Ref. Imaging Modality Year Tissue Dataset Performance
[29] Vibrational spectroscopy 2005 Prostate 250 cores, Accuracies: 100% cancer/normal,

40 patients 90.1%-100% for histologic classes
[30] Vibrational spectroscopy 2000 Cervical ? Accuracy: 60%-70% normal/abnormal
[27] Fourier transform 2004 Cervical 40 images 95.2% pixel-level sensitivity

spectroscopy 97.6% nuclear-level sensitivity
[31] Fluorescence 2005 Brain 10 images 96.3% correct nuclear segmentation
[32] Fluorescence 2004 Cervical 6 images 91%-96% correct nuclear segmentation
[33] in vivo confocal reflectance 2005 Cervical ? 90% correct nuclear segmentation
[34] Gross examination 2003 Liver 212 nodules 95%-100% sensitivity and specificity
[35] Light (H&E) 2005 Brain 64 patients 96.9%-97.1% normal/inflamed/cancer
[36] Light (H&E) 2004 Brain 12 patients 85.7%-94.0% normal/inflamed/cancer
[37] Light (H&E) 2005 Lung 16 images 92%-97% detection of cancerous nuclei
[38] Light (H&E, 33 bands) 2003 Prostate 230 nuclei 5.1% classification error for 3 conditions
[39] Light (Pap, 29 bands) 2005 Bladder 37 cases 85%-87% sensitivity, 96% specificity
[8] Light (Feulgen, 610 nm) 2004 Oral 145 cases 72.7% sensitivity, 82.4% specificity
[9] Light (Feulgen, Orange II, 1994 Cervical 54 cases Classification accuracies: 100% normal,

610 nm, 497 nm) 45% benign change, 97% abnormal
[10] Light (Feulgen, 610 nm) 1999 Prostate 240 cases 92% sensitivity, 95% specificity
[40] Light (H&E, red channel) 2004 Ovarian 20 patients Accuracy: 66%-78% cancerous/benign
[20] Light (Feulgen, 565 nm) 1999 Lung 66 cases Accuracies: 79.5%-94.9% typing,

60.0%-82.9% prognosis
[41] Light (Feulgen, 565 nm) 1999 Lung, 51 cases, Accuracies: 82.6% typing,

Prostate 44 cases 75.7% grading
[22] Light (CD31 immunostain, 2004 Cervical, 78 images, Prognostic accuracies: 83.3% cervical,

Hematoxylin) Colorectal, 74 cases, 70.6% colorectal, 86.4% lung
Lung 27 images
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a neural network for classification. Extracted features include granulometric moments,
fractal analysis, and mathematical morphology. 20 cases, with 10 images per case, were
analyzed with this method, resulting in 87%-93% correct classification of normal tissue,
fibroadenosis (a benign condition), and ductal and lobular cancer.

Harvey et al. [43] (2003) used the GENIE automated feature extraction system for
detection of cancerous nuclei in multispectral H&E stained histopathology images of
breast tissue. Using a training set of 7 images and a test set of 8 images, GENIE attained
an average detection rate of 82.3%-87.4% and average false alarm rate of 0.4%-15.8%.

Lee and Street [44] (2003) present a neural network-based method to automatically
detect, segment, and classify breast cancer nuclei in gray-scale cytological images from
fine needle aspirations (FNA) of the breast. Nuclear features include size, perimeter,
smoothness, concavity, and 24 radii from each nucleus. Overall, 94.1% of nuclei were
correctly delineated in a dataset of 140 images, and 94%-96% of nuclei were correctly
classified as malignant.

Latson et al. [17] (2003) implemented an automated segmentation algorithm for ep-
ithelial cell nuclei based on the application of fuzzy c-means to the hue band (of HSV color
space) followed by a marker-based watershed transform. Results for a dataset of 39 H&E
histopathology images found 57.2%-71.6% correctly segmented nuclei, with a variation
in performance for typical hyperplasia, atypical hyperplasia, cribriform ductal carcinoma
in situ, and solid ductal carcinoma in situ. Clumps, poorly segmented individual nuclei,
and missed nuclei were 4.5%-16.7%, 22.5%-26.3%, and 0.4%-1.4%, respectively.

van de Wouwer et al. [45] (2000) used green-filtered (565 nm) light microscopy images
of Feulgen-stained breast tissue sections to extract features for k-NN classification of
breast tissue. Features included densitometry, first- and second-order texture parameters,
wavelets, and mathematical morphology. For a dataset of 20 normal and 63 invasive
ductal carcinomas, 67.1% of nuclei and 100% of patients were classified correctly.

Herrera-Espiñeira et al. [46] (1998) used two different segmentation algorithms, one
for non-overlapping nuclei (histogram-based threshold) and one for overlapping nuclei
(edge detection and ellipse fitting); the choice in algorithms was decided by the human
observer based on the image at hand. Nuclear features allowed 89.4%-91.5% average
accuracy in discriminating benign (47 cases) from malignant (95 cases) for Pap-stained
grayscale cytology imagery.

Weyn et al. [18] (1998) used the same imagery and similar analysis to van de Wouwer
et al. [45]. Results in this study were 76.1% accuracy in benign versus malignant classifi-
cation of images and 100% accuracy for patients. Also studied here was cancer grading,
with 61.5% image accuracy and 78.5% patient accuracy.

Wang et al. [15] (1997) present a method for detection of breast cancer nuclei in
light microscopy images of tissue immunostained for estrogen and progesterone receptors
and counterstained with Hematoxylin. This method used receptive field theory, soft
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thresholding, and lighting correction to segment nuclei; the classification of nuclei was
based on the YUV color space and derived features (average and variance) as well as a
local texture measure. For a dataset of 28 images, the authors achieved a sensitivity of
83%.

Anderson et al. [19] (1997) applied a knowledge-guided approach previously devel-
oped by Thompson et al. [47] for segmentation of cribriform gland tissue to segmentation
and architectural discrimination of H&E stained ductal breast lesions. Features were
computed at the glandular and lumen level. The dataset was composed of 215 images
from 22 cases of ductal carcinoma in situ and 21 cases of ductal hyperplasia. Glandu-
lar features provided 63% correct image and 65% correct patient classification, lumen
features provided 70% correct image and 72% correct patient classification, combined
features provided 83% correct patient classification.

Overall, for the breast cancer image analysis, summarized in Table 1.2, there is a range
in classification accuracy. In general, however, the accuracy increases as the classification
progresses from individual nuclei to image-level to patient-level. In particular, for H&E
imagery as we will be working with, the image-level classification accuracy is less than
90%. It is thus our goal to demonstrate image-level classification accuracies above 90%.
To our knowledge, none of the methods in Table 1.2 are being adopted in a clinical
setting. The performance required for eventual incorporation of an automated analysis
method into standard clinical practice is something that will require close collaboration
with pathologists.

1.4 Overview of the QOALA Framework

Here we present an overview of the Quantitative Object- and spatial Arrangement-
Level Analysis (QOALA) framework for our hierarchical image analysis. The overar-
ching goal of this research is to develop techniques for higher-level image analysis, i.e.,
object-level analysis. This is a problem of interest in many applications. We seek the
development of methods to assist in the quantification of cancer in histo/cytopathology
imagery; striving, however, to maintain a flexible framework for the analyses that can
allow the use of such methods in a broad range of application areas. Further discussion
will focus on histo/cytopathology applications, although it should be noted that any of
these specific analyses could be replaced with other application-specific analyses within
the same framework.

We seek to develop an application in which an expert (pathologist) can interactively
provide expertise (in the form of training data) to facilitate the estimation of a desired
classifier. A simple example of such a task is the discrimination of cancerous from non-
cancerous cell nuclei. Of more interest to pathologists, however, are more complex tasks,
such as distinguishing different grades of cancers, determining the prognosis of the pa-
tient, suggesting treatment options, quantifying premalignancy, etc. All of these tasks
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Table 1.2. Performance of state-of-the-art histo/cytopathology image analysis for breast cancer.

Ref. Imaging Modality Year Type Conditions Dataset Performance
[42] Light (immunostained 2004 Histo Normal, 20 cases 87%-93% class. (image)

epithelium, Feulgen) fibroadenosis, ductal 200 images
and lobular cancer

[43] Light (H&E, 29 bands) 2003 Histo Benign, malignant 15 images 82.3%-87.4% DR
0.4%-15.8% FAR

[44] Light (grayscale) 2003 Cyto Benign, malignant 140 images 94.1% seg. (nuclei)
94%-96% class. (image)

[17] Light (H&E) 2003 Histo Typical hyperplasia, 39 images 57.2%-71.6% seg.
atypical hyperplasia, (nuclei)
cribriform ductal
carcinoma in situ,
solid ductal
carcinoma in situ

[45] Light (Feulgen, 565nm) 2000 Histo Normal, invasive 83 patients 67.1% class. (nuclei)
ductal carcinoma 100% class. (patient)

[46] Light (Pap, grayscale) 1998 Cyto Benign, malignant 142 cases 89.4%-91.5% class.
[18] Light (Feulgen, 565 nm) 1998 Histo Normal, invasive 83 patients 76.1% class. (nuclei)

ductal carcinoma 100% class. (patient)
61.5% grading (nuclei)
78.5% grading (patient)

[15] Light (immunostained 1997 Histo Benign, malignant 28 images 83% sensitivity
hormone receptors,
Feulgen)

[19] Light (H&E) 1997 Histo Ductal carcinoma in 215 images, 63%-70% class. (image)
situ, ductal 43 cases 65%-83% class. (patient)
hyperplasia
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are currently accomplished via the subjective opinion of the pathologist; we seek to pro-
vide a quantitative analysis for such tasks, something that is rather lacking in current
pathology practice.

1.4.1 Related Work

Fundamentally, object-level analysis depends greatly on some underlying segmenta-
tion mechanism. It is the segmentation methodology that determines what constitutes
an object. Commonly, an object is defined as a connected group of pixels satisfying some
similarity criterion. In recent object-based analysis research, an object has been defined
in terms of contour [48,49]; homogeneous color [50,51] or texture [51]; as an anomaly (in
some sense) compared to the rest of the image [52]; location, size, and shape [53]; and
topological and connectivity relations [54, 55]. Segmentation is, in general, a very diffi-
cult problem to “solve” in an adequate fashion; segmentation of medical imagery is no
exception to this. The inherent variability of biological structures provides an additional
complication, which can make any generalization of common features to a particular cy-
tologic or histologic structure very difficult. Nevertheless, there is a wealth of research
describing a wide variety of methods specifically for biomedical segmentation; some ap-
plicable research can be found in References [17,31–33,37,46,56–60], and an overview in
Reference [61].

It is our goal in this research to work beyond the details of the pixel-level segmen-
tation issues. While the initial segmentation of histologic structures will be ultimately
important and worthy of appropriate analysis (see Chapter 4), we wish to use this im-
perfect segmentation and work to gain further information from the imagery. Recent
object-level research has dealt with a wide range of issues, including object-based image
similarity metrics [48, 49], object-based image retrieval [50, 53, 62], characterization of
image content using (among other metrics) spatial relations [49, 51, 54, 55], and object
detection and recognition tasks [52,63,64].

One similar approach to the one proposed can be found in [65], where an object-
oriented approach is used to facilitate analysis (morphological, architectural, and statis-
tical) of tissue sections. Kamalov et al. [65] propose the use of a “Slide-Unit-Cell” data
structure to capture the hierarchy associated with analysis of a histopathology slide. Fur-
ther classes of data (e.g., “Dot” and “Membrane”) allow the image processing to operate
on several different objects [65]. While similar, the proposed approach will be more flex-
ible in the definition of the various objects; essentially, there will be no limitation to a
predefined set of objects and the analysis routines associated with those objects.

The Cellenger r© system from Definiens AG (München, Germany), released commer-
cially in April 2003, provides “automated multivariate image analysis for cell-based as-
says” [66]. This system is built on the previously developed and patented eCognition
Server which provides access to databases and parallel computing services from a user’s
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desktop [67]. While the Cellenger r© system is described as automated, the initial task of
setting up the image analysis is not automated, and requires knowledge and experience
in image processing as well as programming skills. The Cellenger r© system represents
an image as several layers of information, comprising different sized objects [68], where
objects are built iteratively from a previous level of objects [69]. Image analysis tasks
are specified in a modular fashion using existing analysis tasks common to medical image
analysis; this system was developed for use in drug development trials [66]. Most details
of the Cellenger r© system are proprietary to Definiens and are, therefore, not publicly
available.

1.4.2 QOALA Framework

We propose and present an iterative and modular approach to object-level analysis,
using pathologist expertise at each decision point. This procedure involves alternating
steps of classification and segmentation in each iteration and can continue with expert
input until the analysis has reached a satisfactory level (according to the expert). This
flexibility allows the same framework to be used for a wide variety of analysis tasks; e.g., a
user could use this same system to perform a segmentation of connective tissue, or further
the analysis and locate connective tissue adjacent to malignant epithelial cells. To our
knowledge, this interactive, modular, and iterative approach is a new contribution to the
field of object-level analysis. While the Cellenger r© system is also modular and iterative,
our system is more flexible as we rely on an intuitive interaction process to determine the
resulting analysis procedures; this takes the form of a simple image markup procedure
whereby the expert uses a mouse or tablet stylus to designate areas within the image.
Additionally, our system requires little (if no) image processing expertise of the user since
the actual analysis algorithms take as input only the image markup.

For clarification of our process, consider an example for the first iteration. At this
point, the pathologist may identify different histologic material (e.g., nuclear material,
cytoplasm) as the training data and the system uses machine learning to develop a
classifier for each specified category. The pathologist would have the opportunity to
view the resulting classification, and modify the training data and retrain if the current
classifiers are not satisfactory.

Once the classification for this step is accepted, the pathologist would provide input
on the proper segmentation of the identified classes. This training data would provide
information on which pixels should be agglomerated to form a proper histologic segmen-
tation. As in the previous step, the pathologist will have the opportunity to view the
resulting segmentation and modify training data if necessary.

We are making a point of distinguishing the classification from the segmentation in
this framework; this separation is to better focus any optimization techniques. For this
example, in the classification step we are interested in learning classifiers that can accu-
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rately identify all pixels belonging to a certain histologic class, whereas in the segmenta-
tion step we are interested in the proper agglomeration of sets of these properly identified
pixels to form appropriate segmented structures.

Subsequent iterations of the process would continue as alternating steps of classifica-
tion and segmentation, where each new iteration yields a higher level classification and
segmentation than the previous ones. In these further steps, the pathologist may, for
example, classify certain nuclei as cancerous and group nuclear and cytoplasmic mate-
rial into cells. This process will continue until the pathologist has achieved the level of
analysis desired. This provides a flexible method of quantitative analysis, allowing the
pathologist to interact with all steps of the processing, and tailor the analysis to a specific
purpose in an easy and intuitive fashion.

An illustrative example of this two-step iterative process can be seen in Figure 1.2.
Note that the proposed iterative process exemplified in Figure 1.2 does not incorporate
any concept of feedback between the steps. While this is a very important consideration,
and could ideally improve the overall process by allowing further analysis to modify
lower-level results, it is beyond the scope of this work.

1.5 Outline of Dissertation and Research Contribu-

tions

We have thus far presented motivation for our research, an overview of some related
pathology concepts, and a summary of current research in general cancer imagery anal-
ysis as well as research specific to breast cancer. We have also presented an overview
of the QOALA framework for hierarchical image analysis. We will now briefly summa-
rize the organization of this dissertation as well as the various research contributions.
Further discussion of each research problem, including how our proposed research differs
from other research, is included in subsequent chapters along with presentation of our
results. We choose to focus our research efforts on the study of histology images, since
we are interested in the quantification of multiple levels of information, including spatial
arrangement of histologic entities. These methods, however, will be easily applicable to
cytology imagery as well.

• Chapter 2: Multispectral Analysis of Pixel-Level Nuclear Classification
Our datasets are relatively unique in histo- and cyto-pathology in that they are im-
aged multispectrally (usually with 29 bands covering the visible spectrum from 420
nm to 700 nm, though capability exists for other bands). While some researchers
have found advantages to spectral imaging for some applications in medical image
analysis [39,70–73], the value of multispectral analysis for routine histo- and cyto-
pathology preparations is still unknown. Throughout our proposed research we will
strive to analyze the utility of the multispectral nature of our imagery. We present
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Figure 1.2. Illustrative example of the two-step iterative classification-segmentation
process. At the first level (bottom row), biologic materials are classified on a pixel-
by-pixel basis. At the second level, the materials are segmented into their constituent
objects, based on user feedback. Similarly, the third step is another level of classifica-
tion distinguishing (e.g.) benign (“b”) and malignant (“m”) nuclei, and the fourth step
is segmentation of “cell” objects. This process can continue until the user is satisfied with
the level of abstraction; in this example, the process ends at the concept of “tissue” at
the topmost level. Note also that the level of abstraction is controlled by user input at
each level; this can be seen in the maintenance of the stromal elements as a single object.
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in Chapter 2 analyses of our multispectral data for the pixel-level classification of
nuclei.
Research Contributions

– Quantitative and in-depth analysis of multispectral versus RGB imagery for
pixel-level nuclear classification of H&E stained imagery, a common image
analysis task in histopathology.

• Chapter 3: Pixel-Level Classification of Cytoplasm and Stroma
While the characteristics of cell nuclei are well established as useful for diagnostic
purposes, it is expected that the characteristics of cytoplasm and stroma will be
similarly useful. The discrimination between cytoplasm and stroma, however, is
not commonly addressed in quantitative pathology studies, especially for standard
H&E stained imagery. In Chapter 3 we present the development and analysis of a
classifier for cytoplasm and stroma.
Research Contributions

– Development of a pixel-level classifier for discrimination of cytoplasm and
stroma.

– Analysis of features useful for the cytoplasm/stroma discrimination problem.

• Chapter 4: Segmentation of Nuclei, Cytoplasm and Stroma
The segmentation of cell nuclei on an object level is a very difficult problem. While
there is much literature addressing this problem, we seek a solution that is feasible
for our H&E stained imagery and that avoids too many underlying assumptions
about the nuclear characteristics (e.g., parameterization as an ellipse). We also
present the development of an object-level segmentation metric applicable to our
nuclear segmentations, as well as other application areas.
Research Contributions

– A new method to quantify segmentation performance.

– Comparison of several common segmentation methods on cell nuclei using the
new metric.

• Chapter 5: Feature Extraction and Selection
In Chapter 5, we describe the various object-level and spatial-relation features
that we extract from our various image objects. We provide a comprehensive list
of features compiled from a variety of published research on histo- and cytological
image analysis. We also present our results on the feature selection and classification
performance using various categories of features.
Research Contributions

– Comprehensive list of features for object-level and spatial-relation feature ex-
traction.
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– Use of spatial arrangement features.

– Use of non-nuclear features, namely cytoplasm and stroma features.

– Feature subsets for several classification tasks.

– Use of and analysis of performance for imperfectly segmented objects in a
feature extraction, selection, and classification framework.

• Chapter 6: Higher-Level Objects
We use the Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) formulation Region Connection
Calculus (RCC) as a means to segment, i.e., agglomerate, higher-level image ob-
jects. In Chapter 6 we use these higher-level image objects for classification and
propose the use of these higher level objects for construction of a probabilistic im-
age representation, which we call probabilistic graph models (PGMs).
Research Contributions

– Characterization of higher-level segmentation via RCC.

– Object- and image-level classification using higher-level objects.

– Introduction to probabilistic graph models.

A flowchart describing this dissertation research is shown in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3. Flowchart of dissertation research.
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Chapter 2

Multispectral Analysis of
Pixel-Level Nuclear Classification

We present analyses of our multispectral data designed to test the hypothesis that
the additional spectral bands contain more information useful for classification than the
three standard bands of RGB microscopy imagery. Results indicate only slight per-
formance differences using multispectral imagery as opposed to derived RGB imagery.
These performance differences are not, however, statistically significant in many cases.
These conclusions hold for classification using all available image bands as well as using
single image bands, indicating that the multispectral bands do not contain any more
useful spectral information than do the RGB bands for this nuclear classification task.
Preliminary results from this chapter are presented in [74] and [75].

2.1 Motivation

The use of multispectral imaging capabilities is relatively new to the field of cyto-
and histo-pathology, particularly for transmitted brightfield microscopy.1 Preliminary re-
search and development of spectral imaging hardware for spectral brightfield microscopy
occurred in the late 1990’s [73, 76], and use of this technology for cancer research has
occurred within the last few years [38, 39, 70, 71]. These publications have begun to ex-
plore the use of potential additional information contained in the spectral data (29-33
wavelengths in the visible spectrum, from 400 nm to 720 nm, spaced 10 nm apart),
in particular for multiply stained (> 2 stains) specimens. The added benefit of mul-
tispectral imaging for standard H&E histopathology imagery, however, is still largely

1Transmitted brightfield microscopy is the microscopy setup commonly encountered in high-school
biology labs. A broad spectrum light source is directed underneath a specimen, and the transmitted
light is viewed and/or captured with a camera setup.
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unknown [76], although some promising results were presented in [38]. The working hy-
pothesis in many cases is that the additional spectral bands contain more information
than standard 3-band RGB images for image classification and analysis tasks.

2.2 Related Work

While the use of multispectral light microscopy is new to cyto/histopathology, many
researchers have used single or dual narrow-band filters to enhance imagery for particular
stains, most using a red filter (or the red channel of RGB imagery) for enhancement of
Hematoxylin or Feulgen staining (both stains are blue) [8–10, 19, 40], and some using a
green filter for enhancement of Feulgen staining [18, 20, 41, 45]. Other techniques, such
as Fourier transform spectroscopy [72,77] and vibrational spectroscopy [29,30] have been
around longer and have also used multispectral imaging capabilities.

There have been comparisons of spectral unmixing algorithms (to separate constituent
dyes) between RGB imagery and multispectral brightfield imagery [70] and Fourier trans-
form spectral imagery [72]. Both of these studies demonstrate the advantage of multispec-
tral data for spectral unmixing, which in turn can be used for further processing tasks,
e.g., segmentation. Recently, a study was published describing segmentation of cervical
cells in Pap smears using the same multispectral imaging technology (VariSpecTM) as
our data (refer to Section 1.2.2) [78]. No quantitative results were presented, however,
nor any substantiation behind the claims that spectral data are better suited for the
segmentation task.

We present analyses of our multispectral data designed to test the hypothesis that
the additional spectral bands contain more information useful for classification than the
three standard bands of RGB microscopy imagery. Section 2.3 presents methods for
computation of RGB imagery from multispectral imagery. Description of the classifiers
and performance metric for classification appear in Section 2.4. Results and analysis of
the nuclear classifications are presented in Section 2.5. A summary of our research and
directions for future research are presented in Sections 2.6 and 2.7, respectively.

2.3 Computation of Derived RGB Images

The dataset used for these multispectral analyses consists of 58 H&E histopathology
images of breast tissue from the Yale Tissue Microarray Facility (http://tissuearray.
org/facility/inventory/list.php). These data were captured from 5 microarrays
(ytma10, 12, 49, and 55), with (6, 6, 34, and 6) images captured per array, respectively;
in total there are 26 malignant images, and 32 benign (including 6 normal from ytma55).
These 58 images are not microarray images in the general sense since they are single
histopathology images as might be obtained from standard clinical biopsy specimens.
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The multispectral images have 29 bands, spaced 10 nm apart, ranging within the visible
spectrum from 420 to 700 nm. Each band is represented in an image stack as an 8 bit,
768 × 896 grayscale image; refer to Figure 2.1 for an example image stack.

One could foresee many methods for the derivation of RGB imagery from multispec-
tral. Single representative wavelengths may be chosen for red (R), green (G), and blue
(B); this can result in a qualitatively wide variety of visualizations, two of which are
shown in Figure 2.2 (a) and (b). This approach, however, limits any further analysis to
the three narrow bands chosen. Another approach is to find some allocation for all the
multispectral bands to R, G, and B. We use here:

1. rgbequal: Created by (approximately) equally allocating the 29 bands to R, G,
and B, similar to the approach in [72], reflecting a rough approximation of the three
spectral ranges associated with the three colors red, green, and blue, albeit with
some ambiguity in allocation of intermediate colors (e.g., yellow). We define the
blue band of such images as the average of the first 9 multispectral bands (420-500
nm), the green band as the average of the next 10 bands (510-600 nm), and the
red band as the average of the last 10 bands (610-700 nm). An example rgbequal
image is shown in Figure 2.2 (c).

2. truecolor: Created by converting the illumination wavelength for each band into
the constituent RGB values as perceived by humans, then averaging the contribu-
tion to R, G, and B for each band. This method uses the MatlabCentral function
spectrumRGB. The transfer functions for conversion of wavelength values to RGB
values by spectrumRGB are shown in Figure 2.3. Note the second lobe in the red
channel response that occurs in the blue wavelengths; this is due to the human
perception of violet toward that end of the visible spectrum. The MatlabCentral
file exchange can be found online at http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/
fileexchange. An example truecolor image is shown in Figure 2.2 (d).

3. ccd: A modification of truecolor imagery to better match the spectral response of
common 3-CCD color cameras used in microscopy setups for biomedical research.
This method also uses the spectrumRGB function, but removes the second lobe in
the red response; thus, ccd imagery will differ from truecolor imagery only in the
red channel. An example ccd image is shown in Figure 2.2 (e).

Some researchers have shown the advantages of other color spaces besides RGB, in
particular, YUV [15], HSV [17, 37], and HSI [15, 80]. In all of these applications, the
new color space is computed from an image originally specified in RGB. We have chosen
to compare performance of our multispectral data to that of RGB imagery, since that
provides the most straightforward derivation of 3-band imagery from multispectral and
requires no further processing of the multispectral data itself.
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420 nm 430 nm 440 nm 450 nm 460 nm 470 nm

480 nm 490 nm 500 nm 510 nm 520 nm 530 nm

540 nm 550 nm 560 nm 570 nm 580 nm 590 nm

600 nm 610 nm 620 nm 630 nm 640 nm 650 nm

660 nm 670 nm 680 nm 690 nm 700 nm

Figure 2.1. Example multispectral image stack, with each band displayed as an 8-bit
grayscale image. Only a portion of the entire histology image is displayed here to allow
better appreciation of detail. Note the good contrast for nuclei in the red portion of the
spectrum (e.g., 570-630 nm) and the lack of inter-tissue contrast in the green portion of
the spectrum (e.g., 520-550 nm).
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(a) Bands chosen to repre-
sent spectral peaks of hu-
man cones (580, 540, and
450 nm) [79].

(b) Bands chosen arbitrar-
ily (660, 630, and 560 nm).

(c) Bands allocated
equally and averaged,
“rgbequal.”

(d) Bands allocated with
MatlabCentral function
spectrumRGB,“truecolor.”

(e) Bands allocated to
approximate spectral re-
sponses of common 3-CCD
color cameras, “ccd.”

Figure 2.2. RGB representations of the multispectral stack in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.3. RGB responses for the MatlabCentral function spectrumRGB, used in the
computation of truecolor and ccd RGB imagery. Note the second lobe in the red response
due to the perception of violet at the smaller wavelengths; this second lobe is eliminated
for computation of ccd imagery.

2.4 Pixel-Level Classification

In this section we describe the classifiers used for pixel-level classification of nuclei,
and present the metric used to quantify classification performance.

2.4.1 Classifiers

We use six classifiers for our study of nuclear classification. These classifiers were
chosen based on their established performance and use for multispectral data, sparsity
of parameters to optimize, computational efficiency, and the use of (primarily) spectral
information. The use of primarily spectral information is important in these analyses
since the basic hypothesis in question deals with the spectral information content of our
imagery.2 The exceptions to these characteristics are noted in the classifier descriptions
to follow. Notation in the following text will use bold-faced letters and symbols to denote
vectors. Additionally, image pixels and class means are considered as vectors,

y = [b1, b2, . . . , bB]> (2.1)

2Since texture is an important characteristic of cell nuclei, it is reasonable to speculate about the
use of a classification method that uses texture information in its formulation. The interested reader is
referred to Appendix D.
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where bi, i = 1, . . . , B, is the value of the pixel in the ith band, and B is the total number
of image bands.

Maximum Likelihood (ML) calculates the likelihood of class membership for an
observation and assigns the observation to the class with the highest likelihood [81].
That is, a pixel is assigned the label of the class that it is most likely to be a member
of. Likelihood is defined probabilistically, using the estimated joint probability density
or mass function. The likelihood L as a function of the current observation y is defined
as:

L(y) = fy(x1,x2, . . . ,xn|y) (2.2)

where x1,x2, . . . ,xn are n random variables corresponding to n classes. The ML estimate,
ŷ, of y is thus defined as

ŷ = max L(y) (2.3)

We are interested here, however, only in the class label z of ŷ,

z = Ci if ŷ ∈ Ci (2.4)

Mean and covariance is computed for each class, assuming Gaussianity, which results in
a quadratic discriminant boundary.

Minimum Euclidean Distance (MED) finds the Euclidean distances between a
current observation and the class means. The observation is assigned the class label of
the closest class mean, i.e., the minimum Euclidean distance. The MED classification of
observation y is thus defined as

z = Ci if |y − mi| < |y − mj|, i = 1, . . . , n, i 6= j (2.5)

where mi is the mean of the ith class for n total classes, and | · | is the Euclidean distance
metric.

Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) finds the angle between a current observation
and the class means. The observation is assigned the class label for which this angle is
minimum. In this case,

z = Ci if θi = ∠(y,mi) < θj = ∠(y,mj), i = 1, . . . , n, i 6= j (2.6)

Using the definition of the dot product of two vectors, a and b,

a · b = |a||b|cos(θ) (2.7)

Equation (2.6) can be rewritten as

z = Ci if arccos

(

y · mi

|y||mi|

)

< arccos

(

y · mj

|y||mj|

)

, i = 1, . . . , n, i 6= j (2.8)
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Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLDA) constructs a decision hyperplane
based on a linear combination of the input data planes. More specifically, it projects
the multi-dimensional data to one dimension, maximizes a function representing the
difference between the projected class means, and normalizes by the within-class scatter
along a direction perpendicular to the decision hyperplane [82]. Further discussion here
will be limited to the two-class case (following the explanation of Bishop in [82]), since
we are considering here a two class problem. An input observation x (of B dimensions)
is projected to one dimension via the mapping

y = w>x (2.9)

To implement a criterion to maximize class separation, we could choose the weight vector
w to maximize the function

w>(m2 − m1) (2.10)

subject to w being unit length. To normalize by the within-class scatter, the within-class
covariance is used:

s2
k =

∑

n∈Ck

(yn − w>mk), k = 1, 2 (2.11)

where yn is the n-th element of class Ck. The Fisher criterion is thus defined as

J(w) =
(w>m2 − w>m1)

2

s2
1 + s2

2

(2.12)

Substituting previous equations into Equation (2.12), differentiating with respect to w,
and simplifying, it can be shown that

w ∝ S−1
W (m2 − m1) (2.13)

where SW is the total within class covariance, in this case

SW =
∑

n∈C1

(xn − m1)(x
n − m1)

> +
∑

n∈C2

(xn − m2)(x
n − m2)

> (2.14)

The projected data may now be used to construct a discriminant function d and threshold
y0

3 such that

z =

{

C1 if d(x) ≥ y0,

C2 else.
(2.15)

The FLDA classifier is equivalent to the ML formulation if there are equal covariance

3The computation of a threshold is generally formulated as a decision boundary problem to minimize,
e.g., the probability of misclassification. Additionally, since w

T
x is the sum of random variables, invoking

the Central Limit Theorem, the class conditional density/mass functions can be defined using normal
distributions [82].
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matrices for the two classes; this results in a linear discriminant boundary.

An automated feature extraction (AFE) tool called GENIE (GENetic Imagery
Exploitation) is based on evolutionary computation and is designed to explore the en-
tire feature space of spectral and spatial operators for multispectral data, and evolve a
solution best fit for the classification task. More practically speaking, GENIE selects a
subset from the available data planes and develops an algorithm, consisting of spectral
and spatial operators, to extract various feature planes which are subsequently fed to a
standard classifier backend. GENIE selects an initial set of algorithms consisting of ran-
domly selected operators and randomly selected data planes as input. Throughout the
evolution process, only appropriate algorithms with appropriate data input will survive,
as quantified by the classification performance of the algorithms. Classification perfor-
mance is defined as an equal tradeoff between detection rate and false alarm rate. For this
work, GENIE uses a simple Fisher linear discriminant backend, although the capability
exists for other backend classifiers. For more information on GENIE, see Appendix E
and Reference [83].

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) construct a linear hyperplane that maximizes
the margin4 between classes. This is a nonlinear optimization problem: for a two class
problem, find the parameters w and w0 of the hyperplane

w>x + w0 = 0 (2.16)

minimizing the quantity

J(w, w0, ξ) =
1

2
||w||2 + C

N
∑

i=1

ξi (2.17)

subject to
yi[w

>xi + w0] ≥ 1 − ξi, ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (2.18)

where ξ is a vector of “slack variables” representing the three categories of training vec-
tors: correctly classified training outside of the class separation band, correctly classified
training inside of the class separation band, and incorrectly classified training [84]; C is
a positive constant that weights the relative contribution of the two terms in J ; xi is the
i-th training vector; and yi is the class label (±1). In the case of nonlinear SVMs, the data
is first mapped to a higher dimensional space, where a linear hyperplane is computed to
separate the classes, using a kernel function which defines the inner product operation in
the higher dimensional space [84]. We have implemented an SVM using SVMlight [85],
with linear (LSVM),

K(x, z) = x · z (2.19)

4The minimum separation (i.e., distance) between samples from different classes.
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and quadratic (NLSVM),
K(x, z) = (sx>z + c)2 (2.20)

kernels. For the nonlinear SVM, the kernel parameters (s and c for quadratic) must be
explicitly optimized for the training data; this is the only classifier used in this study
which requires optimization of parameters.5

2.4.2 Performance Metric

We choose a general metric of classification performance that equally penalizes both
types of classification errors: 1) true (nuclei) pixels incorrectly labeled as false (non-
nuclei) and 2) false pixels incorrectly labeled as true. In particular, the performance
metric is defined as

P = 0.5(Rd + (1 − Rf )) (2.21)

where Rd is the fraction of true pixels classified correctly (detection rate), Rf is the
fraction of false pixels classified incorrectly (false alarm rate), and the factor of 0.5 scales
the metric to the range [0, 1]. Note that a perfect segmentation will yield a performance
score of 1 (100%), while a score of 0.5 (50%) can be obtained by a trivial solution of all
pixels labeled true (or false). We will present our results in terms of this metric P , as
well as the individual metrics comprising P : detection rate (DR) and false alarm rate
(FAR).

The performance metric in Equation (2.21) is valid for cases where ground truth is
defined on a pixel-by-pixel basis for some region(s) of the image; the best estimate of
performance is achieved when ground truth is defined for the entire image. As a com-
promise between the necessity of comprehensive ground truth for proper quantification
of classification accuracy, and the tedious and time-consuming aspect of human delin-
eation of such ground truth, we have marked a 200 × 200 pixel window in each of the
58 histology images.6 These windows were chosen to best encompass the range of visual
features in the imagery, according to subjective evaluation by the human viewer. We feel
that this approach will not be any more biased toward certain image features than would
a random approach; in many cases, a randomly located 200 × 200 pixel window could
encompass little, if any, cellular material. This window is used to determine classification
performance for each image, as well as provide training data for classifier optimization.

5Strictly speaking, the AFE tool GENIE has many free parameters (e.g., number of feature planes)
that can be optimized. For the purpose of this study, however, we use the default parameters. Refer to
Reference [83] for more description of the parameters associated with GENIE.

6The imagery and ground truth markups are available from http://flour.ece.ucsb.edu:8080/

bisquick/.
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2.5 Pixel-Level Classification Results

In this section we demonstrate the nuclear classification performance of our imagery
using several well known classifiers. We use multispectral images, each of the three
derived RGB images, as well as individual bands from each of the image types (multi-
spectral, rgbequal, truecolor, and ccd). Nuclear classification is an important task since
many of the characteristics of cancer are expressed in the cell nuclei. Indeed, much of
cytology analysis is based solely on nuclear characteristics. Additionally, it is easy to
define a reasonably precise pixel-level ground truth for nuclei which lends this task to a
thorough examination of classification accuracy. We discuss the pixel-level classification
of cytoplasm and stroma in Chapter 3.

We present classification performance using all available image bands of each image
type in Section 2.5.1, followed by classification performance of individual image bands
in Section 2.5.2, and a discussion of the differences in performance using all available
bands versus individual bands in Section 2.5.3. We conclude our discussion of results
by presenting the image bands used preferentially in the AFE and FLDA classifiers
(Section 2.5.4), analysis of the entropic content of individual image bands (Section 2.5.5),
and a principal components analysis of the multispectral imagery (Section 2.5.6).

2.5.1 Classification Using All Available Image Bands

We split our dataset in (approximately) half7 to create a training set of images and
a test set of images; half of the benign and malignant subsets were randomly assigned
to the training or test set to allow for even representation of benign and malignant
characteristics in both sets. The same random half of the data was provided to each
classifier. Applying the six aforementioned classifiers8 to each complete image stack (i.e.,
all available bands of multispectral, rgbequal, truecolor, and ccd), and averaging over the
images contained in the training (in-sample) and test (out-of-sample) sets, we achieve
the results shown quantitatively in Table 2.1 and graphically in Figure 2.4. Since the
AFE tool GENIE is stochastic, averages for ten independent runs are presented. Since
the optimization of the quadratic kernel for NLSVM is very time consuming, results
presented here are for a randomly selected 10% of the training data.

In Table 2.1, the best in-sample (IS) and out-of-sample (OS) performance scores are
in bold-face. The best performance occurs for either the multispectral or ccd imagery,
with ML and AFE performing better with ccd; MED, FLDA, and both SVMs performing
better with multispectral, and SAM split between the two for IS and OS. It is important

7One of the benign images was left out of the training set, i.e., the training set actually contains 28
images and the test set 30 images rather than an even split of 29 images each. All results take this into
account.

8Many thanks to Zhiqiang Bi for performing and optimizing the SVM classifications presented here.
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Table 2.1. Detection rate (DR), false alarm rate (FAR), and performance (P) using all
available image bands. Results are presented as in-sample (IS)/out-of-sample (OS) and
as percentages. Bold rates correspond to the best rates over all image types for each
classifier.

Classifier Image Type DR FAR P

ML multispectral 0.876/0.865 0.111/0.097 0.883/0.884
rgbequal 0.868/0.861 0.117/0.098 0.876/0.881
truecolor 0.879/0.868 0.109/0.091 0.885/0.889
ccd 0.879/0.868 0.109/0.090 0.885/0.889

MED multispectral 0.888/0.895 0.135/0.114 0.876/0.891
rgbequal 0.884/0.891 0.140/0.120 0.872/0.886
truecolor 0.889/0.897 0.152/0.131 0.868/0.883
ccd 0.890/0.899 0.147/0.125 0.872/0.887

SAM multispectral 0.871/0.874 0.118/0.100 0.877/88.7
rgbequal 0.872/0.872 0.123/0.105 0.875/0.884
truecolor 0.862/0.860 0.107/0.090 0.878/0.885
ccd 0.854/0.846 0.092/0.077 0.881/0.884

FLDA multispectral 0.896/0.890 0.108/0.092 0.894/0.899
rgbequal 0.890/0.885 0.117/0.098 0.887/0.893
truecolor 0.888/0.881 0.107/0.089 0.890/0.896
ccd 0.890/0.884 0.110/0.091 0.890/0.897

AFE multispectral 0.908/0.905 0.109/0.095 0.900/0.905
rgbequal 0.918/0.920 0.134/0.122 0.892/0.899
truecolor 0.912/0.912 0.110/0.096 0.901/0.908
ccd 0.910/0.911 0.108/0.094 0.901/0.908

LSVM multispectral 0.929/0.922 0.073/0.101 0.932/0.911
rgbequal 0.920/0.883 0.088/0.096 0.928/0.894
truecolor 0.929/0.898 0.079/0.099 0.937/0.900
ccd 0.929/0.897 0.079/0.098 0.937/0.900

NLSVM multispectral 0.922/0.930 0.069/0.117 0.927/0.901
rgbequal 0.888/0.915 0.074/0.123 0.907/0.896
truecolor 0.905/0.915 0.070/0.115 0.917/0.900
ccd 0.906/0.915 0.071/0.122 0.918/0.900
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(b) OS performance score.
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(c) IS detection rate.
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(d) OS detection rate.
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(e) IS false alarm rate.
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(f) OS false alarm rate.

Figure 2.4. Average performance and detection/false alarm rates using all available
image bands for in-sample (IS) and out-of-sample (OS).
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Table 2.2. Performance of the Minimum Euclidean Distance (MED) classifier using all
image bands for different randomly selected training sets. Set 1 is the training set used for
all the previously reported results. To facilitate easy observation of the better performing
set (in-sample (IS) or out-of-sample (OS)), the better performance is presented in bold
face.

Training Set IS P OS P
Set 1 0.876 0.891
Set 2 0.871 0.897
Set 3 0.884 0.883
Set 4 0.890 0.876
Set 5 0.878 0.887
Set 6 0.884 0.879
Set 7 0.892 0.874
Set 8 0.884 0.882
Set 9 0.879 0.886
Set 10 0.876 0.890

to note, however, that these increases in performance are only 0.004 IS and 0.004 OS
when averaged over all classifiers.

It is surprising that the OS performance is generally higher (0.0076 increase in per-
formance) than the IS performance for all classifiers but the SVMs, since performance
generally decreases for unseen data. Looking at the performance of individual images in
the test and training set, we note that there are several images in both the training and
test sets with markedly poor performance; it appears that the IS set has slightly poorer
performing images than the OS set. As a further test of this conjecture, we retrained a
classifier (in this case, MED) with 9 additional randomly chosen training sets (10 training
sets total including the original set used for all previous results). The IS and OS perfor-
mance on multispectral imagery for these different training sets are shown in Table 2.2.
It appears from Table 2.2 that the choice of images for the training and test sets affects
the relative performance between the two, i.e., with other randomly chosen training and
test sets, we see that we have an IS performance better than OS performance about half
of the time.

From the results in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4, we see that we can achieve a performance
P (Equation (2.21)) ranging from 0.876 to 0.937 for IS and from 0.887 to 0.911 for OS,
depending on the particular classifier. Results are also presented for DR and FAR in
Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4 as reference. FAR and DR are commonly used metrics for
classification performance, and were defined in Section 1.3.2. Future observations and
analysis of results will most likely involve a relative weighting assigned to DR and FAR,
in terms of performance required by pathologists.
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Table 2.3. Wilcoxon paired signed-rank test p-values for performances of multispectral
versus RGB imagery, presented as in-sample (IS)/out-of-sample (OS). Starred (∗) entries
correspond to statistical significance at the p-value of 0.05. Using the Bonferroni cor-
rection for these 21 tests, we look for the corrected p-value of 0.05/21 ≈ 0.0024, which
are presented as bold entries in the table. Note that all bold entries also satisfy the less
conservative p-value of 0.05 although they are not explicitly starred.

Classifier Image–multi vs.
rgbequal truecolor ccd

ML 4.7e-1/5.4e-1 1.5e-1/1.0e-1 1.5e-1/8.2e-2
MED 1.3e-4/5.3e-5 8.2e-4/1.4e-4 1.0e-3/8.3e-4
SAM 3.1e-2∗/5.7e-3∗ 1.6e-1/7.3e-1 5.8e-2/8.3e-1
FLDA 8.3e-3∗/6.5e-2 4.7e-2∗/7.5e-2 3.4e-2∗/1.2e-1
AFE 3.8e-4/3.0e-3∗ 5.8e-1/1.1e-1 8.0e-1/2.9e-2∗

LSVM 1.8e-1/1.2e-3 8.8e-2/6.3e-1 5.6e-2/4.3e-1
NLSVM 4.2e-6/6.9e-5 6.4e-4/4.7e-3∗ 9.6e-4/6.0e-3∗

A paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test9 is used to determine the statistical significance
of these differences in performance; results are shown in Table 2.3 where only half of
these differences are statistically significant for a p-value of 0.05 (the starred entries in
Table 2.3). Only a few performance differences satisfy the corrected p-value of 0.05/21 ≈
0.0024 (bold entries), according to the Bonferroni correction.10

We have shown in this section, using a pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank test, that
only a few performance differences between multispectral and RGB imagery are actually
statistically significant. Taking the performance differences from Table 2.1 for all those
shown to be statistically significant in Table 2.3, the expected performance increase can be
determined for all statistically significant differences. In the following, bold differences
correspond to significance at the Bonferroni corrected p-value and the remainder for
significance at the uncorrected p-value of 0.05:

• IS: 0.004, 0.008, and 0.004 increase in favor of multispectral over rgbequal, true-

9The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is an alternative to the common Student’s t-test for situations in
which the underlying data distribution cannot be assumed to be normal and/or the classes cannot be
assumed to have the same variance. The paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a two-sided test used to
compare the distributions of two related measurements, and specifically tests for a zero median value
of the pairwise sample differences. The p-value is the probability that the samples are symmetrically
distributed about a single central (i.e., median) point [86].

10The Bonferroni correction compensates for the possibility that some number of statistical tests will
randomly appear to be significant. For a p-value of 0.05 = 1/20, it is expected that one out of every
twenty tests will, by chance, appear to be significant. The Bonferroni correction, which is conservative,
specifies that the corrected p-value should be pc = p/n, where p is the original p-value, and n is the
number of tests being performed over the same data [87].
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color, and ccd, respectively, for MED; 0.002 in favor of multispectral over rgbequal
for SAM; 0.007, 0.004 and 0.004 in favor of multispectral over rgbequal, truecolor,
and ccd, respectively, for FLDA; 0.008 in favor of multispectral over rgbequal
for AFE; and 0.020, 0.010, and 0.009 in favor of multispectral over rgbequal,
truecolor, and ccd, respectively, for NLSVM.

• OS: 0.005, 0.008, and 0.004 increase in favor of multispectral imagery over rgbe-
qual, truecolor, and ccd, respectively, for MED; 0.003 in favor of multispectral over
truecolor for SAM; 0.006 in favor of multispectral over rgbequal and 0.003 in favor
of ccd over multispectral for AFE; 0.011 in favor of multispectral over rgbequal
for LSVM; and 0.017, 0.011, and 0.011 in favor of multispectral over rgbequal,
truecolor, and ccd, respectively, for NLSVM.

2.5.2 Classification Using Single Image Bands

To gain more understanding of the relative contributions of specific image bands, the
ML, MED, FLDA, and AFE classifiers are applied to each individual image band for each
image type. The SAM classifier is excluded here since it will fail on one-band images,11

and the SVMs are excluded for computational reasons (it would be prohibitively com-
putationally intensive to optimize kernel parameters for each image band). Performance
scores for classification using single multispectral bands are shown in Figure 2.5 (a) and
(b) where the best performance scores occur in the red portion of the spectrum, with
poorer performance in the green portion and at the extremes of the spectrum. Empirical
observations of typical multispectral imagery (refer to Figure 2.1) reveal a good contrast
between nuclei and non-nuclei pixels in the red bands, decent contrast in the blue bands,
and very little contrast in the green bands and extreme ends of the spectrum. These
empirical observations correspond nicely with the graphs in Figure 2.5 (a) and (b).

Looking at the DR and FAR for single multispectral bands, shown in Figure 2.5 (c)-
(f), we note that the DR for the bands is more consistent across the spectrum of image
bands, with a rolloff at the extremes of the spectrum. The FAR on the other hand,
displays much more variation over the image bands; thus it seems that FAR has the
major effect on overall performance score.

In these classification runs, the AFE tool tends to outperform the other classifiers,
although it does not have as clear an advantage as when using all image bands. Addi-
tionally, AFE has lower DR in the green portion of the spectrum, but also lower FAR.
AFE is the only classifier that has degraded performance for the bands at 600 and 620

11Referring to Equation (2.7), in the case of one-element vectors, a = |a|, thus a · b =
|a||b| ⇒ cos(θ) = 1 ⇒ θ = 0. Thus, the SAM classifier will assign a class label of ‘1’ to the
observation since the spectral angle is apparently 0. This reduces the classification problem to the triv-
ial solution mentioned previously: assigning a single label to all pixels, resulting in a performance score
of 0.5.
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(a) IS performance scores.
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(b) OS performance scores.
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(c) IS detection rates.
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(d) OS detection rates.
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(e) IS false alarm rates.
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(f) OS false alarm rates.

Figure 2.5. Performance and detection/false alarm rates on single multispectral bands
for in-sample (IS) and out-of-sample (OS).
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nm; this is due to the poor performance of one of the 10 independent runs for these
particular image bands. The last thing we note is the better performance of the AFE
classifier in the blue portion of the spectrum compared with the other classifiers. This
is most likely due to the ability of AFE to extract local spatial features to assist in the
more difficult classification of blue bands. Using purely spectral information in the red
bands (i.e., ML, MED, and FLDA), however, performs nearly as well as AFE.

We present now the classification results for single RGB channels. Plotted in Fig-
ure 2.6 are the performance, DR, and FAR of the AFE classifier on single image bands
of rgbequal, truecolor, and ccd imagery. The AFE classifier is plotted here since it con-
sistently yielded the highest performance scores; Appendix F contains plots for the other
three classifiers. It should be noted that while the green and blue channels of ccd im-
agery are identical to those of truecolor imagery, all three ccd channels are plotted for
completeness. Similar to the multispectral single band plots, the red channels yield the
best performance, as well as the highest DR and lowest FAR; this is most likely due to
the good contrast for nuclei in the red channels (refer to Figure 2.1). The most significant
differences between the RGB image types occurs in the green channels.

The distinction in performance of red channels between the RGB image types is not
large; refer to Table 2.4. Here the single best performing multispectral band yields a
performance increase of 0.005 IS and 0.006 OS, similar to the performance increase using
all multispectral bands versus all RGB bands. As reference, Table 2.4 also displays the
IS and OS performance using all image bands.

It is interesting that the poorest performing RGB channel is the blue, whereas with
multispectral data, the green portions of the spectrum are the poorest performers. While
it may seem contradictory that in RGB imagery the green channel outperforms the blue
channel when the opposite is true in multispectral imagery, it is important to remember
how the multispectral bands are allocated to each of the RGB bands. Consider, for ex-
ample, the allocation of bands in rgbequal imagery: the bands from 510 nm to 600 nm
are averaged to yield the green channel. Referring to Figure 2.5 (a) these bands have a
large variation in performance. Thus, to obtain the green channel, we are averaging mul-
tispectral bands, several of which have relatively good performance. A similar situation
occurs with the truecolor and ccd imagery, albeit with a weighting applied to the various
“green” bands.

We find the analysis of performance on single image bands satisfactory from an intu-
itive standpoint. Since the nuclei are stained with the blue-colored Hematoxylin which
will block red light, the red portions of the spectrum have the best contrast and perform
best for this nuclear classification task. While green light is also blocked by the Hema-
toxylin, so also is it blocked by the Eosin, rendering the green portion of the spectrum
less informative for the task at hand.

The distinction in performance of red channels between the RGB image types is not
large; we do note, however, that the single best performing multispectral band yields a
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(a) IS performance scores.
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(b) OS performance scores.
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(c) IS detection rates.
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(d) OS detection rates.
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(e) IS false alarm rates.
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(f) OS false alarm rates.

Figure 2.6. Performance and detection/false alarm rates on single RGB bands with the
AFE classifier for in-sample (IS) and out-of-sample (OS).
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Table 2.4. Maximum performance using all available image bands and single image
bands presented as in-sample (IS)/out-of-sample (OS). ‘P ’ is the performance using all
image bands, ‘Max P ’ is the maximum performance of a single image band, and ‘Max P
Band’ is the band yielding the best performance.

All Bands Single Bands
Classifier Imagery P Max P Max P Band

ML multispectral 0.883/0.884 0.892/0.900 620/590 nm
rgbequal 0.876/0.881 0.883/0.888 R/R
truecolor 0.885/0.889 0.889/0.898 R/R
ccd 0.885/0.889 0.889/0.898 R/R

MED multispectral 0.876/0.891 0.892/0.900 620/600 nm
rgbequal 0.872/0.886 0.880/0.882 R/R
truecolor 0.868/0.883 0.888/0.898 R/R
ccd 0.872/0.887 0.889/0.898 R/R

FLDA multispectral 0.894/0.899 0.892/0.901 620/620 nm
rgbequal 0.887/0.893 0.884/0.893 R/R
truecolor 0.890/0.896 0.889/0.899 R/R
ccd 0.890/0.897 0.889/0.900 R/R

AFE multispectral 0.900/0.905 0.905/0.913 640/660 nm
rgbequal 0.892/0.899 0.899/0.908 R/R
truecolor 0.901/0.908 0.897/0.909 R/R
ccd 0.901/0.908 0.892/0.901 R/R

performance increase of 0.006 as compared to the single best RGB bands, averaged over
all 4 classifiers. This performance increase is consistently in favor of single multispectral
image bands, but is not generally statistically significant (refer to Table 2.5), especially for
the more complex (and physically realistic) allocations of the truecolor and ccd imagery.

We have shown in this section that performance differences between single multi-
spectral image bands and single RGB image bands are not statistically significant. This
indicates that the individual multispectral image bands are not yielding any more useful
spectral information than are the individual RGB image bands for classification of nuclei
pixels in H&E stained imagery.

2.5.3 Single Image Bands versus All Image Bands

One curious result from the previous section is that use of single image bands tend
to outperform classification using all image bands; this results in a performance increase
of 0.007 IS and 0.007 OS (most easily seen in Table 2.4). While these differences in
performance are not large, the consistency of the bias toward single image bands is
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Table 2.5. Wilcoxon paired signed-rank test p-values for performances of the best mul-
tispectral band versus the red channel of RGB imagery, presented as in-sample (IS)/out-
of-sample (OS). Starred (∗) entries correspond to statistical significance at the p-value of
0.05. Using the Bonferroni correction for these 12 tests, we look for the corrected p-value
of 0.05/12 ≈ 0.0042, presented as bold entries in the table. Note that all bold entries
also satisfy the less conservative p-value of 0.05 although they are not explicitly starred.

Classifier Multi Band Band
rgbequal R truecolor R ccd R

ML 620/590 nm 2.9e-2∗/3.2e-2∗ 4.0e-2∗/3.1e-1 3.1-e2∗/3.4e-1
MED 620/600 nm 6.9e-2/2.2e-2∗ 1.0e-1/2.5e-1 1.0e-1/1.7e-1
FLDA 620/620 nm 6.3e-3∗/1.7e-3 2.5e-1/2.5e-1 1.2e-1/3.6e-1
AFE 640/660 nm 2.3e-4/9.4e-2 1.8e-3/4.0e-1 1.7e-3/4.7e-1

Table 2.6. Wilcoxon paired signed-rank test p-values for performances of best single
image bands versus all image bands, presented as in-sample (IS)/out-of-sample (OS).
Starred (∗) entries correspond to statistical significance at the p-value of 0.05. Using the
Bonferroni correction for these 16 tests, we look for the corrected p-value of 0.05/16 ≈
0.0031, presented as bold entries in the table. Note that all bold entries also satisfy the
less conservative p-value of 0.05 although they are not explicitly starred.

Classifier Image
multi rgbequal truecolor ccd

ML 1.0e-3/2.4e-4 2.9e-4/7.3e-3∗ 4.0e-1/2.0e-2∗ 3.6e-1/2.3e-2∗

MED 3.3e-3∗/5.0e-2∗ 4.3e-2∗/8.8e-1 1.4e-3/1.1e-2∗ 1.4e-3/2.2e-2∗

FLDA 9.2e-2/8.3e-1 3.8e-2∗/9.1e-1 2.6e-1/7.3e-1 2.7e-1/6.6e-1
AFE 3.4e-2∗/2.2e-1 3.1e-3/1.5e-4 5.6e-2/9.3e-1 3.6e-2∗/7.2e-1

striking. Additionally, this performance difference may be statistically significant in as
many as half of the cases (refer to Table 2.6).

To attempt to explain this result, we look at the distribution of nuclei and background
pixels in the form of scatter plots (Figure 2.7). Since all the classifiers considered use a
linear (or approximately linear12) decision hyperplane, they may have a slightly easier
time correctly discriminating a 1-D distribution (e.g. just the red channel). Referring
to the 2-D scatter plots in Figure 2.7, the distributions are distinctly non-Gaussian (an
assumption made by several of the classifiers), and it appears that a curved decision
boundary may improve performance. It is our conjecture that the addition of more

12While the ML classifier results in a quadratic boundary, we see in Figure 2.7 that the two classes
have approximately equal scatter. This would indicate approximately equal covariance matrices which
will yield an approximately linear boundary.
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Figure 2.7. Scatter plots of nuclei versus non-nuclei in ccd imagery of the whole dataset.
Nuclei points are green o’s and non-nuclei points are blue x’s. Each scatter plot is
displayed both with blue and green on top to allow better appreciation of the extent of
each class.
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image bands may decrease performance slightly, by adding additional dimensions for
which a linear hyperplane cannot adequately compensate. We would also like to note
here that although the scatter plots in Figure 2.7 appear to have significant inter-class
overlap, it is the density of these points that allows for as good a classification as we
achieve with simple linear classifiers.

As a test of our conjecture, we return to our nonlinear SVM results from the previous
section (refer to Table 2.1). There is an average performance of 0.927 IS and 0.901 OS,
as compared to the best non-SVM performance of 0.901 IS and 0.908 OS from the AFE
classifier. This would seem to indicate the superiority of a curved (quadratic, in this
case) decision boundary for the higher dimensional classification problems, at least for
IS data. While we also note in Table 2.1 that the linear SVM (LSVM) outperforms the
quadratic SVM (NLSVM), we must keep in mind that the NSLVM kernel was trained
for only 10% of the training data, resulting in a less than optimal solution as compared
to the LSVM which had access to 100% of the training data.

2.5.4 Analysis of FLDA Coefficients and Bands Chosen in AFE
Solutions

We expect that the single image bands which yield the best performance should also
be the bands used most often by the classifiers. A direct examination of this is possible
with the FLDA and AFE classifiers. For FLDA, image bands are weighted and summed;
the higher the absolute value of the coefficient, the more important the image band. A
plot of these coefficients for multispectral and RGB imagery is shown in Figure 2.8. For
the AFE classifier, more important image bands should be chosen more often in solutions;
a plot of the average number of times an image band is chosen in an AFE solution is
shown in Figure 2.9, where the 10 independent runs have been averaged. Once again,
in both the FLDA and AFE classifier, there is a preference for the red portion of the
spectrum.

We note also that with RGB imagery (Figures 2.8 (b) and 2.9 (b)), the FLDA classifier
weights the red channel the most, followed by the blue, and finally green channels. Simi-
larly, the AFE classifier chooses the red channel most often, followed in turn by blue and
green. Comparing the multispectral plots for the AFE and FLDA classifiers (Figures 2.8
(a) and 2.9 (a)), there are striking similarities in the relative use/weighting of bands,
particularly in the red portion of the spectrum (i.e., 580-650 nm). The more prevalent
use of green and blue bands in the AFE classifier, compared to FLDA, may be due to
the classifier’s ability to extract local spatial features, making those bands more useful
beyond the raw spectral attributes used by the FLDA classifier. Additionally, some of
these differences may average out if more AFE runs were considered. (In particular, the
AFE classifier displays an odd preference for 420 nm which has very little contrast (refer
to Figure 2.1)). Overall, considering the disparate nature of these two classifiers, we find
it interesting that they both display similar preferences for particular image bands.
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cients for RGB imagery.

Figure 2.8. Absolute value of Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLDA) coefficients.
Larger absolute value indicates greater weight (importance) of the image band to the
overall classification performance.
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(b) RGB bands chosen in AFE solu-
tions.

Figure 2.9. Spectral bands chosen in Automated Feature Extraction (AFE) solutions,
averaged over 10 independent runs.
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We use the analysis in this section as a complement to the analysis of performance
on single image bands. Specifically, we have shown that image bands that yielded better
performances are also the image bands chosen preferentially in both the FLDA and
AFE classifiers. While it may be more qualitatively satisfying if the plots of Figures 2.8
(a) and 2.9 (a) would bear more resemblance to those of Figure 2.5 (a) and (b), it is
important to remember that these two analyses are very distinct from one another. In
the case of Figure 2.5 (a) and (b), we are limiting the classifiers to a single image band,
and optimizing the performance, whereas for Figures 2.8 (a) and 2.9 (a) we are providing
the classifiers with a choice of all available image bands and optimizing performance. As a
more intuitive example, for the FLDA classifier, even if a specific image band X performs
well when used alone, this same image band X may not yield as much information
as, say, the linear combination of bands Y and Z. We have shown, therefore, in this
analysis, a classifier preference for image bands that have also been shown to yield better
performance when used singly in classification.

2.5.5 Entropic Analysis of Image Bands

In order to quantify the source of the slight performance differences between the
various image types, we look at the entropy of regions in our imagery. For this, entropy
is defined as

H = −
N
∑

i=1

P (ai) log2 P (ai), (2.22)

where N is the total number of grayscale levels, ai is the i-th level, and P (ai) is the
probability of the i-th level (generally estimated from the image histogram) [79].

Entropies of our imagery are plotted in Figure 2.10 and summarized in Table 2.7.
From these results, we make several observations. First, the highest entropy occurs
in the red portion of the spectrum, corroborating well with the best performing image
bands being in the red portion of the spectrum. Second, malignant images have a higher
entropy than the benign images; this is not surprising since malignant nuclei tend to
have more pronounced chromatin texture. There is, however, significant overlap between
entropies of individual images and the average malignant or benign entropies. Third, our
multispectral imagery has slightly higher nuclear entropy than any of the derived RGB
imagery. This could lead to the erroneous conclusion that multispectral imagery should
therefore have the best performance; entropy is, however, only one particular measure of
information content. The information that human experts use in their segmentation of
nuclei involves higher level concepts beyond pixel-level entropy.
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(b) RGB nuclear regions
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(c) Multispectral non-nuclear
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(d) RGB non-nuclear regions.
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Figure 2.10. Entropy of images/image regions. For clarity we plot only the entropy of
the total dataset for the RGB plots.
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Table 2.7. Entropy of image regions.

Region Imagery Max Entropy Max Entropy Band

Nuclei multispectral 7.11 bpp 660 nm
rgbequal 7.00 bpp R
truecolor 6.82 bpp R
ccd 6.90 bpp R

Non-Nuclei multispectral 7.35 bpp 550 nm
rgbequal 7.19 bpp G
truecolor 7.12 bpp G
ccd 7.12 bpp G

All Pixels multispectral 7.16 bpp 550 nm
rgbequal 7.15 bpp G
truecolor 7.08 bpp G
ccd 7.08 bpp G

2.5.6 Principal Components Analysis of Multispectral Images

We use Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [88] as a dimensionality reduction
method to see how many “important” bands actually exist within our multispectral
imagery. Input to the PCA algorithm is the (768·896)×29 matrix where rows correspond
to a single image pixel and columns are the pixel values for each of the 29 multispectral
image bands. The average sorted eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of this input are
plotted in Figure 2.11, where the eigenvalues for each image are normalized such that
the largest eigenvalue has unit value. There was very little difference in this plot for
malignant and benign subsets of our data, so the eigenvalue plot is averaged over our
entire dataset. It was somewhat surprising that there was only one dominant eigenvalue,
with the second ranked eigenvalue at approximately one-tenth the value of the dominant
one. Given that there are two stains in our histopathology imagery, we expected that
there would be two dominant eigenvalues. Figure 2.12 shows the projection of an example
image onto the first three eigenvectors. The first projection seems to highlight nuclear
regions (i.e., the Hematoxylin), the second projection seems to highlight the connective
tissue and cytoplasm (i.e., the Eosin), and the third and subsequent projections do not
have any obvious correlation with the tissue stains.

We have thus found that PCA indicates the presence of two dominant eigenvalues, if
the principal components responsible for 97% of the variation in the data are considered.
This indicates the presence of only two information-bearing projections of the imagery
for this nuclear classification task, providing insight into the approximately equivalent
performance of the RGB imagery and multispectral. We have also shown that these two
informative projections demonstrate a direct relationship to the two image stains. Inter-
estingly, the first component is responsible for 93% of the total variation; this component
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Figure 2.11. Logarithmic plot of the eigenvalues of multispectral imagery, from Princi-
pal Components Analysis (PCA). Eigenvalues for each image are normalized so that the
largest eigenvalue has unit value.

is generally correlated with Hematoxylin, but is sometimes correlated instead with what
appears to be a grayscale version (i.e., intensity) of the original image; the reasons for this
are not immediately clear. The possibility that other image bands may contain impor-
tant diagnostic information for further analysis (i.e., analysis beyond a simple pixel-level
nuclear classification) is still an open question [76].

2.6 Summary

We have shown in this chapter a demonstration of performance for different image
types and different classifiers in a nuclear classification task. First, results indicate only
slight performance differences using multispectral imagery as opposed to derived RGB
imagery. These performance differences are not, however, statistically significant in many
cases, especially in the OS set and for the physically realistic ccd and truecolor imagery.
These conclusions hold for both classification using all available image bands as well as
using single image bands, indicating that the multispectral bands do not contain any
more specific spectral information than do the RGB bands for this nuclear classification
task.

Second, we have also shown that the single image bands with the best performance
are the image bands chosen more often/weighted more heavily by the AFE and FLDA
classifiers. Analysis of the entropy of image bands similarly reveals a preference for the
red portion of the spectrum for nuclei.

Finally, we have shown through the use of PCA as a dimensionality reduction method,
that only two bands are carrying 97% of the variation in our image data, and appear
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(a) ccd image.
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Figure 2.12. Projection of an example image onto the first three Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) eigenvectors.
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to be correlated with the two image stains. This result provides some insight into the
roughly equivalent performance of RGB imagery to multispectral.

While the results presented here are intriguing, they are by no means complete,
since we are considering only a single pixel-level classification task. This is the first
thorough quantative and comparative analysis between multispectral and RGB imagery
for a common classification task.

2.7 Future Directions

As this work on pixel-level classification of histological images is of integral importance
to many applications, there are several distinct directions that future research may take.
First, we have considered only a single low-level classification task for nuclei. Further
research could involve pixel-level classification of other histologic entities (some work will
be presented in Chapter 3), molecularly specific pixel-level classification [76] (to identify
subtle differences in the spectra associated with different dye-protein interactions), as
well as the object-level classification of histologic entities. We will touch on the latter
area in Chapter 5, but our main focus will be the development of object-level analysis
and not an analysis of the different imagery for such an analysis task.

Second, while we have presented analysis for the RGB color space, there may be other
color spaces more suitable for this and other classification tasks. As previously mentioned,
other research has demonstrated the utility of YUV [15], HSV [17, 37], and HSI [15, 80].
Additionally, the conversion of the imagery to optical density (OD), which provides
a linear relationship between image intensity and staining density, may yield a useful
image space to explore the virtues of multispectral and standard RGB imagery. Similarly,
dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA and Independent Components Analysis
(ICA) [89] may also provide an informative image space.

Finally, a very important research direction is the incorporation of feedback to the
system. In this case, one could “fine-tune” the results of the pixel-level classification based
on the results of a further higher-level analysis. In particular, the results of higher-level
analysis can be incorporated into the performance metric for the pixel-level classification.
This avenue of research is broad and applicable to a variety of problems, especially as
more research investigates higher-level image analysis. As it stands, there seems to be a
bit of a rift between the “standard” low-level image analysis techniques and the newly
developed higher-level techniques. Methods to help bridge this gap are sorely needed.
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Pixel-Level Classification of
Cytoplasm and Stroma

In our imagery, cytoplasm and stroma are not easily distinguished based solely on
spectral information, especially when the inter-image variability in staining is taken into
account. Thus, we find a pixel-level classification for the combined cytoplasm/stroma
class and then discus methods of discrimination between cytoplasm and stroma using
texture and other features. We present a method to distinguish between tissue and
background, whereby we can simply subtract the previous nuclei classification results
from the new tissue class to yield a combined cytoplasm and stroma class. This cytoplasm
and stroma class can be further processed to discriminate between the two classes. We
find our best overall average performance (average of performance for classification of
cytoplasm and stroma classes) to be approximately 0.86.

3.1 Motivation

While the characteristics of cell nuclei are well established as useful for diagnostic
purposes, it is expected that the characteristics of cytoplasm and stroma will be sim-
ilarly useful. The qualities of cytoplasm and stroma in breast cancer do not appear
to have been specifically addressed in the literature, but stroma in pancreatic cancer
has been noted as displaying distinctive growth patterns [90, 91]. It is likely that some
characteristics of the cytoplasm and stroma are affecting the pathologist’s perception of
many histopathology slides [92, 93]. The discrimination between cytoplasm and stroma,
however, is not commonly addressed in quantitative pathology studies, especially for
standard H&E stained imagery (Sims et al. in [90] and [91] use sirius red and light-green
and still require manual classification of color clusters). We seek to develop a method to
automatically and robustly distinguish cytoplasm from stroma in our pathology imagery.
This will allow a full object-level description to be developed for both entities in addition
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to the commonly quantified nuclear features.

Of ultimate interest is the separate classification of cytoplasm and stroma pixels.
This proves to be a difficult (if not impossible) task using solely spectral information,
especially considering the wide variability in the spectral appearance of cytoplasm (from
light purple to vivid pink); refer to Figure 3.1. We are thus more interested in the 2-class
problem, distinguishing between tissue and background, whereby we can simply subtract
the previous nuclei classification results from the new tissue class to yield a combined
cytoplasm and stroma class. This cytoplasm and stroma class can be further processed to
discriminate between the two classes. In general, stromal structures display a sinuous and
fibrous structure with a strong parallel direction between the various fibers. Cytoplasm,
on the other hand, has a more homogeneous and granular texture; as an example, refer
to Figure 3.2.

3.2 Related Work

As previously mentioned, publications on classification/discrimination of cytoplasm
and stroma for H&E imagery are quite sparse. Masood et al. [94] use the Nuance system
from CRi (Woburn, MA; the same company that manufactures the VariSpecTM LCTF) to
obtain multispectral imagery, and rely on the fundamental assumption that the various
histological classes are spectrally distinct. It also appears that the segmented classes
in [94] must be manually assigned to their respective histologic classes. No quantitative
results are presented for the segmentation accuracy of this method.

Teverovskiy et al. [95] and Tabesh et al. [96] use a rule-based approach to segment
several histologic entities including white space, red blood cells, nuclei (stromal, apop-
totic, and epithelial), stroma, lumen, cytoplasm, and nucleoli. This approach relies on
several measurements of color information as well as some shape-based metrics; it also
relies on a large number of empirically determined thresholds. Image “objects” are de-
termined by a region growing algorithm using color and shape regularity. These objects
are merged to form the various histologic classes based on spectral and morphologic fea-
tures. The quantitative results presented in [95] and [96] focus on Gleason grading scores
resulting from the automated analysis system; no quantitative results are presented for
segmentation accuracy of histologic entities.

In our imagery, cytoplasm and stroma are not easily distinguished based solely on
spectral information, especially when the inter-image variability in staining is taken into
account. In this chapter we present the development and analysis of a classifier for
cytoplasm and stroma. Section 3.3 presents the pixel-level classification for the combined
cytoplasm/stroma class and Section 3.4 discusses methods of discrimination between
cytoplasm and stroma. We summarize our research in Section 3.5 and conclude with
possible directions for future research in Section 3.6.
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Figure 3.1. Multispectral and ccd average histologic spectra are plotted in (a) and (c)
to allow better appreciation of the spectral shape, and average spectra ± the standard
deviation are plotted in (b) and (d) to illustrate the overlap of the cytoplasm and stroma
classes across the spectrum. Background and nuclei classes are shown as reference; note
that these classes do not have the same overlap as do the cytoplasm and stroma classes.
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(a) Example ccd image.

(b) Stroma can range in color and in-
tensity, but generally displays a pink
color and a sinuous, fibrous texture.

(c) Cytoplasm is generally granular
to homogeneous in texture and is
most apparent here on the inner edge
of this ductal structure.

Figure 3.2. Example of stroma and cytoplasm. For context, the entire image is shown
in (a), while detail of stroma and cytoplasm regions are shown in (b) and (c).
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3.3 Pixel-Level Classification

Since cytoplasm and stroma are both stained predominantly with Eosin, the problem
of the classification of the combined cytoplasm and stroma class may be solved with
solely the use of spectral information. We turn our attention to simple methods for
the classification of tissue versus background. One simple method would be to find
a threshold for the green channel which could separate out the tissue portions of the
image. While this is certainly a valid approach, we have reservations about the use of a
threshold-based method with imagery that is subject to such wide variation in staining
intensity. This leads us to approach the problem as an unsupervised classification.

3.3.1 k-means Clustering and Region Merging

As opposed to the supervised classification techniques used in Chapter 2, unsupervised
techniques do not rely on a training markup but rather attempt to cluster the image
pixels according to some similarity criterion defined a priori. The k-means clustering
algorithm is chosen for pixel-level classification of cytoplasm and stroma versus nuclei
and background. k-means is a widely known and used algorithm which clusters data into
k clusters while minimizing the intracluster variance [97]:

V =
k
∑

k′=1

∑

x∈Ck′

||x − mk′ ||2 (3.1)

where Ck′ is the k′-th cluster. The number of clusters k must be specified by the user
and is generally based on the desired number of output classes or knowledge of the image
constituents.

Noting that there are three spectrally distinct classes, background (white), nuclei
(blue-purple), and cytoplasm/stroma (pink-red), we choose k = 3. k-means clusters are
assigned to the background C ′

b, nuclei C ′
n, and cytoplasm/stroma C ′

cs as follows: C ′
b is

the class with lightest average green value, C ′
n is the class with the darkest average green

value, and C ′
cs is the remaining k-means class. This rule-based approach is based on

the observation that the nuclei tend to be the darkest staining histologic entities in the
image.

While it may seem odd to classify cytoplasm and stroma pixels as the absence of
nuclei and background pixels, it is the background and nuclei pixels that are the easiest
to quantify. Indeed, we have thorough pixel-level markups of nuclei used in Chapter 2.
These ground truths can be used as a measure for the classification ability of the k-
means classifier. This will lend a quantitative metric to the classification of the k-means
algorithm beyond the qualitative analysis of the cytoplasm/stroma classification.

Although we expect three main spectrally distinct classes, the merging of a larger
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number of classes may prove more accurate. The rule-based approach presented above is
modified for use with k > 3, where the average values of the red, green, and blue channels
(R(k), G(k), and B(k), respectively) have been calculated ahead of time:

1. Find the cluster with the lightest average gray value in the green band. The green
band is used since this band encompasses the wavelengths of light that are blocked
by both Hematoxylin and Eosin. Thus, the intensity of the green band gives an
indication of the intensity of total stain. This cluster with the lightest average
green value is assigned to the background. Call this cluster C ′

b.

2. Find the cluster with the darkest average gray value in the green band. It is
expected that the darkest regions of the image will correspond to the high-density
chromatin areas of the nuclei. Call this cluster C ′

n.

3. Iterate through the following steps

(a) Find the most commonly occurring spatially adjacent label to C ′
n.

(b) Defining ksa as the label of this most common adjacent cluster, if

B(ksa) > R(ksa) + mean(B − R), (3.2)

then assign this cluster to nuclei (C ′
n = C ′

n

⋃

Cksa
), and proceed to step

(c). Otherwise, assign this and all remaining clusters to cytoplasm/stroma
(C ′

cs = Cksa

⋃

(C ′
b

⋃

C ′
n)C) and terminate the iterative process. In the preced-

ing equations
⋃

is the union and (·)C is the set complement operator.

(c) (Degenerate case) If C ′
n

⋃

C ′
b ≡ ⋃

Ck, terminate the iterations. Otherwise,
repeat step (a).

3.3.2 Classification Results

We quantify the performance of this k-means merging algorithm by computing the
classification performance on just the nuclei using the same ground truth used in Chap-
ter 2. This allows a comparison of the nuclei classification capabilities of the k-means
merging algorithm as compared to the supervised learning methods that were exten-
sively studied in Chapter 2. Only the ccd RGB imagery is used for this quantification.
The k-means merging method presented above would work as is for the rgbequal and
truecolor imagery, and could be easily modified to work with the multispectral imagery.
We choose to focus our efforts on the ccd imagery, however, since we have shown in
the previous section the approximately equivalent performance of spectral classification
algorithms between the different imagery. Choice of the ccd imagery is also motivated
by positive feedback from our pathology collaborators as to the aesthetic equivalence of
our ccd imagery to standard H&E stained imagery in histology textbooks [93]. The three
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metrics presented in Chapter 2, namely detection rate (DR), false alarm rate (FAR), and
performance (P) are used; refer to Section 2.4.2 and Equation 2.21 therein. Results for
k = 3, . . . , 15 are presented in Table 3.1. For easy reference, Table 3.2 includes the OS
rates for ccd imagery from the six classifiers of Section 2.4.1.

Referring to Table 3.1, there are fairly consistent results across the different values
of k, with a slight performance advantage (on average) for k = 3. Since the larger
values of k require longer computation time to converge, k = 3 is chosen as the optimal
value both in terms of computational efficiency and overall performance. Table 3.1 also
shows the performance for classification of background pixels, compiled using a sparser
markup indicating slide background pixels. There is a very good performance for this
class across all values of k. We were expecting a degraded performance from the k-means
algorithm as compared to the classifiers used in Section 2.4.1, shown in Table 3.2, but
instead found comparable performance. As such, both the k-means classification of the
combined cytoplasm/stroma class as well as nuclei could be used for further analysis. The
discrimination between cytoplasm and stroma will be discussed in subsequent sections.

3.4 Discrimination between Stroma and Cytoplasm

Now that we have demonstrated pixel-level classification of both nuclei and slide
background, leaving the combined cytoplasm and stroma class remaining, we focus our
attention on the discrimination between cytoplasm and stroma.

3.4.1 Gabor Feature-Based Discrimination

A wavelet-based texture measure is chosen as a powerful but compact representation
of texture (i.e., high energy spatial information). In general, stromal structures display a
sinuous and fibrous structure with a strong parallel direction between the various fibers.
As an example, refer to Figure 3.2. Due to the strong orientation component of the
stromal texture, the Gabor wavelet is chosen as a basis for a texture discrimination
between cytoplasm and stroma.

Gabor functions are Gaussians modulated by complex sinusoids, and have been
proposed as an apt representation of human visual receptor fields [98, 99]. The two-
dimensional Gabor functions in the time- and frequency-domain are implemented ac-
cording to [100,101] (in which the redundancy between the various Gabor filters is min-
imized), and a modification of the code from [100] is used,1 where the Gabor filtering is
performed in the frequency domain to avoid the computationally intensive convolutions
required in the time domain. The mean and standard deviation of the resulting filtered

1Available at http://vision.ece.ucsb.edu/texture/software/
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Table 3.1. Detection rate (DR), false alarm rate (FAR), and performance (P) for k-
means classification. Bold rates correspond to the best rates. Performance for nuclei
is compiled using the comprehensive ground truth of Chapter 2, while performance for
the background class is compiled using a sparser ground truth indicating regions of slide
background.

Nuclei Background
k DR FAR P DR FAR P
3 0.903 0.103 0.900 0.982 0.040 0.971
4 0.900 0.194 0.852 0.997 0.016 0.990
5 0.941 0.163 0.889 0.995 0.009 0.993
6 0.909 0.123 0.893 0.994 0.005 0.995
7 0.925 0.143 0.891 0.993 0.004 0.994
8 0.932 0.143 0.894 0.990 0.003 0.994
9 0.949 0.171 0.889 0.983 0.002 0.990
10 0.954 0.167 0.834 0.978 0.002 0.988
11 0.949 0.162 0.893 0.968 0.002 0.983
12 0.939 0.148 0.896 0.964 0.001 0.098
13 0.944 0.163 0.890 0.951 0.001 0.975
14 0.948 0.164 0.892 0.945 0.001 0.972
15 0.931 0.155 0.888 0.940 0.001 0.970

Table 3.2. Out-of-sample detection rate (DR), false alarm rate (FAR), and performance
(P) for Section 2.4.1 classifiers. Bold rates correspond to the best rates.

Classifier DR FAR P
ML 0.868 0.090 0.889
MED 0.899 0.125 0.887
SAM 0.846 0.077 0.884
FLDA 0.884 0.091 0.897
AFE 0.911 0.094 0.908
LSVM 0.897 0.098 0.901
NLSVM 0.915 0.122 0.900
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(a) Reference ccd image, displaying
both stroma and cytoplasm.

(b) Gabor output (mean of the 12
features).

Figure 3.3. Gabor output. The nuclei and background have been masked out in the
Gabor output in (b), leaving only the combined cytoplasm and stroma class. Note that
stromal areas display a larger value in the Gabor output (red areas in (b)), and the
cytoplasm areas display smaller values (orange and yellow in (b)).

output are commonly used features for texture characterization [100, 101]; we use six
orientations and one scale, resulting in twelve features.

Since we expect that stromal regions will have stronger Gabor output (refer to Fig-
ure 3.3, we would like to determine a robust threshold for the Gabor output. We avoid
any absolute threshold due to the staining intensity variations in our imagery. Defining
a relative threshold as the point at which the rate of change of the thresholded images is
maximum, this should correspond to the threshold at which the major cytoplasm regions
are eliminated. Results using these thresholds are shown in Table 3.3, where there are
poor DRs for both cytoplasm and stroma and an overall performance (averaged cyto-

Table 3.3. Detection rate (DR), false alarm rate (FAR), and performance (P) for Gabor
cytoplasm/stroma discrimination, using a sparse ground truth markup of cytoplasm and
stroma regions for compilation of results. Total performance is the average of cytoplasm
and stroma performance.

Cytoplasm Stroma Total
DR FAR P DR FAR P P

Gabor 0.442 0.071 0.685 0.555 0.069 0.743 0.714
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plasm and stroma performance) of 0.714. Since there are twelve results from the Gabor
filtering, the mean over these feature planes is presented. The mean is used rather than
the maximum since we are interested in regions with a strong response in any orientation,
rather than just in the six specific orientations of the Gabor filters.

Empirical observations of the resulting segmentations suggest that the addition of the
red channel information may improve the segmentation performance. This leads to the
question of whether there are other features that could be of use in a feature selection
framework.

3.4.2 Nuclear Proximity, Gabor, and Spectral Feature-Based
Discrimination

Cytoplasm and stroma are distinguished by the human expert based on proximity to
the nucleus, texture, and sometimes color information (some stroma is dark pink) [93]. As
such, we choose to define three categories of features related to color, nuclear proximity,
and texture for use in a standard classification framework. We will discuss each of these
feature categories in turn, followed by the feature selection and classification aspects.

Proximity to Nuclei

Proximity to nuclei is one of the most telling characteristics of cytoplasm besides
its general textural difference from stroma. The concept of “proximity” is more of a
high-level architectural concept, but we seek to model this in a simple geometric fashion.
While there are some heuristics about the extent of cytoplasm with respect to nuclear
size, we will simply compute the Euclidean distance to the nearest nucleus, and allow the
classification method to determine an appropriate threshold based on our training data.
Thus, for each cytoplasm/stroma pixel, we have a single distance feature to the nearest
nucleus perimeter:

dnn = min
Np

|Np − CSi| (3.3)

where Np is the set of nuclear perimeter pixels, CSi is the current cytoplasm/stroma
pixel, and | · | is the 2-D Euclidean distance metric.

Gabor Texture Features

For texture features, we use a vector consisting of twelve values per pixel, where for
each orientation and scale both the mean and standard deviation of the filtered output
is computed. Additionally, the average over the mean values and the standard deviation
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values are computed, resulting in a length-14 vector:

g = [m11, σ11, ...,mSK , σSK , m̄, σ̄]> (3.4)

Spectral Features

While the ccd imagery was used for the k-means classification of the combined cyto-
plasm and stroma class, the multispectral information for this class can be substituted.
While there is significant spectral overlap between the cytoplasm and stroma classes (re-
fer again to Figure 3.1), the use of spectral information, in combination with our other
feature categories, may improve the discrimination between cytoplasm and stroma. Thus
we have a length-32 feature vector for spectral information, where the first 29 indices cor-
respond to the 29 bands of the multispectral imagery, and the following three are the (R,
G, B) values of the ccd imagery:

λ = [λ420, λ430, . . . , λ700, λR, λG, λB]> (3.5)

Combining the proximity, texture, and spectral features, we have a length-47 feature
vector,

f = [dnn g> λ>]> (3.6)

for each pixel in the combined cytoplasm and stroma class.

Feature Selection Methods

Feature selection is a means to select the relevant and important features from a large
set of features, many of which may be redundant, irrelevant, or not particularly useful
(and possibly detrimental) to the classification performance. This is an increasingly
important area of research now that automated quantitative image analysis techniques
are becoming more mainstream, as it is common practice to extract as many features as
possible for future analysis. While humans have innate abilities to process and understand
imagery, they do not tend to excel at explaining how they reach their decisions. As such,
large feature sets are generated in the hopes that some subset of features incorporates
the information the human expert is using for analysis.

Well-known feature selection methods include the sequential search methods, namely
sequential forward selection (SFS) [102] and sequential backward selection (SBS) [103].
SFS works by sequentially adding the feature that most improves the classification per-
formance; similarly, SBS begins with the entire feature set and sequentially removes the
feature that most improves the classification performance.2 Both SFS and SBS suffer

2It may seem counter-intuitive that removal of a feature could improve the classification performance.
As previously mentioned, however, not all features are similarly useful for classification. Removal of
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from the “nesting effect” whereby features that are selected (SFS) or discarded (SBS)
cannot be revisited in a later step and are thus suboptimal [104]. Pudil et al. [104]
proposed the use of floating search methods, sequential floating forward search (SFFS)
and sequential floating backward search (SFBS), in which previously selected/discarded
features can be re-evaluated at later steps. While these methods still cannot guarantee
optimality of the selected feature subset, they have been shown to perform very well
compared to other feature selection methods and are, furthermore, much more compu-
tationally efficient [104].

More recent feature selection research has focused on such methods as boosting [105–
107] and grafting [108, 109]. SFFS, however, has been shown to have comparable per-
formance to grafting for several problem sets [110], and has been shown to outperform
many other feature selection methods [111]. SBFS has similar performance to SFFS in
many cases, but tends to suffer from higher computational complexity in the initial steps
due to the larger feature set with which it begins.

Results

We choose SFFS as our feature selection method, Fisher linear discriminant analysis
(FLDA) as the classifier, and use the PRTools package from Delft University [112], which
includes a wide variety of feature selection and classification methods. The choice of
the FLDA classifier is motivated by the good performance of this classifier for the nuclei
classification task of Chapter 2. Additionally, preliminary tests with a quadratic classi-
fier yielded poorer results for this cytoplasm/stroma discrimination. The total training
set contains 190,140 samples (139,047 stroma and 51,093 cytoplasm) and the test set
contains 185,929 samples (131,958 stroma and 53,971 cytoplasm). Since these datasets
are very large and would be computationally expensive to process, a random subset of
1000 samples is selected for the training set. Since the training data are unbalanced, 500
samples are selected from each stroma and cytoplasm examples for each set. Using the
unbalanced data tends to result in algorithms that classify the majority of the image as
stroma, thus achieving a good score for the majority of the samples. By balancing the
training data, we hope to achieve a better performance on both cytoplasm and stroma.
To test the performance of the classification algorithm, we test over both the entire
training and test sets.

The performance of the SFFS feature selection is shown in Table 3.4. In addition
to feature selection over the 47-D feature set, SFFS is also applied over smaller feature
subsets: the 35-D subset excluding the orientation specific Gabor features and the 6-
D subset excluding both the orientation specific Gabor features and the multispectral
features.3 The 47-D feature set can achieve a performance of 0.80 IS and 0.77 OS.

features that may be redundant, irrelevant, or contradictory will improve the classification performance.
3Thus the 6-D feature subset consists of the nuclear proximity feature, the mean and standard
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Table 3.4. Detection rates, false alarm rates, and performance for Sequential Floating
Forward Selection (SFFS) cytoplasm/stroma discrimination, using the sparse ground
truth markup of cytoplasm and stroma for compilation of results. Results are presented
as in-sample (IS)/ out-of-sample (OS). Bold rates correspond to the best rates and total
performance is the average of cytoplasm and stroma performance.

Cytoplasm Stroma Total
Feature Set DR FAR DR FAR P
47-D 0.73/0.64 0.14/0.10 0.86/0.90 0.27/0.36 0.80/0.77
35-D 0.61/0.53 0.09/0.07 0.91/0.93 0.39/0.47 0.76/0.73
6-D 0.11/0.10 0.03/0.02 0.97/0.98 0.89/0.90 0.54/0.54

The use of the 35-D feature set was motivated by the desire for none of the features
to be orientation specific, as this will degrade the generalizability of the algorithm. The
use of the 6-D feature set was intended to explore the utility of the multispectral infor-
mation for this cytoplasm/stroma discrimination task. We expected a slight increase in
performance using the 35-D feature set as opposed to the 47-D subset, but instead we
find a slight decrease in performance for this dataset. There is an even further decrease
in performance for the 6-D feature set, indicating that there may be some subtle spec-
tral information within the multispectral bands that is useful for the cytoplasm/stroma
discrimination. Application to other H&E stained histopathology imagery may see an
advantage to the orientation invariant 35-D and 6-D feature sets.

3.4.3 Genie Pro Feature-Based Discrimination

We also use Genie Pro for discrimination of cytoplasm and stroma. Genie Pro com-
putes features using a pool of predefined image operators and the selection of relevant
features is based on evolutionary computation. Thus the selection of features is “evolved”
based on the performance on training data. For more information on Genie Pro refer to
Appendix E. For the definition of ground truth, the nuclei and background classes are
defined as an unknown and the class that Genie Pro assigns to these regions is consid-
ered irrelevant. Rather, it is the discrimination between cytoplasm and stroma that is
of interest here. Genie Pro was allowed to train for 100,000 iterations (approximately a
day on an Intel Core Duo 2.33 GHz tablet PC with 2 GB of RAM), and the performance
was analyzed. This high number of iterations allows Genie Pro ample time to refine its
algorithm to achieve the best possible classification performance. Results are shown in
the first row of Table 3.5. Here we see the best performance so far, with 0.89 IS and 0.86
OS.

deviation of the average Gabor response, and the three ccd RGB channels.
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Table 3.5. Genie Pro cytoplasm-stroma results, presented as in-sample (IS)/out-of-
sample (OS). Bold rates correspond to the best rates. Original refers to the original
training data; masked refers to the original training data applied to a masked image,
where the combined cytoplasm/stroma class is masked from the background and nuclei;
and ccd refers to the training data applied to the ccd RGB image.

Cytoplasm Stroma Total
Training DR FAR DR FAR P
Original 0.97/0.92 0.23/0.21 0.83/0.77 0.01/0.06 0.89/0.86
Masked 0.77/0.59 0.31/0.26 0.83/0.82 0.11/0.15 0.80/0.75
ccd 0.78/0.61 0.15/0.22 0.91/0.84 0.12/0.16 0.85/0.77

We also applied this 2-class markup (incorporating only cytoplasm and stroma as
described above) to a masked image; this masked image contains the combined cyto-
plasm/stroma class as output from the k-means rule-based algorithm of Section 3.3.1.
The use of this training data was motivated by the hypothesis that providing Genie Pro
with an unambiguous unknown class (i.e., an obviously unique background to the cyto-
plasm/stroma class that we are trying to discriminate) would provide easier means to
focus on the cytoplasm/stroma discrimination problem at hand. These results are shown
in the second row of Table 3.5, where we see poorer performance.

One advantage of Genie Pro is the ability to visualize the resulting algorithm. This
can allow insight into the features that Genie Pro uses in the classification process.
The algorithm resulting from the original training data is shown in Figure 3.4. Within
Figure 3.4, the various attributes correspond to the feature planes that Genie Pro has
extracted from the imagery. Both the graphical representation of the algorithm for feature
extraction as well as the output for one of our dataset images are shown. The final output
is determined from the attribute planes using a ML classification. In actuality, there are
two steps in the feature extraction in Genie Pro: the first is the spectral and textural
feature extraction which is shown in Figure 3.4 and the second is a morphological post-
processing designed to mitigate clutter in the resulting ML output.

We note in Figure 3.4 that three of the five Genie Pro attributes are using the dif-
ference of spectrally close bands; in two cases two green bands (attributes 3 and 4), and
in one case two red bands (attribute 1). This may indicate some extra information con-
tained in the multispectral data useful for the discrimination of cytoplasm and stroma.
Attribute 0 uses two spectrally distinct bands and attribute 2 uses a single band.

Genie Pro was run on ccd imagery using the same image markup to look at the
attributes extracted when there are not spectrally similar bands available. Results for
this training run are shown in the last row of Table 3.5, and the attributes in Figure 3.5.
Table 3.5 shows that the ccd classification does not perform as well as the multispectral,
but better than the masked multispectral.
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(a) Input. (b) ML output.

(c) Attribute 0. Normalized differ-
ence (a−b

a+b
) of red (670 nm) band a

and blue (470 nm) band b results
in larger pixel values where the red
value is larger than the blue; this re-
sult is dilated.

(d) Output 0. Highlights pink
regions.

Figure 3.4. Genie Pro algorithm using multispectral imagery as input. (continued on
next 2 pages)
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(e) Attribute 1. Absolute difference
of two red bands (700 and 670 nm),
i.e., |a − b|, for which the pixel val-
ues of nuclei vary more than for cy-
toplasm and stroma; this results in
an image of cell nuclei, which is sub-
sequently smoothed with a Gaussian
filter.

(f) Output 1. Gaussian
smoothed nuclei.

(g) Attribute 2. Blue band at 470 nm
is clipped at max and min values and
then Gaussian smoothed (“peak”),
and the standard deviation of a disc-
shaped neighborhood is computed for
each pixel.

(h) Output 2. Edges of tissue
and nuclei regions.

Figure 3.4. (Cont.) Genie Pro algorithm, multispectral imagery. (continued on next
page)
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(i) Attribute 3. The normalized dif-
ference (a−b

a+b
) of two spectrally adja-

cent green bands a (540 nm) and b
(530 nm).

(j) Output 3. Positive values
appear as lighter gray, negative
values as darker gray. Appears
to highlight stroma as lighter
colored than any other histo-
logic class.

(k) Attribute 4. The subtraction of
green bands a (520 nm) and b (540
nm), where the output is zero if a <
b.

(l) Output 4. Highlights ar-
eas of tissue by the subtraction
of a more spectrally transparent
band from one that is less so.

Figure 3.4. (Cont.) Genie Pro algorithm, multispectral imagery.
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(a) Input. (b) ML output.

(c) Attribute 0. Computes the
normalized difference (a−b

a+b
) of the

clipped and Gaussian smoothed
(“peak”) version of the blue channel
(b) with a further Gaussian smooth-
ing (a).

(d) Output 0. Appears to en-
hance tissue regions, with some
nuclei particularly prominent.

Figure 3.5. Genie Pro algorithm using ccd imagery as input. (continued on next 2
pages)
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(e) Attribute 1. Takes the absolute
difference of the green and blue chan-
nels and dilates the output.

(f) Output 1. The absolute
difference highlights areas of
tissue, with nuclei appearing
brightest. The morphological
dilation expands these areas,
again providing the brightest
values at and around nuclei.

(g) Attribute 2. Clips and Gaussian
smooths the red channel, enhancing
nuclei.

(h) Output 2. Nuclei.

Figure 3.5. (Cont.) Genie Pro algorithm, ccd imagery. (continued on next page)
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(i) Attribute 3. Multiplies the
red and green channels, followed by
the scaled subtraction (scaled to be
greater than 0) of the multiplication
and a dilated version of the multipli-
cation.

(j) Output 3. The multiplica-
tion of the red channel (with
dark nuclei) and the green chan-
nel (with dark tissue) results in
an image with dark nuclei. The
subtraction of the dilated multi-
plication image from the multi-
plication image enhances edges
of these dark regions. Thus,
we have edges of nuclei (most
prominent) and edges of other
tissue.

(k) Attribute 4. Clips and Gaussian
smooths the blue channel, followed
by a morphological dilation.

(l) Output 4. Dilated nuclei.

Figure 3.5. (Cont.) Genie Pro algorithm, ccd imagery.
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Table 3.6. Genie Pro single attribute plane results for the multispectral solution, pre-
sented as in-sample (IS)/out-of-sample (OS). The results from the original solution using
all five attribute planes is included here for easy reference.

Cytoplasm Stroma Total
Attribute DR FAR DR FAR P
0 0.88/0.91 0.58/0.59 0.42/0.36 0.08/0.04 0.66/0.66
1 0.81/0.80 0.41/0.32 0.69/0.72 0.17/0.08 0.78/0.73
2 0.93/0.92 0.67/0.67 0.19/0.16 0.20/0.21 0.55/0.56
3 1.00/1.00 0.70/0.70 0.05/0.04 0.00/0.00 0.59/0.59
4 0.83/0.85 0.64/0.65 0.34/0.30 0.22/0.21 0.57/0.58

All 0.97/0.92 0.23/0.21 0.83/0.77 0.01/0.06 0.89/0.86

Most of the ccd attributes seem to be related to the nuclei, with the possible exception
of attribute 3 which appears to be enhancing edges of tissue. Multispectral attribute 1
appears to be related to nuclei as well. Necessarily, all the masked attributes are some
derived feature of solely the combined cytoplasm/stroma class. We hypothesize that
Genie Pro is using the nuclei information to help discriminate cytoplasm from stroma.

To test the hypothesis that Genie Pro is using nuclei information to help discriminate
cytoplasm from stroma, the multispectral and ccd solutions were modified to provide
access to only one of the attribute planes for classification. While it is well established
that a combination of features can be more discriminating than single features, this will
give some idea of the relative usefulness of the individual attribute planes.

The classification performance for each attribute plane for the multispectral Genie
Pro solution is shown in Table 3.6 and for the ccd Genie Pro solution in Table 3.7. The
best single attribute for the multispectral solution is attribute 1, which appears to be
a smoothed version of the nuclei. Similarly, in the ccd solution, attributes 0 and 1 are
the best performing single features and both appear to be related to nuclei; the worst
performing attribute is 3, which does not have as direct a relation to nuclei.

For a complete analysis of Genie Pro’s ability to discriminate between cytoplasm and
stroma, we would need to develop several independent solutions for each of the training
cases (multispectral, ccd, and masked). We have shown, however, a proof of concept
that Genie Pro is making use of nuclei information to help with the discrimination of
cytoplasm and stroma. We have also shown that these attributes related to the nuclei
are the best performing single feature planes within the solutions. Based on our analysis
here, we will use the Genie Pro solutions for further analysis of cytoplasm and stroma
regions.
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Table 3.7. Genie Pro single attribute plane results for the ccd solution, presented as
in-sample (IS)/out-of-sample (OS). The results from the original solution using all five
attribute planes is included here for easy reference.

Cytoplasm Stroma Total
Attribute DR FAR DR FAR P
0 0.56/0.55 0.38/0.40 0.87/0.84 0.18/0.20 0.70/0.72
1 0.80/0.84 0.49/0.45 0.61/0.64 0.15/0.11 0.73/0.69
2 0.40/0.30 0.41/0.41 0.79/0.86 0.28/0.26 0.62/0.63
3 0.39/0.35 0.68/0.66 0.71/0.71 0.29/0.31 0.52/0.53
4 0.57/0.63 0.54/0.58 0.62/0.61 0.22/0.19 0.62/0.61

All 0.97/0.92 0.23/0.21 0.83/0.77 0.01/0.06 0.89/0.86

3.5 Summary

We have presented in this chapter our methods for classification and discrimination
of cytoplasm and stroma. We find our best overall average performance (OS) to be
approximately 0.86. The discrimination between cytoplasm and stroma is a difficult
problem, and one that has only recently begun to be addressed in the literature. Many
of these methods assume a spectral difference between the two histologic classes which
we did not find to be evident in our data (refer again to Figure 3.1).

The method of [95] and [96] uses some morphologic information in addition to spectral
information for the classification of histologic entities, however, no quantitative results
for the accuracy of such a segmentation is provided. From the example image segmen-
tation provided in [96], we note similarities to our classification. First, we note a similar
qualitative performance on nuclear classification. While the papers [95] and [96] discuss
a region merging approach to separate clumped nuclei, the example image does not have
any specification of the individual nuclear boundaries. Thus we will not be able to make
any comparisons between our work in Chapter 4 and Tabesh et al. in [96]. The pixel-level
nuclear classifications, however, seem to be on par with ours. Second, we note misclassifi-
cation for both cytoplasm and stroma, generally confused with each other. This indicates
the inherent difficulty in distinguishing the two classes. This may also indicate that it
is less important to accurately distinguish the two classes as it is to characterize the
features of the combined cytoplasm-stroma class as a whole. While it is ultimately of
interest to characterize the cytoplasm and stroma classes individually, we may be able
to provide valuable higher-level image information without such a distinction.

Even with the misclassified cytoplasm and stroma, Tabesh et al. demonstrate an
average accuracy of 96.7% for cancer diagnosis and 81.0% for distinction of low and
high Gleason grades [96]. This would seem to indicate the utility of such an imperfect
segmentation for higher level analysis. Indeed, this is one of our interests in pursuing
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our hierarchical image analysis method: we would like to investigate the extent to which
higher-level image analysis can build upon imperfect lower-level analysis.

3.6 Future Directions

It would be of great use to utilize a dataset for which a more comprehensive ground
truth could be developed for cytoplasm and stroma, e.g., serial sections classified with
vibrational spectroscopy [29] or stained with other more specific stains. This would allow
for a more comprehensive analysis of the performance of various cytoplasm and stroma
classification methods.

While we have presented analysis of this problem using an intuitively satisfying feature
set, there may well be other features better suited for this classification problem. Indeed,
some of these well-suited features may stem from a higher-level conceptual analysis of the
imagery, leading back to the need for feedback from higher levels of analysis. Given our
intriguing results indicating the utility of nuclei for the discrimination of cytoplasm and
stroma, it would be interesting to further investigate the potential use of other nuclear
proximity features, e.g., a simple dilation of the nuclei pixels.

Additionally, further investigation of multiple independent Genie Pro algorithms for
cytoplasm and stroma discrimination could be of use either directly for the discrimination
process or for further insight into relevant features.
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Chapter 4

Nuclei Segmentation: Methods and
Evaluation Metrics

We present here our research on the first-level segmentation (the first segmentation
row of Figure 4.1) for cell nuclei, cytoplasm, and stroma. This work takes the pixel-level
classification output of Chapters 2 and 3 and seeks to delineate individual objects by
assigning the pixels to specific histologic objects. We develop a new object-level metric
for segmentation evaluation and show its correspondence to qualitative observations of
general segmentation characteristics. This metric is also used to compare several meth-
ods for delineation of cell nuclei, and to illustrate the dependence of this higher-level
segmentation on the accuracy of the underlying pixel-level classification. We continue
with analysis of multispectral versus RGB imagery, and show that for nuclear segmenta-
tion, the RGB imagery performs better than the multispectral. Additionally, we briefly
discuss our methods of segmentation for cytoplasm and stroma.

4.1 Motivation

We seek domain-specific first-level segmentations (delineation of objects) for our
histopathology imagery to serve as a foundation for our hierarchical object-level anal-
ysis. The segmentation of cell nuclei on an object level is a very difficult problem. While
there is much literature addressing this problem, we seek a solution that is feasible for
our H&E stained imagery and that avoids too many underlying assumptions about the
nuclear characteristics (e.g., parameterization as an ellipse). We also present the devel-
opment of an object-level segmentation metric applicable to our nuclear segmentations,
and possibly other application areas.

As noted in Chapter 3, the discrimination of cytoplasm and stroma is not commonly
addressed in the literature. Also not addressed is the segmentation of cytoplasm and
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Figure 4.1. Repeated Figure 1.2: Illustrative example of the two-step iterative
classification-segmentation process. At the first level (bottom two rows), biologic materi-
als are first classified on a pixel-by-pixel basis and then segmented into their constituent
objects, based on user feedback. Similarly, the second level is a classification distinguish-
ing (e.g.) benign (“b”) and malignant (“m”) nuclei, and segmentation of “cell” objects.
This process can continue until the user is satisfied with the level of abstraction; in this
example, the process ends at the concept of “tissue” at the topmost level. Note also that
the level of abstraction is controlled by user input at each level; this can be seen in the
maintenance of the stromal elements as a single object.
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stroma into discrete objects. Some authors (e.g., Gil et al. [113]) mention the possible
use of segmentation of further histologic entities such as cytoplasm, but consider the
solution to be infeasible in the near future. In this chapter, we discuss the methods we
use for the segmentation of cytoplasm and stroma, which will be used to extract object
level features for both histologic entities.

The work presented here begins the development of object-level analysis of our im-
agery, i.e., the first segmentation of the framework of Figure 4.1.

4.2 Related Work

4.2.1 Object-Level Analysis

As mentioned in Section 1.4, an image object is generally defined as a connected group
of pixels satisfying some similarity criterion. In recent object-based analysis research,
an object has been defined in terms of contour [48, 49]; homogeneous color [50, 51] or
texture [51]; as an anomaly (in some sense) compared to the rest of the image [52];
location, size, and shape [53]; and topological and connectivity relations [54, 55]. Some
relevant research on segmentations of biological entities can be found in References [17,
31–33,37,46,56–60], and an overview in Reference [61].

4.2.2 Segmentation Evaluation

The subject of objective and quantitative evaluation of segmentation performance
has received less attention than has the development of various segmentation algorithms
themselves. The evaluation of segmentation algorithms is often presented as a qualitative
overview of several representative segmented images. Many researchers in the fields of
computer vision and image analysis have noted the lack of objective and quantitative
metrics for segmentation quality, most often attributed to the lack of a well-defined
definition of image segmentation [114–122].

In Zhang’s commonly cited survey of segmentation evaluation methods [121], he dis-
criminates between three main categories of segmentation evaluation metrics: analyti-
cal metrics, empirical goodness metrics, and empirical discrepancy metrics. Analytical
metrics look at the segmentation algorithm formulations and analyze their properties.
Empirical goodness metrics define a “good” segmentation in terms of properties that
humans intuitively associate with a good segmentation, e.g., smoothness of boundaries
or homogeneity of color. Empirical discrepancy metrics rely on the use of a ground truth
image and seek to provide a measure of the difference between the segmentation output
and the ground truth segmentation. We focus on empirical discrepancy methods, as we
wish to focus on methods that can be easily adopted into a machine learning framework.
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We avoid metrics of segmentation performance that rely on point-to-point or region-
to-region correspondences (e.g., [115, 123–125]) as this is a sufficiently difficult problem
that it is an area of research in its own right. While there is much research in the use
of multiple ground truths, often manually defined by multiple human experts, we stick
to the case of one ground truth assumed to be the gold standard. Research using one
reference ground truth include:

• Fenster and Chiu [126] and Udupa et al. [117] call for the simultaneous use of
accuracy, precision, and efficiency to rate segmentation algorithms. They propose
that the use of only one of these metrics will fail to completely characterize the
segmentation performance.

• Yasnoff et al. [120] proposes the use of two measures for segmentation accuracy:
percentage of pixels misclassified and the pixel distance error. Pixel distance error
is defined as the Euclidean distance from a misclassified pixel to the closest pixel
of the misclassified class. This is aggregated for all misclassified pixels.

• Everingham et al. [127] propose the use of Pareto front, originally used in politi-
cal economics, as a method of aggregating multiple fitness metrics into one fitness
function. They develop a method for ROC-like analysis of these aggregate fitness
functions which provides more quantification of the range of segmentation perfor-
mance under different circumstances.

• Hoover et al. [118] propose the use of five possible classification scenarios for the
quantification of segmentation accuracy of laser range images. The five scenarios
are: 1) correct detection, 2) oversegmentation, 3) undersegmentation, 4) missed,
and 5) noise.

• Zhang and Gerbrands [122] propose a very different approach to quantifying seg-
mentation accuracy. Rather than focusing on pixel-level quantities such as percent-
age of pixels misclassified, they propose the use of object-level metrics as a measure
of the accuracy. The particular object-level metrics used for quantification of the
segmentation accuracy are the measurements that are ultimately desired for a fur-
ther image analysis beyond segmentation; this method has been named Ultimate
Measurement Accuracy (UMA).

4.2.3 Nuclear Segmentation

Many publications on nuclear segmentation provide only a few examples of the seg-
mentation results, and do not present any quantitative results gathered from a dataset.
Some papers address the quantitative analysis of the segmentation by having the expert
pathologist review the automated segmentation and quantifying the number and/or per-
cent of “correctly” segmented nuclei (e.g., see [17,128]). While this begins to address the
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issue of quantitative segmentation evaluation, it does not provide an automated means
to compute the performance metrics.

Additionally, many nuclear segmentation algorithms presented in the literature make
use of immunostaining for more specific location of cellular structures, or the Feulgen
stain which is specific to DNA, or even the physical extraction of nuclei prior to image
acquisition (see [10]). The use of cytology imagery is more often addressed since this
provides a less complicated image structure with more instances of isolated cells and/or
well-delineated cell clusters, e.g., [44, 46,59,129].

The use of standard H&E histology imagery for nuclear-based quantitative analysis
is rarer and has met with mixed success:

• Demir et al. [35] forgo the delineation of individual nuclei and use the cell clusters
as nodes for a graph-based analysis of H&E stained brain biopsies.

• Glotsos et al. [128] cluster nuclear pixels based on texture features using an SVM
and use an active contour model based on gradient vector flow to delineate the
nuclei for H&E stained astrocytomas and bladder cancer. Accuracies are reported
to be ∼ 95% with ∼ 2-3% oversegmentation and undersegmentation. While these
results are very promising, their imagery appears to have better separated nuclei
than ours.

• Latson et al. [17] use a fuzzy c-means clustering of the hue band of H&E stained
breast biopsy, followed by morphological cleanup and a marker-based watershed
on the distance transform of the nuclear classification. Markers are defined as
the regional minima of the distance transform. Results are 57.2%-71.6% correctly
segmented nuclei, 4.5%-16.7% clumped nuclei, 22.5%-26.3% “badly segmented”
nuclei, and 0.4%-1.4% missed nuclei.

4.2.4 Segmentation of Cytoplasm and Stroma

The segmentation of cytoplasm and stroma is an area of research that does not seem
to have been addressed much in the literature. No references were found regarding
the segmentation of stroma into discrete components. Very few references were found
regarding the segmentation of cytoplasm. In particular, Canzonieri et al. [130], Spillman
et al. [21], and Zhao et al. [27] mention the use of the nuclear to cytoplasm area ratio as
a discriminating feature of cancerous versus normal tissue. These references, however, do
not consider the segmentation of cytoplasm into discrete components, but rather compute
the ratio over the entire image or subimages.

Zahniser et al. [9] use an isodensity contour tracing algorithm to segment both the
Feulgen stained nuclei (using a 621 nm red image) and the Orange II stained cytoplasm
(using a 497 nm green image) in cervical cytology specimens. The information in the
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cytoplasm segmentation is used to determine whether the image object is a single cell or
a cell cluster for subsequent feature extraction, and also for computation of the nuclear
to cytoplasmic area ratio.

Honda [131] shows that a Voronoi tessellation closely approximates cellular patterns
in two dimensions, particularly for single sheets of epithelial cells.

Jones et al. [132] present a modification of the Voronoi segmentation, in which they
provide a tradeoff between the true Voronoi segmentation and the edge locations in the
gradient image. This method allows for actual cell boundaries to dominate when they are
present, and allow the Voronoi approximation to dominate when there are no edge cues
available. This method was applied to both synthetic images, and images of drosophila
(fruit fly) cells fluorescently stained for DNA and actin (a cytoskeletal protein). 92% of
the automatically determined boundaries were within 5 pixels of the manually segmented
boundaries, for cells approximately 25 pixels in diameter.

We present here our research on the first-level segmentation (the second row of Fig-
ure 1.2) for cell nuclei, cytoplasm, and stroma. We first describe the object-level metric
for segmentation accuracy that we have developed as well as the specification of object-
level ground truth for cell nuclei in Section 4.3. We then present results for two categories
of nuclear segmentation (Sections 4.4 and 4.5), including analysis of the segmentation ac-
curacy and efficiency. We analyze the variability of these segmentation methods over our
entire dataset and present the expected maximum segmentation performance given an
ideal pixel-level classification (Section 4.6). The segmentation of cytoplasm and stroma
is briefly discussed in Section 4.7, followed by a summary (Section 4.9) and future work
(Section 4.8).

4.3 Segmentation Metric

The following metric1 was defined with the segmentation of cell nuclei, i.e., roughly
circular or elliptical objects, in mind. For the segmentation of cell nuclei, we wish to
penalize not only the size of regions missed and extraneous regions, but also the shape
of those same regions. Additionally included are terms to penalize over- and under-
segmentation. We introduce the quadrant sum as a method of quantifying deviation in
shape from the ground truth by comparing the mass across two orthogonal axes through
the object’s center of mass. While this section will focus on elliptical objects, use of the
quadrant sum for arbitrarily shaped objects will be shown in Section 4.3.3. The work
presented in this section along with preliminary results from the rest of the chapter was
published by the author in [133].

1We are using the term metric in the general sense, not in the strict mathematical definition of a
function which satisfies non-negativity, positive-definitiveness, and the triangle inequality.
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4.3.1 Definition

We define our segmentation metric as:
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1

ND

ND
∑

i=1

max

(

0,

[

1 − α1
SR − 1

δSR

− α2
1

1.75

(

PM

GT
+

2QSPM

GT

)

− α3
1

1.75

(

EP

GT
+

2QSEP

GT

)])

·
(

1 − α4
N − ND

N

)

− α5
ER

N · δER

(4.1)

where
0 ≤ αi ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , 5.

Taking each additive term in the equation above, we will define the variables. First we
would like to point out that for the sake of clarity and brevity, Equation (4.1) does not
include the necessary clipping functions to assure that each term is less than 1. We will
discuss the need for these clipping functions and explicitly display them in the discussions
of individual terms to follow.

In Equation (4.1), N is the number of ground truth nuclei defined in the user markup
and ND is the number of nuclei detected by the segmentation algorithm; thus the sum-
mation averages scores for individual nuclei. We penalize for each nucleus detected (a
segmented region overlapping with a ground truth region):

1. The number of segmented regions:

term1 = α1 min

(

1,
SR − 1

δSR

)

(4.2)

SR is defined as the number of segmented regions overlapping the current ground
truth nucleus, and δSR as the upper limit for number of segmented regions. For a
perfect segmentation there would be only one segmented region per ground truth
region and δSR = 1 would be an intuitive value for evaluation of very good segmen-
tations; we leave this as a parameter, however, to allow for comparison of poorer
segmentations with more tendency to oversegment. The minimum function is used
to clip this term to a maximum value of 1 for any number of segmented regions
greater than δSR. Overall, the weight α1 can be thought of as the penalty for an
oversegmented nucleus.

2. The size and shape of the region of pixels missed:

term2 = α2 min

(

1,
1

1.75
·
(

PM

GT
+ min

(

1,
2 · QSPM

GT

)))

(4.3)

PM is defined as the number of pixels missed; that is, the pixels belonging to the
ground truth markup of the nucleus, but missed by the segmentation algorithm.
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GT is the number of pixels in the ground truth markup which we use to normalize
our size metric PM . Thus, PM

GT
quantifies the size of the region of missed pixels.

This is similar, though not identical, to the percentage of misclassified pixels used
in [120] since we are separately dealing with the pixels missed and the extra pixels
(i.e., two different types of misclassification).

We also look at the spatial distribution of the missed pixels, since we wish to
penalize certain spatial distributions more than others. For example, a distribution
of missed pixels in an annulus about the centroid of the nucleus will affect the shape
other higher-level metrics far less than a distribution of missed pixels encompassing
half of the nucleus. Note that this is a different approach than a simple pixel
distance error as in [120] and tends towards an appreciation of the ultimate goal of
this image analysis as in [122]. We take the “quadrant sum” of the pixels missed,
QSPM as follows:

QSPM = ‖r1 + r3 − r2 − r4‖ + ‖r1 + r2 − r3 − r4‖ (4.4)

where ri are the number of pixels in the respective quadrants 1− 4, and the quad-
rants are defined in a counter-clockwise direction. Looking at the polar coordinate
representation of the PM region, the number of pixels in each of the four quadrants
can be determined:

r1 =
∑

w

wejθPM
w

w , for 0 < θPM <
π

2

r2 =
∑

w

wejθPM
w

w , for
π

2
< θPM < π

r3 =
∑

w

wejθPM
w

w , for − π

2
< θPM < −π

r4 =
∑

w

wejθPM
w

w , for 0 < θPM < −π

2

(4.5)

Thus, QSPM is a measure of symmetry about the x- and y-axes of the region,
where the origin is at the ground truth centroid. QSPM is normalized by GT

2
, since

the maximum value this sum can (theoretically) take is half of the area. Due to
the discrete nature of the regions, however, it is possible that QSPM may slightly
exceed GT

2
; to compensate for this, we take the minimum of 1 and 2·QSPM

GT
. While

this metric does normalize by the total size of the region, it is not duplicating the
size metric PM

GT
, since it is calculating here a measure of asymmetry according to the

region size. While this is a simple and easy to compute metric, there is no reason
why another shape metric could not be substituted, with appropriate attention to
the inclusion of the size metric.

Overall, α2 can be thought of as the penalty for regions of pixels missed, penalizing
both size and shape. More details of the performance of this QS term is explained
in Figure 4.2 for circular and elliptical regions, including the motivation for the
normalization factor of 1.75. Additionally, the interested reader is referred to Ap-
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pendix G where examples of actual PM regions are ranked according to term 2 for
one of the dataset images.

3. The size and shape of the region of excess pixels:

term3 = α3 min

(

1,
1

1.75
·
(

min

(

1,
EP

GT

)

+ min

(

1,
2 · QSEP

GT

)))

(4.6)

Similar to term 2, EP is defined as the number of excess pixels; that is, the pixels
segmented as part of the nuclear region that do not correspond with the ground
truth markup. Since it is possible in the case of a severely undersegmented nucleus
that EP

GT
> 1, we take the minimum of 1 or the ratio.

Analogously to term 2, the quadrant sum of the excess pixels, QSEP , is calculated:

QSEP = ‖r1 + r3 − r2 − r4‖ + ‖r1 + r2 − r3 − r4‖ (4.7)

where, for this quantity, the polar representation of the EP region is used:

r1 =
∑

w

wejθEP
w

w , for 0 < θEP <
π

2

r2 =
∑

w

wejθEP
w

w , for
π

2
< θEP < π

r3 =
∑

w

wejθEP
w

w , for − π

2
< θEP < −π

r4 =
∑

w

wejθEP
w

w , for 0 < θEP < −π

2

(4.8)

The same normalization factor GT
2

is used for QSPM . It is possible, however, that
this term can be much larger than 1, in particular for an adjacent nucleus segmented
as part of the current nuclear region; as such, we again use the minimum function,
taking the minimum of 1 and 2·QSEP

GT
. Again the sum of the two factors is normalized

by 1.75. α3 is thus the penalty for size and shape of excess pixel regions, and is
related to the degree of undersegmentation of the nucleus. Appendix G contains
examples of actual EP regions ranked according to term 3 for one of the dataset
images.

Averaging these three terms provides a measure of the segmentation performance on all
detected nuclei. We wish also, however, to weight this average by the general detection
rate of nuclei. Thus, the average of the previous three terms is scaled by:

4. The fraction of nuclei detected:

term4 = 1 − α4
N − ND

N
(4.9)

This term with α4 = 1 would simply be the detection rate; the fraction of missed
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(a) Effect on the QS metric of ellipticity
and orientation of missed pixels. The region
missed is below the x-axis: ellipses plotted to
the left of circular are missing half of their
area along the major axis and to the right
of circular, half their area along the minor
axis. Note the possibility for the metric to
be slightly larger than 1.

(b) Effect on the QS metric of the portion of
a circular region of pixels missed. The max-
imum value for this metric occurs at (and
around) θ = π, when half of the region is
missed. The metric tapers off to zero for
small and large angles; this illustrates the
need for a separate size metric, since this
metric is scoring only the asymmetry.

(c) Example wedges removed from the discrete circular region in (b).

Figure 4.2. Performance of the Quadrant Sum (QS) metric for pixels missed in discrete
elliptical and circular regions. The QS metric in these plots has been normalized by GT

2
,

and the size metric by GT , where GT is the number of ground truth pixels. (continued
on next page)
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(d) Additive effect of the QS and size met-
rics. The combination of these two metrics
yields the desired penalty. Note the maxi-
mum value of ∼ 1.75.

(e) Example wedges removed from the discrete circular region in (d).

Figure 4.2. (Cont.) Performance of the Quadrant Sum (QS) metric for pixels missed in
discrete elliptical and circular regions. The QS metric in these plots has been normalized
by GT

2
, and the size metric by GT , where GT is the number of ground truth pixels.
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pixels N−ND

N
is scaled by weight α4 and then subtracted from 1 to get a modified

fraction of detected nuclei. In many cases it may be sufficient and desirable to
set α4 = 1, but it is left as a parameter since in the segmentation of nuclei, the
accuracy of the nuclei that are segmented may be of more importance than the
actual detection rate. This harkens back to the theory of UMA [122], wherein
it is the accuracy of further image analysis that determine the accuracy of the
underlying segmentation.

Finally we wish to penalize over the whole region of ground truth:

5. The number of extra segmented regions:

term5 = α5 min

(

1,
ER

N · δER

)

(4.10)

While terms 1-3 are defined for a single nucleus, and term 4 scales the average of
terms 1-3, this term looks at the excess segmented regions that have no correspon-
dence to a ground truth nucleus. For this term, ER is defined as the number of
excess segmented regions and δER as the fraction of total ground truth nuclei that
we will allow as excess regions; in general δER = 1. α5 is, therefore, the penalty for
excess segmented regions, similar to the concept of noise in [118].

Overall, the choice of αi reflects a weighting of the relative importance of the various
penalties. Similarly, the choice of δSR and δER reflects a choice in the latitude given
to certain errors in segmentation. A reasonable choice for default parameters would be
α = [0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.5], δSR = 1, and δER = 1, reflecting an equal penalty for under-
and over-segmentation errors (α1, α2, and α3), a direct weighting by the detection rate
(α4), equal importance given to the correct detection and segmentation of cell nuclei
and the avoidance of erroneously detected and segmented nuclei (α5), one segmented
region allowed per nucleus (δSR), and weighting of the erroneously segmented regions
proportional to the total number of cell nuclei (δER). It is important to note, however,
that while the choice of these parameters will effect the absolute values of the metric
terms, a direct comparison of segmentation performance for different algorithms may be
achieved with any reasonable parameter choice.

4.3.2 Metric Variation versus Segmentation Quality

We apply the segmentation metric (Equation (4.1)) to the watershed transform of the
complemented Euclidean distance transform (WSCDT) of a thresholded red channel for
an example ccd image. The threshold is varied over the entire range of gray scale values
it can assume, [0,255], and all pixels less than the threshold value are retained. The use
of the red channel is motivated by the high contrast for nuclei present in this channel.
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While the WSCDT is a common approach to watershed segmentation, for the sake
of clarity, we will describe in more detail the individual steps.

1. Compute the negative of the Euclidean distance transform on the complemented
binary image, setting the distance of all background pixels in the binary image to
a depth of −∞.

2. Compute the watershed transform on the resulting distance transform.

Thus by varying the threshold and computing the segmentation metric (Equation
(4.1)) of the WSCDT segmentation, we will get a sense of the expected variation in
our metric for a range of segmentation possibilities. These possibilities include the two
extremes whereby either all or none of the pixels have been classified as nuclei. The
performance of the individual metric terms as well as the overall performance is displayed
in Figure 4.3. It is important to note that in this figure the performance of the individual
terms are plotted rather than the terms themselves; thus the subtraction of each term
from a value of 1 is plotted.

Figure 4.3 illustrates that the performance is zero for both extremes of the threshold
classification. Observation of individual terms shows expected trends, namely that:

• Term 1 (extra GT regions) decreases in performance as the threshold increases. As
the regions thresholded as nuclei become larger with more complicated boundaries,
the distance transform has multiple minima per connected component in the binary
thresholded image. This results in a tendency to oversegment.

• Term 2 (pixels missed) increases in performance as more pixels are attributed to
nuclei. The dip in performance at high thresholds is due to an assumption that
the largest watershed region is the background; this is generally valid for reason-
able classifications, but becomes invalid as nearly the entire image is classified as
foreground.

• Term 3 (extra pixels) decreases in performance as nuclei tend to merge in the binary
thresholded image.

• Term 4 (nuclei detected) increases in performance as more pixels are attributed to
nuclei.

• Term 5 (extra regions) decreases in performance as more extraneous regions are
thresholded as nuclei. The performance of this term returns to 1 for a threshold
of 256, since there are no longer any extraneous regions; this is not apparent in
Figure 4.3 since we have downsampled the plot for less clutter.

We have presented here a general segmentation metric computed on an object level.
This metric uses simple quantities that are easy to compute using the segmentation
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Figure 4.3. Metric variation versus segmentation quality for an example ccd image. The
red channel was thresholded, retaining all pixels less than the threshold, and was then
segmented with the Watershed on the Complemented Distance Transform (WSCDT)
method. It should be noted that all terms plotted here are performance, i.e., one minus
the penalty, where the penalties are the terms previously discussed in relation to the
segmentation metric. The terms are denoted by a brief description in the legend, but
they are also plotted in numerical order, i.e., blue circles are term 1, red squares are term
2, and so forth. We have downsampled the plot for less clutter.
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and ground truth images, namely the regions of pixels segmented that do not belong
to a ground truth region, and the regions of pixels not segmented that do belong to
a ground truth region. We have also shown the variation in this metric for a variety
of segmentations using a simple watershed-based segmentation (WSCDT). We will first
make a few remarks about the ground truth markup process, as well as the application
of this metric to non-elliptically shaped objects and a comparison to other metrics. We
will then present segmentation results on cell nuclei using our newly defined metric.

4.3.3 Application to Non-Elliptically Shaped Objects

We would like to briefly discuss the applicability of the QS metric to non-elliptically
shaped objects; in this section the focus will be on the use of the PM QS metric, but
the arguments are identical for the EP case. The use of the centroid of the ground truth
object is what allows this metric to work for irregularly shaped objects. For a planar
object with uniform density, the mass (number of pixels in this case) will be equal across
any arbitrary line through the center of mass (equivalent to the centroid in the uniform
density case). By defining orthogonal axes through the centroid, we can eliminate the
chance of the arbitrary line corresponding to a reflectional symmetry of the region of pixels
missed. An example of the application of the PM QS metric to a hand silhouette is shown
in Figure 4.4, where we see the utility of the QS metric in quantifying the deviation in
shape of the hand, rather than simply the size of the deviation in segmentation.

4.3.4 Comparison to Other Segmentation Metrics

The Vinet measure (as coined by [124]) was originally developed for region-based
stereo matching [125]. Its main purpose is to establish a region-to-region correspondence
between images by looking for the maximum region overlap. A dissimilarity measure
is then defined using the cardinality of the overlap. Thus, the Vinet measure can be
thought of as a measure of the pixels missed and extra pixels, i.e., the pixels that are not
contained in the intersection of the two objects. Figure 4.4 shows the size metric for the
hand silhouette. This size metric, however, does not capture any difference in shape of
the objects, as does the QS metric.

The Hausdorff distance defines the deviation between two sets of points as the largest
distance between any two corresponding points [115, 134]. Defined formally, given two
sets of points A = {a1, . . . , am} and B = {b1, . . . , an}, the Hausdorff distance is:

H(A,B) = max(h(A,B), h(B,A)) (4.11)

where
h(A,B) = max

a∈A
min
b∈B

‖a − b‖ (4.12)
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(a) Original hand silhouette
with GT = 5270 object pix-
els.

(b) Erosion by 1 pixel; total
of PM = 524 pixels eroded
(missed). 2·QS

GT
= 0.188,

PM
GT

= 0.099, term2 = 0.107.

(c) Thumb removed; total of
PM = 524 pixels missed.
2·QS

GT
= 0.397, PM

GT
= 0.099,

term2 = 0.227.

Figure 4.4. Application of the QS and size metrics to an example silhouette and
“segmentations.” Qualitatively, the segmentation in (b) retains more resemblance to the
original silhouette in (a) than does the segmentation in (c), where the entire thumb is
missed. A size metric alone (as the one used in [124]) would rank the two results in
(b) and (c) as equally good segmentations, while the use of the QS metric penalizes the
change in shape of (c). Note that in (b) the addition of the shape metric does not change
the value of the original size-based metric by much (0.8%).

This is commonly used for boundary matching in, e.g., object detection and image re-
trieval applications; more recently it has been used for face recognition [135] and hand
recognition [136]. It is unclear whether this metric can easily be applied to objects con-
sisting of multiple boundaries and/or objects with holes. Additionally, in the application
to segmentation of cell nuclei, we are more interested in the object itself rather than just
the boundary. Figure 4.5 shows the Hausdorff distance for elliptical and circular regions,
where, for reference, the same plots for the QS metric are included (from Figure 4.2).
It appears that, while the Hausdorff distance may be well suited for boundary matching
problems, it is not well suited for applications in which a measure of shape deviation
is of importance. Additionally, it is not clear how to properly normalize the Hausdorff
distance.
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(a) The QS metric versus ellipticity and
orientation of pixels missed.
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ity and orientation of pixels missed.
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(c) The QS metric versus portion of a cir-
cular region of pixels missed.
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(d) The Hausdorff distance versus portion
of a circular region of pixels missed.

Figure 4.5. Comparison of the Quadrant Sum (QS) metric and Hausdorff distance for
pixels missed in discrete elliptical and circular regions. The QS metric in these plots
has been normalized by GT

2
, where GT is the number of ground truth pixels, and the

Hausdorff distance has been normalized by the largest diameter of the object. The
Hausdorff distance provides a poor measure of the deviation in shape, and is not easily
normalized.
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4.3.5 Ground Truth Image Markup

We have developed an interactive system for user delineation of object-level ground
truth. Within this system, the user designates objects by delineating the perimeter;
objects may overlap, and can be defined with as many or as few points as desired. These
points are used to create an object mask containing the pixels within the designated
perimeter. The user uses a truth window, a rectangular box, to help focus the image
markup to a particular image region. There is no reason why this could not be extended
to include image markups involving several truth windows, but we concentrate here on
the case of one truth window to better correspond with the pixel-level image markups
we use in Chapter 2.

While it is easy to specify a pixel-level markup within a designated truth window,
such a specification becomes more complicated with an object-level markup. Consider
the fact that in a pixel-level markup, an object that spans the truth window boundary can
be marked up to the boundary without losing any important information for the overall
classification. In an object-level markup, however, the actual extent and border of the
object is of utmost importance. Moreover, if objects are marked within a rough concept of
a truth window, there is the possibility that the truth window will contain parts of objects
that have not been delineated by the user. This will lead to erroneously low performance
since the segmentation metric will assume that these regions were incorrectly segmented.

To help alleviate this problem, after the user indicates that the delineation of objects
within the chosen truth window is complete (see Figure 4.6 (a)) the truth window is
recomputed as the minimum bounding rectangle of the object markups (Figure 4.6 (b)).
Using this new truth window, the user is asked to mark a minimum of one point for each
unmarked object that is either completely or partially enclosed by the new truth window.
These points should ideally be the centroid for unmarked regions entirely enclosed within
the truth window and a point within the object and the truth window for objects partially
contained (Figure 4.6 (c)). This information is used in a connected-components analysis
to determine if extra segmented regions are associated with an object that has not been
delineated in the ground truth markup. This allows for some disambiguation of the
truly extra segmented regions from those segmented regions that can not be accurately
accounted for in the ground truth markup.

We store as the ground truth file 1) the values of the perimeter points (which are
generally not specified according to the discrete image grid, but a continuous one), 2) the
object mask, 3) a mask of the entire image markup (computed by the Boolean OR of the
various object markups), and 4) the points designating non-delineated objects. While
it is possible to store only the perimeter and non-delineated object points (and thereby
save disk space), the pixel masks are also stored to speed future computation. For the
dataset of 58 images, defining object-level ground truth in a ∼ 200 × 200 window, with
an average of 50 marked and 9 unmarked objects per truth window, the ground truth
files use ≈8 MB of disk space, with an average individual file requiring about 138 kB.
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(a) Object delineation within the origi-
nally specified truth window. Each object
perimeter is assigned a random color for
display purposes.

(b) Recomputed truth window, the min-
imum bounding rectangle of the marked
objects.

(c) Specification of unmarked objects
within the recomputed truth window, dis-
played here as green dots.

Figure 4.6. Illustration of the object-level image markup process.
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Figure 4.7. Watershed on the Complemented Distance Transform (WSCDT) segmen-
tation performance using all image bands, averaged over the five pixel-level classifiers
used in Chapter 2 (ML, MED, SAM, FLDA, and AFE).

4.4 Watershed-Based Segmentation of Nuclei

We investigate here various watershed-based segmentation methods for extraction of
cell nuclei. Default weights (refer to Section 4.3.1) of α = [0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.5], δSR = 1,
and δER = 1 are assigned.

4.4.1 Watershed on the Complemented Distance Transform
(WSCDT)

The segmentation metric (Equation (4.1)) is applied to the watershed transform of the
complemented Euclidean distance transform (WSCDT) of a pixel-level classification. As
the binary image, we use the output of the pixel-level classifiers discussed in Chapter 2. In
further discussion, no distinction will be made between the five classifiers; instead average
segmentation performance of this algorithm and performance differences over the image
types and image bands will be presented. For consideration of Wilcoxon p-values, which
require paired comparisons, the classifiers will be individually considered.

Figure 4.7 shows the segmentation performance using all image bands for WSCDT.
Note that the ccd images perform best overall, but also have the highest standard devi-
ation in performance. Multispectral and rgbequal imagery have lower performance and
lower standard deviation. The standard deviation in performance versus image type
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Table 4.1. Wilcoxon paired signed-rank test p-values for performances of multispectral
versus RGB imagery for Watershed on the Complemented Distance Transform (WSCDT)
nuclear segmentation. Starred (∗) entries correspond to statistical significance at the p-
value of 0.05. Using the Bonferroni correction for these 15 tests, we look for the corrected
p-value of 0.05/15 ≈ 0.0033, which are presented as bold entries in the table. Note that
all bold entries also satisfy the less conservative p-value of 0.05 although they are not
explicitly starred.

Classifier Image–multi vs.
rgbequal truecolor ccd

ML 6.7e-2 7.7e-6 4.1e-6
MED 5.9e-2 6.7e-3∗ 3.6e-3∗

SAM 1.6e-5 3.6e-1 5.1e-2
FLDA 3.0e-4 6.3e-3∗ 1.7e-3
AFE 3.7e-7 7.0e-1 1.1e-2∗

follows the same trend as the average performance versus image type. There is a perfor-
mance increase of ∼ 0.01 for ccd imagery versus multispectral, slightly larger than the
performance differences seen in the pixel level classifiers (Chapter 2). It is important to
note also that all scores are very poor (within the range of 0.125-0.160). Additionally, the
standard deviation in scores is nearly the same as (and slightly larger than) the average
performance, indicating that there is a wide spread in performance over the individual
images. Table 4.1 shows the Wilcoxon p-values for each of the five classifiers, compar-
ing the WSCDT performance for multispectral imagery versus RGB. It appears that
about half of these differences are statistically significant, indicating that while multi-
spectral outperforms rgbequal imagery for WSCDT nuclear segmentation, truecolor and
ccd imagery outperform the multispectral. Remember that the multispectral versus RGB
imagery distinction comes straight from the application of pixel-level classifiers to nuclei
from Chapter 2.

The performance on single image bands for multispectral and RGB imagery is shown
in Figure 4.8. Not surprisingly, for multispectral bands (Figure 4.8(a) and (b)) we note
the same trend in performance that as in Chapter 2 (refer to Figure 2.5). Similarly, the
RGB plots appear very similar to those in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.6). Again, the performance
is poor and the standard deviation in performance is on the same order as the actual
performance.

4.4.2 Watershed on H-minima Transforms (WSHmin)

The segmentation metric (Equation (4.1)) is now applied to the watershed transform
of an h-minima transform of the complemented distance transform. This has the practical
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Figure 4.8. Watershed on the Complemented Distance Transform (WSCDT) segmenta-
tion performance on single image bands, averaged over the four classifiers used for single
band analysis in Chapter 2 (ML, MED, FLDA, and AFE).
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effect of disregarding minima that are relatively shallow. More precisely, we:

1. Compute the Euclidean distance transform of the complemented binary image.

2. Suppress all minima less than some value hmin.

3. Take the negative of the h-minima transform of the distance transform, and set the
distance of all background pixels in the binary image to a depth of −∞.

4. Compute the watershed transform on the resulting h-minima transform of the dis-
tance transform.

Again, the binary images used as input to this algorithm are the outputs of the various
pixel-level classifiers used in Chapter 2. For analysis here, the focus is on the performance
using all image bands, since the computation of multiple h-minima transforms increases
the computation time required. The AFE classifier is excluded here, since accurate
performance results requires an averaging of the 10 independent classifier runs. For an
hmin range of [1, 20], as shown in Figure 4.9, the four image types (multispectral, rgbequal,
truecolor, and ccd), and the four pixel-level classifiers (ML, MED, SAM, and FLDA),
18,560 separate h-minima and watershed transforms must be computed. Including the
AFE classifier would increase this to 30,160; including all image bands would require
607,840 transforms.

In Figure 4.9, performance at first increases to a maximum at an hmin value of 3
or 4, after which the performance decreases and levels out. Multispectral imagery has
the poorest performance for all values of hmin except 0 and 1. Again, however, these
performances are not particularly good, and the standard deviation is on par with the
actual performance. Table 4.2 shows the Wilcoxon p-values for each of the four classifiers,
comparing the WSHmin performance for multispectral imagery versus RGB for hmin = 4.
It appears most of these differences are statistically significant, indicating that all three
types of RGB imagery outperform the multispectral.

Figure 4.10 plots the value of the various segmentation metric terms as they vary with
hmin. The behavior of the individual metric terms is consistent with intuition: as hmin

increases, the suppression of minima results in fewer total segmented regions and the
performance of terms 1 (extra regions per ground truth region) and 5 (extra segmented
regions) increases, while the performance of terms 2 (pixels missed), 3 (extra pixels), and
5 (nuclei detected) decreases. The brief increase in term 3 is due to smaller extraneous
watershed regions being suppressed by the h-minima transform; after a certain point,
however, the h-minima transform creates few enough minima that nuclei regions are
merged by the watershed transform, resulting in the subsequent decrease in performance
of term 3.

Figure 4.11 shows example segmentation results for different values of hmin along
with the corresponding performance. This illustrates the fact that the initial increase in
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Figure 4.9. Watershed on H-minima Transforms (WSHmin) segmentation performance
for different values of hmin. hmin = 0 (i.e., Watershed on the Complemented Distance
Transform (WSCDT)) is included in these plots for easy reference. These results are
averaged over the ML, MED, SAM, and FLDA pixel-level classifiers from Chapter 2.

Table 4.2. Wilcoxon paired signed-rank test p-values for performances of multispectral
versus RGB imagery for Watershed on H-minima Transforms (WSHmin) nuclear segmen-
tation, hmin = 4. Starred (∗) entries correspond to statistical significance at the p-value
of 0.05. Using the Bonferroni correction for these 12 tests, we look for the corrected
p-value of 0.05/12 ≈ 0.0042, which are presented as bold entries in the table. Note that
all bold entries also satisfy the less conservative p-value of 0.05 although they are not
explicitly starred.

Classifier Image–multi vs.
rgbequal truecolor ccd

ML 3.4e-6 6.7e-9 2.8e-9
MED 2.0e-2∗ 1.1e-4 2.7e-2∗

SAM 1.1e-2∗ 3.4e-3 3.1e-2∗

FLDA 7.5e-1 4.7e-1 3.0e-1
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(a) Legend.
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(b) Multispectral imagery.
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(c) rgbequal imagery.
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(d) truecolor imagery.
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Figure 4.10. Value of Watershed on H-minima Transforms (WSHmin) performance
metric terms versus hmin for different imagery. All terms plotted here are performance,
i.e., one minus the penalty, where the penalties are the terms previously discussed in
relation to the segmentation metric. The terms are denoted by a brief description in
the charts, but they are also plotted in numerical order, i.e., blue circles are term 1, red
squares are term 2, and so forth.
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performance with increase in hmin is most likely due to the decrease in oversegmentation,
although we do lose some well segmented nuclei in the process. Similarly, we can see that
subsequent decrease in performance as hmin further increases is most likely due to the
further loss of objects.

4.4.3 Watershed Using Granulometry-Based Markers
(WSGran)

Granulometries are a common technique to elicit information about the size distribu-
tion of objects in an image. Granulometries are calculated by applying successively larger
structuring elements in a morphological image operation and analyzing the residue image.
More specifically, we use the morphological opening of a binary image with a disk-shaped
structuring element (SE). The radius of the SE is increased by 1 pixel each iteration and
the residue of the image (the sum of the pixels) is calculated. Iteration terminates when
the image residue is zero, i.e., the structuring element is large enough to completely re-
move all non-zero pixels. Thus, there is a set of structuring elements GSEk which are
used to calculate the morphological opening of a binary image I ◦GSEk. Defining Ψk as
the area (number of pixels) in the k-th residue image, the function

φ(k) = 1 − Ψk

Ψ0

(4.13)

is used to calculate the size distribution of image I [137,138]. Looking at the first deriva-
tive (the element-wise subtraction) of φ(k) will yield a local maximum for a structuring
element with approximate size of a large number of objects in the original binary image.
The derivative φ′(k) is often called the pattern spectrum of image I.

The average pattern spectra of the dataset, as well as the benign and malignant
subsets of the dataset are shown in Figure 4.12. Significant local maxima occur at SE
radii of 2, 5-7, and 9, with less significant minima at radii of 12, 16, and 19. These
pattern spectra are averaged over all five pixel-level classifiers using all image bands.

We expected a more significant difference between the pattern spectra of benign
and malignant imagery, namely that the larger nuclei inherent in malignant imagery
would manifest itself as larger objects in the granulometry plots. Instead, it appears
that the pattern spectra of benign and malignant imagery are quite similar, with the
main differences being the relative height of the local maxima. Oddly enough, it is the
malignant imagery that has more objects of radius 2 and 5, and the benign more at radius
7. We hypothesize that this effect is due to the fragmented pixel-level segmentation of
malignant nuclei due to the more prominent chromatin texture.

Figure 4.13 shows the pattern spectrum of a single benign image and single malignant
image (output of the FLDA classifier), which are used as example images to support our
hypothesis about the reason for differing malignant and benign pattern spectra. In
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(a) Original binary image. (b) hmin = 0, P = 0.2435.

(c) hmin = 4, P = 0.2685. (d) hmin = 10, P = 0.1355.

Figure 4.11. Example Watershed on H-minima Transforms (WSHmin) segmentations
where each color indicates a different segmented region. Note that as hmin increases, the
oversegmentation is diminished, but many valid nuclei are completely missed.
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Figure 4.12. Pattern spectra of dataset images, displayed on the same scale.
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Figure 4.13. Pattern spectra of example images. The x-axis (structuring element (SE)
radius) is scaled between 1 and 25 to allow better comparison to the plots in Figure 4.12,
even though these particular pattern spectra do not contain non-zero values past a radius
of 12 or 13.

Figure 4.13 the two images chosen as examples display the same trends in local maxima
as the average plots in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.14 shows the image residues for SE radii of 2, 5, 6, 7, and 9 (the local maxima)
for these example images. Note that in the original binary images (Figure 4.14 (a) and
(d)) the malignant image contains many small regions within several nuclei, due to the
chromatin distribution. Thus, the residue after a SE of radius 2 contains significantly
fewer objects than the corresponding residue of the benign image; this corresponds with
the more significant maxima in the pattern spectrum of the malignant imagery at a SE
radius of 2. A similar effect can be seen at radius 5, whereas the benign residues have
a larger relative difference for radii of value 6, 7, and 9. These observations correspond
nicely with the pattern spectra plots in Figure 4.13.

While it was initially surprising to find such a similarity between the pattern spectra
of benign and malignant images, this may ultimately prove helpful in the definition of
nuclei markers for a marker-based watershed (or other segmentation) algorithm. We
compute watershed transforms with minima of the input image imposed according to
foreground and background markers:

• Foreground markers: We use image residues from structuring elements of varying
radii:

F = I ◦ GSE (4.14)
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(a) Original binary benign
image.

(b) Benign residue r = 2. (c) Benign residue r = 5.

(d) Original binary malig-
nant image.

(e) Malignant residue r =
2.

(f) Malignant residue r =
5.

Figure 4.14. Example benign and malignant residue images for structuring elements of
radii r at local maxima. (continued on next page)
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(g) Benign residue r = 6. (h) Benign residue r = 7. (i) Benign residue r = 9.

(j) Malignant residue r =
6.

(k) Malignant residue r =
7.

(l) Malignant residue r =
9.

Figure 4.14. (Cont.) Example benign and malignant residue images for structuring
elements of radii r at local maxima.
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(b) Standard deviation of average perfor-
mance.

Figure 4.15. Watershed using Granulometry-based markers (WSGran) segmentation
performance for different values of structuring element radius. r = 0 (i.e., Watershed
on the Complemented Distance Transform (WSCDT)) is included in these plots for easy
reference. These results are averaged over the five pixel-level classifiers used in Chapter 2
(ML, MED, SAM, FLDA, and AFE).

where I is the original binary image, ◦ is the image opening operator, and GSE
is the structuring element. GSE is a discrete circle of radius r, where r is chosen
as the approximate size of most image objects, according to the pattern spectrum.
These markers serve as an approximation of the center of the binary objects.

• Background markers: We use the erosion of the complement of the original binary
image:

B = Ĩ ª SE (4.15)

where Ĩ is the binary complement of I, ª is the erosion operator, and SE in this
case is a fixed size discrete circle of radius 3. These markers impose a minima in
all parts of the background of the binary image. The erosion operator creates a
separation between the background markers and the object boundaries.

The markers can be thought of as seeds for the watershed transform.

Figure 4.15 shows the performance of the WSGran method versus the SE radius used
to determine the foreground markers. There is a general increase in performance as the SE
radius increases, up to a radius of 4 pixels, followed by a decrease in performance. Also,
the standard deviation in performance is once again similar to the average performance.
Similar to the WSCDT and WSHmin performances, multispectral imagery seems to
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Table 4.3. Wilcoxon paired signed-rank test p-values for performances of multispec-
tral versus RGB imagery for Watershed using Granulometry-based markers (WSGran)
nuclear segmentation, r = 4. Starred (∗) entries correspond to statistical significance at
the p-value of 0.05. Using the Bonferroni correction for these 15 tests, we look for the
corrected p-value of 0.05/15 ≈ 0.0033, which are presented as bold entries in the table.
Note that all bold entries also satisfy the less conservative p-value of 0.05 although they
are not explicitly starred.

Classifier Image–multi vs.
rgbequal truecolor ccd

ML 5.9e-1 6.1e-6 3.1e-6
MED 6.4e-2 2.7e-1 5.0e-1
SAM 7.3e-7 3.8e-3∗ 6.7e-1
FLDA 1.9e-6 1.0e-5 3.3e-6
AFE 2.8e-6 1.1e-3 7.0e-7

perform the worst. Wilcoxon p-values for multispectral versus the RGB imagery are
shown in Table 4.3 where it appears that many of these differences in performance are
statistically significant.

Figure 4.16 shows the performance of individual metric terms for different SE radii.
With the introduction of granulometry-derived markers (radius 1), there is a sudden
jump in the performance of term 1 (extra segmented regions per ground truth region)
and a sudden decrease in performance of term 3 (extra pixels). This indicates an overall
tendency towards undersegmentation of the granulometry-based marker method. For SE
radii of 1-4, there is a general increase in the performance of terms 1 (extra segmented
regions per ground truth region) and 5 (excess segmented regions), relatively flat perfor-
mance for terms 2 (pixels missed) and 3 (extra pixels), and a decrease in term 4 (nuclei
detected). This corresponds with the intuition that as the SE size is increased, there will
be less markers and thus less watershed regions (increasing the performance of terms 1
and 5), while the overall pixels included in each ground truth nucleus should remain rela-
tively constant. As the SE radius increases beyond 4 pixels, the performance of all terms
begins to decrease (with the exception of term 5). Again, this corresponds nicely with
intuition that as the SE is increased beyond the average size of objects in the image, we
will begin to lose entire objects from the marker selection and watershed segmentation.
Refer again to Figure 4.14 for illustration of the effects of SE size.

Figure 4.17 shows example segmentations for different SE radii as markers. We note
qualitatively here that the WSGran segmentations yield fewer small regions compared to
the WSHmin segmentations. This can be seen in the many merged nuclei in Figure 4.17
compared to Figure 4.11. To this end, note the relatively poor performance of term 3
(extra pixels) for all values of SE radius (refer to Figure 4.16). Conversely, WSHmin has
a relatively poor performance for term 1 (extra regions per GT region), indicating that
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(a) Legend.
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(b) Multispectral imagery.
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(c) rgbequal imagery.
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(d) truecolor imagery.
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(e) ccd imagery.

Figure 4.16. Value of Watershed using Granulometry-based markers (WSGran) perfor-
mance metric terms versus structuring element radius r for different imagery. It should
be noted that all terms plotted here are performance, i.e., one minus the penalty, where
the penalties are the terms previously discussed in relation to the segmentation metric.
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(a) Original binary image. (b) r = 2, P = 0.3405.

(c) r = 4, P = 0.2831. (d) r = 6, P = 0.1291.

Figure 4.17. Example Watershed using Granulometry-based markers (WSGran) seg-
mentations, where each color indicates a different segmented region.
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WSHmin has a tendency to oversegment. The performance of other terms is comparable
between the two methods.

4.4.4 Blobdetector-Based Segmentation (WSBlob)

For this method we use an a priori assumption about the shape of cell nuclei, namely
that they are roughly circular in shape and approximately the same diameter. This
method is motivated by the cell nuclei detector presented by Byun et al. in [139], which
we will refer to as the “blobdetector.”

Byun et al. [139] use an inverted Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter for detection of
blobs in fluorescent confocal retinal imagery. For use in our brightfield imagery, we use
a non-inverted LoG filter in the same blobdetector framework of [139].2 The LoG filter
is shown in Figure 4.18 for reference; the filter size is chosen to be the median diameter
of the blobs of interest. The blobdetector framework also implements a local-maxima
search over the LoG filtered image, using another parameter characterizing the minimum
distance between blob centers (generally assumed to be approximately half the filter
width). We note a few relevant characteristics of the blobdetector method:

1. The use of a circular model for cell nuclei is motivated by the desire for rotation
invariance of the filtered output, and is shown in [139] to provide both quantitatively
and qualitatively good results for roughly elliptical objects.

2. While one can fine tune the filter size and object separation parameters, the method
does not appear to be overly sensitive to choice of these parameters.

3. The method was applied to a range of image types and was shown to have good
performance for cell nuclei detection, as measured by average error in nuclei count-
ing.

This method, however was developed for the task of nuclei detection and counting
applications; it does not address the issue of nuclear delineation. We are interested,
however, in using the detection capabilities of this method as a seed for a subsequent
watershed segmentation. Thus, although some a priori assumption about nuclei shape
is used for detection of the rough location of nuclei, the watershed transform is used to
delineate the shape of individual nuclei. This method (WSBlob) proceeds in a similar
fashion to other marker-based watershed methods previously discussed:

• Detect nuclei using the red channel of the ccd imagery and use these locations
as foreground markers for the watershed transform. A filter size of 25 pixels in
diameter and an inter-blob distance of 12 was empirically chosen.

2Code available at http://www.bioimage.ucsb.edu/software.html
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Figure 4.18. Laplacian of Gaussian used as a model of cell nuclei.

Table 4.4. Wilcoxon paired signed-rank test p-values for performances of multispectral
versus RGB imagery for blobdetector-based (WSBlob) nuclear segmentation. Starred (∗)
entries correspond to statistical significance at the p-value of 0.05. Using the Bonferroni
correction for these 15 tests, we look for the corrected p-value of 0.05/15 ≈ 0.0033, which
are presented as bold entries in the table. Note that all bold entries also satisfy the less
conservative p-value of 0.05 although they are not explicitly starred.

Classifier Image–multi vs.
rgbequal truecolor ccd

ML 3.5e-2∗ 5.2e-7 6.3e-7
MED 2.6e-2∗ 6.9e-2 8.8e-1
SAM 2.0e-5 4.5e-1 6.1e-4
FLDA 3.3e-6 7.5e-5 1.7e-5
AFE 5.6e-6 5.5e-2 8.8e-4

• Use the eroded complement of the binary nuclei classification as background mark-
ers.

By using the shape-based information from the blobdetector method as foreground
markers and the spectral information from the pixel-level classification to develop the
background markers and the distance transform, the false nuclei detections of the blob-
detector method can be ignored if they fall outside of the spectrally classified nuclei
regions. This makes the assumption that the pixel-level classification of nuclei more ac-
curately determines regions of nuclear material, while the blobdetector more accurately
locates individual nuclei.

Average results for the WSBlob method are shown in Figure 4.19 which illustrates
a performance between that of the WSCDT and other methods. There is again a large
standard deviation in performance. Wilcoxon p-values for multispectral versus RGB
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Figure 4.19. Blobdetector-based (WSBlob) segmentation performance using all image
bands, averaged over the five pixel-level classifiers used in Chapter 2 (ML, MED, SAM,
FLDA, and AFE).

imagery is shown in Table 4.4. An example WSBlob segmentation is shown in Figure 4.20.

4.5 Concavity-Based Segmentation of Nuclei

Motivated by observations that shape is a large factor in humans’ ability to prop-
erly discriminate individual nuclei, we turn our attention to a shape-based segmentation
method, using concavities as the basis of possible segmentation lines. We use the method
presented by Kumar et al. in [140]. We will first provide an overview of the concavity-
based method before describing our results.

4.5.1 Overview of the Concavity-Based Segmentation Algorithm
(Kumar)

The concavity-based segmentation method of Kumar et al. [140] is the culmination
of previous work by Kumar and other researchers, namely [141–144]. It uses a rule-based
approach for the segmentation of binary objects, beginning with a measure of concavity
depth, adopted from a study of several measures of concavity in [145]. In this method, the
segmentation of one binary blob into multiple constituent objects is accomplished with
the use of a “split line.” This split line represents the boundary between the constituent
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(a) Original binary image. (b) P = 0.3614.

Figure 4.20. Example blobdetector-based (WSBlob) segmentation, where each color
indicates a different segmented region.

objects. A split line may occur between two object concavities, or between a single
concavity and the opposite object boundary. Binary objects are split recursively until no
further valid split lines are found.

There are six features used to determine the presence of valid split lines [140]:

• Concavity depth (CD): Denoting the chords of the convex hull of a binary
object as Ki and the corresponding boundary arcs as Bi (the boundary pixels of
the object between the endpoints of Ki), the concavity pixel Ci ∈ Bi is the pixel
with the largest perpendicular distance CDi between a boundary pixel b ∈ Bi and
the chord Ki.

• Saliency (SA): Using intuition that a “good” split line will have large concavities
at each endpoint as well as a small length, the saliency metric is defined as:

SAij =
min(CDi, CDj)

min(CDi, CDj) + d(Ci, Cj)
(4.16)

where d(·) is the Euclidean distance function.

• Concavity-concavity alignment (CC): This metric represents the relative align-
ment of the concavities with respect to each other. Denoting the unit vector con-
necting the concavity pixel Ci with the midpoint of chord Ki as vi, and similarly
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(a) Oppositely aligned concavities C1 and
C2 define a more intuitive split line
(CC12 ≈ 0, CL12 ≈ 0), while parallel con-
cavities C2 and C3 do not (CC23 ≈ π,
CL23 ≈ π/2). Concavities C1 and C3
form a split line with CC13 ≈ 0 and
CL13 ≈ π/4.

(b) The split line defined by C4 and C5
(CC45 ≈ π/2, CL45 ≈ π/2) is a reasonable
scenario; the split line between C5 and C6
(CC56 ≈ 0, CL56 ≈ 3π/2) is a possible
scenario, but less likely.

Figure 4.21. Illustrative examples of Concavity-Concavity (CC) and Concavity-Line
(CL) alignment metrics.

the unit vector associated with Cj as vj, we denote the alignment of the concavities
as the radial value

CCij = cos−1(−vi · vj) = π − cos−1(vi · vj) (4.17)

0 ≤ CCij ≤ π, with smaller values indicating a better concavity-concavity align-
ment. This can be further understood by the intuitive consideration that an ideal
split line would occur for two concavities with oppositely aligned vi and vj, mean-
ing that −vi · vj = 1 and thus CCij = 0. Conversely, a poor split line would occur
between two parallel concavities, in which case −vi · vj = −1 and CCij = π. An
illustration of this can be seen in Figure 4.21 (a).

• Concavity-line alignment (CL): This metric measures the alignment of the
candidate split line with respect to the alignment of both endpoint concavities.
Again using the unit vectors vi and vj as defined above, as well as the unit vector
uij defining the direction of the candidate split line, the concavity-line alignment
is defined as the radial value

CLij = max(cos−1(vi · uij), cos
−1(vj · (−uij))) (4.18)

0 ≤ CLij ≤ π, again with smaller values indicating a better alignment. In practice,
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Figure 4.22. Flowchart of the candidate split line selection process.

however, the maximum value of CLij is expected to be not much larger than π/2;
refer to Figure 4.21 (b) for illustration.

• Concavity angle (CA): Denoting wi1 and wi2 as the unit vectors between con-
cavity pixel Ci and the endpoints of chord Ki, the concavity angle is defined as the
angle between these two unit vectors:

CAi = cos−1(wi1 · wi2) (4.19)

A small concavity angle indicates a sharp concavity which is intuitively the best
choice to begin a split line.

• Concavity ratio (CR): The relative depth of the concavity pixel Ci is computed
by normalizing by the largest concavity depth (CDm) in the object:

CRi =
CDi

CDm

(4.20)

Once concavities exceeding a concavity depth threshold CDT are found, SA, CC, and
CL are used to determine valid candidates for concavity-concavity split lines. CA and
CR are used to determine valid candidate concavity-boundary split lines, in the case that
there is either no valid concavity-concavity split line, or only one concavity exceeding the
threshold CDT exists. The algorithm for finding candidate split lines is summarized in
the flowchart in Figure 4.22.

Choice of the size thresholds CDT , SAT , CLT , CCT , CAT , and CRT were determined
empirically in [140]. We determine our thresholds based on training data, which will be
discussed in a later section.

For cases where a choice among multiple candidate split lines must be decided, Kumar
et al. introduce another metric χ which is reduced to a linear decision boundary between
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concavity depths Ci and Cj and the distance between them, d(Ci, Cj) [140]. Since this
introduces two more free parameters (the slope and y-intercept of the decision line), in
addition to the six thresholds, we instead propose the following metric to determine the
“best” split line.

For concavity-concavity split lines, choose the split line candidate that maximizes

Dcc =
CD1 + CD2

2CDT

+
SA

SAT

+

(

1 − CL

CLT

)

+

(

1 − CC

CCT

)

(4.21)

where CD1 and CD2 are the concavity depths of the two endpoints, and the remaining
terms are as defined previously. For concavity-boundary splits, maximize

Dcb =
CD

CDT

+

(

1 − CA

CAT

)

+
CR

CRT

(4.22)

Since these measures are computed for valid split lines, all the various parameters have
satisfied the corresponding thresholds. Thus normalizing by the threshold values will
yield a value in the range [0, 1]. For the parameters where a smaller value is better (i.e.,
the parameters that must satisfy a ‘<’ relationship with the threshold), the normalized
value is subtracted from 1. This allows us to directly choose the largest Dcc or Dcb from
the candidate split lines.

4.5.2 Ground Truth Markup

We extend the interactive system described in Section 4.3.5 to include the ability
to delineate ground truth markup for use in concavity-based segmentation. After the
object-level delineation of Section 4.3.5, the user is presented with both the original
image with an overlay of the individual object perimeters (for reference) as well as with
a new window which will display individual connected components of the binary total
markup (the Boolean OR of the individual object markups).

The total markup image is used to elicit user input on appropriate split lines for
the data in question. The user is sequentially presented with individual connected com-
ponents of the total markup, with instructions to define appropriate split lines. For
reference and disambiguation, the user may still access the original color/grayscale im-
age with an overlay of the object perimeters. As new split lines are specified, they are
assigned consecutive numbers and added to the total markup image. This new image
will be saved as ground truth for determination of the necessary concavity-based seg-
mentation thresholds. A screen capture illustrating this markup process is shown in
Figure 4.23.
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4.5.3 Choice of Thresholds

We choose appropriate thresholds for the six concavity-based segmentation parame-
ters using the ground truth markup described in the previous section. From this concavity
markup, we can easily locate valid split lines and the concavity(ies) associated with them.
These will yield the distributions of the various parameters for valid split lines. In order
to develop a threshold to distinguish valid from invalid split line candidates, we must
also compute the distributions of the six parameters for non split lines.

To this end, for each connected component in the concavity markup, CD, CR, and
CA are computed for each concavity in the object that is not associated with a split
line in the markup. Then SA, CL, and CC are computed for the split line between the
current concavity and all other concavities in the object. Thus the distribution of all six
parameters is obtained for a variety of invalid split lines.

For an object with n concavities (equivalently, n convex hull chords), c valid concavity-
concavity splits, and b valid concavity-boundary splits, there will be 2c+ b representative
points in the distribution of valid CD values; c points in the distribution of valid SA,
CL, and CC values; and b points in the distribution of valid CA and CR values. For the
distribution of invalid points, there will be n − 2c − b for CD, CA, and CR and O(n3)3

for SA, CL, and CC.

Since all split lines must satisfy a particular concavity depth, all points not satisfying
CDT are eliminated prior to determining SA, CL, and CC (or CA and CR). No further
points are eliminated during the threshold calculations since the subsequent parameters
are considered equal in merit, and the order in which they are tested is arbitrary.

The threshold is chosen by exhaustive search over the range of parameter values, and
choosing the threshold that maximizes the performance:

P = w1NC1 − NI2 (4.23)

where NC1 is the number of correctly classified class 1 samples, and NI2 is the number
of incorrectly classified class 2 samples. The weight w1 is chosen such that

w1N1 = N2 (4.24)

where N1 and N2 are the total number of class 1 and class 2 samples, respectively;
this takes care of unbalanced training. Note that the performance in Equation (4.23)

3The exact number of SA, CL, and CC values can be shown to be
1
3

[

n3 − 3(2c + b)n2 + (3(2c + b) − 1)n + (2c + b)((2c + b)2 + 1)
]

. This result is obtained from the
observation that there will be (n− 2c− b)(n− 2c− b− 1) + (n− 2c− b− 1)(n− 2c− b− 2) + · · ·+ (2)(1)
invalid split lines. Letting m = n − 2c − b − 1, this sum can be represented as

∑m

k=1(k + 1)k, for which
the closed form solution 1

3m(m + 1)(m + 2) exists. Substitution and algebraic manipulation yields the
equation above.
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Figure 4.23. Illustration of the Kumar ground truth markup process. Clockwise from
the top window: the total markup image with user specified split lines, the current
connected component where the user marks the split lines, and the original image with
object perimeters for reference.
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Table 4.5. In-sample thresholds for concavity-based segmentation. The Inequality
column is a reminder of the direction of the decision for each parameter. The four
thresholds presented (tIS, tbenign, tmalignant, tkumar) are the thresholds determined using
all in-sample images, just benign in-sample images, just malignant in-sample images,
and, as reference, the parameters used in the paper by Kumar et al. [140], respectively.

Parameter Inequality tIS tbenign tmalignant tkumar

CD > 0.95 0.95 1.08 3.00
SA > 0.18 0.24 0.18 0.12
CL < 111.60◦ 109.62◦ 111.60◦ 70.00◦

CC < 145.80◦ 145.80◦ 142.20◦ 105.00◦

CA < 120.12◦ 120.12◦ 118.90◦ 90.00◦

CR > 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.17

is used only to find the threshold for which the term is maximized, not for any further
comparison; accordingly, we do not concern ourselves with any normalization factors for
P .

Using the procedures outlined above, we obtain the thresholds shown in Table 4.5.
These were obtained using the in-sample images as training; these are the same in-sample
images used for training in Chapter 2. As a point of reference, Table 4.5 also displays
the thresholds determined using benign and malignant in-sample images, as well as the
parameters chosen empirically in [140]. A few comments are in order:

• First, while the thresholds from [140] (tkumar) are presented for comparison, these
thresholds were chosen for a dataset consisting of spore specimens, not nuclei in
histopathology imagery.

• Second, the concavity depth is relatively small (approximately a pixel); this would
seem to indicate that most concavities in the images are considered indicative of a
split line.

• Third, for concavity-concavity split lines, we note that the threshold for concavity-
concavity alignment (CCT ) is relatively large, only 35◦ less than the maximum value
of 180◦, indicating that this parameter is not as discriminating as other parameters.
Additionally, the value of CLT is not much larger than 90◦, as expected per previous
discussion of the CL metric.

• Fourth, for concavity-boundary split lines, the threshold for CR is very small,
while CA is a middling value. It appears from these data, that concavity-boundary
splits are (not surprisingly) more difficult to determine. One should keep in mind,
however, that a concavity-boundary split candidate is considered only after all
concavity-concavity split candidates have been eliminated.
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Figure 4.24. Concavity-based segmentation (Kumar) performance.

• Lastly, we note the very similar threshold results between the benign and malignant
in-sample images, indicating that these parameters are general between the two
classes.

4.5.4 Results

We discuss here the results using the concavity-based segmentation method of Ku-
mar et al. [140] on binary pixel-level classifications. We will subsequently refer to these
segmentations as the Kumar method. Average performance of the Kumar method is
presented in Figure 4.24 for the different image types, as well as the Wilcoxon p-values in
Table 4.6. This method has very poor performance, especially in comparison to the pre-
viously presented methods. Referring to the example segmentation shown in Figure 4.25,
we conclude that this decrease in performance is due to three main factors:

1. Decreased performance of the GT term (term 1): When presented with binary
nuclei with some pixels missing (due to imperfections in the classification process),
the Kumar method tends to split these nuclei into multiple sections, due to the
presence of many artificial concavities. As an example in Figure 4.25, look for the
nucleus indicated by the arrow which has been split into multiple parts.

2. Decreased performance of the PM term (term 2): The WSCDT, WSHmin, and
WSGran methods presented in the previous section all rely on the watershed trans-
form of the Euclidean distance transform of the complemented binary image for
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Table 4.6. Wilcoxon paired signed-rank test p-values for performances of multispectral
versus RGB imagery for Kumar nuclear segmentation. Starred entries correspond to
statistical significance at the p-value of 0.05. Using the Bonferroni correction for these
15 tests, we look for the corrected p-value of 0.05/15 ≈ 0.0033, which are presented as
bold entries in the table. Note that all bold entries also satisfy the less conservative
p-value of 0.05 although they are not explicitly starred.

Classifier Image–multi vs.
rgbequal truecolor ccd

ML 7.8e-3∗ 4.9e-4 4.9e-4
MED 5.2e-1 8.8e-1 1.7e-1
SAM 2.4e-4 2.6e-1 9.1e-1
FLDA 2.9e-3 1.5e-1 1.1e-1
AFE 6.8e-3∗ 5.6e-3∗ 1.7e-6

(a) Original binary image. (b) Kumar segmentation, P = 0.2367.

Figure 4.25. Example Kumar segmentation, where each color indicates a different
segmented region. Note that this method tends to oversegment, particularly when the
underlying pixel-level segmentation is imperfect; refer to the nucleus indicated by the
arrow.
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the underlying segmentation. This results in an “interpolation” of sorts in regards
to regions of missing pixels close to the object centroid. Thus, the Kumar segmen-
tation is penalized for missing these pixels; this is most easily seen by comparing
the WSGran and Kumar segmentation outputs (compare Figure 4.17 (b) with Fig-
ure 4.25 (b)).

3. Decreased performance of the ER term (term 5): The WSCDT, WSHmin, and
WSGran methods all include some inherent filtering of small regions. In the case of
WSGran this filtering is directly related to the use of granulometries to determine
markers. For WSHmin this filtering of small objects is a side effect of the suppres-
sion of shallow minima; small objects will have small Euclidean distances which
results in shallow minima. The WSCDT eliminates small regions due to a subtlety
in the discrete nature of the algorithm as implemented in Matlab: since each wa-
tershed line must be an 8-connected line, any region with too few pixels for both a
watershed line and an interior basin will be discounted as part of the background
(or the interior of the larger enclosing basin). It is this term that appears to be
the largest detriment to the overall performance of the Kumar algorithm (judged
by looking at the average difference in the terms between Kumar and WSCDT for
the same images).

It is these observations that motivate the use of the watershed transform and area-
based filtering techniques using the output of the Kumar segmentation as markers for
individual nuclei.

4.5.5 Concavity-Based Segmentation as Markers for Watershed
Segmentation (WSCM)

Now we use the results of the concavity-based segmentation discussed in the previous
section as markers for a subsequent watershed segmentation. This is motivated by the
observation that while the concavity-based segmentation is designed to determine the best
places to split a clump of objects, the watershed transform is better suited to determine
the shape of the resulting splits. For this segmentation, we use the centroids of the
regions found by the Kumar method as markers for the foreground (nuclei) objects. An
erosion of the background is used as the background markers. Additionally, prior to
the watershed transform, all binary regions with an area less than some predetermined
threshold are removed.

The plots of average performance of WSCM with respect to the minimum object area
are shown in Figure 4.26. The removal of small areas does increase the performance
of the WSCM method up to a minimum object area of approximately 100 pixels, after
which the performance begins to slowly degrade.

Figure 4.27 shows the performance of individual metric terms for different minimum
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Figure 4.26. Concavity-Based Segmentation as Markers for Watershed Segmentation
(WSCM) segmentation performance versus minimum object area a.

object areas. The increase in overall performance as minimum object area increases
is due to the increase in performance of terms 1 (extra segmented regions per ground
truth region) and 5 (excess segmented regions), where term 5 appears to have the largest
effect on performance increase. Simultaneously, terms 2, 3, and 4 (pixels missed, extra
pixels, and nuclei detected, respectively) slowly decrease. As terms 1 and 5 level off, the
decrease in terms 2, 3, and 4 result in a gradual decrease of the overall performance.
This analysis corresponds nicely with our analysis of the major contributing factors to
the poorer performance of the Kumar method with respect to the other watershed-based
methods.

Figure 4.28 shows example segmentations for different minimum object areas. Quali-
tatively the overall tendency towards undersegmentation (similar to that seen with WS-
Gran) is relatively constant with respect to the minimum object area. This can also be
seen in Figure 4.27 in the low performance of term 3 (extra pixels), and the slow decrease
in this term with respect to minimum object area. Comparing the WSGran outputs
(Figure 4.17) to the WSCM outputs, there is a qualitative similarity; indeed, comparison
of the individual metric terms for WSGran (Figure 4.16) yields similar values and trends
to the two segmentations. As reference, the Wilcoxon p-values for the WSCM method,
minimum object area a = 105, are shown in Table 4.7.
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(a) Legend.
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(d) truecolor imagery.
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Figure 4.27. Value of Concavity-Based Segmentation as Markers for Watershed Seg-
mentation (WSCM) performance metric terms versus minimum object area a for different
imagery. It should be noted that all terms plotted here are performance, i.e., one minus
the penalty, where the penalties are the terms previously discussed in relation to the
segmentation metric. The terms are denoted by a brief description in the charts, but as
reference, they are plotted in numerical order, i.e., blue circles are term 1, red squares
are term 2, and so forth.
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(a) Original binary image. (b) a = 0, P = 0.2463.

(c) a = 50, P = 0.3880. (d) a = 100, P = 0.2785.

Figure 4.28. Example Concavity-Based Segmentation as Markers for Watershed Seg-
mentation (WSCM) segmentations, where each color indicates a different segmented
region.
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Table 4.7. Wilcoxon paired signed-rank test p-values for performances of multispec-
tral versus RGB imagery for Concavity-Based Segmentation as Markers for Watershed
Segmentation (WSCM) nuclear segmentation, a = 105. Starred entries correspond to
statistical significance at the p-value of 0.05. Using the Bonferroni correction for these
15 tests, we look for the corrected p-value of 0.05/15 ≈ 0.0033, which are presented as
bold entries in the table. Note that all bold entries also satisfy the less conservative
p-value of 0.05 although they are not explicitly starred.

Classifier Image–multi vs.
rgbequal truecolor ccd

ML 4.2e-2∗ 2.2e-5 5.3e-6
MED 3.7e-3∗ 1.6e-2∗ 1.4e-1
SAM 3.2e-6 2.3e-2∗ 9.3e-2
FLDA 7.9e-7 4.4e-4 5.3e-5
AFE 1.1e-4 1.4e-3 8.0e-7

Table 4.8. Average computation time per image, in seconds, on an Intel r© XeonTM 3.6
GHz CPU.

Method Time (s)
WSCDT 1.3
WSHmin 1.7
WSGran 2.7
WSBlob 64.9
Kumar 330.9
WSCM 354.7

4.5.6 A Note on Computational Efficiency

One of the disadvantages of the concavity-based method is the computation time.
Table 4.8 lists the average computation time per image for the six methods thus far dis-
cussed (WSCDT, WSHmin, WSGran, WSBlob, Kumar, WSCM). The concavity-based
methods require approximately 5 times more computation time than even the most com-
putationally intensive (WSBlob) of the other methods, and approximately 123 times
more computation than WSGran, WSHmin, and WSCDT.

The WSCDT, WSHmin, and WSGran methods utilize existing MATLAB functions,
and require only one pass through the image for the computations. The increase in
computation time for the WSBlob method is due to the local maxima search of the blob-
detector method. The concavity-based method of Kumar et al. [140], on the other hand,
loops through the connected components of the binary image and iteratively calculates
the split lines. As a connected component is split, the method will loop through each
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Table 4.9. Ideal maximum average nuclear segmentation performance (P) ± standard
deviation. The total markup from the ground truth is used as the pixel-level classification.
The Parameter(s) columns specify the image type and/or segmentation parameter value
for which the maximum average performance occurs.

Ideal Actual
Method P Parameter(s) P Parameter(s)
WSCDT 0.64 ± 0.11 N/A 0.18±0.17 GENIE, ccd
WSHmin 0.69 ± 0.10 hmin = 1 0.27±0.15 SAM, ccd, hmin = 3
WSGran 0.68 ± 0.10 r = 2 0.34±0.17 GENIE, ccd, r = 4
Kumar 0.71 ± 0.12 N/A 0.07±0.12 GENIE, ccd
WSCM 0.64 ± 0.12 N/A 0.29±0.17 GENIE, ccd, a = 103
WSGT 0.69 ± 0.12 N/A N/A N/A

of these new connected components and compute the split lines. Thus the Kumar and
WSCM methods are (not quite linearly) dependent on the number of connected com-
ponents in the image, with an average of 0.26 and 0.28 seconds computation time per
connected component, respectively. The watershed methods, on the other hand, have a
very uniform computation time across the various images. Due to the unsatisfactory com-
putation time for the concavity-based methods, and the lack of increase in performance
using these methods, we choose to stick with the WSGran and WSHmin segmentations
for future research.

4.6 Ideal Maximum Segmentation Performance of

Nuclei

We are interested in how the imperfect pixel-level nuclear classifications impact the
nuclear segmentations presented in this chapter. To this end, we applied each of our
segmentation methods to the entire markup mask stored in the ground truth file. Ta-
ble 4.9 displays the maximum average performance and standard deviation for an ideal
pixel-level input, as well as the maximum performances and standard deviations for the
actual segmentations (on real nuclei classifier outputs). Example outputs for each of
these ideal cases is shown in Figure 4.29 (WSHmin is not included since it had identical
performance to WSCDT for hmin = 1).

There is surprisingly good performance using the standard WSCDT method on the
ground truth image mask. This indicates that the boundaries of correctly defined cell
nuclei are smooth enough for a reasonable watershed-based segmentation (see Figure 4.29
(b)). This is further indicated by the performance of the watershed using the ground
truth nuclei centers as markers, denoted by WSGT in Table 4.9 and Figure 4.29 (c). The
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(a) Original ground truth image. (b) WSCDT, P = 0.4769.

(c) WSGT, P = 0.4150. (d) WSGran, r = 2, P = 0.5872.

Figure 4.29. Example ideal segmentations, where each color indicates a different seg-
mented region. (continued on next page)
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(e) Kumar, P = 0.5171. (f) WSCM, P = 0.4544.

Figure 4.29. (Cont.) Example ideal segmentations, where each color indicates a differ-
ent segmented region.

WSHmin method performs equally well, for small values of hmin, but the performance
tapers off quickly as hmin increases beyond a value of 1. The WSGran performance is
slightly less than that of WSCDT, and is maximum for a granulometric SE radius of r = 2
(see Figure 4.29 (d)). The Kumar method performed the best for these ideal input images,
validating the theory behind that algorithm; an example is shown in Figure 4.29 (e). The
WSCM method was applied only for a = 0 since the reasoning behind suppressing small
areas had to do with imperfections in the underlying nuclear classifications. The WSCM
method has a lower performance than the Kumar method for an ideal binary input
(see Figure 4.29 (f)). This indicates that the watershed transform may not be the ideal
algorithm for use in segmentation of clumped nuclei; a higher-level shape-based algorithm
such as the Kumar method may be more applicable.

We now compare the ideal and actual segmentations based on their performance and
the performance of the individual metric terms, summarized in Table 4.10. The major
contribution to decreased actual performance for WSCDT appears to be due to term 5,
indicating that the actual WSCDT segmentations have more extra regions not associated
with ground truth nuclei. The detection rate for nuclei (term 4) is almost the same as
in the actual segmentations as in the ideal; thus the degraded performance of the actual
segmentations have to do with errors in proper delineation of the individual nuclei, along
with the errors associated with extra regions. Similar analysis hold for the comparison
of actual to ideal WSHmin segmentations, although the actual WSHmin segmentations
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Table 4.10. Ideal maximum average nuclear segmentation term performance. The total
markup from the ground truth is used as the pixel-level classification.

Method P term1 term2 term3 term4 term5

WSCDT–Ideal 0.64 0.55 0.97 0.77 1.00 0.98
WSCDT–Actual 0.18 0.39 0.85 0.60 0.99 0.43

WSHmin–Ideal 0.63 0.54 0.97 0.77 1.00 0.98
WSHmin–Actual 0.27 0.38 0.72 0.69 0.89 0.79

WSGran–Ideal 0.68 0.99 1.00 0.48 1.00 0.89
WSGran–Actual 0.34 0.90 0.95 0.24 0.96 0.63

Kumar–Ideal 0.71 0.75 0.97 0.69 1.00 1.00
Kumar–Actual 0.07 0.51 0.83 0.41 1.00 0.19

WSCM–Ideal 0.64 0.78 1.00 0.61 1.00 0.89
WSCM–Actual 0.29 0.75 0.94 0.28 0.93 0.64

WSGT 0.63 0.74 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.90

have much better performance for term 5 (the suppression of shallow minima eliminates
many of the extra regions). Actual WSGran segmentations have significantly decreased
performance for terms 3 and 5 compared to the ideal WSGran segmentations. This in-
dicates that the actual WSGran segmentations are more undersegmented than the ideal,
although the ideal are quite undersegmented to begin with (refer to Figure 4.29 (c)).
Actual Kumar and WSCM segmentations similarly have lower performance for terms 3
and 5, and Kumar additionally has decreased performance for term 1 (extra watershed
regions per ground truth region). As reference, the term performances are also presented
for the WSGT example. There is very similar performance to that of the WSCDT, with
slightly better performance on term 1 and slightly worse performance on term 3, indi-
cating a tendency towards undersegmentation in WSGT rather than oversegmentation
in WSCDT.

A consistent theme throughout is the degradation in performance of terms 3 and 5.
This implies that the pixel-level nuclear classifications provide two difficulties not present
(or as prevalent) in the ground truth. First, the pixel-level classifications present clumps
of nuclei with fewer clues (e.g., concavities) as to the correct split lines. Qualitatively, in
many images, there are subtle spectral changes between adjacent nuclei that indicate the
presence of a cell membrane and/or cytoplasm. This region is often only on the order
of one pixel wide for closely clustered nuclei, and is most likely misclassified as nuclear
material by the pixel-level classifiers. Also, many clustered nuclei display only shape-
related cues as to the existence of multiple nuclei. Second, the pixel-level classifications
yield the presence of extra regions not associated with ground truth nuclei. These are
most likely the false alarm components of the classifications.
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4.7 Segmentation of Cytoplasm and Stroma

4.7.1 Voronoi-Based Segmentation of Cytoplasm

Per the work of Honda [131] and Jones et al. [132], we use the centroids of the nuclei
as the markers of a Voronoi-based segmentation for cytoplasm. Since we are only inter-
ested in the cytoplasm contained within each Voronoi cell, we mask the cytoplasm pixels
contained within each Voronoi cell prior to any feature extraction of the cytoplasm ob-
jects. The pixel-level classification of cytoplasm is obtained using the cytoplasm classifier
from Chapter 3. An example Voronoi-based segmentation of cytoplasm can be seen in
Figure 4.30 (b).

4.7.2 Connected Components-Based Segmentation of
Stroma

There do not seem to exist any pathology-based rules regarding the discrete nature
of stromal components of tissue. That is, the stroma is generally regarded as a single
entity, while the spatial distribution especially with respect to cells and other similar
metrics may be considered important features. The pixel-level classification of stroma
is obtained using the stroma classifier from Chapter 3. Then, we treat each connected
component of stroma as an object. An example of such a stromal segmentation can be
seen in Figure 4.30 (c).

4.7.3 Voronoi-Based Segmentation of Cytoplasm and
Stroma

As discussed in Chapter 3, the characterization of features of the combined cytoplasm-
stroma class may provide useful information for further analysis. Thus, we also use the
Voronoi segmentation for the combined cytoplasm and stroma class. We are, therefore,
associating both cytoplasm and stroma pixels within the Voronoi cell of a nucleus as
“belonging” to that biological cell. An example of this segmentation can be seen in
Figure 4.30 (d).

4.8 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented our segmentation metric for cell nuclei as well as
the application of that metric to several different nuclei segmentations. We have also
briefly presented methods for segmentation of cytoplasm and stroma.
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(a) Original image with GT nuclei cen-
troids used to develop the Voronoi tessel-
lation.

(b) Voronoi segmentation of the cytoplasm
class. Each nucleus can be associated with
the cytoplasm and features of the cyto-
plasm within the Voronoi cell.

(c) 8-connected component segmentation
of the stroma class, where each color indi-
cates a different segmented region.

(d) Voronoi segmentation of the combined
cytoplasm and stroma class.

Figure 4.30. Example cytoplasm and stroma segmentations.
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4.8.1 Segmentation Evaluation

We have shown this segmentation metric and its constituent terms to correspond
well with the qualitative observations of segmentation accuracy, including the general
tendency of an algorithm to over- or under-segment an image. This metric also allows for a
direct quantitative comparison between the outputs of different segmentation algorithms.
While the metric defines a single performance, we have shown the usefulness of observing
the performance of the individual metric terms.

We have also discussed a new method for specification of ground truth for this object-
level segmentation problem. This involves not only the delineation of cell nuclei within
an approximate truth window, but also the marking of non-delineated objects within the
truth window. This allows us to focus our segmentation evaluation on only those objects
that were delineated by the user.

In comparison to other work in segmentation evaluation, our metric does not require
the computation of region or boundary correspondences. While this metric was originally
conceived and developed to match human intuition about a “good” nuclear segmentation,
the metric has many similarities to the 5-scenario metric of Hoover et al. [118].

4.8.2 Nuclear Segmentation

We have presented several methods for segmentation of nuclei given the pixel-level
classification of nuclear material. We used the watershed transform as the basis for
most of our segmentations as this method is known to provide a good match to object
shape. The other segmentation method that we presented used the concavities of the
object boundary to search for split lines. We constructed training data and conducted
an exhaustive search for the best threshold parameters for this rule-based method, as
well as defining a new criterion for the “best” split line among several possibilities. We
also developed a method that combines the advantages of both the concavity-based and
watershed-based methods.

All of our nuclei segmentations have relatively poor performance, and a very high
standard deviation, indicating the complete failure of decent segmentation for many
images. We have shown, however, that these poor performances are due in large part to
errors in the underlying pixel-level nuclear classification. While there is obviously room
for improvement in the nuclei segmentation, we are more interested here in a proof-of-
concept of our object-level classification and segmentation framework. We will, therefore,
use the best of our segmentation outputs as input to the further steps in our scheme, and
address some of the shortcomings of the first-level segmentations.

Additionally, we have continued with analysis of multispectral versus RGB imagery,
showing that for nuclear segmentation RGB imagery performs better. The statistical
significance of this performance difference was verified using Wilcoxon signed rank tests.
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Before moving on to the future directions for this research, we would like to note the
difficulty of this nuclear segmentation problem. While many researchers have addressed
it to some extent, the results for H&E stained histopathology imagery have generally
been unsatisfactory, especially for automated systems that do not invoke user input for
defining regions of clumped nuclei (e.g., [17]).

4.9 Future Directions

4.9.1 Segmentation Evaluation

It would be valuable to perform a human studies experiment to correlate our seg-
mentation metric with human perception of the segmentation accuracy, similar to the
analysis in [120]. Our development of the metric was based on human intuition regarding
“good” nuclear segmentations, but it would be good to statistically quantify the similar-
ities between the metric rankings and human rankings. This is particularly important in
our application domain, as clinical diagnosis is based on the perception of this imagery
by the human pathologist.

Similarly, it may be important to quantify the precision/variability of our metric.
This could entail a comprehensive analysis of the metric performance for a variety of
(possibly subtly) different segmentations. It is desired that the variation in our metric
would be directly proportional to the variation in segmentation output. We have already
presented an analysis of the variation of our segmentations and the metric output over
our image set, which is an equally important quantification of variability.

Another direction for future research involves the possible use of this metric in other
application domains. While the specific terms were developed with the segmentation
of cell nuclei in mind, it is reasonable to expect that similar metrics would be directly
applicable to another problem, e.g., landcover classification for satellite imagery.

The approach to segmentation evaluation in [127] is very intriguing, particularly the
ability to perform ROC-like analysis over large dimensions of metrics. The incorporation
of the five terms of our segmentation metric may benefit from a more formal aggrega-
tion and analysis. This would also allow the easier addition of further metrics, such as
computational efficiency.

The concept of Ultimate Measurement Accuracy, presented in [122], is quite syner-
gistic with our proposed research focus. For each additional level in our analysis, we look
back to the previous steps and try to quantify and understand the effects that errors in
these initial analyses may have on the current higher-level analysis.
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4.9.2 Nuclear Segmentation

While our nuclear segmentation results were not stellar, we have shown that a great
deal of the degradation in performance is associated with an imperfect pixel-level nuclear
classification. This highlights the need for feedback in our hierarchical analysis, whereby
it is the accuracy of the higher-level analysis that is of ultimate importance; this is very
similar to the theory behind the UMA method for segmentation evaluation [122].

Further work on nuclear segmentation will most likely be very domain specific. While
we have avoided any segmentations that rely on assumptions of the underlying object
shape, e.g., ellipse fitting, such algorithms could be used to compute markers for subse-
quent segmentation. The use of concavity-based markers for a watershed segmentation
actually decreased the performance, so care should be taken when applying this approach.

The best of the nuclear segmentation methods for ideal input is the Kumar concavity-
based algorithm. The poor performance of actual imagery with this algorithm is, in part,
due to the presence of many artifactual concavities and holes from imperfect pixel-level
classification. It would be interesting to quantify any differences in the characteristics of
“true” concavities and the artifactual ones and similarly for holes. A better discrimination
of “true” concavities may allow for the actual Kumar performance to approach that of
the ideal.

Most of the segmentation methods presented have a tendency to undersegment, even
for ideal pixel-level input. There may be ways to combine the results of an under-
segmented and oversegmented output that could provide a nice separation of individual
nuclei. This would be a region merging algorithm, taking into account a priori knowledge
in the form of the undersegmented output as well as other information (e.g., concavities,
shape).
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Feature Extraction and Selection

The extraction and use of relevant image features for automated analysis of medical
imagery, particularly cancer imagery, is a topic of great interest. Research on useful
features for cancer classification and diagnosis has often been approached by the defini-
tion of features flagged by clinicians as particularly important features for the diagnosis
process. The vast majority of these features are nuclear features. We propose the use
of a comprehensive set of both object-level and spatial-relation features for the classifi-
cation and characterization of histopathology imagery. We apply feature extraction and
selection to nuclei, cytoplasm, and stromal entities within the imagery and show very
good classification using even solely cytoplasm and stromal information. Additionally,
we explore the use of imperfectly segmented objects within this classification framework
and show that this feature extraction and selection approach is capable of utilizing such
imperfect objects and yielding classification performances close to that of perfectly seg-
mented objects. The use of an automated feature extraction and selection scheme for
classification of imperfectly segmented nuclei has not been studied previously.

5.1 Motivation

Feature selection is a means to select the relevant and important features from a large
set of features, many of which may be redundant, irrelevant, or not particularly useful
(and possibly detrimental) to the classification performance. This is an increasingly
important area of research now that automated quantitative image analysis techniques
are becoming more mainstream, as it is common practice to extract as many features as
possible for future analysis. While humans have innate abilities to process and understand
imagery, they do not tend to excel at explaining how they reach their decisions. As such,
large feature sets are generated in the hopes that some subset of features incorporates
the information the human expert is using for analysis.
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5.2 Related Work

The extraction and use of relevant image features for automated analysis of medical
imagery, particularly cancer imagery, is a topic of great interest. Research on useful
features for cancer classification and diagnosis has often been approached by the defini-
tion of features flagged by clinicians as particularly important features for the diagnosis
process. Starting in the late 1990’s, this research has proceeded on two fronts: the recog-
nition of important image features that are discretized manually by the expert (e.g.,
“degree of hyperplasia”) [21,130,146–148], and features extracted in an automated fash-
ion [15,16,44,46,149,150]. These works consider a few (tens of) features and analyze the
utility of those features and subsets of features for a specific analysis such as detection
or typing of a cancerous condition.

At the same time, effort was put into the use of a more comprehensive feature set with
automated feature selection methods to narrow down the important features. While there
were definite biological motivations behind the extraction of these features, the analysis
of biological significance of the feature subsets is more often left to a later analysis as
compared to the methods above. Notable research here includes the CytoSavant system
(OncoMetrics, Inc.; Vancouver, BC, Canada) proposed in [151] and [152], used in [8]
and [153]; the work at the University of Antwerp, Belgium [18, 20, 45]; and the work
presented by Brewer et al. in [40]. Additionally, Rodenacker and Bengtsson compiled a
list of features for use in cytometry analysis [154].

The vast majority of these features are nuclear features. No research has explicitly
addressed the use of cytoplasm, stromal, or other histologic features in an automated
system, although several researchers have hinted at the possible benefit of such analy-
sis [90–93]. Additionally, while many of these methods rely on semi-automated nuclear
segmentation (assuring a reasonable level of accuracy in nuclear delineation), some require
the manual delineation of nuclei, e.g., [16, 18, 20, 45, 150, 153]. The use of an automated
feature extraction and selection scheme for classification of imperfectly segmented nuclei
has not been studied.

The use of spatial-relation features for quantifying cellular arrangement was pro-
posed in the early 1990’s [155–157], but didn’t find application to clinical imagery until
recently [20,22,35,41]. In particular, Weyn et al. in [20] and [41] use Voronoi tessellations,
Gabriel’s graphs, and minimum spanning trees to quantify the spatial arrangement of
cell nuclei in lung cancer. Weyn et al. in [22] use similar features to quantify the spatial
arrangement of vessels in several different types of cancers. Demir et al. in [35] form a
weighted acyclical graph using cell nuclei clusters as the nodes and Euclidean distance
between nodes to weight the graph edges. Overall, however, the use of spatial arrange-
ment of histologic entities has been relatively untouched, especially in comparison to the
wealth of research on nuclear features that has occurred during the same timeframe.

We propose the use of a comprehensive set of both object-level and spatial-relation
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features for the classification and characterization of histopathology imagery. It is our
hypothesis that a feature extraction and selection process may be performed on imper-
fectly segmented histologic entities and still yield similar classification performance as
compared to feature extraction and selection performed on well-segmented entities. In
this chapter we define all the object-level features extracted from the imagery in Sec-
tion 5.3 and the spatial-relation features in Section 5.4, including a discussion of the
implementation of region-based spatial-relation features (Section 5.5). Feature selection
is performed and results are presented for object- and image-level classification in Sec-
tion 5.6. Discussion of the best feature subsets is presented in Section 5.7. A summary
and future work appears in Sections 5.8 and 5.9.

5.3 Object-Level Feature Definitions

The object-level features can be categorized as belonging to one of four categories:
size and shape, radiometric and densitometric, texture, and chromatin-specific. While
the radiometric and densitometric, texture, and chromatin-specific features could be
considered low-level features (i.e., generally extracted from a local neighborhood), they
are included here since we are extracting each of them from an object region. The size
and shape metrics are true object-level metrics; this distinction will become important in
Chapter 6. In the feature descriptions to follow, fractal dimension (FD) related features
are discussed separately, although each of the FD features can be attributed to one of the
four previously mentioned categories. A summary of the object-level features is listed in
Table 5.1; the feature definitions (Sections 5.3.1-5.3.5) may be skipped if the details are
not of interest to the reader. In the following, features denoted by the superscript † are
features included as is from the original Matlab regionprops function.

5.3.1 Size and Shape Features

• Area†: The total number of pixels in the object [8, 16, 18, 20, 21, 27, 31, 44–46, 65,
130,146–149,151,152,154].

Area =
∑

n

∑

m

Ω(n,m) (5.1)

where Ω(n,m) is the object mask consisting of ones within the object and zeros
elsewhere.

• Elliptical Features: Computed for the ellipse with the same second moments as
the object.
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– Major and Minor Axis Length†: [18, 20,27,45,46,154]

majlen = 2
√

2 ·
√

mxx + myy +
√

(mxx − myy)2 + 4m2
xy (5.2)

minlen = 2
√

2 ·
√

mxx + myy −
√

(mxx − myy)2 + 4m2
xy (5.3)

where

mxx =
1

M

M
∑

i=1

(xi − x̄)2 +
1

12

myy =
1

M

M
∑

i=1

(yi − ȳ)2 +
1

12

mxy =
1

M

M
∑

i=1

(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)

(5.4)

and x and y are the x- and y-centroids, respectively, of the object:

x̄ =

∑

n

∑

m nΩ(n,m)

Area
(5.5)

ȳ =

∑

n

∑

m mΩ(n,m)

Area
(5.6)

and M is the total number of pixels in the object.

– Eccentricity†: A measure of how much a conic section deviates from circu-
lar [8, 16, 46, 65, 130, 149, 152, 154]. A circle has eccentricity 0, a line (i.e., a
degenerate ellipse) an eccentricity of 1, and an ellipse between 0 and 1.

ecc =
2

√

(

majlen
2

)2 −
(

minlen
2

)2

majlen
(5.7)

– Orientation†: Defined as an angle between the major axis of the ellipse and
the x-axis of the original image coordinates [8, 152].

θO =















tan−1

(

myy−mxx+
√

(myy−mxx)2+4m2
xy

2mxy

)

if myy > mxx,

tan−1

(

2mxy

mxx−myy+
√

(mxx−myy)2+4m2
xy

)

else.
(5.8)

– EllipticalDeviation: A measure of how much the image object deviates from
the ellipse with the same second moments [154]. This measure takes into
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account the pixels included in the ellipse and not in the object, as well as
those pixels included in the object but not in the ellipse. This metric is
normalized by the total object area. Defining E(n,m) as the ellipse mask,
elliptical deviation is defined as

EllDev =

∑

(n,m)∈Ω,/∈E Ω(n,m) +
∑

(n,m)∈E,/∈Ω E(n,m)

Area
(5.9)

• Convex Hull Features: These features rely on the computation of the convex
hull of the object mask.

– ConvexArea†: The area of the convex hull of the object [154].

ConvexArea =
∑

n

∑

m

convhull(Ω(n,m)) (5.10)

– ConvexDeficiency: The pixels within the convex hull that are not within
the object [154].

ConvexDeficiency =
ConvexArea − Area

Area
(5.11)

– Solidity†: The fraction of pixels within the convex hull that are within the
object.

Solidity =
Area

ConvexArea
(5.12)

• Filled Image Features: For computation of these features, attention is paid to
both the object regions as well as the holes within the object.

– FilledArea†: The area of the filled object.

FilledArea =
∑

n

∑

m

fill(Ω(n,m)) (5.13)

– EulerNumber:
EulerNumber = Nregions − Nholes (5.14)

where Nregions is the number of regions contained within the object, and Nholes

is the number of holes within the object.

• Bounding Box Features: These features are related to the bounding box of
the object, which is defined as the smallest rectangle that completely contains the
object, where the sides of the rectangle are aligned with the image axes.

– Extent†: The fraction of pixels within the bounding box that are also within
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the object.

Extent =
Area

N · M (5.15)

where N and M are the width and height of the bounding box.

– AspectRatio: The ratio of the height to width of the bounding box:

AspectRatio =
M

N
(5.16)

• Boundary Features: These features are related to the boundary of the object.

– Perimeter†: The distance around the boundary of the object, where boundary
pixels are 8-connected [18,20,44–46,154].

Perimeter =
N
∑

n=1

√

(x(n + 1) − x(n))2 + (y(n + 1) − y(n))2 (5.17)

where x and y are the x- and y-coordinates of the N boundary pixels, and by
definition x(N + 1) = x(1) and y(N + 1) = y(1) (to take care of the distance
between the last and first boundary pixels).

– Radii: The vector of distances between the boundary pixels and the object
centroid [16,18,20,37,44,45,65,130,152,154].

Radii =
√

(x − x̄)2 + (y − ȳ)2 (5.18)

where x and y are the vectors of the x- and y-coordinates of the boundary
pixels and x̄ and ȳ are the x- and y-centroids of the object.

– PerimeterFFT: Characterizes the variations in the object boundary by treat-
ing the object radii as a one dimensional signal [8,16,65,150,152,154]. The Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to measure energies at various frequencies:

PerimeterFFT =
N−1
∑

n=0

x(n)e−j2πnk/N , k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (5.19)

where we choose N = 1024. As handled by the Matlab fft code, x(n) is
zero-padded if less than 1024 samples and truncated if more. Energies are
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computed as:

PerimeterFFTLow =
340
∑

n=0

|PerimeterFFT(n)|2 (5.20)

PerimeterFFTMed =
683
∑

n=341

|PerimeterFFT(n)|2 (5.21)

PerimeterFFTHi =
1023
∑

n=684

|PerimeterFFT(n)|2 (5.22)

PerimeterFFTh =

32·(h+1)−1
∑

n=32·h

|PerimeterFFT(n)|2 (5.23)

where h = 0, 1, . . . , 32.

– PerimeterCurvature: The angle between line segments connecting subse-
quent boundary points [154].

θcurve = arctan

(

y(n + 1) − y(n)

x(n + 1) − x(n)

)

, n = 1, . . . , N (5.24)

where x and y are the x- and y-coordinates of the N boundary pixels, and by
definition x(N + 1) = x(1) and y(N + 1) = y(1) (to take care of the curvature
between the last and first boundary pixels).

– BendingEnergy: A measure analogous to the physical energy required to
bend a rod. This metric is calculated as the sum of the difference in curvature
between subsequent boundary points [31,150,154].

BendingEnergy =
N
∑

n=1

(θcurve(n + 1) − θcurve(n)) (5.25)

where n = 1, . . . , N and, similar to the extension of x and y in Equation (5.24),
θcurve(N + 1) = θcurve(1).

• Other Shape Features: Provide measures of the shape of the object, similar to
some previously defined parameters (e.g., Eccentricity). These features, however,
are not dependent on either the second-moment ellipse or the bounding box.

– EquivDiameter†: The diameter of the circle with the same area as the ob-
ject [18,20,45].

EquivDiameter = 2

√

π

Area
(5.26)
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– Sphericity: Ratio of the radii of the largest circle fully inscribed in the object
to that of the smallest circle which fully circumscribes the object. This is also
equivalent to the ratio of the smallest to largest radii of the object, measured
from the centroid [8, 16,18,20,44–46,65,130,152].

Sphericity =
min(Radii)

max(Radii)
(5.27)

– Compactness: A measure of the roundness of the object, giving the minimum
value of 1 for circles [8, 16,18,20,31,45,65,130,150,152,154]:

Compactness =
4πArea

Perimeter2
(5.28)

– InertiaShape: Another measure of roundness, again giving 1 for circles [8,
65,152]:

InertiaShape =
2π
∑

n

∑

m Radii(n,m)2

Area2
(5.29)

where in this case Radii is extended to include the radii of all object pixels,
not just the boundary pixels. Note that this feature is a normalized moment
of inertia for the object.

• Centers of Mass: The deviation of the center of mass from the object centroid,
calculated for both the grayscale intensity image and the normalized optical density
image.

– GCenterMass:

GCenterMass =

√

(xGCM − x̄)2 + (yGCM − ȳ)2

mean(Radii)
(5.30)

where the center of mass (xGCM , yGCM ) of the grayscale intensity image AI is
calculated as

xGCM =
1

N

∑

n

∑

m

nAI(n,m) (5.31)

yGCM =
1

N

∑

n

∑

m

mAI(n,m) (5.32)

where N is the number of pixels in the AI image.

– ODCenterMass:

ODCenterMass =

√

(xODCM − x̄)2 + (yODCM − ȳ)2

mean(Radii)
(5.33)
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where, similarly, the center of mass (xODCM , yODCM ) of the optical density
image OD is calculated as in Equation (5.32).

• Reflection Symmetry Features: This is a metric of the reflection symmetry of
the object [18, 45, 46, 158], based on the quadrant sum as presented in Chapter 4,
specifically Equations (4.4) and (4.5). The quadrant sum is computed for the object
mask (BWReflSymmetry), the grayscale intensity image (GReflSymmetry), and
the normalized optical density image (ODReflSymmetry).

5.3.2 Radiometric and Densitometric Features

• ImageBands: The values of the image bands for each object pixel.

ImageBands = [A(n,m, 1), . . . , A(n,m,B)], ∀(n,m) ∈ Ω (5.34)

where A is the original image, B is the number of image bands in A, and Ω is the
object mask, as in (5.1). Thus ImageBands is an Area×B matrix with each row
corresponding to an object pixel and each column corresponding to an image band.

• Intensity: Calculated as the mean value for each object pixel, averaged across the
image bands [8, 152,154]:

Intensity(k) =
1

B

B
∑

b=1

ImageBands(k, b), k = 1, . . . , Area (5.35)

• ODV: The values of the optical density1 image for each image band, as well as the
intensity image: [8, 18,20,45,65,151,152]

ODV = [OD1, OD2, . . . , ODB, ODI] (5.36)

where each row of ODV is an object pixel, and each column is the optical density
value for an image band. That is, OD∗ are column vectors:

ODb = −log10

(

ImageBands(k, b)

Amx

)

, k = 1, . . . , Area, b = 1, . . . , B (5.37)

ODI = −log10

(

Intensity(k)

Amx

)

, k = 1, . . . , Area (5.38)

where Amx is the maximum value of A (i.e., the transmission value for a blank slide,
usually 255 for 8-bit images), and B is the number of image bands.

1For transmission microscopy of stained tissue, optical density (OD) provides a linear relationship
between image intensity and staining density. Refer to Appendix H for more explanation and an example.
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• IOD: The Integrated Optical Density (IOD) is the summation of the optical density
values of the object [8, 9, 18, 20, 45, 65, 151, 152]. For the case of nuclei, this can
provide a measure of the amount of DNA present within each nucleus. In this
implementation, there is a vector of values corresponding to each of the columns in
ODV.

IOD(b) =
Area
∑

k=1

ODV(k, b), b = 1, . . . , B + 1 (5.39)

• MOD: The Mean Optical Density (MOD) is the IOD normalized by the nuclear
area [8, 18,20,45,151,152].

MOD(b) =
IOD(b)

Area
(5.40)

• Hue: The hue value for each object pixel [9, 79].

θ = arccos

(

0.5
2R − G − B

√

(R − G)2 + (R − B)(G − B)

)

(5.41)

Hue(k) =

{

θ(k) if B < G,

2π − θ(k) else.
(5.42)

where R, G, and B are the values of the red, green, and blue channel , respec-
tively, of A(n,m), (n,m) ∈ Ω. For images with less than three channels, the Hue
parameter is not calculated, and for images with more than three channels (i.e.,
multispectral), the image is first converted to an RGB image via the ‘ccd’ transform
described in Chapter 2.

5.3.3 Texture Features

• Co-occurrence Matrix Features: These metrics are computed from a gray-level
co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), which tallies the number of occurrences of gray-
level i in a specific spatial relation with gray-level j. Common spatial relations are
horizontally and vertically adjacent pixels at a distance of some k pixels. Since we
are not interested in the orientation of texture, the horizontal and vertical matrices
are accumulated as recommended in [154]. The co-occurrence matrix is calculated
with the Matlab function graycomatrix for the intensity image discretized to 64
levels (to reduce computational intensity), and for distances of k = 1, . . . , 5 pixels.
Defining the GLCM as C(i, j), i, j = 0, . . . , 63, the following metrics are used,
where the metrics denoted by ‡ were used as included in the Matlab graycoprops
function:
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– GLCMInertia‡: [8, 18,20,45,65,151,152,154]

GLCMInertia =
∑

i

∑

j

(i − j)2C(i, j) (5.43)

– GLCMEnergy‡: [8, 18,20,45,65,151,152,154]

GLCMEnergy =
∑

i

∑

j

C2(i, j) (5.44)

– GLCMEntropy: [8, 18,20,45,65,151,152,154]

GLCMEntropy =
∑

i

∑

j

C(i, j) log2(C(i, j)) (5.45)

– GLCMHomogeneity: [8, 18,20,45,65,151,152]

GLCMHomogeneity =
∑

i

∑

j

1

1 + (i − j)2
C(i, j) (5.46)

– GLCMMaxProb: [18, 20,45]

GLCMMaxProx = max
i,j

C(i, j) (5.47)

– GLCMClusterShade: [8, 18,20,45,65,151,152,154]

GLCMClusterShade =
∑

i

∑

j

(k − Mx + j − My)
3C(i, j) (5.48)

Mx =
∑

i

∑

j

iC(i, j) (5.49)

My =
∑

i

∑

j

jC(i, j) (5.50)

– GLCMClusterProminence: [8, 18,20,45,65,151,152,154]

GLCMClusterProminence =
∑

i

∑

j

(k − Mx + j − My)
4C(i, j) (5.51)
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– GLCMCorrelation‡: [8, 18,20,45,65,151,152,154,159]

GLCMCorrelation =

∑

i

∑

j(i − Mx)(j − My)C(i, j)

Sx · Sy

(5.52)

Sx =

√

∑

i

(i − Mx)2C(i, j) (5.53)

Sy =

√

∑

j

(j − My)2C(i, j) (5.54)

The same features are also calculated using a co-occurrence matrix of the opti-
cal density image, discretized to 64 levels and for distances of k = 1, . . . , 5 pixels.
These metrics are computed via the same equations, replacing the co-occurrence
matrix of the grayscale intensity image with the co-occurrence matrix of the optical
density image, yielding the features ODCMInertia, ODCMEnergy , ODCMEntropy ,
OCDMHomogeneity , ODCMMaxProb, ODCMClusterShade, ODCMClusterPromi-
nence, and ODCMCorrelation.

• Run-Length Texture Features: These features are based on the gray level run
length (GLRL) matrix G(i, j|θ), which quantifies the number of runs of length
j, gray level i, in direction θ. From this 2-dimensional matrix, several features
can be computed. Typically, the image is discretized to a smaller number of gray
levels since the method is sensitive to noise; in this implementation the grayscale
intensity image is discretized to 16 levels. We have implemented the method of [160]
which requires the computation of two vectors rather than the full 2-dimensional
GLRL matrix. Specifically, the run-length distribution r(j|θ) and the gray-level
distribution g(i|θ) are defined as

r(j|θ) =
∑

i

G(i, j|θ) (5.55)

g(i|θ) =
∑

j

G(i, j|θ) (5.56)

and the total number of runs in the image S is

S =
∑

i

∑

j

G(i, j|θ) =
∑

i

g(i|θ) =
∑

j

r(j|θ) (5.57)

The following features are extracted from the GLRL matrix G(i, j|θ) for θ =
0, π

4
, π

2
, 3π

4
.
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– SRE: The short runs emphasis [20].

SRE =
1

S

∑

j

r(j|θ)
j2

(5.58)

– LRE: The long runs emphasis [20].

LRE =
1

S

∑

j

r(j|θ)j2 (5.59)

– GLN: The gray-level nonunifomity [20].

GLN =
1

S

∑

i

g(i|θ)2 (5.60)

– RLN: The run-length nonuniformity [20].

RLN =
1

S

∑

j

r(j|θ)2 (5.61)

– RP: The runs percentage [20].

RP =
1

Area

∑

j

r(j|θ) (5.62)

– LGRE: The low gray-level runs emphasis [160].

LGRE =
1

S

∑

i

g(i|θ)
i2

(5.63)

– HGRE: The high gray-level runs emphasis [160].

HGRE =
1

S

∑

i

g(i|θ)i2 (5.64)

The same features are also calculated for the optical density image, also quantized
to 16 levels after normalization to the range [0, 255], yielding the features ODSRE ,
ODLRE , ODGLN , ODRLN , ODRP , ODLGRE , and ODHGRE [8, 65, 151, 152,
160]. Each run-length quantity is treated as a vector for θ = 0, π

4
, π

2
, 3π

4
to avoid the

use of orientation-dependent texture features.

• Wavelet Features: The energies of the various wavelet decomposition levels are
used as a texture descriptor. Several specific wavelets have been tested for this
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purpose, including Daubechies, biorthogonal, Gabor, and Mallat’s discrete wavelet
frames [18, 20, 27, 45]. We choose the CDF 9/7 (Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau 9/7-
tap) wavelet, as used in the JPEG2000 standard, as a good general wavelet trans-
form. This decomposition is implemented in the MatlabCentral function wavelet
via a lifting scheme. From a 4-level decomposition, the energies of each of the detail
images at each level of decomposition as well as the energy of the low-resolution
image from the final level are computed. Since this (and many other) wavelet trans-
form is implemented in a separable fashion, it results in three detail images at each
level of decomposition, commonly referred to as the horizontal (Dk

h), vertical (Dk
v),

and diagonal (Dk
d) detail images at level k. The average energy is computed for

these three detail images for each of the four decomposition levels of the grayscale
intensity image:

– GCDF97Wk:

GCDF97Wk =
1

3

[∑

n

∑

m |Dk
h(n,m)|2

NkMk

+

∑

n

∑

m |Dk
v(n,m)|2

NkMk

+

∑

n

∑

m |Dk
d(n,m)|2

NkMk

]

, k = 1, . . . , 4

(5.65)

where Nk and Mk are the dimensions of the Dk
∗ images.

as well as the energy of the final low-resolution image (Alr) of the decomposition.

– GCDF97W5:

GCDF97W5 =

∑

n

∑

m |Alr(n,m)|2
N4M4

(5.66)

These measurements are repeated for the normalized optical density image, yielding
the features ODCDF97W 1, ODCDF97W 2, ODCDF97W 3, ODCDF97W 4, and
ODCDF97W 5.

• Entropy: A measure of the information content of the image, calculated as [79]

H = −
N
∑

i=1

P (αi)log2(P (αi)) (5.67)

where N is the total number of gray levels, αi is the ith gray scale level, and P (αi)
is the probability of each level. P (αi) is generally estimated from the source signal.
The entropy is calculated for all image bands, the intensity image, all OD bands,
and the OD of the intensity image.
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5.3.4 Chromatin Density Features

As presented in [152] and [151], these features rely on the segmentation of the optical
density image into areas of low, medium, and high chromatin density. This segmentation
is controlled by two global thresholds, t1 and t2. Define the low, medium, high, and
medium-high chromatin density images as

ODL = (OD < t1)Ω (5.68)

ODM = (t1 ≤ OD ≤ t2)Ω (5.69)

ODH = (OD > t2)Ω (5.70)

ODMH = ODM + ODH (5.71)

where OD is the overall optical density image, normalized to the range [0, 255]. Note
that OD∗ are binary mask images. The thresholds t1 and t2 were empirically chosen to
be 50 and 100, respectively. These thresholds may warrant further analysis in the future.
While these features were specifically designed for feature extraction of cell nuclei, they
are included for possible use on other histologic (or non-histologic) entities.

• Area: The areas of the low, medium and high images normalized by the total
area. [8, 65,151,152].

LDNAArea =

∑

n

∑

m ODL(n,m)

Area
(5.72)

MDNAArea =

∑

n

∑

m ODM(n,m)

Area
(5.73)

HDNAArea =

∑

n

∑

m ODH(n,m)

Area
(5.74)

• IOD: The integrated optical densities [8, 65,151,152].

LIOD =

∑

n

∑

m OD(n,m)ODL(n,m)

IOD
(5.75)

MIOD =

∑

n

∑

m OD(n,m)ODM(n,m)

IOD
(5.76)

HIOD =

∑

n

∑

m OD(n,m)ODH(n,m)

IOD
(5.77)
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• MOD: The mean optical densities [8, 65,151,152].

LMMOD =

∑

n

∑

m OD(n,m)ODM(n,m)
∑

n

∑

m OD(n,m)ODL(n,m)
(5.78)

LHMOD =

∑

n

∑

m OD(n,m)ODH(n,m)
∑

n

∑

m OD(n,m)ODL(n,m)
(5.79)

LMHMOD =

∑

n

∑

m OD(n,m)ODMH(n,m)
∑

n

∑

m OD(n,m)ODL(n,m)
(5.80)

• Number of Regions: The number of discrete 8-connected regions LNum, MNum,
and HNum [8, 151,152].

• Compactness: The compactness of the various regions [8, 65,151,152],

LCompactness =
4πLDNAArea · Area

P 2
L

(5.81)

MCompactness =
4πMDNAArea · Area

P 2
M

(5.82)

HCompactness =
4πHDNAArea · Area

P 2
H

(5.83)

MHCompactness =
4πMHDNAArea · Area

P 2
MH

(5.84)

where P∗ is the perimeter of the given region, computed the same as in Equation
(5.17).

• Distance: The average distances between all pixels of each chromatin image and
the centroid of the object [65,151,152].

LDist =

∑

(n,m)∈ODL

√

(n − x̄)2 + (m − ȳ)2

LDNAArea · Area · mean(Radii)
(5.85)

MDist =

∑

(n,m)∈ODM

√

(n − x̄)2 + (m − ȳ)2

MDNAArea · Area · mean(Radii)
(5.86)

HDist =

∑

(n,m)∈ODH

√

(n − x̄)2 + (m − ȳ)2

HDNAArea · Area · mean(Radii)
(5.87)

MHDist =

∑

(n,m)∈ODMH

√

(n − x̄)2 + (m − ȳ)2

MHDNAArea · Area · mean(Radii)
(5.88)

where x̄ and ȳ are the x- and y-coordinates of the object centroid.

• Center of Mass: The distance between the center of mass of the optical density
image and the object centroid [8, 65, 151, 152]. Calculating the centers of mass for
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each of the chromatin images as in Equation (5.32),

LCenterMass =

√

(xCML − x̄)2 + (yCML − ȳ)2

LDNAArea · Area · mean(Radii)
(5.89)

MCenterMass =

√

(xCMM − x̄)2 + (yCMM − ȳ)2

MDNAArea · Area · mean(Radii)
(5.90)

HCenterMass =

√

(xCMH − x̄)2 + (yCMH − ȳ)2

HDNAArea · Area · mean(Radii)
(5.91)

MHCenterMass =

√

(xCMMH − x̄)2 + (yCMMH − ȳ)2

MHDNAArea · Area · mean(Radii)
(5.92)

5.3.5 Fractal Dimension Features

The fractal dimension (FD) of objects differ from the typical integer dimensions of
Euclidean geometry (e.g., a 1-D line and 2-D plane). Instead, the FD is a real-valued
(not integer) measure of the space-filling properties of the object. These features are
based on the work of Mandelbrot [161]. There are many methods for estimation of the
FD of objects, many relying on the change in a length or area metric with respect to the
size of the ruler grid used for measurement; each suffers from different estimation errors.
Based on the recent work published by Behry [162], we choose the power spectrum method
of [163] since it produced the most accurate and robust estimation of FD. Previous studies
have shied away from the power spectrum method since it requires the computation of
an FFT; with the increase in computational power, however, and the fact that the FFT
of object boundaries is already computed for other metrics, we do not consider the
computational intensity to be too large.

• PerimeterFD: This is a measure of the fractal dimension of the object bound-
ary [8, 22,42,45,65,150]. Defining the power spectrum as

P = |PerimeterFFT|2 (5.93)

and ρ as the spatial frequency, we compute the best least-squares linear fit to
the log-log plot of P versus ρ. The slope b of this best-fit line is related to the
PerimeterFD via the relationship [162,163]

PerimeterFD =
5 − b

2
(5.94)

Note that for a length N FFT, the zero frequency term is excluded and only the
next N

2
points are used (due to symmetry of the FFT) to compute the best-fit line.

It is expected that 1 ≤ PerimeterFD ≤ 2.
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• AreaFD: A measure of the FD of the object, treating the grayscale intensity
values as a three-dimensional surface. This gives a measure of the space-filling
properties of this three-dimensional surface, where the texture of the grayscale
image is interpreted as this surface. Let AI be the intensity image, computed by
averaging the image bands for each pixel. Similar to the PerimeterFD case, the
2-D FFT of AI is computed over the object mask Ω, and the magnitude is squared
to yield the 2-D power spectrum PA. Taking the two spatial frequencies u,v =
[1, . . . , N/2], we compute ρ =

√

u(i)2 + v(j)2, i, j = 1, . . . , N/2. Calculating the
slope b of the best-fit line for the log-log plot of PA versus ρ,

AreaFD =
8 − b

2
(5.95)

We expect that 1 ≤ AreaFD ≤ 3.

• ODAreaFD: Similar to AreaFD, this is the FD of the optical density image [8,
65,151,152].

5.3.6 Summary

The object-level features are summarized in Table 5.1. In addition to the features
presented above, various statistics measures for any of the vector quantities are also
calculated. Thus, the mean, median, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation are
calculated for all vector features, with the option to compute the skewness and kurtosis
as well. The total number of object-level features extracted is, thus, 1035 for each RGB
image object (897 without skewness and kurtosis) and 7171 for a multispectral image ob-
ject (6201 without skewness and kurtosis). Since the extraction of multispectral features
is so much more computationally intensive, the main focus in the feature selection will be
on ccd imagery. Multispectral features will be used in limited analyses to demonstrate
the differences between RGB and multispectral features.

5.4 Spatial-Relation Feature Definitions

In this section we describe the graph and tree structures that we derive from our data,
as well as the various features extracted from the structures. A graph is uniquely defined
by a set of nodes and edges. Edges connect nodes that are neighbors according to some
a priori definition of a neighborhood. Edges may be directed, resulting in a directed
graph (often called a digraph). Both nodes and edges may be weighted according to
some metric (e.g., node degree or edge length). Trees are graphs without cycles, where a
cycle is defined as an ordered set of nodes and edges, where the set of edges is unique, and
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Table 5.1. Summary of object-level features.

Category Features
Size and Shape Area

Elliptical Features: Major and minor axis length,
eccentricity, orientation, elliptical
deviation
Convex Hull Features: Convex area, convex
deficiency,solidity
Filled Image Features: Filled area, Euler number
Bounding Box Features: Extent, aspect ratio
Boundary Features: Perimeter, radii, perimeter FFT,
perimeter curvature, bending energy, perimeter FD
Other Shape Features: Equivalent diameter,
sphericity, compactness, inertia shape
Center of Mass (gray and OD)
Reflection Symmetry Features (binary, gray, and OD)

Radiometric and Image Bands
Densitometric Intensity

Optical Density (OD)
Integrated Optical Density (IOD)
Mean Optical Density (MOD)
Hue

Texture Co-occurrence Matrix Features (gray and OD):
Inertia, energy, entropy, homogeneity, maximum
probability, cluster shade, cluster prominence,
correlation
Fractal dimension (gray and OD)
Run-length Features (gray and OD): Short runs
emphasis, long runs emphasis, gray-level
non-uniformity, run-length non-uniformity, runs
percentage, low gray-level runs emphasis, high
gray-level runs emphasis
Wavelet Features (gray and OD): Energies of detail
and low resolution images
Entropy (gray and OD)

Chromatin-Specific Area, IOD, MOD, number of regions compactness,
distance, center of mass
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the starting and ending node is the same. We will refer to our graph and tree structures
with the generic term “graph” when it will not introduce confusion.

5.4.1 Graph and Tree Structures

• Voronoi Tesselation (VT)2: Given a set of nodes in the plane (e.g., centroids
of nuclei), the Voronoi tessellation creates polygonal cells around the nodes such
that all pixels within a given cell are closer to the cell node than any other node
in the plane. The VT is commonly constructed as the complement (dual graph)
of the Delaunay triangulation, and is used for quantification of pathology imagery
in [22,41,155,157].

• Delaunay Triangulation (DT)3: The Delaunay triangulation, in addition to be-
ing the dual graph of the Voronoi tessellation, is a commonly used triangulation
algorithm. From the set of all possible triangles, a triangle is accepted if its circum-
circle contains no other nodes besides the triangle vertices. The DT is used with
pathology imagery in [22,41].

• Minimum Spanning Tree (MST): The minimum spanning tree is the tree for
which the sum of the edge lengths is minimum. The MST is generally iteratively
created. First the two closest points are connected; next the point closest to either
of the two included points is added to the tree. This continues until all nodes have
been added. The MST is one of the most commonly used tree structures and is
used for pathology imagery in [22,41,156,157].

• O’Callaghan Neighborhood Graph (OCG): Neighboring nodes are defined
based on both a distance and direction constraint. Intuitively, node C is considered
a neighbor of node A if the distance between A and C is less than a predefined
threshold and if C is not eclipsed by another neighbor of A. More specifically,
considering three nodes A, B and C, and assuming that A and B are neighbors, C
is a neighbor of A if

d(A,C) < td (5.96)

and
∠ABC < tθ (5.97)

where d(·) is the Euclidean distance function, td is the distance threshold, and tθ is
the direction constraint. While the direction constraint is generally defined in terms
of A, B, and C, a more intuitive explanation of the angle is in terms of an eclipse
angle directed from B along the edge connecting A and B. Refer to Figure 5.1 for an
illustration of the direction constraint. Experiments have determined that a value

2Sometimes referred to as the Dirichlet tessellation.
3Referred to as the Gabriel Graph in [22] and [41].
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Figure 5.1. Illustration of the O’Callaghan direction constraint. For this example, we
are assuming that nodes A and B are neighbors, and that nodes A and C satisfy the
distance constraint. The direction constraint is specified in terms of threshold tθ for the
angle θ = ∠ABC. For this example, node C does not satisfy the direction constraint, and
is thus not a neighbor of A. The direction constraint can also be thought of as an angle
of visual eclipse emanating from node B at a symmetric angle about the line directed
from A to B, labeled as α in this example. Obviously, α = 180◦ − tθ. A perceptually
acceptable value for the direction constraint is tθ = 120◦ (α = 60◦) [164].

for tθ of 120◦ is a perceptually valid threshold [164]. The OCG is constructed in an
iterative process similar to that of the MST. It should be noted that the OCG is a
digraph since (in fairly rare circumstances) node A may be a neighbor of B but not
vice versa. The OCG was used for pathology imagery in [156,157,165], although it
was incorrectly characterized as a tree in [156].

• Connected Graph (CG): In a connected graph, all nodes are connected to all
other nodes. In the case of the connected graph used in [36] and [35], the edges are
weighted by the Euclidean distance.

Examples of the VT, DT, MST, and OCG for a randomly generated set of nodes
are shown in Figure 5.2; the CG is excluded since it is too cluttered with edges for an
informative illustration. In addition to the graph and tree structures described above,
used for analysis of pathology imagery, we will briefly mention that the k-NN graph
was used in [166] and the Relative Neighbor Graph (RNG) in [167]. We forgo the
implementation of the k-NN graph since we are more interested examining the features
of a graph structure for a neighborhood defined by some other neighborhood constraint,
rather than the arbitrary definition of a certain number of neighbors. Additionally, the
work presented in [166] was focused on the matching of graph structures extracted from
imagery. We are more concerned with the actual extraction process and the features that
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(a) Voronoi Tesselation.
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(b) Delaunay Triangulation.
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(c) Minimum Spanning Tree.
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(d) O’Callaghan Neighborhood Graph.

Figure 5.2. Example graph and tree structures for a randomly generated set of nodes.
For the VT, we do not display the edges that end at infinity for the nodes at the border of
the graph; we also ignore these edges in computations involving the VT. For the digraph
OCG in (d), symmetric edges are displayed as solid red lines, and non-symmetric edges
are displayed as green dashed lines.
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can be used from these graph structures for further image classification and analysis. We
forgo implementation of the RNG in favor of the (simpler to implement) OCG, since
both graph structures seek to define a neighborhood based on comparison of metrics
with already existing neighbors. In the case of the RNG as presented in [167], the DT is
processed to retain an edge only if the nodes are “relatively close.” The use of the k-NN
graph and RNG (or any other graph structure) could prove useful in our analysis. The
implementation of other graph and tree structures we leave as future work.

5.4.2 Spatial-Relation Features

In the following descriptions, A is the adjacency matrix of the graph or tree. Ad-
ditionally, we will use the generic term “graph” to refer to any graph or tree structure.
The adjacency matrix is defined such that the ij-th entry aij is the number of edges from
node i to node j; there is a one-to-one correspondence between the adjacency matrix and
graph structure [168]. For our graph structures, we will have no parallel edges (multiple
edges between the same nodes) or loops (edges linking a single node to itself), so that
aij ∈ [0, 1], ∀i, j. This means we can define another matrix B with edge weights (in
our case inter-node distance); this facilitates easy computation of some feature values.
Additionally, A and B will be symmetric for all structures except the OCG; this has
some implications for computational simplicity of feature calculations.

The spatial-relation features are summarized in Table 5.2; if the details of feature
definitions are not of interest to the reader, the remainder of this section (5.4.2) may be
skipped. For each of the features described below, we will make note of the graphs from
which we extract the features. We will also note any previous work that has used or
recommended the use of these specific graph features.

• Number of Nodes: The total number of nodes in the graph [41, 156, 157]. Since
A ∈ ZNn,Nn , where Nn is the number of nodes, the number of nodes can be easily
ascertained from the size of the adjacency matrix A. This feature will be constant
for all graph structures.

• Number of Edges: The total number of edges in the graph. For any non-digraph
(the digraph case is considered later), the sum of the upper (or lower triangle) of
A is the total number of edges in the graph. For simplicity of computation, it is
easier to sum the entire matrix A and divide by two (since A is symmetric for
non-digraphs):

Ne =
1

2

∑

i,j

aij (5.98)

For the digraph OCG, A may not be symmetric and thus could have an odd value
for the sum of the elements of A. For now we simply round Ne to the nearest
integer in the case of the OCG to allow for direct comparison of Ne between the
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non-digraphs and the OCG. Use of the digraph characteristics of the OCG may be
of use in the future. Ne is calculated for the VT [157], DT [22], and OCG [156,157].
Ne is not computed for the MST since there will always be Nn − 1 or for the CG
since it will always be N 2

n.

• Cyclomatic Number: The cyclomatic number is defined as

C = Ne + Nn + 1 (5.99)

and is calculated for the VT [157], DT, and OCG [157] (all the graphs for which
we calculate Ne). C is normalized by the number of edges, Ne.

• Edge Length: The edge lengths (Euclidean distance) between each pair of neigh-
boring nodes. EL is a vector of edge lengths, where an edge length is added
according to

max(bij, bji); i = 1, . . . , n; j = i, . . . , n; bij > 0 or bji > 0 (5.100)

EL is computed for the VT [157], DT [22, 41], MST [22, 41, 156, 157], CG [35, 36],
and OCG [156,157].

• Degree: The number of edges incident with a node. This may be calculated from
the adjacency matrix A by summing over the rows or columns:

deg(ni) =
Nn
∑

j=1

aij, i = 1, . . . , n (5.101)

The degree of all nodes for the VT, DT [41], MST [41], and OCG are calculated,
resulting in a vector,

deg = [deg(n1), . . . , deg(nNn
)] (5.102)

The CG is excluded since the degree of all nodes will be Nn − 1. An alternative
definition for degree is used in [36] and [35], where degree is the sum of the edge
weights for all edges incident with a node:

degw(ni) =
Nn
∑

j=1

bij, i = 1, . . . , n (5.103)

This modified degree is computed for the VT, DT, MST, and OCG, yielding the
vector,

degw = [degw(n1), . . . , degw(nNn
)] (5.104)

In this case edge weights are defined as the Euclidean distance between the two
end nodes; this could be extended to include edge weights related to other features,
however.
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• Number of Neighbors: A vector NN consisting of the number of nodes with k
neighbors, with k = 1, . . . , 5 for our computations. This feature can be computed
from a histogram of the deg feature, and is computed for the DT [157] (excluding
the VT since it will contain the same information), MST [156,157], and OCG [156,
157]. The CG is excluded since all nodes will have Nn − 1 neighbors.

• Randic Index: The Randic index has been used widely in chemistry applications
where is has been shown to be sensitive to shape [157]. Assigning each edge a
weight equal to the reciprocal of the square root of the product of the degrees of
the two neighboring nodes, the Randic index of a graph is the sum of these edge
weights:

R =
∑

i6=j, aij 6=0

1
√

deg(ni) ∗ deg(nj)
(5.105)

The Randic index is computed for the VT, DT, MST [157], OCG, and CG. R is
normalized by N 2

n/ave(deg).

• Balaban Index: The Balaban index is computed via an iterative pruning pro-
cess, whereby, at each iteration, points with only one neighbor (i.e., endpoints)
are removed [157]. The Balaban index is defined as the sum of the squares of the
number of points removed at each pruning step. This feature is a measure of the
degree of branching of a tree structure, and is computed for the MST [157], nor-
malized by N 2

n. This feature is not computed for any graph structures, since there
is no guarantee that any endpoints will exist at any given iteration of the pruning
process.

• Wiener Index: The Wiener index is used in chemistry as a measure of both
molecular volume and shape [157] and is defined as the sum of the distances between
all pairs of nodes, where distance is defined as the minimum number of edges
connecting the two nodes. The Wiener index is computed for the DT, CG, and
MST [157]. The OCG is omitted due to computational difficulties with the non-
symmetric adjacency matrix; this does not necessarily preclude a different method
to compute the Wiener index of the OCG, but is left as future work. Additionally,
the VT is omitted since it will yield the same information as the DT. The Wiener
index is normalized by N 2

n.

• Eccentricity: The eccentricity of a node is the greatest distance between itself
and all other nodes in the graph. Again, distance here is defined as the minimum
number of edges connecting two nodes. The eccentricities e of each node for the
DT and MST are computed, yielding the vector e. Similar to the two different
degree features, deg and degw, we also compute ew using the edge weights rather
than number of edges for the DT and MST. The CG is not included here since the
eccentricity will always be the largest edge length, max(EL).
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• Number of k-Walks: A k-walk is an ordered set of nodes and edges

W = n1e1n2e2 . . . nk−1eknk (5.106)

such that edge ei has nodes ni and ni+1 as endpoints [169]. A closed k-walk has
n1 = nk. One property of the adjacency matrix is that the ij-th entry of Ak is
the number of k-walks from node ni to nj [168]. Thus the total number of closed
k-walks can be computed as

Nkwalks = trace(Ak) (5.107)

The number of k-walks is computed for k = 3, 4, 5 for the VT, DT, OCG, and
CG, resulting in the vector Nkwalks. The MST is omitted since there will be no
closed k-walks in a tree structure. The number of k-cycles is generally of more in-
terest [157], where a k-cycle is a closed k-walk with unique nodes n1, . . . , nk−1 [169].
The computation of the number of k-cycles from the adjacency matrix, however,
is nontrivial and computationally intensive [170]. We substitute the more general
number of closed k-walks, although it has not been established in previous work
whether this is a useful metric for quantifying spatial arrangement. Nkwalks is
normalized by Ne.

• Number of Triangles: The number of length-3 cycles in a graph is computed
for the VT [157], DT, OCG [157], and CG. Generally, the number of k-cycles of
a graph cannot be directly deduced from the adjacency matrix. In the case of
3-cycles, however, the following property holds [170]:

Ntri =
trace(A3)

6
=

N3walks

6
(5.108)

Again, we normalize Ntri by Ne.

• Spectral Radius: The spectral radius is defined as the largest absolute value
of the eigenvalues of A. Along the lines of [36] and [35], both the largest and
second largest absolute eigenvalue of A are computed for the VT, DT, MST, and
CG [35,36]:

SR = [λ1λ2] (5.109)

where λ1 and λ2 are the first and second largest absolute eigenvalues, respectively.
SR is not computed for the OCG since the adjacency matrix is not necessarily
symmetric, which can result in complex-valued eigenvalues.

• Eigenexponent: The eigenexponent is defined as the slope of the sorted eigenval-
ues in log-log scale; per [36] and [35], the slope from the 3rd largest eigenvalue to
the minimum of Nn or 30 is used. The eigenexponent is computed for the VT, DT,
MST, and CG [35,36].
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• Fractal Dimension: An image is defined by creating a one-pixel wide line for
each of the graph edges, and the same FFT-based method for computation of
fractal dimension as presented in Section 5.3 is used. The fractal dimension of the
DT [22, 41], MST [22, 41], OCG, and CG is computed. The VT is omitted since
the point of the VT is to cover the plane with adjacent Voronoi cells.

• Area: The area of the Voronoi cells in the VT [22,41]:

Area = [Area(X1), . . . , Area(Xm)] (5.110)

where Xi is the i-th Voronoi cell, and Area computes the area in number of pixels.
We only consider the Voronoi cells for which there are no vertices at infinity.

• Average roundness factor: The average roundness factor of a VT is defined
as [155]:

RFav =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

4πArea(Xi)

Perimeter(Xi)2
(5.111)

where Perimeter is the perimeter of the Voronoi cell.

• Area Disorder: The area disorder of a VT is defined in terms of the mean and
standard deviation of the Voronoi cell areas, mA and σA, respectively [155]:

AD = 1 −
(

1 +
σA

mA

)−1

(5.112)

• Roundness Factor Homogeneity: The roundness factor homogeneity of a VT is
defined in terms of the mean and standard deviation of the roundness factor, mRF

and σRF , respectively [155]:

RFH =

(

1 +
σRF

mRF

)−1

(5.113)

5.4.3 Summary

The spatial-relation features are summarized in Table 5.2. In addition to the features
presented above, various statistics measures for any of the vector quantities are also
calculated. Thus, the mean, median, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation are
calculated for all vector features, with the option to compute the skewness and kurtosis
as well. The total number of spatial-relation features extracted is, thus, 179 (145 without
skewness and kurtosis) for each of the graph structures.
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Table 5.2. Summary of spatial-relation features.

Category Features
Voronoi Tessellation Number of nodes, number of edges,

cyclomatic number, number of
triangles, number of k-walks,
spectral radius, eigenexponent,
Randic index,area, roundness
factor, area disorder, roundness
factor homogeneity

Delaunay Triangulation Number of nodes, edge length,
degree, number of edges, cyclomatic
number, number of triangles,
number of k-walks, spectral radius,
eigenexponent, Wiener index,
eccentricity, Randic index, fractal
dimension

Minimum Spanning Tree Number of nodes, edge length,
degree, number of neighbors, Wiener
index, eccentricity, Randic index,
Balaban index, fractal dimension

O’Callaghan Neighborhood Graph Number of nodes, number of edges,
cyclomatic number, number of
neighbors, number of triangles,
number of k-walks, spectral radius,
eigenexponent, Randic index, fractal
dimension

Connected Graph Edge length, number of triangles,
number of k-walks, spectral radius,
eigenexponent, Wiener index,
eccentricity, Randic index, fractal
dimension
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(a) Example Voronoi tessellation
with square window delineating the
region for spatial-relation feature ex-
traction.
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(b) The region to which we attribute
the spatial-relation features is shaded
gray. As reference, the original
square window is included here.

Figure 5.3. The sliding window approach to extraction of region-based spatial-relation
features. A square window is used to define the current area of interest, but the region
to which the features are attributed is defined by the Voronoi cells of all nodes internal
to the square window.

5.5 Region-Based Spatial-Relation Features

The spatial arrangement of nuclei or other histologic entities will not be consistent
across any given image. As such, we would like to quantify the spatial-relation features
of an image on a regional basis. The question, however, is how to define a region; ideally
there would be no a priori constraints on the definition of a region, since that is at the
heart of the very issue of extracting spatial-relation features. Realistically, however, there
must be some definition of a region for region-based feature extraction. We choose to
use a sliding square window and quantify the graph structure that is enclosed within the
window. Since this is essentially feature extraction within a truth window, the sliding
window starts with a one pixel overlap with the truth window in the upper left and ends
with one pixel overlap in the lower right. For each position of the sliding window, the
extracted features are associated with each node and the Voronoi cell of each node within
the window. Thus, if we were to delineate within an original image the regions with some
particular feature value, we would use the Voronoi cell boundaries for this delineation.
As an example, refer to Figure 5.3.

In other work, there is reference to the use of spatial-relation features extracted for
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a “reference area,” but it is unclear how this reference area is defined. In particular, the
number of nodes per reference area is used for the DT [41], MST [41,156], and OCG [156]
and the total edge length per reference area is used for the DT [22,41], and MST [22,41].

In order to define a reasonable size for our sliding window, we look at the spatial-
relation feature values for differently sized graphs (according to number of nodes). For
this we randomly generated two types of graphs designed to be representative of nuclei
in our data. For both graph types, assuming that the initial node coordinates (x0, y0)
are initialized to some arbitrary value, we:

1. Randomly select from the existing nodes, resulting in the selection of some coordi-
nates (xr, yr).

2. Calculate a new node at a randomly generated distance from (xr, yr), i.e., (xn, yn) =
(xr + dx, yr + dy). dx and dy are both independently sampled from a normal distri-
bution of mean 0 and standard deviation 12. We choose 12 to represent a typical
minimum distance between cell nuclei, assuming an average nuclear diameter of
25 pixels. These are the same assumptions as used in the implementation of the
WSBlob nuclear segmentation in Section 4.4.4.

(a) Random Graph Type 1: Accept the new node (xn, yn) only if

√

(xn − xi)2 + (yn − yi)2 > 10; i = 1, . . . , k (5.114)

where k is the current number of accepted nodes. Thus the new node is rejected
if the Euclidean distance between the new node and any other existing node
is less than 10 pixels. This imposes a more regular spatial distribution to the
random graph, along the lines of what might be expected for normal or benign
tissue.

(b) Random Graph Type 2: Accept the new node. This results in the oppor-
tunity for nodes to become more crowded, approximating the appearance of
some malignant tissue.

3. Repeat step 2 N − 1 times, where N is the total number of nodes desired in the
random graph.

Examples of type 1 random graphs are shown in Figure 5.4 and examples of type 2
random graphs in Figure 5.5.

All the described spatial-relation features are extracted from each of the random
graphs in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 for number of nodes in the range [3,100], where 100 is the
total number of nodes in the graphs. For each graph type, the spatial-relation feature
values are averaged and plotted versus the number of nodes. This gives insight into how
the spatial-relation features are expected to vary according to the number of nodes of a
graph. These plots are presented for some spatial-relation features in Figure 5.6; features
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(e) Random graph 5.

Figure 5.4. Random graphs, type 1.
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(b) Random graph 2.
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(e) Random graph 5.

Figure 5.5. Random graphs, type 2.
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(a) Degree, random graph type 1.
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(b) Degree, random graph type 2.
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(d) Weighted degree, random graph type
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Figure 5.6. Random graph features. (continued on next 2 pages)
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(e) Spectral radius, random graph type 1.
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(f) Spectral radius, random graph type 2.
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(g) Eigenexponent, random graph type 1.
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(h) Eigenexponent, random graph type 2.

Figure 5.6. (Cont.) Random graph features. (continued on next page)
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type 2.
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(k) Fractal dimension, random graph type
1.
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Figure 5.6. (Cont.) Random graph features.
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chosen for presentation here are those that are applicable to the widest range of graph
structures. Plots for all spatial-relation features are presented in Appendix I.

Since the random graphs are designed to approximate the appearance of histology
imagery, we look for the number of nodes for which the majority of the features are close
to their “steady-state” value, i.e., the value representative of the entire 100-node graph.
From Figure 5.6 note that there are very similar trends in the feature plots of type 1 and
type 2 random graphs. Also note that for a number of nodes between 20 and 30, the
feature value is generally expected to be close to the steady state value of the total graph.
In the choice of the size of our sliding window, we would thus like the window to (most
likely) encompass at least 20 to 30 nodes, or approximately 52 nodes. For each nucleus
being approximately 25 pixels, this is a window of about 125x125 pixels. We choose
128x128 pixels as the closest power of 2, since this facilitates efficient computation of
some of the features relying on the FFT.

5.6 Feature Selection and Classification Performance

In this section we briefly describe the feature selection technique used and then de-
scribe results for feature selection and performance.

5.6.1 An Overview of Grafting

Grafting (from “gradient feature testing”) [108, 109] is used as the feature selection
method for this work. Grafting is chosen based on the elegant formulation of the feature
selection problem, whereby the classification of the underlying data and the feature se-
lection process are not separated. Within the grafting framework, a loss function is used
that shows preference for classifiers that separate the data with larger margins. Grafting
also provides an efficient framework for selection of relevant features.

More specifically, given a set of m feature vectors x with corresponding ground truth
labels y, the grafting framework looks to minimize the criterion

C(θ) =
1

m

m
∑

i=1

L(fθ(xi), yi) + Ω(θ) (5.115)

where L(·) is a loss function to penalize incorrect classifications, f(·) is a predictor func-
tion (classifier), θ is the set of parameters (features) that parametrize the predictor
function, and Ω is a regularization term to penalize complex (overfit) solutions [108].
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The predictor function is assumed to be linear:

f(x) =
n
∑

i=1

wixi + b (5.116)

where wi and xi are the i-th entries of weight vector w and feature vector x, respectively.

The Binomial Negative Log Likelihood (BNLL) loss function is used [108],

LBNLL =
1

m

m
∑

i=1

ln(1 + e−ρi) (5.117)

where ρ is the margin of the classifier, defined as

ρi = yif(xi) (5.118)

since it incorporates the classifier margin, and for other mathematical advantages (refer
to [108]). The regularization term is defined as:

Ωq(w) = λq

n
∑

i=1

αi|wi|q (5.119)

From this formulation, commonly αi ∈ {0, 1}, such that features are either included or
excluded from consideration in the optimization. The choice of q results in regularizers
with different characteristics. As implemented, the Ω1 regularizer is used.

In addition to the elegant formulation of feature selection provided by grafting, it also
provides for an efficient means to perform the feature selection. Briefly, the features are
considered one-by-one and the “best” feature is chosen (i.e., assigned a non-zero weight).
A gradient descent optimization is subsequently performed on the current model to re-
optimize the weight vector w. Refer to [108] for more details on this update process.

5.6.2 Object-Level Feature Selection and Performance

In this section we discuss the feature selection and classification results for both
object-level and spatial-relation features.

Individual Histologic Object Classes

The grafting method of feature selection was applied to the GT, WSHmin (hmin = 3),
and WSGran (r = 4) nuclear, combined cytoplasm and stroma, and cytoplasm segmen-
tations. Additionally, feature selection was applied to a simple connected-components
analysis (CC) for all previously mentioned classes and also for stroma segmentation.
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Note that the GT segmentation is referring to the use of the GT nuclear segmentation
for object delineation. Thus the GT segmentation provides a means to analyze the best
possible object- and image-level classification performance assuming a perfect underly-
ing nuclear segmentation. The IS and OS performances (percentage of histologic objects
correctly classified) are presented in Table 5.3 for a regularization parameter λ1 of 0.05
and in Table 5.4 for λ1 = 0.01. Within these tables, the nuclei (‘N’), combined cytoplasm
and stroma (‘CS’), cytoplasm (‘C’), and stroma (‘S’) rows correspond to a feature selec-
tion with the assumption that all objects in the benign (malignant) images are benign
(malignant). For the ‘N2’ row, further feedback was elicited from the user on individual
regions within the malignant images to better assign the class labels within those images.

As a comparison, for nuclear-level classification (benign versus malignant) accuracies,
van de Wouwer et al. [45] achieved 67.1% accuracy (leave-one-out, 9-NN classification),
and Weyn et al. [18] achieved 76.1% accuracy (leave-one-out, 1-NN classification). It
is important to note, however, that the nuclei in [18] were physically extracted prior to
imaging. Thus each nucleus was perfectly segmented by design; this result can thus be
compared directly to the GT ‘N’ and ‘N2’ results in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. The regulariza-
tion parameter of λ1 = 0.01 appears to provide both better IS and OS performance. It
is very interesting to note that in Table 5.4, the IS classification performance on WS-
Gran segmented nuclei approaches that of the GT nuclei. Additionally, the OS WSGran
performance is comparable to that of [45]. The use of user feedback for labeling of the
malignant image nuclei does not appear to improve performance significantly, if at all.

There exists no work, to our knowledge, that uses features of cytoplasm and stroma.
The initial hypothesis was that cytoplasm and stroma features would be poor classifiers
in and of themselves, but would slightly increase the classification performance when
combined with nuclear features. Instead, as shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, the combined
cytoplasm and stroma (‘CS’), cytoplasm (‘C’), and stroma (‘S’) classes have a perfor-
mance generally exceeding that of the nuclei (‘N’ and ‘N2’). Indeed, these performances
are comparable to or exceed the nuclear classifications reported in [45] and [18]. It should
be noted that the sample size used for the CS and C classes are smaller than the sample
size used for the N and N2 classes; this is due to the fact that the Voronoi cells with
vertices at infinity (i.e., the edge cells) are not considered. Additionally, the sample size
for the S class will differ from the N and N2 classes, since the stroma class is segmented
in a connected-components analysis, not relying on the nuclear segmentation for node
definitions as do the CS and C segmentations.

Interestingly, in all these results, there is no clearly superior segmentation method
among CC, WSHmin, and WSGran for OS imagery. This would seem to indicate that a
feature selection scheme can make use of the information contained in any (reasonable)
given segmentation for classification purposes. Additionally, in several cases, the perfor-
mance of the CC, WSHmin, and/or WSGran segmentations approaches the best possible
classification of the GT segmentation. Thus, it does not appear that too much informa-
tion is lost or obscured with improperly segmented nuclei. More information about this
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Table 5.3. Object-level feature subset performance, with regularization parameter λ1 =
0.05. In the following, ‘N’ designates nuclei, ‘CS’ combined cytoplasm and stroma, ‘C’
cytoplasm, and ‘S’ stroma. ‘N2’ indicates the use of user-defined labels for nuclei in
the malignant images, as opposed to the assumption that all benign (malignant) nuclei
are (benign) malignant. Bold entries correspond to the best performance across all the
segmentations (excluding GT) for each feature subset.

Performance
Object GT CC WSHmin WSGran
N 0.79/0.77 0.62/0.43 0.66/0.65 0.62/0.61
N2 0.78/0.83 0.64/0.55 0.62/0.61 0.65/0.54
CS 0.74/0.72 0.69/0.56 0.67/0.61 0.73/0.63
C 0.73/0.63 0.65/0.50 0.67/0.60 0.74/0.58
S N/A 0.66/0.50 N/A N/A
N + CS 0.75/0.79 0.70/0.57 0.68/0.65 0.74/0.63
N + C 0.77/0.76 0.67/0.52 0.69/0.65 0.73/0.58

Table 5.4. Object-level feature subset performance, with regularization parameter λ1 =
0.01. In the following, ‘N’ designates nuclei, ‘CS’ combined cytoplasm and stroma, ‘C’
cytoplasm, and ‘S’ stroma. ‘N2’ indicates the use of user-defined labels for nuclei in
the malignant images, as opposed to the assumption that all benign (malignant) nuclei
are (benign) malignant. Bold entries correspond to the best performance across all the
segmentations (excluding GT) for each feature subset.

Performance
Object GT CC WSHmin WSGran
N 0.85/0.77 0.74/0.69 0.78/0.63 0.81/0.67
N2 0.88/0.79 0.73/0.60 0.75/0.66 0.77/0.64
CS 0.90/0.51 0.82/0.70 0.81/0.60 0.88/0.73
C 0.90/0.34 0.79/0.63 0.82/0.63 0.87/0.72
S N/A 0.81/0.60 N/A N/A
N + CS 0.94/0.79 0.84/0.72 0.84/0.62 0.90/0.70
N + C 0.94/0.68 0.83/0.67 0.85/0.65 0.89/0.71
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Table 5.5. Multispectral versus ccd object-level features, λ1 = 0.05, for WSGran seg-
mentations (N, CS, C), and CC segmentation (N, CS, C, S). Bold entries correspond to
the best performance for each segmentation for each feature subset.

CC Performance WSGran Performance
Object ccd multi ccd multi
N 0.62/0.43 0.70/0.49 0.62/0.61 0.77/0.56
CS 0.69/0.56 0.80/0.55 0.73/0.63 0.86/0.57
C 0.65/0.50 0.79/0.60 0.74/0.58 0.86/0.61
S 0.66/0.50 0.73/0.56 N/A N/A

may be gathered from examination of the feature subsets. As such, the feature subsets for
nuclei GT, CC, WSHmin, and WSGran are listed in Appendix J, along with a discussion
of the differences in selected features. Correspondence between the feature subset and
the qualitative observations of general cancer characteristics will be considered for the
best feature subset of this chapter.

Combined Histologic Object Classes

The combination of nuclear and cytoplasm/stroma features is also shown in Tables 5.3
and 5.4. Note the increase in performance when the CS or C class is combined with the
N class (for all segmentations excluding GT); this is a performance increase over any
of the individual class performances IS, although CS and C perform better OS than
the combined classes. For these results, only the nuclei with corresponding CS or C
segmentations are included for the feature selection process. Thus the sample size of the
N+CS class is the same as the CS class itself, and similarly with the N+C class.

Use of Multispectral Object-Level Features

Multispectral features were used for WSGran segmentations of nuclei, combined cyto-
plasm and stroma, and cytoplasm; multispectral features were also used for CC segmen-
tation of nuclei, combined cytoplasm and stroma, cytoplasm, and stroma. Classification
results after grafting-based feature selection are shown in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 along with
the corresponding results using ccd features for comparison.

While the use of multispectral features improves the IS performance, the OS perfor-
mance is significantly degraded in many cases (at best it is equivalent to the OS ccd
performance). This indicates that the multispectral features provide information that al-
lows the classifier to more readily overfit to the IS data. This degradation in performance
can also be understood as the multispectral features being much less generalizable than
the corresponding RGB features when applied to unseen imagery. This is an interesting
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Table 5.6. Multispectral versus ccd object-level features, λ1 = 0.01, for WSGran seg-
mentations (N, CS, C), and CC segmentation (N, CS, C, S). Bold entries correspond to
the best performance for each segmentation for each feature subset.

CC Performance WSGran Performance
Object ccd multi ccd multi
N 0.74/0.69 0.91/0.63 0.81/0.67 0.90/0.58
CS 0.81/0.75 0.95/0.58 0.86/0.69 0.96/0.64
C 0.83/0.73 0.93/0.73 0.85/0.76 0.95/0.69
S 0.81/0.60 0.95/0.60 N/A N/A

Table 5.7. Spatial-relation feature subset performance for nuclei. These results are
image-level results since there is only one set of features derived per image. Bold entries
correspond to the best performance across all the segmentations (excluding GT) for each
feature subset.

Performance
Object GT CC WSHmin WSGran
λ1 = 0.05 1.00/0.83 1.0/0.55 0.97/0.69 0.97/0.48
λ1 = 0.01 1.00/0.62 1.00/0.55 1.00/0.69 1.00/0.41

result in light of the approximately equivalent performance of multispectral and RGB
imagery for the various classification tasks considered in Chapters 2 and 3 and the supe-
riority of RGB imagery for segmentation tasks presented in Chapter 4. Thus, not only
does multispectral imagery provide no clear benefit for pixel-level classification, or object-
level segmentation, but it also appears to significantly degrade the OS performance of
object-level feature selection.

5.6.3 Spatial-Relation Feature Selection and Performance

The results from applying grafting to the spatial-relation features is shown in Table 5.7
for feature extraction over the entire truth window (i.e., without implementation of the
sliding window approach discussed in Section 5.5). It is important to remember that
these results are for classification of the entire image based on spatial-relation features.
Results using the region-based approach of Section 5.5 are shown in Table 5.8; thus, these
results are object-level classification.

The performance of spatial-relation features on a non-regional basis (Table 5.7) are
surprisingly poor. Some of this poor performance may be attributed to the use of a
graph that encompasses significantly different spatial attributes, e.g., a graph including
portions of normal tissue and portions of a tumor. The use of regional-based spatial-
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Table 5.8. Region-based spatial-relation feature subset performance for nuclei. These
results are object-level results since the region-based spatial approach allows for spatial
attributes to be associated with individual image objects. Bold entries correspond to the
best performance across all the segmentations (excluding GT) for each feature subset.
The CC segmentation is excluded due to computational constraints.

Performance
Object GT WSHmin WSGran
λ1 = 0.05 0.75/0.58 0.65/0.60 0.70/0.56
λ1 = 0.01 0.84/0.58 0.77/0.63 0.79/0.50

relation features (Table 5.8), however, which should minimize the inclusion of different
spatial attributes, also yields poor performance.

We hypothesize two reasons for the poor performance of spatial-relation features.
First, it is possible that the features which have been extracted from the imagery are not
appropriate features for elucidation of the spatial arrangement attributes of the tissue.
Second, it is possible that the spatial arrangement attributes are not important char-
acteristics in and of themselves to distinguish cancerous from non-cancerous conditions.
We will consider each of these possibilities in more detail.

Evidence related to the first possibility, that the spatial-relation features extracted
are not appropriate for the classification task, can be found by examining the IS and OS
performance of the GT nuclei. Unfortunately, is is difficult to directly compare the results
in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 since the former contains image-level classification performances
and the latter contains region-level classification performances. In Table 5.7, we see that
the OS performance for non-regional spatial-relation classification is actually quite good
(0.83) for λ1 = 0.05. This lends support in favor of the spatial-relation features being
appropriate for classifying the cancerous imagery. By noting the poor OS performances
for the nuclear segmentations (CC, WSHmin, WSGran), however, it also indicates that
these features, unlike the object-level features, are quite reliant on a good underlying
nuclear segmentation. Observation of the region-level classification results in Table 5.8,
however, result in poor OS performance across all nuclear segmentations, including GT.
This indicates that even with a perfect nuclear segmentation, that the spatial-relation
features cannot elicit appropriate information about the cancerous nature of the imagery.
So, on the one hand there exists evidence to support the utility of the spatial-relation
features and also the uselessness of the spatial-relation features. We will return to this
issue in our discussion of image-level classification performance in Section 5.6.5.

For the second possibility, that spatial-relation features in and of themselves are not
useful in distinguishing cancer from non-cancer, the performance of combined object-
and spatial-relation features are analyzed in the following section. First, however, we
will address this issue in more general terms. It is well accepted among pathologists that
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the spatial arrangement of histologic entities is of utmost importance for many visual
tasks, including cancer diagnosis and even classification of tissue origin of cells. The
removal of all object-level information, retaining solely spatial information in the form
of nodes (i.e., the nuclei centroids) as is done for the extraction of the spatial-relation
features removes a lot of the visual cues that the pathologist uses for analysis. As an
example of this, consider the example images in Figure 5.7, where nuclei centroids, nuclei
ground truth masks, and the underlying RGB images are shown for an example benign
and malignant image. The classification of the images is difficult given solely the spatial
information, i.e., the nuclei centroids. The addition of object-level information, in the
form of binary ground truth object masks, increases the visual cues available, e.g., size of
nuclei, irregularity of nuclear boundaries. Finally, the addition of the low-level cues from
the RGB image (e.g., color and texture) adds yet another layer to the visual cues that
can be used for a classification. This provides an empirical example of the possibility that
the spatial-relation features alone may not be particularly indicative of the cancer state
of the imagery, and that the inclusion of other features, namely object- and low-level
features, are needed for complete description of the imagery. It should be noted that this
has not been tested or verified with a pathologist; this could provide for very interesting
future work.

5.6.4 Combining Object-Level and Spatial-Relation Features

As motivated in the previous section, we apply grafting to the combination of spatial-
relation and object-level features. Results are shown in Tables 5.9 and 5.10. The inclu-
sion of region-based spatial-relation features provides a slight improvement in some OS
GT performance, but does not improve OS performance for the other segmentations as
compared to the object-level feature performances in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, especially for
λ1 = 0.01. These results seem to indicate once again the reliance of the spatial-relation
features on a very good underlying nuclear segmentation. Assuming a near perfect nu-
clear segmentation, however, the possible improvement in performance is still very small,
and it is unclear that this performance increase is even to be expected.

5.6.5 Image-Level Performances

Image-level performances are demonstrated with Receiver Operator Characteristic
(ROC) curves, varying the threshold of malignant objects for which an image is considered
malignant. ROC curves for OS imagery are shown in Figure 5.8, where the grafting results
for object level feature subsets, λ1 = 0.01, were used. Additionally, the AUC for each
ROC curve is shown both in Figure 5.8 and Table 5.11.

The image-level performance using object-level features is very good, resulting in
AUC values above 0.9 in many cases (refer to Figure 5.8 and Table 5.11). Again, similar
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(a) Centroids of benign
nuclei.

(b) Centroids of malig-
nant nuclei.

(c) Benign ground truth
nuclei.

(d) Malignant ground
truth nuclei.

(e) Benign RGB image. (f) Malignant RGB
image.

Figure 5.7. Different levels of visual information: nuclei centroids in (a) and (b), binary
object masks in (c) and (d), and the RGB images in (e) and (f).
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Table 5.9. Object-level and spatial-relation feature subset performance, λ1 = 0.05. In
the following, ‘N’ designates nuclei, ‘SPN’ spatial-relation nuclei features, ‘CS’ combined
cytoplasm and stroma, ‘C’ cytoplasm, and ‘S’ stroma. Bold entries correspond to the
best performance across all the segmentations (excluding GT) for each feature subset.
The CC segmentation is excluded due to computational constraints.

Performance
Object GT WSHmin WSGran
N + SPN 0.78/0.71 0.67/0.67 0.76/0.57
N + CS + SPN 0.82/0.72 0.72/0.69 0.78/0.61
N + C + SPN 0.80/0.72 0.73/0.69 0.78/0.59

Table 5.10. Object-level and spatial-relation feature subset performance, λ1 = 0.01. In
the following, ‘N’ designates nuclei, ‘SPN’ spatial-relation nuclei features, ‘CS’ combined
cytoplasm and stroma, ‘C’ cytoplasm, and ‘S’ stroma. Bold entries correspond to the
best performance across all the segmentations (excluding GT) for each feature subset.
The CC segmentation is excluded due to computational constraints.

Performance
Object GT WSHmin WSGran
N + SPN 0.93/0.78 0.84/0.63 0.86/0.56
N + CS + SPN 0.96/0.76 0.89/0.72 0.91/0.64
N + C + SPN 0.96/0.72 0.89/0.72 0.93/0.65

Table 5.11. AUC for OS image-level classification for grafting with λ1 = 0.01. In the
following, ‘N’ designates nuclei, ‘CS’ combined cytoplasm and stroma, ‘C’ cytoplasm, and
‘S’ stroma. Bold entries correspond to the best performance across all the segmentations
(excluding GT) for each feature subset.

Performance
Object GT CC WSHmin WSGran
N 0.92 0.93 0.78 0.87
CS 0.89 0.94 0.88 0.71
C 0.86 0.91 0.83 0.84
S N/A 0.77 N/A N/A
N + CS 0.96 0.92 0.90 0.67
N + C 0.92 0.88 0.84 0.86
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(a) Nuclei.
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(b) Cytoplasm and stroma.
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(c) Cytoplasm.
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(d) Stroma.
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(e) Nuclei + Cyto-
plasm/Stroma.
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(f) Nuclei + Cytoplasm.

Figure 5.8. ROC curves for OS image-level performance (grafting, λ1 = 0.01), varying
the threshold of malignant objects for which an image is considered malignant.
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Table 5.12. AUC for OS spatial-relation and combination object-level and spatial-
relation classification for grafting with λ1 = 0.01. In the following, ‘N’ denotes object-
level nuclei, ‘SPN’ spatial nuclei, ‘CS’ combined cytoplasm and stroma, and ‘C’ cyto-
plasm. Bold entries correspond to the best performance across all the segmentations
(excluding GT) for each feature subset. The CC segmentation is excluded due to com-
putational constraints.

Performance
Object GT WSHmin WSGran
SPN 0.55 0.77 0.47
N + SPN 0.93 0.85 0.56
N + CS + SPN 0.93 0.84 0.59
N + C + SPN 0.94 0.83 0.65

to the object-level performance in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, the cytoplasm/stroma and cyto-
plasm classes provide a better AUC than the nuclei class in most cases. It is interesting
that for the image-level classification, the CC segmentation provides consistently better
performance than the other segmentations. This is markedly different than the object-
level classification performaces, where the WSGran segmentation tended to provide the
best performance. This is a very interesting result in light of the performance differ-
ences for nuclear segmentation of the two classifiers, where WSGran had a best average
performance of 0.34 and CC of 0.09.

Additionally, the combined classes here provide worse AUC values than the individual
object classes (with the exception of the stroma class). For these results, the combined
cytoplasm and stroma class provides the best AUC score of 0.94 for CC segmentation. It
is also interesting that the image-level performances for the CC segmentation outperform
the GT segmentation.

Looking at the image-level performances of spatial-relation and combined object-
level and spatial-relation features, we see very poor AUC values for all segmentations
but GT (refer to Figure 5.9 and Table 5.12). This corroborates our hypothesis that the
spatial-relation features are highly dependent on the accuracy of the underlying nuclear
segmentation, and that the spatial-relation features alone are not useful for classification
purposes.
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(a) Spatial Nuclei.
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(b) Nuclei + Spatial Nuclei.
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(c) Nuclei + Cytoplasm/Stroma +
Spatial Nuclei.
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(d) Nuclei + Cytoplasm + Spatial
Nuclei.

Figure 5.9. ROC curves for OS spatial-level and combination object-level and spatial-
relation performance (grafting, λ1 = 0.01), varying the threshold of malignant objects
for which an image is considered malignant.
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Table 5.13. Statistics of CC object-level feature subsets. Statistics presented include
the percentage of OD and non-OD features; R, G, B, I/Hue, and binary features; tex-
ture, radiometric and densitometric, and size/shape features; and nuclei and non-nuclei
features.

Category N CS C S N+CS N+C

OD 0.84 0.65 0.62 0.64 0.70 0.65
Non-OD 0.16 0.35 0.38 0.36 0.30 0.35

R 0.26 0.25 0.33 0.22 0.24 0.29
G 0.19 0.23 0.16 0.37 0.22 0.17
B 0.26 0.27 0.21 0.13 0.25 0.27
I/Hue 0.28 0.23 0.25 0.25 0.27 0.23
Binary 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.04

Texture 0.51 0.59 0.62 0.67 0.58 0.61
Radio-/Densito-metric 0.19 0.18 0.11 0.12 0.14 0.11
Size/Shape 0.30 0.23 0.27 0.21 0.28 0.29

Nuclei 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.41
Non-Nuclei 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.73 0.59

5.7 Feature Subsets

5.7.1 Object-Level Feature Subsets

The grafting feature subsets for λ1 = 0.01 are presented in Appendix K for each of
the objects and combined objects for the CC segmentation. Table 5.13 presents various
statistics of the feature subsets, namely the percentage of OD and non-OD features; R,
G, B, I/Hue, and binary features; texture, radiometric and densitometric, and size/shape
features4; and nuclei and non-nuclei features.

All feature subsets display a preference for OD features, particularly the nuclei subset.
This is not surprising given the that OD features provide a linear relationship between
image intensity and stain density (refer to Appendix H). Additionally, it has been shown
that this linear relationship is particularly useful in quantifying characteristics of nuclear
chromatin [151,152].

The preference for different color features (R, G, B, I/Hue) is roughly uniform, with
the cytoplasm subset slightly favoring red features, and the stroma subset slightly favoring
green features. The preference for red features in the cytoplasm subset carries over into
the nuclei and cytoplasm subset, albeit with less preference for red features.

4For this categorization, we are considering the various chromatin-specific features to fall into either
the radiometric/densitometric or size/shape categories.
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The texture features are used more often in the CS, C, S subsets (as well as the
combined N+CS and N+C subsets), and the size and shape features are used more
often in the N and C subsets. This indicates that while nuclear chromatin texture (and
cytoplasm texture) is an important characteristic to distinguish cancerous from non-
cancerous nuclei (cytoplasm), that size and shape also play an important role. Not
surprisingly, given our previous discussion (refer to Section 3.4) regarding the strong
texture of stroma, the stroma subset has the largest reliance on texture features of any
object-level feature subset.

In the two combined object-level feature subsets, N+CS and N+C, there is a stronger
preference for the non-nuclear features than for the nuclear features. Given the good
performance of the cytoplasm/stroma and cytoplasm classes, we might expect that there
would be a roughly equivalent representation in the feature subsets when combining
nuclear and non-nuclear features. There is a slight bias towards cytoplasm features in the
nuclear and cytoplasm subset, and a stronger bias towards cytoplasm/stroma features
in the nuclear and cytoplasm/stroma feature subset. Thus, in addition to the good
performance of the individual cytoplasm/stroma and cytoplasm classes, these features
are also very important when combined with nuclear features.

5.7.2 Important Object-Level Features

Useful features in all feature subsets include the area-based fractal dimension features
(ODAreaFD) as well as measures of integrated optical density (IOD and DNAArea
features), number of chromatin regions (LNum, MNum, and HNum), and hue. Inter-
estingly, the inclusion of the hue feature was motivated by the use of hue for character-
ization of cytoplasm regions in [9], but has been shown to be a useful feature for nuclei
classification here. Additionally, some measures of texture are used in many subsets,
including preferentially the long-runs emphasis (LRE), short-runs emphasis (SRE), and
low gray-level runs emphasis (LGRE). These texture features have a direct relation to
the homogeneity of the objects; for nuclei in particular these features are related to the
clumping of the chromatin, which is one of the features indicated as indicative of cancer
state by pathologists.

5.7.3 Spatial-Relation and Combined Object and Spatial Fea-
ture Subsets

The grafting feature subsets for λ1 = 0.01 are presented in Appendix K for spatial
nuclei and combined object-level and spatial-relation features for the WSGran segmen-
tation. Table 5.14 presents statistics of the feature subsets, namely the percentage of
OD and non-OD features; R, G, B, I/Hue, and binary features; texture, radiometric and
densitometric, and size/shape features; nuclei and non-nuclei features; VT, DT, MST,
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Table 5.14. Statistics of WSGran spatial-relation feature subsets. Statistics presented
include the percentage of OD and non-OD features; R, G, B, I/Hue, and binary features;
texture, radiometric and densitometric, and size/shape features; nuclei and non-nuclei
features; VT, DT, MST, OCG, and CG features; and total percentage of object-level and
spatial-relation features.

Category SPN N+SPN N+CS+SPN N+C+SPN

Object-Level

OD N/A 0.63 0.58 0.59
Non-OD N/A 0.37 0.42 0.41

R N/A 0.31 0.27 0.26
G N/A 0.19 0.23 0.27
B N/A 0.23 0.27 0.20
I/Hue N/A 0.27 0.18 0.19
Binary N/A 0.00 0.05 0.08

Texture N/A 0.62 0.61 0.53
Radio-/Densito-metric N/A 0.19 0.19 0.17
Size/Shape N/A 0.19 0.20 0.30

Nuclei N/A 1.00 0.36 0.43
Non-Nuclei N/A 0.00 0.64 0.57

Spatial-Relation

VT 0.30 0.32 0.35 0.30
DT 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.05
MST 0.13 0.23 0.20 0.20
OCG 0.35 0.27 0.30 0.35
CG 0.13 0.05 0.10 0.10

Object-Level 0.00 0.70 0.84 0.84
Spatial-Relation 1.00 0.30 0.16 0.16
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OCG, and CG features; and total percentage of object-level and spatial-relation features.

All object-level statistics remain similar to those presented in Table 5.13. Addi-
tionally, choice of graph type for spatial-relation feature extraction is consistent across
all the feature subsets. In all the combination object-level and spatial-relation subsets,
there is a strong preference for the object-level features over those of the spatial-relation
features. Thus, while the spatial-relation features may provide more IS classification ac-
curacy, there is still a preference for the object-level features in the combined object- and
spatial-relation feature subsets. Given the IS and OS performance of the spatial-relation
features alone, it is likely that the inclusion of the spatial-relation features is what de-
grades the performance of the combined object-level and spatial-relation classifiers for
OS data.

5.8 Summary

In this chapter we have described a comprehensive list of object-level features and
demonstrated the use of these features on various histologic objects. It has been demon-
strated that these object-level features are versatile and general enough to elicit impor-
tant information from even imperfectly segmented objects. This was demonstrated with
the object- and image-level classification performance for the ground truth nuclei versus
three different segmentations of nuclei, namely connected-components (CC), WSHmin,
and WSGran. The latter two segmentations were described and analyzed in Chapter 4.
We have presented the use of non-nuclear features, namely features of cytoplasm and
stroma, and their good classification performance, often exceeding that of nuclei. While
the use of cytoplasm and/or stroma features has been mentioned in the literature, it has
not previously been studied to any extent. Furthermore, we find that the cytoplasm and
stroma features have object- and image-level classification performances often exceeding
that of nuclei, which are considered the most important histologic objects for cancer
characterization. This is a very interesting result that warrants further investigation as
well as consultation with pathology experts.

Using object-level features and the grafting method [108] of feature selection, we
have shown object-level classification accuracies above 0.70 for OS data. These results
are comparable to others presented in the literature, namely [45] and [18], which relied on
either the physical extraction of cell nuclei prior to imaging [18] or the interactive selection
of well-segmented nuclei [45]. We hypothesize that it is the use of a comprehensive set
of features that allows for the use of imperfectly segmented objects, at least for this
particular application. As a point of comparison, the feature extraction and grafting-
based feature selection for objects defined as non-overlapping tiles of 50×50 pixels yields
a tile-level performance of 0.92 IS and 0.68 OS for λ1 = 0.01. This corresponds to an AUC
of 0.89; as reference, the ROC curve for tiles is shown in Figure 5.10. Thus, with attention
to the pixel-level classification and segmentation of histologic objects, we can expect an
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Figure 5.10. ROC curve for tiles.

increase in performance (refer to Tables 5.4 and 5.11), but the achievement of near-perfect
object-level segmentation may be unnecessary in this application. Other researchers,
namely Marèe et al. [171, 172] have demonstrated the use of “random subwindows” for
image classification, similar to this tile-based approach here.

We have also presented a comprehensive list of spatial-relation features for use in
quantifying the spatial arrangement aspects of nuclei in our imagery, including a method
for assigning these spatial-relation features to a region of an image. It was expected that
the spatial-relation features would be particularly useful in the characterization of cancer-
ous versus non-cancerous tissue. We have shown, however, that these features suffer from
very poor out-of-sample performance even for the perfect GT segmentation. Addition-
ally, the application of these features to the CC, WSHmin, and WSGran segmentations
does not yield good results. It thus appears that the spatial-relation features are either
not appropriately defined to quantify the spatial characteristics that human experts are
cueing on, or that these features are particularly dependent on a good underlying object
segmentation. Evidence, as presented in this chapter, seems to indicate the latter: that
these features appear to be dependent on a good object-level segmentation. Even in
combination with object-level features, the spatial-relation features tend to degrade the
OS performance for the CC, WSHmin, and WSGran segmentations.

Lastly, we have presented and discussed the various feature subsets as determined
by the grafting algorithm. We have noted a strong preference for the optical density-
related features, and found that texture features are important for classification of all
histologic classes considered here. Additionally, for the combined object-level feature
subsets, there is a stronger reliance on the non-nuclear features, reflecting the surprisingly
better performance of the non-nuclear features when considered alone. Similarly, for the
combined object and spatial feature subsets, there is a preference for the object-level
features which were shown to perform better in both object- and image-level classification.
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5.9 Future Directions

The good performance of the cytoplasm and stroma features provides an intriguing
possibility for application to other datasets including other tissues (e.g., prostate, colon).
The focus on histopathology imagery was originally motivated in part by the desire to
study the spatial arrangement aspects of the imagery. Additionally, it will be important
to study the use of these object-level features on cytology imagery, especially in light of
the poor performance of spatial-relation features.

It would also be very interesting to apply the object-level feature extraction and
selection in a completely different application domain, e.g., remote sensing. Of par-
ticular interest here, beyond the classification performance of this approach, would be
the dependence of classification performance on the accuracy of the underlying object
segmentations.

While the spatial-relation features have not been shown to be useful in this study,
there is definite cause for further analysis of these features. Other researchers have shown
the utility of some spatial-relation features for certain image analysis tasks, e.g., [41]
and [22]. Further study of the spatial-relation features and how they may be better
tailored to human intuition about spatial arrangement of objects is certainly an open
field of research.
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Chapter 6

Higher-Level Objects

We apply the size and shape features from Chapter 5 to higher-level objects, namely
“cells” and “cell clusters.” Thus, we are agglomerating the first-level objects (nuclei,
cytoplasm, etc.) into higher-level objects. These higher-level features show promise
for increasing the image-level classification performance, but are dependent on a good
underlying low-level (i.e., nuclei) segmentation). Additionally, we discuss the plausibility
of using a “feature graph” representation for the various features. We conclude that
this is not a feasible approach for this particular application, especially given the poor
performance of spatial features as demonstrated in Chapter 5. Lastly, we introduce
an image representation method in the form of probabilistic graph models and indicate
possible further uses for such an image representation.

6.1 Motivation

Discussed in the previous chapter were different levels of feature metrics required for
object-level analysis, namely object-level (including many that can be considered low-
level) and spatial-relation level. In this chapter we extend the use of the object-level
features to higher-level image objects. This work is motivated, in part, by the biological
evidence for the use of hierarchies (and reverse hierarchies) in human visual percep-
tion [173], building from the simple receptive fields of retinal photoreceptors, developing
intermediate generalizations of these simple features, and culminating with scene com-
prehension/perception.

6.2 Related Work

Literature searches for similar research yielded only a few results related to this re-
search effort:
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• The object-oriented approach to tissue analysis in [65] uses the hierarchical concept
of a “Slide-Unit-Cell” structure to facilitate analysis. It does not appear, however,
that this technique specifically utilizes a hierarchical feature extraction for analysis
tasks. Additionally, this method is not adaptable for different analysis tasks.

• The Cellenger r© system from Definiens AG (München, Germany), previously de-
scribed in Section 1.4.1, uses a hierarchical concept of image objects and associates
related features with these objects, but is not automated in the general sense [66,69].
Within Cellenger r©, the initial task of setting up the image analysis requires knowl-
edge and experience in image processing as well as programming skills. Image anal-
ysis tasks are specified in a modular fashion using existing analysis tasks common
to medical image analysis.

Section 6.3 discusses the segmentation method used to group histologic objects. Sec-
tion 6.4 discusses the creation and use of higher-level objects in more detail, including
results of classification using such objects. A summary is presented in Section 6.5 and fu-
ture work, including discussion of a probabilistic graph model of the imagery is presented
in Section 6.6.

6.3 Higher Level Segmentation

For higher-level segmentation, the Region Connection Calculus [174] (RCC) was cho-
sen. RCC1 is a widely known and studied approach for spatial representation and the
general artificial intelligence problem of Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) [175,176].
The general term “reasoning” as used in QSR refers to the following problem: given the
relationships between regions x and y as R1(x, y) and between y and z as R2(y, z), what
can be determined about the relationship R3 between x and z? This reasoning problem
may be NP-complete [175–178] and will not be of initial concern in this work, but in-
stead RCC will be used as a means to respresent regions and pairwise relations between
regions. The general problem of reasoning over three regions in RCC may be useful in
future work, at which point other research on tractable subsets of RCC, e.g., [177–179],
may be of use.

1The acronym RCC was originally derived from the last names of the three authors of the original
paper, Randall, Cui, and Cohn [174]. The authors have, however, accepted the more common description
of Region Connection Calculus as “a very apt description of [their] spatial formalism.” [175]
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Figure 6.1. The eight base relations of RCC8.

6.3.1 An Introduction to the Region Connection Calculus
(RCC)

RCC is based on a single primitive connection operator C, which may be defined as
desired, as long as it is reflexive and symmetric [175], i.e.,

∀x[C(x, x)] (6.1)

∀x∀y[C(x, y) → C(y, x)] (6.2)

Two common Subsets of RCC, known as RCC8 and RCC5, contain 8 and 5 jointly exhaus-
tive and pairwise disjoint (JEPD) base relations, respectively, developed using C [175].
The eight base relations of RCC8 are illustrated in Figure 6.1, showing disconnected
(DC), externally connected (EC), partial overlap (PO), tangential proper part and its
inverse (TPP and TPPI), nontangential proper part and its inverse (NTPP and NTPPI),
and equivalent (EQ). For RCC5 relations, the boundary of an object is not considered,
such that DC and EC are combined to become DR (discrete), and TPP and NTPP become
PP (proper part) [178]. In terms of C, these relations (plus intermediate relations part
(P) and overlap (O)) are defined as [175]:

DC(x, y) ≡ ¬C(x, y) (6.3)

P(x, y) ≡ ∀z[C(z, x) → C(z, y)] (6.4)

O(x, y) ≡ ∃z[P(z, x) ∧ P(z, y)] (6.5)

EC(x, y) ≡ C(x, y) ∧ ¬O(x, y) (6.6)

DR(x, y) ≡ ¬O(x, y) (6.7)

PO(x, y) ≡ O(x, y) ∧ ¬P(x, y) ∧ ¬P(y, x) (6.8)

PP(x, y) ≡ P(x, y) ∧ ¬P(y, x) (6.9)

TPP(x, y) ≡ PP(x, y) ∧ ∃z[EC(z, x) ∧ EC(z, y)] (6.10)

NTPP(x, y) ≡ PP(x, y) ∧ @z[EC(z, x) ∧ EC(z, y)] (6.11)

EQ(x, y) ≡ P(x, y) ∧ P(y, x) (6.12)
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(a) One object
strictly contained
within another, i.e.,
NTPP.

(b) One object
contained within
the convex hull of
another.

Figure 6.2. Example higher-level spatial reasoning using RCC8 and additional predi-
cates.

The applicability of these operators to biological cells is obvious from the illustration
in Figure 6.1. The sets of eight or five relations is commonly expanded with the use of
Boolean functions sum (+), compl (complement), prod (*,product/intersection), and diff

(-, difference). Indeed, RCC can be reformulated as a Boolean connection algebra [180,
181].

Additional expansions can be achieved by the creation of new predicates by combi-
nation of JEPD relations and Boolean functions. Such extensions include methods to
describe shape via predicates defined on the dissection-graphs of regions [175]. Another
intriguing predicate is the convex hull, which can allow for distinctions between such
spatial relations as those shown in Figure 6.2 [175]. The convex hull predicate is defined
as [175]:

CONV(x) ≡ EQ(x, conv(x)) (6.13)

where conv(x) denotes the convex hull of region x.

The use of RCC and extensions has the benefit of a solid mathematical foundation,
much of which has been studied extensively [176, 177, 182–185]. Additionally, there is
evidence that RCC8 is “conceptual cognitive adequate,” a term defined as “empirical
evidence supports the assumption that a system of relations is a model of people’s con-
ceptual knowledge of spatial relationships” [176,178]. Incidentally, RCC5 was not found
to be conceptual cognitive adequate. While there is much literature published on the the-
oretical aspects of RCC, there are very few publications with demonstrated applications
or results [176].
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6.3.2 Implementation of RCC

While concepts of RCC and other spatial reasoning tend to shy away from pixel-based
representations of objects and regions, there are not any proposed methods of avoiding
the use of pixels. The spatial relation between two regions, x and y can be defined in
RCC8 using set operations on the pixels within each region with the following process,
where p(·) is the perimeter of a region, and d(·) is the Euclidean distance function:

• If x ⊂ y

– If p(x) ∩ p(y) = ∅ ⇒ NTPP(x, y)

– Else ⇒ TPP(x, y)

• Else if y ⊂ x

– If p(x) ∩ p(y) = ∅ ⇒ NTPPI(x, y)

– Else ⇒ TPPI(x, y)

• Else if x ≡ y ⇒ EQ(x, y)

• Else if x ∩ y = ∅

– If min(d(x, y)) > 1 ⇒ DC(x, y)

– Else ⇒ EC(x, y)

• Else if x ∩ y 6= ∅ ⇒ PO(x, y)

Similarly, the spatial relation between the two convex hulls of regions x and y, can be
determined by the same process as above, replacing x and y by conv(x) and conv(y),
respectively.

As generally modeled, cytoplasm is assumed to contain the cell nuclei, reflecting
an extrapolation of the two objects to three dimensions. Thus, while the segmentation
processes described in Chapter 4 represents the cytoplasm as (ideally) an annulus around
the nuclei, human intuition about the relationship is not an EC one but rather a NTPP

one. Refer to Figure 6.3 for an illustration. Thus, the use of the convex hull operator can
allow for more intuitive modeling of relationships between histologic objects, particularly
when the objects have been segmented based solely on visual properties and not based
on any a priori shape information. This may extend into other application domains
such as remote sensing; as an analogy, a lake in the middle of a forest would most likely
be considered part of the forest rather than externally connected). Note that, in this
application, the decision of the RCC relation between two objects is independent of the
feature extraction process for those same objects.
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(a) NTPP: The blue region contains the
same area as the yellow region. This cor-
responds with common models of cell cy-
toplasm and nuclei.

(b) EC: The blue region is defined only
up to the boundary of the yellow region;
thus, they share a boundary and are ex-
ternally connected. This corresponds with
the segmentations of cytoplasm and nuclei
as discussed in Chapter 4.

Figure 6.3. Proper part versus externally connected, illustrating the need for the convex
hull in our implementation of RCC8. As modeled, cytoplasm is assumed to contain the
cell nuclei as shown in (a), reflecting an extrapolation of the objects to three dimensions.
The segmentation and feature extraction processes of Chapters 4 and 5, however, result
in cytoplasm and nuclei as discrete objects as shown in (b). Thus, the use of the convex
hull operator can allow for more intuitive modeling of relationships between histologic
objects.
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6.3.3 Results

Implementing RCC8 with the convex hull operator, hereafter referred to generically as
RCC8, we compute the histograms of RCC8 relations between histologic entities. Results
are shown in Figure 6.4 for the relation between nuclei and cytoplasm/stroma, nuclei and
cytoplasm, and cells (nuclei and cytoplasm) and stroma. In this implementation, the
relationship is determined for the objects based on the order in which they are presented
to the algorithm. Thus the relation between nuclei and cytoplasm is interpreted as the
relationship of nuclei to cytoplasm, not vice versa. Additionally, it should be noted that
there is a threshold for distinguishing between the TPP and TPPI relations versus a PO

relation. This was implemented for the empirically determined value of 5 pixels to avoid
a bias towards PO for inadequately resolved region boundaries.

Interestingly, nuclei tend to have a PO or TPP relationship with cytoplasm and com-
bined cytoplasm/stroma more often than a NTPP relationship. For the GT segmentation
this is not surprising given the prevalence of clustered nuclei, indicating that the nuclei
will be tangential to the Voronoi boundary and thus the cytoplasm boundary. It is a bit
surprising for the other segmentations. Additionally, eccentrically located nuclei can be
a characteristic of breast cancers [2]. However, the difference in RCC8 relations between
benign and malignant imagery, as shown in Figure 6.5, is not striking. The DC relation
is more common for the segmentation methods that tend to undersegment, namely CC
and WSHmin. The few TPPI and NTPPI relations are due to either errors in the nu-
clear segmentation, since the GT segmentation does not display such relations, or due to
configurations of clumped nuclei that contain cytoplasm and/or stroma inside.

For the RCC8 relationships between cells (nuclei and cytoplasm) and stroma, the
relationship is determined for each pair of connected component regions of both cells
and stroma. Thus, it is expected that the predominant relationship will be DC; in this
case, we are more interested in the possible relationships other than DC. As a result,
the y-axis of the cell plots in Figure 6.4 (c) and 6.5 (e) and (f) are plotted in the range
[0, 0.03] rather than [0, 0.70] as for the other histograms. Besides the predominant DC

relationship, there is a tendency towards NTPP and NTPPI relationships, as well as a few
of the remaining relations EC, PO, TPP, and TPPI. There may be more of a tendency
towards NTPP rather than NTPPI in malignant imagery (refer to Figure 6.5), but it is
difficult to make any strong argument for the reasons behind this.

6.4 Use of Higher-Level Objects for Classification

The previous chapter addressed the use of object- and spatial-level features for nuclei,
cytoplasm, and stroma for classification of histopathology images as malignant or benign.
Here we consider the use of features extracted from higher-level objects for classification.
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(a) Nuclei and cytoplasm/stroma.
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(b) Nuclei and cytoplasm.
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(c) Cells (nuclei + cytoplasm) and stroma.

Figure 6.4. Histograms of RCC8 relations between histologic entities. Note that the
stroma histogram in (c) is plotted on a different scale for the y-axis.
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(a) N and CS, benign.
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(b) N and CS, malignant.
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(c) N and C, benign.
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(d) N and C, malignant.
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(e) N+C and S, benign.
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(f) N+C and S, malignant.

Figure 6.5. Histograms of RCC8 relations between histologic entities, benign and
malignant. Note that the stroma histograms in (d) and (e) are plotted on a different
scale for the y-axis.
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(a) Illustrative “benign” cells. (b) Illustrative “malignant” cells.

Figure 6.6. Illustrative “cytology” images.

6.4.1 The Plausibility of Using Feature Graphs

It is intuitive to think of histo- and cyto-pathology imagery in a hierarchical fashion.
As an example, one could envision a high-level object “tissue region” with object- and
architectural-level attributes. This “tissue region” would own several “cells” with their
own attributes, which in turn own “nucleus” and “cytoplasm” similarly with attributes.
This hierarchy of features embodies the classification and segmentation process and pos-
sibly the thought process of the user. Example cartoon cytology images are shown in
Figure 6.6, and an example hierarchical representation for these images in Figure 6.7.
Note that both Figure 6.6 (a) and (b) share the same basic hierarchical structure since
they both consist of the same basic objects in a similar configuration. The differences
between these two images would be characterized in the features defined at each node of
the hierarchy graph.

The proposal of using feature graphs has recently appeared in the literature, for
example [186]. It is tempting, in light of the hierarchical structure of Figure 6.7, to
propose the use of the various object-level features in a graphical framework rather than
the standard linear feature vector framework. Indeed, it was our assumption in the
development of object- and spatial-level features that they would be readily adapted to a
graph-like structure. Moreover, we assumed that the use of such “feature graphs” would
lend a superior representation to the imagery and yield better classification results.

Upon further and in-depth research using object- and spatial-level features, we con-
clude that the generalization of the feature vectors of Chapter 5 to feature graphs would
not prove useful in our application. We elaborate on specific reasons here.

• The hierarchy of Figure 6.7 is a good tool for visualizing the various object-level
features and how they relate to each other in a more abstract fashion. It is unclear,
however, what features could be used as edge weights. The edges in Figure 6.7
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Figure 6.7. Example hierarchy for the images in Figure 6.6. Both images in Figure 6.6
have the same basic hierarchical structure shown here since each image has the same
basic objects arranged in a similar fashion. The differences between Figure 6.6 (a) and
(b) will be reflected in the feature values defined at each node in the graph. Examples
of such features are included here.

signify some abstract relation between the objects, most succinctly summed up as
“owns;” thus, a cell “owns” a nucleus and cytoplasm object.

• An original motivation for use of feature graphs was based on the assumption that
spatial features would be particularly important for classification. Instead, the
spatial features were shown to have very poor performance, and additionally were
shown to degrade performance when included with object-level features. Examples
of feature graphs in the literature include either randomly generated attributed
graphs (edge-attributed, node-attributed, or both) [187–191], or synthetic or real
applications in which the node and/or edge information is specifically spatial (usu-
ally the coordinate location of points) [188–190,192–195]. Common applications of
feature graphs include symbol and character recognition [192–195] and document
clustering and classification [186,190].

• Bunke [186] motivates feature graphs with the claim that feature vectors cannot
model structural relationships. This may be true in the case of features consisting
directly of coordinate locations and other very specific (i.e., not relative) spatial
information. With the spatial features that we have extracted, and the spatial
features that have been reported in the literature for applications in histo- and
cyto-pathology, however, they can be easily incorporated in a feature vector, as
was presented in Chapter 5.
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Table 6.1. Summary of high-level object features.

Area: Area
Elliptical Features: Major and minor axis length,
eccentricity, orientation, elliptical deviation
Convex Hull Features: Convex area, convex deficiency,
solidity
Filled Image Features: Filled area, Euler number
Bounding Box Features: Extent, aspect ratio
Boundary Features: Perimeter, radii, perimeter FFT,
perimeter curvature, bending energy, perimeter FD
Other Shape Features: Equivalent diameter, sphericity,
compactness, inertia shape
Reflection Symmetry Features: Binary

• The graph edit distance, used to compute the distance between two graphs, relies
on the assumption that a new, previously unseen graph can be classified based
on a cumulative sum of the distance between nodes and edges. This is not a
simple sum of distances, since the graph edit distance applies different costs and
distance computations for different edit operations, e.g., node substitution and edge
deletion [196,197]. The issue of assigning edge labels aside, the use of node features
(the object-level features of Chapter 5) in such a distance-based classification is
counter to the classification methodology used in the feature selection process. This
is not to say that the two methodologies could not be reconciled, but it appears that
this would unnecessarily complicate the classification process for this application.

Thus, we forgo the use of feature graphs for representation of higher-level objects.

6.4.2 Higher-Level Objects

In this implementation of higher-level objects and the associated features, we create
feature vectors consisting of features extracted from the high-level object and all other
objects that constitute the high-level object. We extract all the size and shape features
as described in Section 5.3.1; these features are also summarized in Table 6.1. We do not
compute, however, the center of mass or reflection symmetry features that are computed
from anything but the binary mask image. When the various statistics are included, this
results in 84 features for each high-level object when skewness and kurtosis are included,
and 76 without.

We consider two more levels of objects in this section: cells, and cell clusters, illus-
trated in Figure 6.8.
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(a) Cells.

(b) Cell clusters.

Figure 6.8. Illustrative higher-level objects.

Cells are defined as either the agglomeration of either nuclei and cytoplasm/stroma
(Cell(N,CS)) or nuclei and cytoplasm (Cell(N,C)). The features associated with cell objects
includes all the features associated with both constituents (N and CS or N and C), the
RCC8 relation between the two, and the size and shape features of Table 6.1 extracted
from the union of the two regions.

Cell clusters are defined as the connected components of cell objects, much as was
done for the computation of RCC8 relations for stroma versus nuclei and cytoplasm in
the previous section. Cell clusters consist of either connected components of Cell(N,CS)

or Cell(N,C) objects, resulting in Cluster(N,CS) or Cluster(N,C) objects. The cluster objects
include all features from the constituent objects and the addition of size and shape
features of the cell clusters.
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Table 6.2. High-level object feature subset performance, with regularization parameter
λ1 = 0.05. In the following, ‘Cell(N,CS)’ designates cell objects consisting of nuclei and
cytoplasm/stroma, ‘Cell(N,C)’ cell objects of nuclei and cytoplasm, ‘Cluster(N,CS)’ cell clus-
ter objects of nuclei and cytoplasm/stroma, and ‘Cluster(N,C)’ cell objects of nuclei and
cytoplasm. Bold entries correspond to the best performance across all the feature subsets
for each segmentation type. For reference, the results from Table 5.3 from Chapter 5 are
included here.

Performance
Object GT CC WSHmin WSGran
Cell(N,CS) 0.79/0.78 0.77/0.56 0.66/0.61 0.70/0.58
Cell(N,C) 0.81/0.79 0.74/0.69 0.68/0.62 0.76/0.54
Cluster(N,CS) 0.81/0.74 0.90/0.53 N/A N/A
Cluster(N,C) 0.82/0.76 0.79/0.55 N/A N/A

N 0.79/0.77 0.62/0.43 0.66/0.65 0.62/0.61
CS 0.74/0.72 0.69/0.56 0.67/0.61 0.73/0.63
C 0.73/0.63 0.65/0.50 0.67/0.60 0.74/0.58
S N/A 0.66/0.50 N/A N/A
N + CS 0.75/0.79 0.70/0.57 0.68/0.65 0.74/0.63
N + C 0.77/0.76 0.67/0.52 0.69/0.65 0.73/0.58

Table 6.3. High-level object feature subset performance, with regularization parameter
λ1 = 0.01. In the following, ‘Cell(N,CS)’ designates cell objects consisting of nuclei and
cytoplasm/stroma, ‘Cell(N,C)’ cell objects of nuclei and cytoplasm, ‘Cluster(N,CS)’ cell clus-
ter objects of nuclei and cytoplasm/stroma, and ‘Cluster(N,C)’ cell objects of nuclei and
cytoplasm. Bold entries correspond to the best performance across all the feature subsets
for each segmentation type. For reference, the results from Table 5.4 from Chapter 5 are
included here.

Performance
Object GT CC WSHmin WSGran
Cell(N,CS) 0.97/0.78 0.92/0.53 0.87/0.65 0.94/0.63
Cell(N,C) 0.97/0.82 0.95/0.69 0.88/0.69 0.94/0.66
Cluster(N,CS) 1.00/0.67 1.00/0.57 N/A N/A
Cluster(N,C) 0.99/0.65 0.95/0.57 N/A N/A

N 0.85/0.77 0.74/0.69 0.78/0.63 0.81/0.67
CS 0.90/0.51 0.82/0.70 0.81/0.60 0.88/0.73
C 0.90/0.34 0.79/0.63 0.82/0.63 0.87/0.72
S N/A 0.81/0.60 N/A N/A
N + CS 0.94/0.79 0.84/0.72 0.84/0.62 0.90/0.70
N + C 0.94/0.68 0.83/0.67 0.85/0.65 0.89/0.71
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Table 6.4. AUC for OS image-level classification for high-level objects for grafting
with λ1 = 0.01. In the following, ‘Cell(N,CS)’ designates cell objects consisting of nuclei
and cytoplasm/stroma, ‘Cell(N,C)’ cell objects of nuclei and cytoplasm, ‘Cluster(N,CS)’ cell
cluster objects of nuclei and cytoplasm/stroma, and ‘Cluster(N,C)’ cell objects of nuclei
and cytoplasm. Bold entries correspond to the best performance across all the feature
subsets for each segmentation type. For reference, the results from Table 5.11 from
Chapter 5 are included here.

Performance
Object GT CC WSHmin WSGran
Cell(N,CS) 0.93 0.88 0.91 0.70
Cell(N,C) 0.97 0.79 0.93 0.76
Cluster(N,CS) 0.79 0.41 N/A N/A
Cluster(N,C) 0.98 0.42 N/A N/A

N 0.92 0.93 0.78 0.87
CS 0.89 0.94 0.88 0.71
C 0.86 0.91 0.83 0.84
S N/A 0.77 N/A N/A
N + CS 0.96 0.92 0.90 0.67
N + C 0.92 0.88 0.84 0.86

6.4.3 Results

Object-level classification performances using the grafting method of feature selection
are shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 for λ1 = 0.05 and λ = 0.01. The addition of higher-level
object features almost tends to improve the IS performance for all the segmentation types
considered here; the OS performance, however, tends to suffer. The highest performance
when all segmentations are considered are still for the object-level feature subsets of
Chapter 5.

Image-level OS classification performances for the higher-level object subsets are
shown via ROC curves and AUC measures in Figure 6.9; AUC measures are also summa-
rized in Table 6.4. From these results it is apparent that many of these higher-level object
subsets are improving the image-level classification for the GT segmentation, but cannot
exceed the image-level performance for any of the realistic segmentations. Again, similar
to the object-level performances, while higher-level object features improve the image-
level classification performance of certain segmentations, they do not exceed lower-level
object performance for image classification.

From these results it appears that the use of higher-level image objects can improve
classification performance, but that these higher-level features are dependent on an ac-
curate underlying lower-level object segmentation.
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(b) Cell(N,C).
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(c) Cluster(N,CS).
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Figure 6.9. ROC curves for OS image-level performance for high-level objects (grafting,
λ1 = 0.01), varying the threshold of malignant objects for which an image is considered
malignant.
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Table 6.5. Statistics of GT and WSHmin CellNC feature subsets. Statistics presented
include the percentage of OD and non-OD features; R, G, B, I/Hue, and binary features;
texture, radiometric and densitometric, and size/shape features; and nuclei, non-nuclei,
and cell features.

Category GT WSHmin

OD 0.56 0.58
Non-OD 0.44 0.42

R 0.24 0.22
G 0.23 0.22
B 0.25 0.23
I/Hue 0.17 0.19
Binary 0.11 0.14

Texture 0.60 0.46
Radio-/Densito-metric 0.15 0.15
Size/Shape 0.25 0.40

Nuclei 0.53 0.43
Non-Nuclei 0.43 0.50
Cell 0.04 0.07

6.4.4 Higher-Level Object Feature Subsets

The grafting feature subsets for λ1 = 0.01 are presented in Appendix L for the CellNC

GT and WSHmin objects. Table 6.5 presents various statistics of the CellNC feature
subset for GT and WSHmin, namely the percentage of OD and non-OD features; R, G,
B, I/Hue, and binary features; texture, radiometric and densitometric, and size/shape
features2; and nuclei, non-nuclei, and cell features. The presentation of GT and WSHmin
is motivated by the increased OS performance with the higher-level object features for
these segmentations (refer to Table 6.3).

These feature subsets display less preference for OD features than the subsets de-
scribed in Chapter 5, most likely due to the more prominent role of the size/shape
features of the higher-level CellNC object. This also explains the higher usage of binary
features with respect to the other image bands. Interestingly, the preference for cyto-
plasm over nuclei features is diminished when the CellNC features are included, even while
the percentage of CellNC features is rather small.

2For this categorization, we are considering the various chromatin-specific features to fall into either
the radiometric/densitometric or size/shape categories.
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6.5 Summary

In this chapter we have applied the size and shape features from Chapter 5 to higher-
level objects, namely “cells” and “cell clusters.” These higher-level features display a
potential for increasing both object- and image-level classification performance, but seem
to be dependent on an accurate underlying lower-level object segmentation.

Additionally, we have discussed the plausibility of using a “feature graph” represen-
tation for the various features. We have concluded that this is not a feasible approach
for this particular application, especially given the poor performance of spatial features
as demonstrated in Chapter 5.

6.6 Future Directions

6.6.1 Higher-Level Objects

If better lower-level object segmentations could be developed, the use of higher-level
objects could be important for other image analysis tasks. As such, it will be important
to explore the characteristics of lower-level agglomeration to form higher-level objects.
Voting over a region by different level objects could provide another means of image
classification. Preliminary work in this area using lower-level objects did not indicate
that this was a promising approach.

6.6.2 Introduction to Probabilistic Graph Models (PGMs)

Using the features that have been extracted for all the various objects illustrated in
Figure 6.7, a probabilistic model of the histopathology imagery can be developed; we call
this representation a Probabilistic Graph Model (PGM).

Creation of a PGM

A PGM can be derived in a fairly straight-forward fashion from a feature hierarchy
such as the one shown in Figure 6.7. In such a derivation, multiple instantiations of
objects within the feature hierarchy define a probability distribution of features. An
example PGM derived from the feature hierarchy shown in Figure 6.7 is shown in Fig-
ure 6.10. Note that this derived PGM has a similar structure to the feature hierarchy,
but the feature values have instead been replaced with a probability distribution of fea-
ture values. Another way to view the difference is to think of the feature hierarchy as a
representation of a specific image, whereas the derived PGM is a general description of
imagery belonging to a certain category (e.g., benign or malignant). This sort of analysis,
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Figure 6.10. Example probabilistic graph model for the hierarchy in Figure 6.7.

taking multiple instantiations of objects in a model and formulating a class-based model,
does not appear to have been researched yet.

While we have avoided the use of feature graphs as such, we return to a graph-like
representation here for visualization purposes. Thus, while the features of the various
image objects are actually implemented and classified in a feature vector form, we are
visualizing the features and their abstract relation to each other in a graphical model.

Further Uses of the PGMs

The representation of histopathology imagery in a probabilistic graph model could
lend itself to the generation of synthetic imagery with different feature distributions.
These synthesized images could be further analyzed by the expert to gain insight into
the continuum of conditions between truly benign and frankly malignant (e.g., generate
the image in Figure 6.6 (b) by modifying feature distributions of Figure 6.6 (a)).

The synthesis of an image, provided a probabilistic graph model, is a very intriguing
area of future research. Particularly for this application in histo- and cyto-pathology
imagery, this could allow for very important insights into the characteristics of cancerous
and non-cancerous tissue. More importantly, this could allow for the exploration of the
continuum between benign and malignant conditions (the atypias) and the characteristics
that may indicate a malignancy potential.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter summarizes our research contributions for this dissertation and concludes
with a broader view of the potential of this research in future work. The summary is
organized in terms of Chapters 2-6.

7.1 Summary of Research Contributions

7.1.1 Chapter 2: Multispectral Analysis of Pixel-Level Nuclear
Classification

Summary

Our datasets are relatively unique in histo- and cyto-pathology in that they are imaged
multispectrally (usually with 29 bands covering the visible spectrum from 420 nm to
700 nm, though capability exists for other bands). While some researchers have found
advantages to spectral imaging for some applications in medical image analysis [39,70–73],
the value of multispectral analysis for routine histo/cytopathology preparations has not
been previously studied. Throughout our proposed research we have striven to analyze
the utility of the multispectral nature of our imagery. Chapter 2 presented analyses of
our multispectral data for the pixel-level classification of nuclei.

Research Contributions

• Quantitative and in-depth analysis of multispectral versus RGB imagery for pixel-
level nuclear classification of H&E stained imagery, a common histopathology image
analysis task.
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Results

Results indicate only slight performance differences using multispectral imagery as
opposed to derived RGB imagery. These performance differences are not, however, sta-
tistically significant in many cases. These conclusions hold for both classification using
all available image bands as well as using single image bands, indicating that the mul-
tispectral bands do not contain any more useful spectral information than do the RGB
bands for this nuclear classification task.

Future Work

• Further research could molecularly specific pixel-level classification [76] to identify
subtle differences in the spectra associated with different dye-protein interactions.

• While we have presented analysis for the RGB color space, there may be other
color/information spaces more suitable for this and other classification tasks such
as YUV, HSV, HSI, optical density (OD), Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
and Independent Components Analysis (ICA).

• A very important research direction is the incorporation of feedback to the system.
In this case, one could “fine-tune” the results of the pixel-level classification based
on the results of a further higher-level analysis. In particular, the results of higher-
level analysis can be incorporated into the performance metric for the pixel-level
classification.

7.1.2 Chapter 3: Pixel-Level Classification of Cytoplasm and
Stroma

Summary

While the characteristics of cell nuclei are well established as useful for diagnostic
purposes, it is expected that the characteristics of cytoplasm and stroma will be similarly
useful. The discrimination between cytoplasm and stroma, however, is not commonly
addressed in quantitative pathology studies, especially for standard H&E stained imagery.
In Chapter 3 we presented the development and analysis of a classifier for cytoplasm and
stroma.

Research Contributions

• Development of a pixel-level classifier for discrimination of cytoplasm and stroma.

• Analysis of features useful for the cytoplasm/stroma discrimination problem.
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Results

In this chapter we presented the development and analysis of a classifier for cytoplasm
and stroma. We find our best overall average classification accuracy to be approximately
0.86. It appears that the use of nuclei is particularly useful for characterizing cytolasm
versus stroma.

Future Work

• It would be of great use to utilize a dataset for which a more comprehensive ground
truth could be developed for cytoplasm and stroma, e.g., serial sections classified
with vibrational spectroscopy [29] or stained with other more specific stains. This
would allow for a more comprehensive analysis of the performance of various cyto-
plasm and stroma classification methods.

• There may well be other features better suited for this classification problem. Some
of these well-suited features may stem from a higher-level conceptual analysis of
the imagery, leading back to the need for feedback from higher levels of analysis. In
particulary, it would be interesting to further investigate the potential use of other
nuclear proximity features, e.g., a simple dilation of the binary nuclei.

• Further investigation of multiple independent Genie Pro algorithms for cytoplasm
and stroma discrimination could be of use either directly for the discrimination
process, or for further insight into relevant features.

7.1.3 Chapter 4: Nuclei Segmentation: Methods and
Evaluation Metrics

Summary

The segmentation of cell nuclei at an object level is a very difficult problem. While
there is much literature addressing this problem, we sought a solution that is feasible for
our H&E stained imagery and that avoids too many underlying assumptions about the
nuclear characteristics (e.g., parameterization as an ellipse). We also presented the devel-
opment of an object-level segmentation metric applicable to our nuclear segmentations,
as well as other application areas.

Research Contributions

• A new method to quantify segmentation performance.

• Comparison of several common segmentation methods using the new metric.
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Results

We developed a new object-level metric for segmentation evaluation and have shown
its correspondence to qualitative observations of general segmentation characteristics.
This metric was used to compare several methods for delineation of cell nuclei, and
to illustrate the dependence of this higher-level segmentation on the accuracy of the
underlying pixel-level classification. We have shown this segmentation metric and its
constituent terms to correspond well with the qualitative observations of segmentation
accuracy, including the general tendency of an algorithm to over- or under-segment an
image. This metric also allows for a direct quantitative comparison between the outputs
of different segmentation algorithms. While the metric defines a single performance, we
have shown the usefulness of observing the performance of the individual metric terms.
Analysis of multispectral versus RGB imagery was continued, with the result that for
nuclear segmentation, RGB imagery performs better than the multispectral.

Future Work

• While we have avoided any segmentations that rely on assumptions of the under-
lying object shape, e.g., ellipse fitting, such algorithms could be used to compute
markers for subsequent segmentation.

• It would be interesting to quantify any differences in the characteristics of “true”
concavities and the artifactual ones and similarly for holes. A better discrimination
of “true” concavities may allow for the concavity-based segmentation performance
to greatly improve.

• Most of the segmentation methods presented have a tendency to undersegment,
even for ideal pixel-level input. There may be ways to combine the results of an
undersegmented and oversegmented output that could provide a nice separation of
individual nuclei. This would be a region merging algorithm, taking into account
a priori knowledge in the form of the undersegmented output as well as other
information (e.g., concavities, shape).

7.1.4 Chapter 5: Feature Extraction and Selection

Summary

In Chapter 5, we described the various object-level and spatial-relation features that
we extract from our various image objects. We provided a comprehensive list of features
compiled from a variety of published research on histo- and cytological image analysis.
We also presented our results on the feature selection and classification performance using
various categories of features.
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Research Contributions

• Comprehensive list of features for object- and spatial-level feature extraction.

• Use of spatial arrangement features.

• Use of non-nuclear features, namely cytoplasm and stroma features.

• Feature subsets for several classification tasks.

• Use of and analysis of performance for imperfectly segmented objects in a feature
extraction, selection, and classification framework.

Results

We have described a comprehensive list of object-level features and demonstrated the
use of these features on various histologic objects. It has been demonstrated that these
object-level features are versatile and general enough to elicit important information from
even imperfectly segmented objects. We have presented the use of non-nuclear features,
namely features of cytoplasm and stroma, and their good classification performance,
often exceeding that of nuclei. Using object-level features and the grafting method [108]
of feature selection, we have shown object-level classification accuracies above 0.70 for OS
object-level classification, and an AUC above 0.90 for OS image-level classification. We
have also presented a comprehensive list of spatial-level features for use in quantifying the
spatial arrangement aspects of nuclei in our imagery, including a method for assigning
these spatial features to a region of an image. These features, however, were shown to have
poor classification performance, especially for less than perfect nuclear segmentation.

Future Work

• The good performance of the cytoplasm and stroma features provides an intriguing
possibility for application to other datasets including other tissues (e.g., prostate,
colon).

• It will be important to study the use of these object-level features to cytology
imagery.

• It would also be very interesting to apply the object-level feature extraction and
selection in a completely different application domain, e.g., remote sensing. Of par-
ticular interest here, beyond the classification performance of this approach, would
be the dependence of classification performance on the accuracy of the underlying
object segmentations.
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• While the spatial features have not been shown to be useful in this study, there is
definite cause for further analysis of these features. Further study of the spatial
features and how they may be better tailored to human intuition about spatial
arrangement of objects is certainly an open field of research.

7.1.5 Chapter 6: Higher-Level Objects

Summary

We used the Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) formulation Region Connection
Calculus (RCC) as a means to segment, i.e., agglomerate higher-level image objects. In
Chapter 6 we used these higher-level image objects for classification as well as the con-
struction of a probabilistic image representation.

Research Contributions

• Characterization of higher-level segmentation via RCC.

• Object- and image-level classification using higher-level objects.

• Introduction to probabilistic graph models.

Results

We applied the size and shape features from Chapter 5 to higher-level objects, namely
“cells” and “cell clusters.” These higher-level features display a potential to increase
both object- and image-level classification performance, but seem to be dependent on
an accurate underlying lower-level object segmentation. Additionally, we discussed the
plausibility of using a “feature graph” representation for the various features. We con-
cluded that this is not a feasible approach for this particular application, especially given
the poor performance of spatial features as demonstrated in Chapter 5. Lastly, we in-
troduced an image representation method in the form of probabilistic graph models and
indicated possible further uses for such an image representation.

Future Work

• If better lower-level object segmentations could be developed, the use of higher-
level objects could be important for other image analysis tasks, such as image
representation by a probabilistic graph model. As such, it will be important to
explore the characteristics of lower-level agglomeration to form higher-level objects.
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• The synthesis of an image, provided a probabilistic graph model, is a very intrigu-
ing area of future research. Particularly for this application in histo- and cyto-
pathology imagery, this could allow for very important insights into the character-
istics of cancerous and non-cancerous tissue. More importantly, this could allow
for the exploration of the continuum between benign and malignant conditions (the
atypias) and the characteristics that may indicate a malignancy potential.

7.2 Conclusion

We have presented here an approach for quantitative analysis of imagery, Quantitative
Object- and spatial Arrangement-Level Analysis (QOALA), using expert (pathologist)
input to guide the classification process. QOALA has yielded some very good object- and
image-level classification performances. Future work could continue with QOALA both
for application to different datasets (including, possibly, different application areas) as
well as for extension of some of the concepts therein. Specifically, now that the framework
is in place, analysis of atypical histo- and cyto-pathology specimens could be considered.
For this future work, the use of a probabilistic image representation is an intriguing area
of research.
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Appendix A

Glossary of Pathology Terminology

actin: A cytoskeletal protein.

adenocarcinoma: A carcinoma originating in glandular tissue.

aspirative cytology: Cytology specimens obtained via syringe.

atypical: Cells or tissue displaying some characteristics of a malignancy, but not consid-
ered either malignant or benign. The diagnosis of atypia generally requires a more
comprehensive (and possibly invasive) follow-up to determine the true diagnosis.

benign: A condition which will not metastasize and is not harmful in and of itself.
Treatment/removal can alleviate symptoms (e.g., pressure on surrounding organs),
and treatment/removal is considered sufficient for complete recovery.

brightfield microscopy: Microscopy techniques using a broad spectrum light source
to visualize the specimen.

carcinoma: A cancer of the epithelium.

CD31: An immunostain which targets epithelial cells.

cellularity: A qualitative description of the abundance of cells present in a specimen.

chromatin: Nuclear material that is readily stained, consisting of the nucleic acids and
associated proteins.

confocal: Confocal microscopy images different focal planes through the specimen.

counterstain: A stain used as contrast to another, generally more specific, stain.

cribriform: Latin for perforation [198].
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cytology: The study of cells at a microscopic level, generally via a light microscopy
technique.

cytopathology: The study of diseased cells at the microscopic level.

densitometry: Measurements related to the optical density of a sample.

drosophila: A genus of fly, commonly known as the fruit fly.

ductal carcinoma: Carcinoma originating in ductal structures.

dysplasia: Abnormalities in the characteristics of cells and tissues; often used inter-
changeably with hyperplasia.

endothelium: Specific type of epithelial cells which line the vessels and organs of the
cardiovascular system and serous cavities.

eosin: A pink-staining acidic dye that stains membranes and fibers.

epithelium: The internal and external lining of cavities within the body; also the ex-
ternal covering (skin).

exfoliative cytology: Cytology specimens obtained via scraping (e.g., cervical cytol-
ogy) or normal exfoliation of cells (e.g., urine cytology).

Feulgen: A stain specific to DNA which lends a purple color.

fibroadenosis: A benign cause of many breast lumps.

fine needle aspiration: An procedure using a small needle inserted into the lesion and
drawing a small amount of cellular material into a syringe; a form of aspirative
cytology.

fluorescence imagery: Fluorescent dyes are attached to antibodies specific to some
feature of interest (e.g., certain proteins) and imaged by exciting the fluorescence
of the dyes with appropriate incident light. This method can very specifically target
certain molecular attributes of a biological specimen.

Fourier transform spectroscopy: Similar to infrared spectroscopy, where instead of
an array of energies, an interferogram is produced; the Fourier transform of this
interferogram produces the energies [28].

glycogen: Polymer of glucose used for short-term storage of energy [11].

Gleason grading: A grading for prostate cancer, characterizing the tumor into one of
5 categories based on tumor differentiation.

gross: Macroscopic.
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hematoxylin: A blue-staining basic dye that stains genetic material; this is mainly seen
in nuclear material, although some components of cytoplasmic and extracellular
material is also stained.

histology: The study of tissue at a microscopic level, generally via a light microscopy
technique.

histopathology: The study of diseased tissue at the microscopic level.

hyperchromasia: An overall increase in staining intensity.

hyperplasia: Abnormalities in the characteristics of cells and tissues, generally including
an increase in cellularity and/or mitosis; often used interchangeably with dysplasia.

immunohistochemistry: See immunostain.

immunostain: Immunostains use antibodies to specifically target molecules of inter-
est, similar to fluorescence imaging, but use standard dyes for viewing with light
microscopy.

infrared spectroscopy: Uses infrared light to excite vibrations in the molecular struc-
ture of a specimen. These are reflected as energies which give insight into the
underlying molecular constituents [28].

in situ: Within normal boundaries, not invading surrounding tissues.

in vivo: Living tissue in its natural environment.

karyometry: Nuclear characteristics, generally texture.

lobular carcinoma: A type of adenocarcinoma.

malignant: A condition which will eventually lead to death if untreated. Malignant
conditions tend to metastasize, grow uncontrollably, and lack proper tissue differ-
entiation.

mesothelium: Squamous (flattened cells) epithelium originating in the mesoderm (spe-
cific layer of the epithelium).

metastasis: The spread of cancer from the originating tissue to other parts of the body.

microarray: Tissue microarrays align many (hundreds or thousands) of tissue core sam-
ples on a single slide; this allows for simultaneous analysis of all samples and is
commonly used in high-throughput operations.

nucleolus: A small, round sub-organelle within the cell nucleus.
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optical density: Provides a linear relationship between image intensity and stain den-
sity, based on Lambert-Beer’s law describing the intensity of light transmitted
through a specimen.

Orange G, Orange II: Stains keratin orange.

Papanicolau (Pap): A common cytology stain, consisting of several individual stains,
not consistently standardized. Most Pap-stains contain Hematoxylin, Orange G,
Eosin, Light Green (stains cytoplasm of metabolically active cells blue), and Bis-
mark Brown (stains mucins and cartilage and other things) [199].

pathology: The study of disease, with emphasis on disease structure and the effects on
the body as a whole.

pleomorphic: Containing more than one stage of the life cycle.

premalignancy: A diseased state that, while not considered cancerous, will progress to
cancer if left untreated.

reflectance microscopy: Captures the reflected light from a specimen (rather than the
transmitted light as through a thin slice specimen).

stroma: Connective tissue.

transmission microscopy: A broad spectrum light source is directed underneath a
specimen, and the transmitted light is viewed and/or captured with a camera setup.

urothelium: Epithelial lining of the bladder.
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Glossary of Machine Learning and
Computer Vision Terminology

accuracy: The probability of a correct decision, NC/N where NC is the number of
correctly determined cases and N is the total number of cases.

classification: The process of assigning a label to an image object.

connected component: A set of pixels that are connected, generally 4- or 8-connected.

cycle: An ordered set of nodes and edges, where the set of edges is unique, and the
starting and ending node is the same.

densitometry: Metrics related to the optical density of an image or image object.

detection rate: The fraction of true (foreground) pixels classified correctly.

eigendecomposition: The eigenvectors x and eigenvalues (scalars) λ of a square matrix
A satisfy the relationship Ax = λx. The name comes from the German word
“eigen” which can be translated as “owned by” or “peculiar to” [200].

entropy: A measure of the information content of an image or signal.

error: The probability of an incorrect decision, NI/N where NI is the number of incor-
rectly determined cases and N is the total number of cases. Note that Accuracy =
1 − Error.

false alarm rate: The fraction of false (background) pixels classified incorrectly.

feature selection: A means to select the relevant and important features from a large
set of features, many of which may be redundant, irrelevant, or not particularly
useful (and possibly detrimental) to the classification performance.
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fractal dimension: The fractal dimension of objects differ from the typical integer di-
mensions of Euclidean geometry (e.g., a 1-D line and 2-D plane). Instead, the FD
is a real-valued (not integer) measure of the space-filling properties of the object,
based on the work of Mandelbrot [161].

Gabor wavelet: Gabor functions are Gaussians modulated by complex sinusoids, and
have been proposed as an apt representation of human visual receptor fields [98,99].

grafting: (from “gradient feature testing”) [108,109] is a feature selection method where
the classification of the underlying data and the feature selection process are not
separated. Within the grafting framework, a loss function is used that shows pref-
erence for classifiers that separate the data with larger margins. Grafting also
provides an efficient framework for selection of relevant features.

granulometry: A common technique to elicit information about the size distribution of
objects in an image. Granulometries are calculated by applying successively larger
structuring elements in a morphological image operation and analyzing the residue
image.

graph: A graph structure is uniquely defined by a set of nodes and edges. Edges connect
nodes that are neighbors according to some a priori definition of a neighborhood.
Edges may be directed, resulting in a directed graph or digraph. Both nodes and
edges may be weighted according to some metric (e.g., node degree or edge length).

ground truth: The correct/desired output (i.e., truth) for an image analysis algorithm.
Originally a term from the remote sensing community, reflecting the truth obtained
from a ground-based survey.

Hausdorff distance: The deviation between two sets of points is defined as the largest
distance between any two corresponding points [115,134].

in-sample: Data for which an algorithm was trained on; often called training data.

k-means: A widely known and used unsupervised classification algorithm which clusters
data into k clusters while minimizing the intracluster variance [97].

Laplacian of Gaussian: A function which is composed of a Laplacian (edge detector)
and Gaussian (smoothing) filter to reduce the effects of noise in the edge detection
process [79].

margin: In classifiers, the minimum separation (i.e., distance) between samples from
different classes.

markup: The specification of ground truth, often obtained from an expert by the phys-
ical marking of an image for regions of interest, etc.

multispectral imagery: Imagery with more than 3 bands and generally less than 100.
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optical density: For transmission microscopy of stained tissue, optical density provides
a linear relationship between image intensity and staining density. This is based on
Lambert-Beer’s law describing the intensity of light transmitted through a speci-
men [201,202].

out-of-sample: Data which was not used in the training of an algorithm, often called
unseen data or test data.

oversegmentation: A segmentation that assigns too many regions to an image or image
object.

pattern spectrum: In granulometric analysis, defining Ψk as the area (number of pix-
els) in the k-th residue image, the function φ(k) = 1 − Ψk/Ψ0 is used to calculate
the size distribution of image I [137, 138]. The derivative φ′(k) is often called the
pattern spectrum of image I.

Principal Components Analysis (PCA): An orthogonal linear transformation such
that the largest variance in the data lies along the first coordinate direction, the
second largest variance on the second coordinate direction, etc. [88].

radiometry: Metrics related to the spectral information of an image or image object.

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve: ROC curves provide a graphi-
cal representation of the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity (sensitivity on
the y-axis and 1-specificity on the x-axis). Equivalently, this may also be plotted
as true positive rate versus false positive rate. The Area Under the Curve (AUC)
is often used as a single number to quantify a classifier; a perfect classifier has an
AUC of 1.0 and the random guess an AUC of 0.5.

segmentation: The process of delineating an image object.

sensitivity: The probability that a positive case will be correctly decided,

NTP /(NTP + NFN)

where NTP is the number of true positives and NFN is the number of false negatives.

specificity: The probability that a negative case will be correctly decided,

NTN/(NTN + NFP )

where NTN is the number of true negatives and NFP is the number of false positives.

tree: A graph without cycles.

undersegmentation: A segmentation that assigns too few regions to an image or image
object.
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Voronoi tessellation: Given a set of nodes in the plane, the Voronoi tessellation creates
polygonal cells around the nodes such that all pixels within a given cell are closer
to the cell node than any other node in the plane.

watershed transform: A method of segmentation whereby the image is viewed as a
3-dimensional landscape; assuming a hole is created in each regional minimum, the
landscape is immersed and as the basins fill with water, watershed lines are created
where the basins eventually merge to become one.

Wilcoxon test: An alternative to the common Student’s t-test for situations in which
the underlying data distribution cannot be assumed to be normal and/or the classes
cannot be assumed to have the same variance. The paired Wilcoxon signed-rank
test is a two-sided test used to compare the distributions of two related measure-
ments, and specifically tests for a zero median value of the pairwise sample differ-
ences. The p-value is the probability that the samples are symmetrically distributed
about a single central (i.e., median) point [86].
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Glossary of Acronyms and Symbols

C.1 Acronyms

AFE Automated Feature Extraction
AUC Area Under the Curve
BNLL Binomial Negative Log Likelihood
bpp bits per pixel
C Cytoplasm class
CA Concavity Alignment
CC Concavity-Concavity alignment
CCD Charge Coupled Device
CD Concavity Depth
CG Connected Graph
CL Concavity-Line alignment
CR Concavity Ratio
CS combined Cytoplasm and Stroma class
DR Detection Rate
DT Delaunay Triangulation
EP Extra Pixels
FAR False Alarm Rate
FD Fractal Dimension
FIM Feature Intensity Map
FLDA Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis
FNA Fine Needle Aspiration
GA Genetic Algorithm
GENIE GENetic Imagery Exploitation
GG Gabriel’s Graph
GPAC Graph Partitioning Active Contours
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GT Ground Truth
H&E Hematoxylin & Eosin
HSI Hue, Saturation, Intensity
HSV Hue, Saturation, Value
ICA Independent Components Analysis
IOD Integrated Optical Density
IS In Sample
JEPD Jointly Exhaustive and Pairwise Disjoint
k-NN k-Nearest Neighbor
KU University of Kansas
LCTF Liquid Crystal Tunable Filter
LoG Laplacian of Gaussian
MED Minimum Euclidean Distance
ML Maximum Likelihood
MOD Mean Optical Density
MST Minimum Spanning Tree
N Nuclei class
NGA National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
OCG O’Callaghan’s Neighborhood Graph
OD Optical Density
OS Out-of-Sample
P Performance
PCA Principal Components Analysis
PGM Probabilistic Graph Model
PM Pixels Missed
QOALA Quantitative Object- and spatial Arrangement-Level Analysis
QS Quadrant Sum
RCC Region Connection Calculus
RCC8 Region Connection Calculus, 8 JEPD relations
RGB Red, Green, Blue
ROC Receiver Operating Characteristics
S Stroma class
SA Saliency
SAM Spectral Angle Mapper
SE Structuring Element
SPN SPatial Nuclei class
SR Segmentation Regions
SSA Syntactic Structure Analysis
SVM Support Vector Machine
LSVM Linear Support Vector Machine
NLSVM Nonlinear Support Vector Machine
SBS Sequential Backward Selection
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SFBS Sequential Floating Backward Selection
SFFS Sequential Floating Forward Selection
SFS Sequential Forward Selection
UMA Ultimate Measurement Accuracy [120]
VT Voronoi Tessellation
WSBlob Watershed using Blobdetector-based markers
WSCDT Watershed on the Complemented Distance Transform
WSCM Watershed using Concavity-based Markers
WSGran Watershed using Granulometry-based markers
WSHmin Watershed on the H-minima transform
YUV luminance (Y) and chrominance (UV) color space
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C.2 Symbols

∀ for all
∃ there exists
@ there does not exist
¬ complement
→ implies
∧ and
∩ intersect
∪ union
> transpose
| given
∠ angle
∈ ‘element of’ or ‘in’
/∈ ‘not an element of’ or ‘not in’
∝ proportional to
◦ morphological opening
ª morphological erosion
˜ binary complement
≡ ‘defined as’ or ‘equivalent to’
Z the set of integers
∅ empty set
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Color- and Texture-Based
Classification of Nuclei

The curve evolution and active contour methods are popular image segmentation
methods, which evolve an image segmentation curve based on various energies included
in the cost function. As a simple example, one cost function term may penalize sharp
variations in curvature throughout the boundary. A commonly used technique is that
of Chan and Vese, presented in [203], where the curve evolution method is simplified by
the use of a piecewise constant approximation of the cost function. The Graph Parti-
tioning Active Countours (GPAC) approach in [204] uses pairwise pixel similarities for
construction of the cost function, as well as efficient implementation techniques for the
minimization of the cost function. The modification of GPAC presented in [205] uses
prior information (in the form of reference/training images) within the same variational
framework. Moreover, the modified GPAC method introduces and uses a dissimilarity
measure based on color and texture information. The color dissimilarity is the Euclidean
distance in the three-channel (RGB) color space, and the texture dissimilarity is based
on a distance in the Gabor filter space using 5 scales and 6 orientations [205].

We have applied the modified GPAC method to our imagery to gauge the effectiveness
of the inclusion of texture information for our nuclear classification task.1 Results are
shown for an example image in Figure D.1, where we note that the segmentation using
solely texture information (Figure D.1 (a)) is a much poorer segmentation than that using
solely color information (Figure D.1 (b)). The segmentation using equally weighted color
and texture information (Figure D.1 (c)) indicates that the texture term does not add
any useful information for the curve evolution, and may actually degrade performance
slightly. Even using solely color information, however, this method is inaccurate for the
classification of nuclear pixels, as it classifies much cytoplasm as nuclei.

1Many thanks to Luca Bertelli, first author of [205], for his work applying the modified GPAC method
to our imagery, and for technical consultation regarding his method.
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(a) Classification using only texture
information.

(b) Classification using only color in-
formation.

(c) Classification using color and tex-
ture information.

Figure D.1. Example outputs of the modified GPAC method, showing the differences
in nuclear classification utilizing solely texture information (a), solely color information
(b), and both texture and color information (equally weighted) (c). Note that the texture
information does not appear to improve the classification performance, and may actually
be detrimental.
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An Introduction to GENIE and
Genie Pro

The Yale pathologists have been using the GENIE and Genie Pro systems for quan-
titative analysis of their multispectral imagery and results have been promising (see [39,
43]). Additionally, Genie Pro was included in a recent National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency (NGA) “bake-off” comparing automated feature extraction tools. The NGA
surveyed all existing feature extraction tools and chose four for the final analysis: Fea-
ture Analyst (Visual Learning Systems, Inc., Missoula, MT), eCognition (Definiens AG,
München, Germany), Genie Pro (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM),
and Neural Fusion (BAE Systems, PLC, London, UK) [206,207]. The NGA decided that
“The results showed that GENIE Pro had the best overall performance in terms of total
extraction time. User feedback for GENIE Pro was also very favorable, indicating that
GENIE performed well and was easy to use” [206].

GENetic Imagery Exploitation (GENIE) software (Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alamos, NM) is an evolutionary computation-based software system designed to
evolve feature extraction algorithms for multispectral imagery, specifically for remote
sensing imagery. Algorithms consist of spatial and spectral operators designed to ex-
tract features of interest from the data. GENIE operates in a manner analogous to the
reproduction of biological systems, namely that “chromosomes” (sequences of image pro-
cessing operators, “genes”) with high fitness (good performance in classifying training
data) have a higher probability of “reproducing” to form the next generation of “chro-
mosomes”. While this biological analogy is a good tool to understand the mechanisms
behind genetic algorithms (GAs), the chromosome/gene terminology has fallen out of
favor in some applications, particularly in biomedical analysis due to the confusion with
actual chromosomes and genes of cells. We will, therefore, refer to the GENIE “chromo-
somes” as image processing algorithms (or algorithms) and the GENIE “genes” as image
processing operators (or operators).
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GENIE is designed to explore the entire feature space of multispectral data, and
evolve a solution best fit for the classification task. More practically speaking, GENIE
selects a subset from the available data planes and develops an algorithm, consisting of
spectral and spatial operators, to extract various feature planes which are subsequently
fed to a standard classifier backend. GENIE selects an initial set of algorithms consisting
of randomly selected operators and randomly selected data planes as input. Through-
out the evolution process, only appropriate algorithms with appropriate data input will
survive, as quantified by the classification performance of the algorithms. Classification
performance is defined as an equal tradeoff between detection rate and false alarm rate:

P = 0.5(Rd + (1 − Rf )), (E.1)

where Rd is the fraction of true pixels classified correctly (detection rate), Rf is the
fraction of false pixels classified incorrectly (false alarm rate), and the factor of 0.5 scales
the metric to the range [0, 1]. Note that a perfect segmentation will yield a performance
score of 1 (100%), while a score of 0.5 (50%) can be obtained by a trivial solution of all
pixels labeled true (or false).

Genie Pro is a newer, commercial-quality version of GENIE, where the genetic algo-
rithm has been replaced with a greedy hill climbing algorithm to help speed the training
process. Additionally, Genie Pro searches for the least complex algorithm among any
with equal performance. The pool of operators in Genie Pro has been pared down with
respect to GENIE, although the possibility exists to implement new operators.

Operators implemented in GENIE and GeniePro include spectral, textural, and math-
ematical morphology-derived operators. Additionally, the user interface for GENIE/GeniePro
has been developed to efficiently elicit information from a human expert. This is facili-
tated through a set of tools that allows the user to “paint” the image regions correspond-
ing to various object classes. The number of object classes is variably selected by the
user for the task at hand. For more information, see Reference [83].
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(a) IS performance
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(b) OS performance
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(c) IS detection rate
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(d) OS detection rate
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(e) IS false alarm rate
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(f) OS false alarm rate

Figure F.1. Classification P, DR, and FAR for individual rgbequal bands.
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(c) IS detection rate
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(d) OS detection rate
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(e) IS false alarm rate
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(f) OS false alarm rate

Figure F.2. Classification P, DR, and FAR for individual truecolor bands.
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(c) IS detection rate
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(d) OS detection rate
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(e) IS false alarm rate
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(f) OS false alarm rate

Figure F.3. Classification P, DR, and FAR for individual ccd bands.
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Ranking of Extra Pixels and Pixels Missed by Nucleus Appendix G

(i) Nucleus 4 (ii) Nucleus 23 (iii) Nucleus 33

(iv) Nucleus 17 (v) Nucleus 1 (vi) Nucleus 20

(vii) Nucleus 37 (viii) Nucleus 5 (ix) Nucleus 6

Figure G.1. Pixels missed (PM) ranked by nucleus according to size and quadrant sum,
displayed in ascending order (best to worst).
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Ranking of Extra Pixels and Pixels Missed by Nucleus Appendix G

(xix) Nucleus 18 (xx) Nucleus 15 (xxi) Nucleus 42

(xxii) Nucleus 27 (xxiii) Nucleus 19 (xxiv) Nucleus 22

(xxv) Nucleus 40 (xxvi) Nucleus 25 (xxvii) Nucleus 14

Figure G.1. (Cont.) Pixels missed (PM) ranked by nucleus according to size and
quadrant sum, displayed in ascending order (best to worst).
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Ranking of Extra Pixels and Pixels Missed by Nucleus Appendix G

(xlvi) Nucleus 2 (xlvii) Nucleus 21 (xlviii) Nucleus 34

(xlix) Nucleus 8 (l) Nucleus 41 (li) Nucleus 31

(lii) Nucleus 36 (liii) Nucleus 3 (liv) Nucleus 32

Figure G.1. (Cont.) Pixels missed (PM) ranked by nucleus according to size and
quadrant sum, displayed in ascending order (best to worst).
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Ranking of Extra Pixels and Pixels Missed by Nucleus Appendix G

(lxxxii) Nucleus 39 (lxxxiii) Nucleus 10 (lxxxiv) Nucleus 28

(lxxxv) Nucleus 11 (lxxxvi) Nucleus 7 (lxxxvii) Nucleus 29

(lxxxviii) Nucleus 9 (lxxxix) Nucleus 24 (xc) Nucleus 26

Figure G.1. (Cont.) Pixels missed (PM) ranked by nucleus according to size and
quadrant sum, displayed in ascending order (best to worst).
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Ranking of Extra Pixels and Pixels Missed by Nucleus Appendix G

(cxxvii) Nucleus 30 (cxxviii) Nucleus 35 (cxxix) Nucleus 43

(cxxx) Nucleus 44

Figure G.1. (Cont.) Pixels missed (PM) ranked by nucleus according to size and
quadrant sum, displayed in ascending order (best to worst).
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Ranking of Extra Pixels and Pixels Missed by Nucleus Appendix G

(i) Nucleus 4 (ii) Nucleus 44 (iii) Nucleus 25

(iv) Nucleus 3 (v) Nucleus 30 (vi) Nucleus 42

(vii) Nucleus 33 (viii) Nucleus 21 (ix) Nucleus 11

Figure G.2. Extra pixels (EP) ranked by nucleus according to size and quadrant sum,
displayed in ascending order (best to worst).
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Ranking of Extra Pixels and Pixels Missed by Nucleus Appendix G

(xix) Nucleus 40 (xx) Nucleus 26 (xxi) Nucleus 35

(xxii) Nucleus 39 (xxiii) Nucleus 20 (xxiv) Nucleus 5

(xxv) Nucleus 34 (xxvi) Nucleus 37 (xxvii) Nucleus 38

Figure G.2. (Cont.) Extra pixels (EP) ranked by nucleus according to size and quadrant
sum, displayed in ascending order (best to worst).
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Ranking of Extra Pixels and Pixels Missed by Nucleus Appendix G

(xlvi) Nucleus 32 (xlvii) Nucleus 43 (xlviii) Nucleus 10

(xlix) Nucleus 6

Figure G.2. (Cont.) Extra pixels (EP) ranked by nucleus according to size and quadrant
sum, displayed in ascending order (best to worst).
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Appendix H

Optical Density of Transmission
Microscopy Images

For transmission microscopy of stained tissue, optical density (OD) provides a linear
relationship between image intensity and staining density. This is based on Lambert-
Beer’s law describing the intensity of light transmitted through a specimen:

I = I0 ∗ 10−A∗c∗l (H.1)

where I is the intensity of the observed light, I0 is the intensity of incident light, A is
the amount of stain, c is the absorption factor of the stain, and l is the distance traveled
through the sample [201,202]. OD reduces this relationship to a linear one [201,202]:

OD = −1

l
log10(

I

I0

) = A ∗ c (H.2)

OD is calculated on a channel-by-channel basis and can be used in applications other than
stained medical imagery, anytime the absorption of light by a material is of importance;
the equations are generally specified in a similar fashion.

An example RGB image and the corresponding OD image can be seen in Figure H.1,
where we estimate the incident light intensity I0 for each channel by the brightest pixel.
Note that, in the OD image, brighter pixels correspond (linearly) to larger amounts of
stain. For the image of Figure H.1, there are two stains present, hematoxylin and eosin,
each with a different absorption factor c, left over from the original formulation of Beer-
Lambert’s law. Without images of singly-stained tissue, we cannot directly separate the
individual contributions of each stain, but will instead get an estimate of the total stain
present.

The analysis in [201], however, presents relative contributions of hematoxylin and
eosin to the R, G, and B channels as [0.1 0.20 0.08] and [0.01 0.13 0.01], respectively.
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Optical Density of Transmission Microscopy Images Appendix H

(a) Original RGB image (b) Optical density image

(c) Red channel of OD im-
age

(d) Green channel of OD
image

(e) Blue channel of OD im-
age

Figure H.1. Example optical density image.

Note that these relative contributions are qualitatively expressed in the optical density
image of Figure H.1. The individual channels of Figure H.1 (b) are shown in (c)-(e) as
reference. The hematoxylin (which stains nuclei) is represented in both the red and green
channels, eosin (which stains cytoplasm and fibers) is represented mostly in the green
channel, and the blue channel has very little response for either stain; this corroborates
with the quantitative responses given in [201].

While we have presented here the optical density corresponding to a 3-channel RGB
image, the same computation can be performed for each channel of a multispectral image
stack. This operation is widely used in cyto/histopathology analysis.
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(i) Average Voronoi cell area, random
graph type 1.
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(ii) Average Voronoi cell area, random
graph type 2.
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(iii) Area disorder, random graph type 1.
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(iv) Area disorder, random graph type 2.

Figure I.1. Random graph features. (continued on next page)
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(v) Balaban index, random graph type 1.
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(vi) Balaban index, random graph type 2.
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(vii) Cyclomatic number, random graph
type 1.
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(viii) Cyclomatic Number, random graph
type 2.

Figure I.1. (Cont.) Random graph features. (continued on next page)
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(ix) Average degree, random graph type 1.
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(x) Average degree, random graph type 2.
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(xi) Average weighted degree, random
graph type 1.
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(xii) Average weighted degree, random
graph type 2.

Figure I.1. (Cont.) Random graph features. (continued on next page)
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(xiii) Eccentricity, random graph type 1.
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(xiv) Eccentricity, random graph type 2.
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(xv) Eigenexponent, random graph type 1.
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(xvi) Eigenexponent, random graph type
2.

Figure I.1. (Cont.) Random graph features. (continued on next page)
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(xvii) Average edge length, random graph
type 1.
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(xviii) Average edge length, random graph
type 2.
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(xix) Fractal dimension, random graph
type 1.
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(xx) Fractal dimension, random graph
type 2.

Figure I.1. (Cont.) Random graph features. (continued on next page)
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(xxi) Average number of k-walks, random
graph type 1.
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(xxii) Average number of k-walks, random
graph type 2.
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(xxiii) Average number of triangles, ran-
dom graph type 1.
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(xxiv) Average number of triangles, ran-
dom graph type 2.

Figure I.1. (Cont.) Random graph features. (continued on next page)
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(xxv) Randic index, random graph type 1.
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(xxvi) Randic index, random graph type
2.
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(xxvii) Roundness factor, random graph
type 1.
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(xxviii) Roundness factor, random graph
type 2.

Figure I.1. (Cont.) Random graph features. (continued on next page)
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(xxix) Roundness factor homogeneity, ran-
dom graph type 1.
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(xxx) Roundness factor homogeneity, ran-
dom graph type 2.
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(xxxi) Spectral radius, random graph type
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(xxxii) Spectral radius, random graph
type 2.

Figure I.1. (Cont.) Random graph features. (continued on next page)
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(xxxiii) Wiener index, random graph type
1.
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(xxxiv) Wiener index, random graph type
2.

Figure I.1. (Cont.) Random graph features.
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Appendix J

Grafting Feature Subsets: Nuclei

The grafting feature subsets are presented here for each of the four segmentations,
GT, CC, WSHmin, and WSGran for nuclei. Statistics about the subsets are presented in
Table J.1. Subsets obtained with a regularization parameter of λ1 = 0.05 are presented in
Tables J.2-J.5, and for λ1 = 0.01 in Tables J.6- J.9. Features are presented in descending
order according to the absolute value of the feature weight as returned from the grafting
algorithm. The feature names are presented in the general form name_band_stat, where
name is the name of the variable as defined in Section 5.3; band is the band from which
the feature is extracted, if applicable, and b1 corresponds to the red channel; and stat is
the statistic (mean, median, etc.), if applicable. The co-occurrence matrix features have
the form name_band_distance.

Surprisingly, as presented in Table J.1, all subsets display similar trends in the dis-
tribution of feature categories (texture, radiometric, size and shape), band choice (R, G,
B, intensity or hue, binary), and a strong preference towards the optical density related
features (∼ 80% OD features in each subset). It was expected that the different seg-
mentations would yield preference for a different types of features, due to the differences
in segmentation output (e.g, WSHmin tends to have many smaller regions than CC or
WSGran). It appears from these results, however, that the feature selection process is
well-equipped to make use of the full variety of features and tailor the linear classifier to
the given problem. This is an encouraging result in light of the less than perfect nuclear
segmentation results in Chapter 4.
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Table J.1. Statistics of object-level nuclei subsets. Statistics presented include the
percentage of OD and non-OD features; R, G, B, I/Hue, and binary features; and texture,
radiometric, and size/shape features.

Category GT CC WSHmin WSGran

OD 0.66 0.84 0.82 0.67
Non-OD 0.34 0.16 0.18 0.33

R 0.20 0.25 0.35 0.24
G 0.29 0.19 0.22 0.16
B 0.33 0.26 0.27 0.34
I/Hue 0.15 0.28 0.15 0.26
Binary 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.00

Texture 0.61 0.51 0.58 0.56
Radiometric 0.13 0.19 0.05 0.19
Size/Shape 0.27 0.30 0.37 0.26

Table J.2. Feature subset for GT nuclei, λ1 = 0.05.

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 2.162633e-01 ODRLN b1 mean
2 -1.558952e-01 HIOD b1
3 1.273255e-01 RLN b3 std
4 -1.253635e-01 MDist b1
5 -1.183385e-01 ODCMClusterShade b1 d1
6 1.114229e-01 LNum b3
7 8.388252e-02 ODAreaFD b2
8 5.950405e-02 ODV b3 skewness
9 5.412770e-02 Hue median
10 -4.475546e-02 ODCMClusterShade b1 d2
11 1.972148e-02 HNum b1
12 -9.974922e-03 ODLRE b2 std
13 2.648506e-03 HNum b3
14 1.949134e-03 MNum b2

Table J.3. Feature subset for CC nuclei, λ1 = 0.05.

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 2.377164e-01 ODAreaFD b2
2 -4.034047e-02 ODCenterMass b3
3 -3.549975e-02 ImageBands b3 std
4 1.186530e-02 MDNAArea b3
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Table J.4. Feature subset for WSHmin nuclei, λ1 = 0.05.

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 -1.484512e-01 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d5
2 -1.470192e-01 ODLGRE b3 std
3 -1.458370e-01 ODAreaFD b3
4 -4.984972e-02 ODLGRE b1 std
5 -3.318718e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d3
6 -1.624376e-02 HIOD b1
7 -8.471932e-03 ODLRE b3 std

Table J.5. Feature subset for WSGran nuclei, λ1 = 0.05.

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 -2.198194e-01 ODAreaFD b3
2 -9.472627e-02 LHMOD b1
3 7.018033e-02 ODAreaFD b2
4 5.307831e-02 LRE b1 std
5 -4.900884e-02 ODRP I std
6 -4.731632e-02 SRE b2 median
7 2.407060e-02 LRE b2 std
8 1.695792e-02 MDNAArea b3
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Nuclei Appendix J

Table J.6. Feature subset for GT nuclei, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next 2 pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 -1.841640e+00 HIOD b1
2 -1.390113e+00 MIOD b1
3 7.324112e-01 IOD b2
4 5.955182e-01 ODAreaFD b2
5 5.771943e-01 IOD b3
6 5.153647e-01 ODRLN b1 median
7 4.235984e-01 GLN b3 min
8 3.486472e-01 ODLGRE b3 kurtosis
9 -3.022236e-01 ODLRE b2 std
10 -2.982332e-01 MDist b1
11 2.823205e-01 MCompactness b1
12 2.519286e-01 HDNAArea b3
13 2.379657e-01 ODLGRE b1 skewness
14 2.047873e-01 HNum b1
15 -1.940368e-01 SRE b2 median
16 -1.714055e-01 HDist b3
17 1.501765e-01 HDNAArea I
18 -1.460353e-01 ImageBands b3 skewness
19 -1.444637e-01 LIOD b2
20 1.337584e-01 HNum b3
21 1.332487e-01 ODRLN b3 std
22 1.327974e-01 GLN b1 skewness
23 -1.281736e-01 ODCMEntropy b3 d1
24 1.251639e-01 SRE b3 std
25 1.225147e-01 GCDF97W3 b2
26 1.216660e-01 LNum b3
27 1.139369e-01 LRE b2 skewness
28 1.072908e-01 MHCompactness b2
29 1.010967e-01 ODGLN b2 std
30 -1.003844e-01 GLCMHomogeneity b1 d5
31 -9.286826e-02 ODCMCorrelation b3 d1
32 -9.194899e-02 ODRLN b2 skewness
33 -8.908218e-02 GLCMInertia b1 d1
34 8.878753e-02 MNum b2
35 8.726396e-02 LRE b1 skewness
36 8.421284e-02 MHCenterMass I
37 8.413377e-02 HDNAArea b2
38 8.269569e-02 GLCMCorrelation b2 d5
39 8.018098e-02 GLCMClusterProminence b2 d5
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Nuclei Appendix J

Table J.6. (Cont.) Feature subset for GT nuclei, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
40 -7.963609e-02 GCDF97W1 b2
41 -7.665365e-02 Hue max
42 7.419035e-02 ODCDF97W1 b3
43 7.364729e-02 ODReflSymmetry b2
44 -7.213576e-02 Extent
45 7.148506e-02 ODRLN b3 median
46 7.132117e-02 RP b2 kurtosis
47 7.018066e-02 ODRLN b1 std
48 -6.414370e-02 ODRP b2 skewness
49 6.293047e-02 ODRLN b2 median
50 -5.574011e-02 ODSRE b3 std
51 -5.537077e-02 LDNAArea b3
52 5.257629e-02 ODLGRE I kurtosis
53 4.710128e-02 MNum I
54 4.440954e-02 GCDF97W4 b2
55 -3.899401e-02 ImageBands I kurtosis
56 -3.838133e-02 ODCenterMass b3
57 3.824348e-02 ODRLN b2 std
58 -3.700358e-02 ODCMMaxProb I d2
59 3.595686e-02 FFTk 9
60 3.199575e-02 ODCDF97W2 b3
61 3.182542e-02 SRE I kurtosis
62 3.136833e-02 ODCDF97W3 I
63 -3.061666e-02 LCenterMass b2
64 3.033058e-02 PerimeterCurvature min
65 2.970763e-02 RLN b2 kurtosis
66 -2.938836e-02 GLCMHomogeneity b1 d2
67 2.830165e-02 LCompactness b1
68 2.787912e-02 ODRP b3 kurtosis
69 -2.690397e-02 ODSRE b2 std
70 2.574180e-02 MDNAArea b3
71 2.405891e-02 ODCMEnergy b3 d1
72 2.281913e-02 SRE I skewness
73 -2.069192e-02 RLN b3 kurtosis
74 2.030969e-02 GLCMMaxProb b3 d1
75 1.890607e-02 GLCMCorrelation b1 d1
76 -1.786484e-02 ODLRE b2 kurtosis
77 -1.562675e-02 ODSRE b3 kurtosis
78 1.347224e-02 ODV I skewness
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Nuclei Appendix J

Table J.6. (Cont.) Feature subset for GT nuclei, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
79 -1.123048e-02 ODSRE I std
80 1.108909e-02 HNum I
81 -1.066431e-02 LIOD b1
82 8.525423e-03 LRE b3 skewness
83 8.231778e-03 SRE b2 skewness
84 -7.066230e-03 ODSRE I kurtosis
85 -5.728343e-03 ImageBands b3 max
86 4.933196e-03 ODCDF97W1 b1
87 9.633620e-04 ODLRE b3 skewness
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Nuclei Appendix J

Table J.7. Feature subset for CC nuclei, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 1.113797e-01 ODLGRE b2 median
2 1.055120e-01 ODCMHomogeneity I d3
3 -1.007202e-01 ODLRE b2 std
4 -8.702572e-02 ODV b1 median
5 -8.565925e-02 HDist b3
6 7.686655e-02 SRE b3 std
7 -7.656663e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b3 d3
8 -7.215335e-02 MIOD b1
9 -6.841609e-02 ODSRE b3 std
10 -6.467407e-02 ODCenterMass b3
11 -6.447093e-02 SRE b2 min
12 -6.412156e-02 Hue max
13 -6.260592e-02 HDNAArea b1
14 5.241304e-02 ODCMHomogeneity b3 d3
15 -4.572463e-02 ODCMInertia b1 d4
16 4.447202e-02 LMMOD b3
17 3.975185e-02 GLCMClusterShade b2 d2
18 3.502014e-02 LRE I std
19 3.467747e-02 MIOD I
20 3.218665e-02 MCompactness b3
21 -3.095161e-02 LCompactness I
22 3.009057e-02 MDNAArea I
23 -2.537402e-02 ODSRE I std
24 2.418323e-02 LMHMOD b1
25 -2.389915e-02 LIOD b2
26 -2.321081e-02 ODSRE b2 std
27 -1.966638e-02 ODCDF97W2 b1
28 -1.876088e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d3
29 1.875712e-02 MHCompactness b3
30 1.510172e-02 RP b1 std
31 -1.295929e-02 LRE b3 min
32 1.106105e-02 ODCDF97W1 I
33 9.327655e-03 HNum b1
34 8.169018e-03 ODCMHomogeneity b2 d1
35 -5.146398e-03 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d4
36 -5.116055e-03 ODCMClusterProminence b3 d1
37 4.951072e-03 LRE b2 std
38 -2.246809e-03 LMMOD b2
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Nuclei Appendix J

Table J.8. Feature subset for WSHmin nuclei, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 1.773061e+00 ODAreaFD b2
2 -1.649383e+00 ODAreaFD b1
3 -6.464460e-01 HIOD b1
4 -4.833969e-01 ODAreaFD b3
5 -4.268108e-01 MIOD b1
6 -2.929890e-01 LDNAArea I
7 -2.484377e-01 HDNAArea b1
8 -2.221832e-01 MHDist b1
9 1.989248e-01 LGRE b2 min
10 -1.957615e-01 LDNAArea b3
11 1.924735e-01 LGRE b1 min
12 1.893189e-01 HDNAArea b3
13 1.615248e-01 ODLGRE b2 min
14 1.424650e-01 IOD b2
15 1.298895e-01 LRE b1 std
16 -1.231708e-01 ODLRE b2 std
17 -1.182566e-01 ODLGRE b3 std
18 1.150640e-01 ODRLN b1 median
19 -1.143140e-01 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d3
20 1.125800e-01 HNum b1
21 -1.116663e-01 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d5
22 -1.107394e-01 ODCDF97W1 b1
23 1.098446e-01 HNum b3
24 1.084308e-01 GLN b3 min
25 -1.054795e-01 MDist b2
26 -1.045476e-01 LDNAArea b2
27 9.655921e-02 GCDF97W4 b2
28 -8.095066e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d4
29 7.697195e-02 ODRP I median
30 7.605640e-02 ODRLN I std
31 -7.342969e-02 ODCDF97W5 b1
32 7.032747e-02 ODReflSymmetry b3
33 -6.628056e-02 GLCMHomogeneity b1 d3
34 -6.322837e-02 ODLGRE b1 kurtosis
35 6.008535e-02 MCompactness b3
36 5.749801e-02 ODGLN b2 std
37 5.749231e-02 FFTk 9
38 5.376181e-02 MHCompactness b1
39 5.356879e-02 ODRLN b2 median
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Nuclei Appendix J

Table J.8. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSHmin nuclei, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
40 4.968789e-02 LNum b3
41 4.427622e-02 ODCMHomogeneity b3 d2
42 -4.054931e-02 MHDist b2
43 3.798543e-02 ODRP b1 median
44 3.662451e-02 MNum b3
45 3.589571e-02 RLN b1 std
46 -2.917107e-02 MDist I
47 2.571653e-02 ODHGRE b2 min
48 -2.570221e-02 LGRE b3 std
49 2.565934e-02 MHCompactness I
50 2.050302e-02 HCompactness b3
51 -1.877079e-02 ODCDF97W2 b1
52 1.658247e-02 MDNAArea b1
53 1.633439e-02 RP I std
54 -1.471283e-02 ODLRE I std
55 1.280882e-02 HNum I
56 -1.167106e-02 ODLRE b3 std
57 -6.777826e-03 GLCMClusterProminence b3 d3
58 1.665726e-03 ODLRE b2 min
59 -1.120004e-03 ODHGRE b3 std
60 9.446366e-04 MNum I
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Nuclei Appendix J

Table J.9. Feature subset for WSGran nuclei, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 1.504659e+00 ODAreaFD b2
2 -1.140390e+00 ODAreaFD b1
3 -6.802808e-01 ODAreaFD b3
4 2.764476e-01 LGRE b1 skewness
5 -2.740522e-01 Hue max
6 -2.737837e-01 Hue min
7 2.683098e-01 ODLGRE b2 median
8 -2.681761e-01 ImageBands b3 max
9 -2.548641e-01 HDNAArea b1
10 2.496469e-01 ODRP I min
11 -2.400566e-01 ODLRE b2 std
12 -2.267429e-01 LDNAArea b3
13 -2.164828e-01 LHMOD b1
14 2.121254e-01 LGRE b3 min
15 2.056475e-01 MNum I
16 -1.779260e-01 GLCMClusterProminence b3 d1
17 1.757503e-01 LRE b2 std
18 1.746772e-01 MDNAArea b2
19 -1.734724e-01 LIOD b1
20 -1.574551e-01 HIOD b1
21 -1.569690e-01 ODCDF97W5 b1
22 -1.336989e-01 LGRE I std
23 1.298546e-01 LIOD I
24 1.269518e-01 ODEntropy b3
25 -1.232697e-01 HDNAArea b2
26 -1.231057e-01 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d3
27 1.198082e-01 ODCDF97W2 b3
28 1.104252e-01 ODLGRE I median
29 1.102292e-01 LNum b1
30 -1.089608e-01 LGRE I kurtosis
31 1.065812e-01 LRE b2 median
32 9.947861e-02 HDNAArea b3
33 -9.909156e-02 HDist b3
34 9.882499e-02 ODLGRE b2 min
35 9.491284e-02 MDNAArea b3
36 -9.418599e-02 SRE I max
37 9.370859e-02 LCompactness b3
38 -9.054158e-02 MIOD b1
39 8.230639e-02 LRE I std
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Nuclei Appendix J

Table J.9. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSGran nuclei, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
40 -7.300993e-02 ODCDF97W3 b1
41 -6.075880e-02 SRE I mean
42 5.983667e-02 LRE b1 std
43 5.862455e-02 LMMOD b1
44 -5.717765e-02 ODCenterMass b3
45 5.508303e-02 LRE I max
46 5.476791e-02 ODCMHomogeneity b3 d4
47 -4.886133e-02 GLCMInertia b3 d5
48 -4.737774e-02 LDist b2
49 -4.288871e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d5
50 4.071061e-02 LNum b3
51 -3.734846e-02 Hue mean
52 -3.604142e-02 ODSRE I std
53 3.488105e-02 ODCDF97W1 b3
54 -2.694101e-02 ODCDF97W4 b1
55 2.412775e-02 HNum b3
56 -2.388443e-02 ODLRE I std
57 -2.152077e-02 LMHMOD I
58 2.121263e-02 HCenterMass I
59 1.902337e-02 ODV b1 min
60 -1.676677e-02 MDist b1
61 9.355875e-03 ODReflSymmetry b3
62 9.193190e-03 RP b3 std
63 8.443953e-03 LMMOD b3
64 -7.247392e-03 LGRE b3 std
65 -6.605253e-03 SRE I min
66 -6.380032e-03 HGRE b3 std
67 -4.729233e-03 MCenterMass b2
68 -1.823611e-03 ODHGRE b3 std
69 -1.585781e-03 GLCMEnergy b2 d2
70 1.143871e-03 GLCMHomogeneity b3 d3
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Appendix K

Grafting Feature Subsets: Object-
and Spatial-Level

Subsets for CC segmentations for nuclei (N) are presented in Table K.1, for combined
cytoplasm and stroma (CS) in Table K.2, for cytoplasm (C) in Table K.3, for nuclei
and cytoplasm/stroma (N+CS) in Table K.5, and for nuclei and cytoplasm (N+C) in
Table K.6. Features are presented in descending order according to the absolute value
of the feature weight as returned from the grafting algorithm. The feature names are
presented in the general form name_band_stat, where name is the name of the variable as
defined in Section 5.3; band is the band from which the feature is extracted, if applicable,
and b1 corresponds to the red channel; and stat is the statistic (mean, median, etc.),
if applicable. The co-occurrence matrix features have the form name_band_distance.
Additionally, for the combined feature sets, the feature names are prepended by the class
abbreviation for which the feature is extracted (N, CS, C, or S).

Subsets for WSGran segmentations for spatial nuclei (SPN) are presented in Ta-
ble K.7; for combined nuclei and spatial nuclei (N+SPN) in Table K.8; for nuclei, cyto-
plasm/stroma, and spatial nuclei (N+CS+SPN) in Table K.9; and for nuclei, cytoplasm,
and spatial nuclei (N+C+SPN) in Table K.10. Features are presented in descending
order according to the absolute value of the feature weight as returned from the grafting
algorithm. The object feature names are presented in the same form as Tables K.1-K.6.
When disambiguation is required, the feature names are prepended by the class abbrevi-
ation for which the feature is extracted (N, CS, C, or SPN). The spatial features have the
general form graph_name_stat or graph_name_i where i is the index into the feature
vector.
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Object- and Spatial-Level Appendix K

Table K.1. Feature subset for CC nuclei, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 1.113797e-01 ODLGRE b2 median
2 1.055120e-01 ODCMHomogeneity I d3
3 -1.007202e-01 ODLRE b2 std
4 -8.702572e-02 ODV b1 median
5 -8.565925e-02 HDist b3
6 7.686655e-02 SRE b3 std
7 -7.656663e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b3 d3
8 -7.215335e-02 MIOD b1
9 -6.841609e-02 ODSRE b3 std
10 -6.467407e-02 ODCenterMass b3
11 -6.447093e-02 SRE b2 min
12 -6.412156e-02 Hue max
13 -6.260592e-02 HDNAArea b1
14 5.241304e-02 ODCMHomogeneity b3 d3
15 -4.572463e-02 ODCMInertia b1 d4
16 4.447202e-02 LMMOD b3
17 3.975185e-02 GLCMClusterShade b2 d2
18 3.502014e-02 LRE I std
19 3.467747e-02 MIOD I
20 3.218665e-02 MCompactness b3
21 -3.095161e-02 LCompactness I
22 3.009057e-02 MDNAArea I
23 -2.537402e-02 ODSRE I std
24 2.418323e-02 LMHMOD b1
25 -2.389915e-02 LIOD b2
26 -2.321081e-02 ODSRE b2 std
27 -1.966638e-02 ODCDF97W2 b1
28 -1.876088e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d3
29 1.875712e-02 MHCompactness b3
30 1.510172e-02 RP b1 std
31 -1.295929e-02 LRE b3 min
32 1.106105e-02 ODCDF97W1 I
33 9.327655e-03 HNum b1
34 8.169018e-03 ODCMHomogeneity b2 d1
35 -5.146398e-03 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d4
36 -5.116055e-03 ODCMClusterProminence b3 d1
37 4.951072e-03 LRE b2 std
38 -2.246809e-03 LMMOD b2
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Object- and Spatial-Level Appendix K

Table K.2. Feature subset for CC cytoplasm/stroma, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next 2
pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 1.372266e+00 ODAreaFD b2
2 8.530343e-01 ODEntropy b3
3 -8.369316e-01 GEntropy b3
4 -8.326799e-01 ODAreaFD b1
5 -5.588271e-01 LIOD b1
6 -5.237117e-01 HIOD b1
7 -3.692752e-01 MIOD b1
8 2.876006e-01 ODRLN b1 median
9 2.728857e-01 IOD b1
10 -2.466509e-01 MIOD b3
11 -2.254520e-01 ImageBands b3 max
12 -2.049502e-01 ODLGRE b2 kurtosis
13 -2.044104e-01 SRE b2 min
14 -2.002985e-01 ODLGRE b3 skewness
15 1.905710e-01 ODV b2 std
16 1.894088e-01 ODRLN I min
17 -1.799665e-01 ODCMClusterProminence b2 d3
18 1.580825e-01 MNum I
19 -1.450038e-01 Hue max
20 -1.375057e-01 ODSRE I std
21 1.352631e-01 ODV b2 kurtosis
22 -1.350663e-01 Hue min
23 -1.337829e-01 RP b2 min
24 -1.325952e-01 SRE b3 mean
25 -1.293787e-01 ODLGRE b1 skewness
26 -1.257452e-01 LGRE b3 kurtosis
27 1.153152e-01 LNum b1
28 -1.134925e-01 LDist b1
29 -1.133535e-01 ODLRE b2 std
30 1.132006e-01 HNum I
31 -1.009022e-01 MDist b3
32 -1.005183e-01 GLCMClusterProminence b1 d1
33 9.563276e-02 ODCMHomogeneity b2 d5
34 -8.897396e-02 ODV b3 kurtosis
35 -8.886528e-02 ODGLN b3 kurtosis
36 8.247380e-02 MHCompactness b2
37 -8.123379e-02 ODCDF97W2 b1
38 -7.630384e-02 LGRE I kurtosis
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Object- and Spatial-Level Appendix K

Table K.2. (Cont.) Feature subset for CC cytoplasm/stroma, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on
next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
39 -7.039326e-02 LDist I
40 -7.033877e-02 ImageBands b1 skewness
41 6.685520e-02 MNum b1
42 6.673634e-02 ODV b1 max
43 -6.566642e-02 Hue mean
44 6.507854e-02 LNum b3
45 6.387991e-02 ODLGRE b2 min
46 -6.235837e-02 SRE I min
47 6.092144e-02 ODCenterMass b1
48 -5.930142e-02 LCompactness I
49 5.851990e-02 ODReflSymmetry b1
50 -5.144015e-02 SRE I mean
51 -4.934010e-02 ODCDF97W3 b1
52 4.890886e-02 GLCMClusterShade b2 d5
53 -4.650724e-02 RP I kurtosis
54 -4.578416e-02 GLCMMaxProb b3 d1
55 4.003334e-02 GLN b3 skewness
56 3.658819e-02 ODRP b3 kurtosis
57 3.566955e-02 SRE I skewness
58 3.358232e-02 ODLRE b2 skewness
59 -3.208658e-02 ODGLN b3 skewness
60 3.048181e-02 GLN b1 kurtosis
61 -2.936986e-02 ODRLN b2 skewness
62 2.895763e-02 ODRP I kurtosis
63 2.686536e-02 ODCMCorrelation b3 d5
64 -2.685315e-02 SRE b3 max
65 2.576725e-02 LIOD I
66 -2.309164e-02 ODRP b3 std
67 2.136719e-02 SRE b2 kurtosis
68 2.041652e-02 MDNAArea b2
69 -1.922366e-02 GLN I kurtosis
70 -1.911864e-02 GCDF97W5 b3
71 1.875467e-02 ODV b1 min
72 -1.861724e-02 LCompactness b1
73 -1.709158e-02 ODSRE b3 kurtosis
74 -1.588635e-02 SRE b2 mean
75 1.502142e-02 LRE b3 std
76 1.327288e-02 Compactness
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Object- and Spatial-Level Appendix K

Table K.2. (Cont.) Feature subset for CC cytoplasm/stroma, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
77 1.240371e-02 GLN b2 skewness
78 1.203883e-02 MHCompactness b3
79 1.135211e-02 EulerNumber
80 -1.064627e-02 LMMOD I
81 -1.003690e-02 ODGLN b2 skewness
82 -8.745233e-03 ODAreaFD b3
83 -7.759486e-03 ODLRE b1 skewness
84 -6.698439e-03 LGRE b2 std
85 6.511758e-03 HCenterMass b1
86 -6.379481e-03 RLN b1 kurtosis
87 -6.293002e-03 ODSRE b3 std
88 -5.855633e-03 ODLRE I std
89 5.309267e-03 LNum I
90 3.058990e-03 MHCompactness I
91 -2.362016e-03 HGRE b3 kurtosis
92 2.123988e-03 LNum b2
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Object- and Spatial-Level Appendix K

Table K.3. Feature subset for CC cytoplasm, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 1.407838e+00 ODAreaFD b2
2 -9.286198e-01 LIOD b1
3 -8.918492e-01 ODAreaFD b1
4 -6.438109e-01 HIOD b1
5 5.136531e-01 ODLGRE b2 min
6 -4.649106e-01 MIOD b1
7 3.174187e-01 RLN b1 std
8 2.786994e-01 ODRP I min
9 2.710272e-01 GLN b1 min
10 2.692515e-01 GLN b3 min
11 -2.445367e-01 SRE b3 median
12 2.431562e-01 MNum I
13 -2.010231e-01 SRE b2 max
14 -1.931867e-01 SRE I max
15 -1.592960e-01 SRE I median
16 -1.555246e-01 ODCMEntropy b3 d1
17 1.486767e-01 ODReflSymmetry b3
18 1.485899e-01 IOD b1
19 -1.343150e-01 ODLRE b2 std
20 -1.320431e-01 ODLGRE b1 std
21 1.196498e-01 ODCMInertia b1 d2
22 -1.172548e-01 ODAreaFD b3
23 1.122880e-01 ODCMCorrelation b3 d5
24 9.591729e-02 MCompactness b1
25 -9.032558e-02 ODLRE I std
26 8.613028e-02 LRE b1 std
27 -8.314118e-02 Hue min
28 8.269799e-02 GLN b1 max
29 8.183227e-02 LRE b1 median
30 -7.764044e-02 ODLGRE b3 std
31 -7.735280e-02 ODCDF97W2 b1
32 7.581957e-02 LNum I
33 7.438173e-02 ODV b3 min
34 7.418293e-02 ODCenterMass b2
35 6.114643e-02 RLN b1 max
36 -5.677301e-02 GLCMHomogeneity b1 d1
37 5.640536e-02 ODGLN b2 std
38 -4.551607e-02 ODSRE I std
39 4.375312e-02 AspectRatio
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Object- and Spatial-Level Appendix K

Table K.3. (Cont.) Feature subset for CC cytoplasm, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
40 -4.106057e-02 LHMOD b1
41 -4.103328e-02 MHCenterMass b3
42 3.697805e-02 LNum b1
43 -3.696764e-02 GLCMHomogeneity b1 d2
44 -3.535553e-02 LGRE b3 kurtosis
45 -2.969576e-02 ODCDF97W3 b1
46 2.523243e-02 FFTk 18
47 -2.417334e-02 MHDist b3
48 -2.299077e-02 GLCMMaxProb b3 d3
49 -2.007447e-02 HGRE b3 kurtosis
50 -1.813756e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d3
51 1.810955e-02 GLN b2 max
52 -1.739925e-02 ODHGRE b3 std
53 -1.669021e-02 GLCMHomogeneity I d2
54 -1.564372e-02 SRE b2 min
55 1.476383e-02 EulerNumber
56 -1.242704e-02 GLCMClusterProminence b1 d5
57 -1.102079e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d4
58 9.459049e-03 ODCMEnergy b3 d5
59 8.426404e-03 MDNAArea b2
60 7.671378e-03 ODCenterMass I
61 -7.650493e-03 GEntropy b3
62 7.537261e-03 ODRLN I min
63 4.807110e-03 MCenterMass I
64 4.768580e-03 MHCenterMass b2
65 -4.693899e-03 LGRE I kurtosis
66 4.331801e-03 MHCompactness I
67 -4.122372e-03 RP I std
68 -3.223252e-03 ODCMMaxProb b1 d1
69 -3.062314e-03 PerimeterCurvature max
70 1.543347e-03 MNum b3
71 -1.468795e-03 LHMOD b2
72 -1.239501e-03 HDist b2
73 9.456942e-04 MHCenterMass I
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Table K.4. Feature subset for CC stroma, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 2.537943e+00 ODAreaFD b2
2 -1.976310e+00 ODAreaFD b1
3 -7.103831e-01 ODAreaFD b3
4 5.242084e-01 ODLGRE b2 median
5 -2.903803e-01 LDist b2
6 -2.558657e-01 Hue max
7 -2.408627e-01 HDNAArea b1
8 2.390086e-01 LGRE b2 min
9 -2.160964e-01 Hue mean
10 -2.140332e-01 GLCMCorrelation b1 d5
11 -2.068375e-01 GLCMClusterProminence b2 d5
12 1.798453e-01 ODGLN b2 std
13 1.710979e-01 MDNAArea b3
14 1.679345e-01 LRE b1 std
15 -1.572163e-01 MDist b1
16 1.446849e-01 RP b2 std
17 1.349345e-01 ODLGRE b2 min
18 -1.154299e-01 ODCMHomogeneity I d5
19 -1.094936e-01 ODLRE b2 std
20 1.078371e-01 LGRE b2 median
21 -1.069329e-01 ODLGRE b1 std
22 -1.036038e-01 ODCDF97W3 b2
23 -1.004553e-01 ODCDF97W3 b1
24 -1.003676e-01 ODRP I std
25 9.572589e-02 ODCMHomogeneity b1 d2
26 -9.098253e-02 GLCMHomogeneity b2 d1
27 8.528006e-02 LCompactness b2
28 -8.152533e-02 GLCMHomogeneity b2 d4
29 8.095450e-02 GLCMHomogeneity b3 d4
30 7.657782e-02 GCDF97W5 b2
31 -7.165878e-02 HIOD b2
32 6.673824e-02 LIOD I
33 -6.429912e-02 MHCenterMass b2
34 6.000862e-02 RP b3 std
35 -5.694571e-02 ODCMHomogeneity I d4
36 -5.683829e-02 LDist I
37 5.408498e-02 GCenterMass I
38 5.259442e-02 SRE b1 std
39 4.930673e-02 LMHMOD I
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Table K.4. (Cont.) Feature subset for CC stroma, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
40 4.913513e-02 MIOD I
41 -4.715422e-02 MDist b2
42 -4.670712e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d1
43 -4.529034e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b1 d2
44 -4.463394e-02 ODCMClusterProminence b2 d1
45 4.267370e-02 ODRP I median
46 -4.200086e-02 ODCMHomogeneity b2 d2
47 -3.892544e-02 SRE I max
48 -3.836966e-02 GLCMInertia b2 d3
49 3.690871e-02 GCDF97W4 b2
50 3.383571e-02 ODRP b1 median
51 3.211979e-02 GLCMHomogeneity b3 d5
52 -3.066840e-02 EllipticalDeviation
53 -2.776812e-02 HCompactness b2
54 -2.530716e-02 LDNAArea b3
55 -2.508065e-02 HDNAArea b2
56 2.113497e-02 ODCMInertia b3 d5
57 -2.090449e-02 ODLGRE I std
58 -1.896869e-02 GLCMClusterProminence I d5
59 -1.728119e-02 LHMOD b3
60 1.485969e-02 ODCMInertia b3 d2
61 -1.401400e-02 ODSRE I std
62 1.113028e-02 ODSRE b1 min
63 -9.880508e-03 ODCDF97W4 b1
64 -7.668128e-03 SRE I std
65 4.739166e-03 LHMOD I
66 3.915037e-03 GCenterMass b2
67 5.261036e-04 ODRP b1 min
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Table K.5. Feature subset for CC nuclei and cytoplasm/stroma, λ1 = 0.01. (Continued
on next 3 pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 1.053949e+00 N ODAreaFD b2
2 -6.576984e-01 CS LIOD b1
3 -5.739820e-01 CS HIOD b1
4 -4.616726e-01 N ODAreaFD b1
5 -4.049259e-01 CS MIOD b1
6 3.590346e-01 CS ODRLN b1 median
7 -3.078129e-01 CS RP b2 min
8 2.592028e-01 CS IOD b1
9 -2.571441e-01 CS SRE I mean
10 -2.564260e-01 CS ODLGRE b3 skewness
11 -2.545059e-01 CS Hue mean
12 -2.524557e-01 CS MIOD b3
13 -2.447282e-01 N MDist b1
14 2.381545e-01 CS MNum I
15 2.031970e-01 CS ODRLN I min
16 1.920703e-01 N HDNAArea I
17 -1.822790e-01 CS ImageBands b3 max
18 -1.763452e-01 CS ODLGRE b2 kurtosis
19 1.638891e-01 N MHCompactness I
20 -1.471625e-01 CS SRE b3 mean
21 -1.384717e-01 CS Hue min
22 -1.348936e-01 CS ODSRE I std
23 -1.345640e-01 CS ODLRE b2 std
24 1.334027e-01 CS ODV b2 std
25 1.249558e-01 CS ODV b2 kurtosis
26 -1.229008e-01 CS GLCMMaxProb b3 d1
27 -1.196820e-01 CS LGRE b3 kurtosis
28 -1.088703e-01 CS SRE b2 min
29 1.082188e-01 CS MNum b1
30 -1.057158e-01 N ImageBands b3 max
31 -1.050976e-01 CS LGRE I kurtosis
32 -1.024885e-01 CS GEntropy b3
33 1.013400e-01 N MDNAArea b3
34 -9.978822e-02 N HDist b3
35 9.949468e-02 CS HNum I
36 9.492799e-02 CS MHCompactness b2
37 -9.367480e-02 N ODCenterMass b3
38 9.342009e-02 CS ODLGRE b2 min
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Table K.5. (Cont.) Feature subset for CC nuclei and cytoplasm/stroma, λ1 = 0.01.
(continued on next 2 pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
39 -9.098498e-02 CS ODV b3 kurtosis
40 -9.094574e-02 CS ImageBands b1 skewness
41 -8.773484e-02 CS ODGLN b3 kurtosis
42 8.303784e-02 CS ODEntropy b3
43 8.151405e-02 CS ODRP I min
44 7.899184e-02 CS LNum b3
45 -7.761245e-02 CS ODCDF97W2 b1
46 7.603328e-02 N MDNAArea b2
47 -7.533644e-02 CS ODCMClusterProminence b2 d3
48 7.512152e-02 CS LNum b1
49 -7.460612e-02 CS ODCDF97W3 b1
50 7.292792e-02 N ODCMHomogeneity I d3
51 7.178129e-02 CS SRE I skewness
52 6.911142e-02 CS ODReflSymmetry b1
53 6.667859e-02 N LRE I std
54 -6.455022e-02 N ODCDF97W5 I
55 6.385717e-02 CS ODCMHomogeneity b2 d5
56 -5.935099e-02 CS ODCMClusterProminence I d2
57 5.859325e-02 CS ODLRE b2 skewness
58 5.384344e-02 CS ODSRE b1 median
59 -5.330937e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b3 d3
60 -5.251014e-02 N ODCDF97W2 b1
61 5.198734e-02 CS ODCMHomogeneity b3 d5
62 -5.153757e-02 N ODLGRE b2 std
63 -5.124655e-02 CS Hue max
64 -4.715189e-02 CS RP I kurtosis
65 4.486134e-02 N ODLRE I min
66 -4.477632e-02 CS ODRP b1 std
67 -4.422391e-02 CS ODLRE I std
68 4.336292e-02 CS ODRP I kurtosis
69 -4.332445e-02 CS LCompactness I
70 -4.298579e-02 N ODLRE b2 std
71 -4.260715e-02 CS LDist I
72 4.233224e-02 N LIOD I
73 4.088949e-02 CS GLCMEnergy b3 d5
74 3.949617e-02 CS MIOD I
75 -3.818348e-02 N ODSRE b3 std
76 3.525204e-02 CS LNum b2
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Table K.5. (Cont.) Feature subset for CC nuclei and cytoplasm/stroma, λ1 = 0.01.
(continued on next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
77 3.440645e-02 CS GLN b2 kurtosis
78 3.220187e-02 CS ODV b2 max
79 3.095541e-02 N LDNAArea b1
80 -3.036425e-02 CS SRE I min
81 2.835895e-02 N RP I std
82 2.832560e-02 CS ODRP b3 kurtosis
83 -2.736809e-02 N LDist I
84 2.671440e-02 N MCompactness b3
85 -2.641126e-02 CS GLN I kurtosis
86 2.584416e-02 CS LNum I
87 -2.564011e-02 CS RLN b1 kurtosis
88 -2.520161e-02 CS ODSRE b3 std
89 -2.491105e-02 CS LDist b1
90 -2.355646e-02 CS ODRLN b2 skewness
91 -2.247180e-02 CS LCompactness b1
92 2.185892e-02 CS GLN b1 min
93 2.119723e-02 CS GLN b1 kurtosis
94 2.040979e-02 N MNum I
95 1.975475e-02 N GCenterMass b2
96 1.969992e-02 CS Compactness
97 -1.918475e-02 N LCompactness I
98 1.730535e-02 CS MDNAArea I
99 1.688664e-02 N SRE b2 std
100 -1.688464e-02 N LCenterMass b1
101 1.661050e-02 N ODLGRE b1 min
102 -1.349395e-02 CS ODRP b3 skewness
103 -1.340011e-02 CS ODLRE b1 skewness
104 -1.282328e-02 CS LIOD b2
105 -1.212517e-02 CS LGRE b2 std
106 -1.155534e-02 CS ODSRE b1 skewness
107 -1.084457e-02 N PerimeterCurvature mean
108 -1.079300e-02 CS HGRE I kurtosis
109 -9.920936e-03 CS ODHGRE b3 skewness
110 -9.823512e-03 CS MDist b3
111 -9.551226e-03 CS SRE b3 min
112 -9.339508e-03 CS SRE b2 mean
113 7.451152e-03 CS GLN b2 std
114 -6.961526e-03 CS ODRP b3 std
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Table K.5. (Cont.) Feature subset for CC nuclei and cytoplasm/stroma, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
115 6.414969e-03 N MHCompactness b1
116 -5.705879e-03 CS GLCMClusterProminence b1 d1
117 5.438041e-03 CS ODGLN b2 std
118 5.123104e-03 CS MCompactness b1
119 -4.073111e-03 N GLCMInertia b1 d4
120 3.743285e-03 N ODCDF97W1 b3
121 3.224854e-03 CS LRE b3 std
122 -2.638115e-03 CS MHDist b3
123 -1.681523e-03 CS HCenterMass b2
124 1.045633e-03 CS ODAreaFD b2
125 -9.600046e-04 CS HGRE b3 kurtosis
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Table K.6. Feature subset for CC nuclei and cytoplasm, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next
2 pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 1.251702e+00 N ODAreaFD b2
2 -9.858650e-01 C LIOD b1
3 -6.820145e-01 C HIOD b1
4 -6.565903e-01 N ODAreaFD b1
5 -5.463131e-01 C MIOD b1
6 3.794900e-01 C GLN b1 min
7 3.792767e-01 C ODLGRE b2 min
8 2.994245e-01 C GLN b3 min
9 2.264070e-01 C RLN b1 std
10 2.201208e-01 C ODReflSymmetry b3
11 2.117552e-01 C ODRP I min
12 2.095972e-01 C MNum I
13 -2.060013e-01 C SRE b2 max
14 -2.017680e-01 C SRE b3 median
15 -1.952699e-01 C SRE I max
16 1.918907e-01 N MHCompactness I
17 1.676926e-01 C RLN b1 max
18 -1.648723e-01 N ODCenterMass b3
19 1.598578e-01 N MDNAArea b2
20 1.560903e-01 C IOD b1
21 -1.455506e-01 N ImageBands b3 max
22 -1.440702e-01 C Hue min
23 -1.370185e-01 N ODAreaFD b3
24 -1.360255e-01 C ODCMEntropy b3 d1
25 -1.347419e-01 C ODLGRE b3 std
26 1.337330e-01 N GLCMClusterShade b1 d2
27 1.290199e-01 N LIOD I
28 -1.281096e-01 N HDist b3
29 -1.197638e-01 C SRE I median
30 1.110771e-01 N HDNAArea I
31 1.087624e-01 N GCenterMass b2
32 1.054937e-01 N LRE I std
33 -1.048900e-01 C ODLRE b2 std
34 -1.044880e-01 N Hue max
35 -1.022770e-01 C GLCMHomogeneity b1 d1
36 -1.017113e-01 N MDist b1
37 -9.956403e-02 N ODLRE b2 std
38 9.921076e-02 C MCompactness b1
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Table K.6. (Cont.) Feature subset for CC nuclei and cytoplasm, λ1 = 0.01. (continued
on next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
39 9.541216e-02 C ODCMInertia b1 d2
40 -9.282623e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b3 d3
41 8.895169e-02 N MDNAArea b3
42 8.519903e-02 C ConvexArea
43 7.971208e-02 C ODCMCorrelation b3 d5
44 7.490504e-02 C ODGLN b2 std
45 -7.394597e-02 C LHMOD b1
46 -7.083600e-02 C ODSRE I std
47 -6.901476e-02 N SRE b2 min
48 6.815954e-02 N ODCDF97W1 b3
49 6.570788e-02 C LRE b1 std
50 6.370750e-02 N ODLGRE b1 min
51 -6.318366e-02 N ODRP b3 std
52 -5.964482e-02 C ODLRE I std
53 -5.930790e-02 N MDNAArea b1
54 -5.830436e-02 N LCompactness b2
55 4.849972e-02 C ODRLN I min
56 -4.751412e-02 C ODCDF97W2 b1
57 -4.378894e-02 N ODRP b2 std
58 4.354749e-02 N ODCMHomogeneity b3 d3
59 -4.198131e-02 N LCompactness I
60 4.165918e-02 C ODCMInertia I d2
61 4.134608e-02 N ODCMHomogeneity I d3
62 4.025929e-02 N HDNAArea b3
63 -3.929634e-02 N ODCDF97W2 b1
64 3.871546e-02 N LRE b2 std
65 -3.193664e-02 N LHMOD b1
66 3.164583e-02 N ODLRE I min
67 -3.051417e-02 C GLCMInertia b3 d5
68 -3.034242e-02 N ODCDF97W3 b1
69 -2.967081e-02 C GLCMMaxProb b3 d3
70 -2.929939e-02 N ODCDF97W1 b1
71 2.843784e-02 C ODCenterMass b2
72 2.797285e-02 C GLN I std
73 2.686572e-02 C HDNAArea b3
74 -2.683164e-02 N SRE I min
75 -2.517503e-02 C ODCDF97W3 b1
76 -2.337644e-02 C MHDist b3
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Table K.6. (Cont.) Feature subset for CC nuclei and cytoplasm, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
77 -2.219181e-02 C GLCMHomogeneity I d2
78 -2.142377e-02 N HDist b1
79 -2.068372e-02 C GLCMClusterProminence b1 d2
80 1.998749e-02 C LNum I
81 -1.955534e-02 C MHCenterMass b3
82 1.700223e-02 C ODCenterMass I
83 1.641796e-02 N LMHMOD I
84 -1.604921e-02 C RP I std
85 1.523584e-02 N LRE I max
86 -1.522668e-02 C PerimeterCurvature max
87 1.431586e-02 N ODCMHomogeneity b1 d2
88 -1.236985e-02 C GLCMClusterProminence b1 d1
89 -1.203575e-02 C ODRP b3 std
90 -1.186359e-02 C HCenterMass I
91 -1.085220e-02 C GCDF97W4 b3
92 1.056413e-02 C Compactness
93 1.028205e-02 C LNum b2
94 -9.386847e-03 C HGRE b3 kurtosis
95 9.025984e-03 C MHCenterMass b2
96 -8.793596e-03 C LGRE b3 kurtosis
97 -8.366224e-03 C ODCMClusterProminence b1 d3
98 -8.183801e-03 C LGRE b1 std
99 7.652556e-03 C ODCMEnergy b2 d2
100 6.143225e-03 C GLCMEnergy b3 d5
101 -6.055648e-03 N LMHMOD b1
102 -5.852721e-03 N LDNAArea I
103 5.551662e-03 N PerimeterCurvature max
104 -5.162097e-03 C GEntropy b3
105 -5.117293e-03 N ODLGRE b2 std
106 4.494290e-03 C PerimeterFFT min
107 2.987789e-03 N LDNAArea b1
108 -2.665136e-03 C MCompactness b3
109 2.471786e-03 C ODCDF97W4 b2
110 1.798200e-03 N ODCMHomogeneity b3 d2
111 -1.618008e-03 C ODAreaFD b3
112 8.564049e-04 C ODCMEnergy b3 d4
113 -5.546928e-04 C HGRE b1 std
114 -3.190818e-04 N ODCMInertia b1 d4
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Table K.7. Feature subset for WSGran spatial nuclei, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 1.433220e+00 CG NumkWalks 3
2 -9.820955e-01 OCG EdgeLength std
3 -5.130411e-01 OCG NumNeighbors 5
4 4.971090e-01 CG EdgeLength skewness
5 4.744610e-01 VT NumTriangles
6 4.594567e-01 DTG EdgeLength kurtosis
7 4.404952e-01 VT Degree std
8 -3.571838e-01 MST Degree skewness
9 -3.153648e-01 OCG WeightedDegree std
10 3.073803e-01 OCG NumNeighbors 3
11 -2.562353e-01 OCG NumTriangles
12 2.337469e-01 VT CyclomaticNumber
13 -2.234441e-01 OCG WeightedDegree skewness
14 -2.216045e-01 DTG WeightedDegree skewness
15 1.845952e-01 CG SpectralRadius 2
16 1.731443e-01 VT RF min
17 -1.729189e-01 VT Area std
18 1.658975e-01 VT Area min
19 -1.501533e-01 MST WeightedDegree skewness
20 1.495022e-01 VT NumkWalks 3
21 1.292297e-01 OCG NumNeighbors 1
22 7.622500e-02 MST EdgeLength median
23 2.991934e-02 OCG NumNeighbors 2
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Table K.8. Feature subset for WSGran nuclei and spatial nuclei, λ1 = 0.01. (continued
on next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 1.353502e+00 N ODAreaFD b2
2 -1.191605e+00 N ODAreaFD b1
3 8.932419e-01 SPN CGNumkWalks 3
4 -7.854484e-01 SPN OCGEdgeLength std
5 -7.111480e-01 N ODAreaFD b3
6 4.308323e-01 SPN VTNumTriangles
7 -3.931756e-01 SPN OCGNumNeighbors 5
8 3.596382e-01 SPN CGEdgeLength skewness
9 -3.441300e-01 SPN MSTDegree skewness
10 -3.216486e-01 SPN OCGWeightedDegree std
11 3.175511e-01 SPN VTDegree std
12 -2.672809e-01 N ODLRE b2 std
13 2.574076e-01 SPN VTArea min
14 -2.510505e-01 N LDNAArea b3
15 2.344822e-01 N LRE b2 std
16 2.190354e-01 SPN DTGEdgeLength kurtosis
17 -2.084176e-01 N Hue max
18 -2.069853e-01 SPN DTGWeightedDegree skewness
19 2.052665e-01 N ODLGRE b2 min
20 -2.019364e-01 N LHMOD b1
21 -1.976259e-01 N Hue min
22 1.970064e-01 SPN OCGNumNeighbors 3
23 1.948461e-01 N ODRP I min
24 1.930981e-01 N MDNAArea b2
25 1.808876e-01 SPN OCGNumNeighbors 1
26 -1.715475e-01 SPN MSTWeightedDegree skewness
27 -1.697914e-01 N ImageBands b3 max
28 -1.516665e-01 N LGRE I std
29 -1.369464e-01 SPN OCGWeightedDegree skewness
30 -1.346968e-01 N HDNAArea b1
31 -1.345674e-01 N GLCMClusterProminence b3 d1
32 1.301399e-01 SPN MSTEdgeLength median
33 1.300312e-01 N LRE b1 std
34 1.298048e-01 SPN VTRF min
35 -1.289063e-01 N ODLGRE b2 std
36 1.228508e-01 N LNum b1
37 -1.114896e-01 N MIOD b1
38 1.089374e-01 N LIOD I
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Table K.8. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSGran spatial nuclei and nuclei, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
39 1.076537e-01 SPN VTCyclomaticNumber
40 9.325616e-02 N MDNAArea b3
41 -9.200293e-02 N HIOD b1
42 8.194485e-02 N LGRE b1 skewness
43 6.784439e-02 N ODCDF97W2 I
44 -6.662233e-02 N LIOD b2
45 -6.465396e-02 SPN MSTEdgeLength skewness
46 -5.998979e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b1 d5
47 -5.931180e-02 N ODCDF97W3 b1
48 -5.842754e-02 N SRE I mean
49 5.783340e-02 N ODCDF97W1 I
50 5.657927e-02 N LNum b2
51 5.555807e-02 N LRE I std
52 5.349659e-02 N GLCMHomogeneity b3 d4
53 -5.128658e-02 N ODCDF97W5 b1
54 -4.995358e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b1 d4
55 -4.657032e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b1 d3
56 -4.557845e-02 N SRE I max
57 -4.241251e-02 N LGRE I kurtosis
58 -3.854045e-02 SPN VTWeightedDegree std
59 3.648365e-02 N ODV b1 min
60 3.487694e-02 N LMMOD b1
61 3.443637e-02 N MNum I
62 3.301699e-02 SPN VTArea median
63 3.028585e-02 N LNum b3
64 2.926121e-02 N GLCMHomogeneity b3 d3
65 -2.861893e-02 SPN MSTDegree kurtosis
66 2.525174e-02 N LRE b2 median
67 -2.510757e-02 N SRE b3 median
68 -2.164717e-02 N SRE b1 max
69 -8.903142e-03 N ODSRE I std
70 8.404052e-03 N HDNAArea b3
71 7.628763e-03 N ODReflSymmetry b3
72 -4.781991e-03 N GLCMMaxProb b2 d2
73 -4.373068e-03 N GLCMInertia b3 d5
74 7.803042e-04 N ODSRE I min
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Object- and Spatial-Level Appendix K

Table K.9. Feature subset for WSGran nuclei, cytoplasm/stroma, and spatial nuclei,
λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next 3 pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 9.219192e-01 SPN CGNumkWalks 3
2 8.591580e-01 N ODAreaFD b2
3 -8.221530e-01 N ODAreaFD b1
4 -7.205722e-01 N ODAreaFD b3
5 -4.780049e-01 SPN OCGNumNeighbors 5
6 -4.211430e-01 CS HIOD b1
7 3.649713e-01 CS ODEntropy b3
8 -3.640612e-01 SPN OCGWeightedDegree max
9 -3.320639e-01 CS Hue mean
10 -2.931073e-01 CS Hue min
11 2.928478e-01 SPN VTNumTriangles
12 -2.653949e-01 CS SRE b2 min
13 -2.408082e-01 CS MIOD b1
14 2.341711e-01 SPN VTCyclomaticNumber
15 2.314865e-01 CS ImageBands b1 std
16 -2.148643e-01 CS GEntropy b3
17 2.133934e-01 CS LNum b1
18 2.122797e-01 SPN CGEdgeLength skewness
19 -2.064428e-01 SPN MSTDegree skewness
20 -2.045280e-01 SPN OCGEdgeLength std
21 -2.025859e-01 SPN OCGWeightedDegree skewness
22 -1.945072e-01 N ImageBands b1 max
23 -1.914469e-01 CS GLCMEntropy b3 d1
24 -1.911118e-01 N ODLRE b2 std
25 -1.729921e-01 CS SRE b3 median
26 -1.720368e-01 SPN MSTWeightedDegree skewness
27 -1.657401e-01 SPN MSTEdgeLength skewness
28 -1.595818e-01 CS ODSRE b3 std
29 -1.573675e-01 N HIOD b1
30 1.571009e-01 CS MinorAxisLength
31 -1.561577e-01 CS ODCMClusterProminence b1 d3
32 -1.504490e-01 CS MHCompactness b1
33 1.451456e-01 N LRE b2 std
34 1.443607e-01 SPN VTArea min
35 -1.439916e-01 CS GCDF97W5 b3
36 -1.336737e-01 CS ODCMCorrelation b1 d2
37 1.318643e-01 CS ODRP I skewness
38 -1.307727e-01 CS ODLGRE b2 kurtosis
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Object- and Spatial-Level Appendix K

Table K.9. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSGran nuclei, cytoplasm/stroma, and spatial
nuclei, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next 2 pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
39 -1.306235e-01 CS ODCMCorrelation b1 d1
40 -1.280196e-01 CS ODRP I std
41 -1.258643e-01 N GLCMClusterProminence b3 d1
42 1.213039e-01 N ODV b1 min
43 -1.199673e-01 N ImageBands b3 max
44 1.192056e-01 SPN VTRF min
45 1.187919e-01 CS ODLGRE b2 min
46 1.183410e-01 N LNum b1
47 -1.159897e-01 CS ODRP b1 std
48 1.128121e-01 N ODCDF97W1 b3
49 -1.111728e-01 N ODSRE I std
50 9.871352e-02 SPN VTDegree std
51 -9.723357e-02 N Hue skewness
52 9.672993e-02 N MDNAArea b2
53 -9.446738e-02 SPN VTWeightedDegree std
54 9.147790e-02 CS LIOD I
55 -9.106999e-02 CS ODLRE b2 std
56 -9.048746e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b1 d4
57 -8.805524e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b1 d5
58 8.638512e-02 CS RP b2 std
59 -8.601399e-02 N LGRE I std
60 -8.555913e-02 CS ODRP b3 std
61 -8.174037e-02 N LHMOD b1
62 8.144471e-02 SPN OCGNumNeighbors 1
63 -8.141367e-02 CS ODCDF97W3 b1
64 8.017953e-02 CS HNum b1
65 7.752299e-02 N LRE b3 max
66 7.531869e-02 CS LNum I
67 7.259549e-02 N LNum I
68 -7.254003e-02 CS LGRE I std
69 7.046510e-02 CS RLN b2 skewness
70 6.953772e-02 CS GCDF97W2 b1
71 -6.744181e-02 CS GCDF97W4 b1
72 6.448770e-02 SPN MSTWeightedDegree min
73 6.287227e-02 N LRE b3 std
74 -6.191219e-02 CS GLN b3 kurtosis
75 -5.550484e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b1 d3
76 -5.458177e-02 CS ODSRE I std
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Table K.9. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSGran nuclei, cytoplasm/stroma, and spatial
nuclei, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
77 -5.005125e-02 CS HCompactness I
78 4.994990e-02 CS LRE b3 std
79 -4.945253e-02 N Hue min
80 -4.875975e-02 CS GLN b3 skewness
81 -4.592865e-02 SPN DTGWeightedDegree skewness
82 -4.562034e-02 CS LIOD b2
83 4.495147e-02 CS ODV b3 min
84 4.480360e-02 CS ODLRE b1 kurtosis
85 -4.232635e-02 CS GLN b2 kurtosis
86 4.160046e-02 CS ImageBands b2 max
87 -3.848219e-02 CS PerimeterCurvature median
88 3.726935e-02 N GLCMCorrelation b2 d2
89 3.625060e-02 CS ODSRE I skewness
90 -3.382495e-02 CS ODV b3 skewness
91 -3.254520e-02 CS MCompactness b3
92 -3.209882e-02 CS ODCMClusterProminence b2 d2
93 -3.097719e-02 CS GLCMMaxProb b3 d1
94 -3.074413e-02 CS LGRE b3 kurtosis
95 -2.987131e-02 N LHMOD b2
96 2.729591e-02 CS SRE b2 kurtosis
97 2.610011e-02 CS HNum b3
98 -2.454967e-02 CS GLCMHomogeneity b1 d2
99 -2.325623e-02 CS RP b3 min
100 2.247649e-02 CS RP b3 std
101 -1.977827e-02 CS ODLRE b2 skewness
102 -1.937860e-02 CS SRE b3 min
103 -1.926013e-02 CS ODCDF97W4 b1
104 1.878564e-02 CS PerimeterFFT min
105 -1.850700e-02 N LGRE b3 std
106 1.795542e-02 N MDNAArea I
107 1.783353e-02 CS HIOD b3
108 1.775005e-02 CS GLCMEnergy b3 d5
109 -1.731813e-02 N LGRE I kurtosis
110 -1.486366e-02 CS ODSRE b1 skewness
111 1.408216e-02 SPN VTWeightedDegree median
112 -1.280598e-02 CS HDNAArea b1
113 1.191954e-02 N MCompactness b2
114 1.177361e-02 CS MNum b2
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Table K.9. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSGran nuclei, cytoplasm/stroma, and spatial
nuclei, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
115 -1.105157e-02 N LIOD b2
116 -9.826770e-03 N ODCDF97W3 b1
117 -9.564738e-03 N ODCMMaxProb I d4
118 -9.328367e-03 N ODCMInertia b2 d2
119 9.024592e-03 SPN OCGNumNeighbors 3
120 -8.501128e-03 CS HCenterMass b2
121 8.083548e-03 N PerimeterCurvature median
122 5.062619e-03 N LRE b1 median
123 4.800467e-03 CS MNum I
124 -3.002135e-03 N Eccentricity
125 -2.197020e-03 N ODCMClusterProminence b2 d4
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Table K.10. Feature subset for WSGran nuclei, cytoplasm, and spatial nuclei, λ1 =
0.01. (continued on next 3 pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 9.781533e-01 N ODAreaFD b2
2 -9.483967e-01 N ODAreaFD b1
3 9.251866e-01 SPN CGNumkWalks 3
4 -7.374574e-01 N ODAreaFD b3
5 -4.709234e-01 SPN OCGNumNeighbors 5
6 -4.232100e-01 C MIOD b1
7 -3.506210e-01 C HIOD b1
8 3.499069e-01 SPN VTNumTriangles
9 -3.081870e-01 SPN OCGWeightedDegree max
10 -2.872939e-01 N ODLRE b2 std
11 -2.867729e-01 C Hue min
12 2.520167e-01 N ODV b1 min
13 -2.489204e-01 SPN OCGEdgeLength std
14 -2.450167e-01 SPN MSTDegree skewness
15 -2.387001e-01 C GLCMHomogeneity b1 d2
16 -2.345011e-01 C ODLGRE b2 kurtosis
17 -2.297051e-01 N HIOD b1
18 -2.273935e-01 C ODRP b3 std
19 2.243810e-01 SPN VTDegree std
20 2.170180e-01 C LNum b1
21 2.162101e-01 C LRE b3 std
22 2.142909e-01 SPN CGEdgeLength skewness
23 -2.137077e-01 SPN OCGWeightedDegree skewness
24 -2.000755e-01 C GEntropy b3
25 1.941439e-01 N LRE b2 std
26 1.866234e-01 C ImageBands b2 std
27 1.801789e-01 C ODGLN b2 std
28 1.643820e-01 SPN VTCyclomaticNumber
29 -1.537093e-01 SPN MSTWeightedDegree skewness
30 1.505681e-01 C ODCenterMass b2
31 -1.451887e-01 C MIOD b2
32 1.448871e-01 C ODRP I min
33 -1.431871e-01 SPN MSTEdgeLength skewness
34 1.431669e-01 N LRE b3 std
35 1.374897e-01 SPN VTArea min
36 -1.348755e-01 N GLCMClusterProminence b3 d1
37 1.340154e-01 C FilledArea
38 1.296744e-01 C RLN b2 std
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Table K.10. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSGran nuclei, cytoplasm, and spatial nuclei,
λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next 2 pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
39 -1.296363e-01 C ODLRE b2 std
40 1.295547e-01 C ODLGRE b2 min
41 1.285267e-01 C GLCMEnergy b3 d5
42 -1.273095e-01 C SRE b3 median
43 1.248769e-01 C LRE b1 std
44 1.210796e-01 SPN VTRF min
45 -1.207868e-01 N LGRE I std
46 -1.122382e-01 C ODCMClusterProminence I d2
47 -1.107021e-01 N ODSRE I std
48 -1.082092e-01 N ODCMClusterProminence b1 d3
49 1.049334e-01 C ODReflSymmetry b3
50 -1.008694e-01 C GLCMMaxProb b3 d2
51 -9.722073e-02 N ImageBands b3 max
52 -9.567047e-02 C LIOD b1
53 9.451971e-02 N LNum b1
54 9.277175e-02 C PerimeterFFT max
55 -9.147188e-02 N Hue skewness
56 9.146152e-02 C ODCMInertia b2 d3
57 -9.023131e-02 N Hue min
58 8.737524e-02 C MDNAArea b2
59 8.385797e-02 N MDNAArea I
60 8.323950e-02 C GCDF97W1 b2
61 7.645512e-02 N MDNAArea b2
62 -7.560977e-02 C GLCMInertia b3 d5
63 7.472523e-02 C MNum b3
64 -7.208453e-02 C SRE b2 min
65 -6.892390e-02 SPN OCGNumTriangles
66 -6.710253e-02 SPN VTWeightedDegree std
67 -6.690431e-02 C ODCMClusterProminence b1 d5
68 6.667242e-02 C FFTk min
69 6.488578e-02 C HDNAArea b3
70 6.456159e-02 SPN OCGNumNeighbors 1
71 -6.435266e-02 C SRE I max
72 -6.379043e-02 C ODCMClusterProminence I d5
73 -6.297665e-02 C SRE b1 median
74 6.244464e-02 N LNum I
75 -6.191660e-02 SPN DTGWeightedDegree skewness
76 -5.935430e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b1 d4
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Table K.10. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSGran nuclei, cytoplasm, and spatial nuclei,
λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
77 -5.828272e-02 C SRE b2 median
78 5.746360e-02 N LRE b1 mean
79 -5.006769e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b2 d4
80 4.587393e-02 C ODSRE I min
81 -4.515761e-02 N Hue max
82 -4.182965e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b1 d5
83 -4.094695e-02 C GCDF97W5 b3
84 -3.656617e-02 N MHCompactness b3
85 3.599177e-02 N ODRP b3 std
86 -3.444574e-02 C MHCompactness b1
87 3.293710e-02 C MinorAxisLength
88 3.070967e-02 N ODReflSymmetry b3
89 2.942729e-02 N MCompactness b2
90 -2.577301e-02 C ODSRE b1 std
91 -2.406649e-02 C ODRP b1 std
92 -2.397892e-02 C ODCDF97W4 b1
93 -2.396995e-02 N HGRE I std
94 2.340520e-02 N LNum b3
95 -2.296886e-02 N LGRE I kurtosis
96 2.295203e-02 N ODCDF97W1 b3
97 -2.194126e-02 C ODSRE I std
98 -2.021824e-02 N ODCMMaxProb I d4
99 1.827500e-02 C LNum I
100 1.652990e-02 N ODRP I min
101 1.607653e-02 C ImageBands b2 max
102 -1.463570e-02 N ODCMInertia b2 d2
103 1.252659e-02 SPN OCGNumNeighbors 3
104 -1.123760e-02 N LHMOD b2
105 -1.079279e-02 C LGRE b1 std
106 1.010016e-02 C GCDF97W2 b2
107 9.178845e-03 C GReflSymmetry b2
108 8.779657e-03 N Orientation
109 -8.148793e-03 C ODCMClusterProminence I d4
110 7.935389e-03 N PerimeterCurvature median
111 -7.723514e-03 C HCompactness b2
112 7.378422e-03 C HNum b1
113 -7.219415e-03 N HDNAArea b1
114 5.183049e-03 C FFTk 2
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Table K.10. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSGran nuclei, cytoplasm, and spatial nuclei,
λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
115 4.754695e-03 C ImageBands b2 median
116 2.582191e-03 N MDNAArea b3
117 1.962732e-03 SPN MSTWeightedDegree min
118 -1.879942e-03 C GCDF97W4 b1
119 1.621643e-03 N MDNAArea b1
120 -1.550982e-03 C HDist b2
121 -1.219770e-03 N LHMOD b1
122 7.890785e-04 N GReflSymmetry b2
123 7.540850e-04 N LMMOD b1
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Grafting Feature Subsets: Higher-Level Objects Appendix L

Table L.1. Feature subset for GT CellNC, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next 2 pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 -8.160287e-01 C HIOD b1
2 -7.844025e-01 N MIOD b1
3 -7.678485e-01 N HIOD b1
4 -7.189662e-01 C LGRE b1 std
5 5.673338e-01 N ODAreaFD b2
6 4.379211e-01 C ODRLN b1 median
7 3.907667e-01 N SRE b2 skewness
8 -3.826657e-01 C SRE b3 median
9 3.708245e-01 N IOD b2
10 -3.496470e-01 C MIOD b1
11 -3.307434e-01 C ODLRE b2 std
12 -3.278040e-01 C HDist I
13 3.243743e-01 C ODV b1 min
14 2.920634e-01 N LRE b1 std
15 2.798733e-01 N ODEntropy b3
16 2.690174e-01 N Radii min
17 2.678069e-01 CELLNC FilledArea
18 2.648872e-01 C LNum b3
19 2.495305e-01 N ODCDF97W1 b3
20 2.441716e-01 N ODCDF97W3 I
21 2.377962e-01 N HNum b1
22 -2.347988e-01 N SRE b2 max
23 -2.288592e-01 C ImageBands b2 skewness
24 -2.180971e-01 C BWReflSymmetry
25 2.152027e-01 N FFTk 32
26 2.062688e-01 N MNum I
27 1.985098e-01 N ODLGRE b3 kurtosis
28 1.886843e-01 C ODEntropy b3
29 -1.852344e-01 N ODCMClusterProminence b3 d1
30 1.824316e-01 C ODCDF97W1 b3
31 -1.799781e-01 C Hue std
32 -1.777254e-01 N ODLRE b2 std
33 1.726001e-01 N ODRLN b1 median
34 1.632274e-01 N SRE I kurtosis
35 1.631924e-01 N RP b2 kurtosis
36 1.620142e-01 N ODRLN I median
37 -1.559363e-01 N GLCMMaxProb I d3
38 1.275820e-01 N MIOD I
39 1.237306e-01 N ODGLN b2 std
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Table L.1. (Cont.) Feature subset for GT CellNC, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
40 1.217239e-01 C ODRLN b1 std
41 1.195572e-01 N ODV b3 skewness
42 -1.185514e-01 N ODSRE b1 skewness
43 1.112794e-01 N GLN b1 skewness
44 -1.102793e-01 CELLNC FFTk kurtosis
45 1.089147e-01 N GLCMCorrelation b1 d4
46 -1.085744e-01 N ODV b1 kurtosis
47 1.007086e-01 C SRE b3 std
48 9.718332e-02 C ODAreaFD I
49 -9.495781e-02 N MHDist b2
50 9.034832e-02 N ODAreaFD I
51 -8.768732e-02 N HDist I
52 8.518046e-02 C HNum I
53 -8.504872e-02 N RP b2 skewness
54 8.129641e-02 C ImageBands b2 std
55 -8.090097e-02 N RP b1 kurtosis
56 7.884266e-02 N GLN b3 skewness
57 -7.872932e-02 N ODCenterMass b3
58 -7.601192e-02 N GLN b2 skewness
59 -7.460881e-02 N GCDF97W1 b2
60 -7.363267e-02 C GLCMMaxProb b1 d1
61 7.322559e-02 C ODSRE I skewness
62 6.610530e-02 C FFTk 20
63 6.604539e-02 C RP b2 kurtosis
64 6.369649e-02 C Radii std
65 6.074374e-02 C HNum b3
66 5.420442e-02 C MHCompactness I
67 -5.353743e-02 C ODSRE I kurtosis
68 5.161576e-02 C FFTk 14
69 -4.966046e-02 N ODRP b2 kurtosis
70 4.651878e-02 C PPerimeter
71 4.555359e-02 C MCompactness b1
72 4.360405e-02 N ODCDF97W4 b2
73 4.272141e-02 N RLN b1 min
74 3.841127e-02 C GLCMCorrelation b3 d5
75 3.617106e-02 C GLCMClusterShade b2 d4
76 3.544090e-02 C SRE b3 skewness
77 3.435932e-02 N ODCMHomogeneity b3 d2
78 3.271589e-02 N ODCMHomogeneity b3 d5
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Table L.1. (Cont.) Feature subset for GT CellNC, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
79 2.977610e-02 C SRE b2 skewness
80 2.708510e-02 N LNum b3
81 -2.696053e-02 N SRE b2 median
82 2.616285e-02 N GCDF97W4 I
83 2.448410e-02 N MNum b1
84 -2.412499e-02 N RP b3 skewness
85 -2.215215e-02 N RP b1 skewness
86 2.195098e-02 C RLN b3 kurtosis
87 -2.166344e-02 N MCompactness b3
88 2.127358e-02 N MNum b3
89 2.080034e-02 C ODCMHomogeneity b3 d1
90 -1.966765e-02 C ODCMMaxProb b1 d2
91 -1.870099e-02 N ODRLN b2 skewness
92 1.753060e-02 N GCDF97W4 b2
93 -1.539217e-02 C ODLRE b1 std
94 1.275383e-02 CELLNC PerimeterCurvature min
95 -8.176203e-03 C ODV I kurtosis
96 7.487404e-03 N ODCMEnergy b3 d1
97 5.711174e-03 CELLNC Orientation
98 -5.563365e-03 C ODSRE b1 skewness
99 -5.494433e-03 C ODLRE b1 kurtosis
100 -2.292509e-03 N LMMOD b3
101 -1.677802e-03 C ODV b3 kurtosis
102 1.072681e-03 C LGRE b2 kurtosis
103 9.946978e-04 C GCDF97W4 b2
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Table L.2. Feature subset for WSHmin CellNC, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next 3 pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
1 1.220544e+00 N ODAreaFD b2
2 -1.053911e+00 N ODAreaFD b1
3 -6.873962e-01 C LIOD b1
4 5.850526e-01 C GLN b3 min
5 -5.499661e-01 C HIOD b1
6 -3.855832e-01 C MIOD b1
7 3.668061e-01 N LDNAArea b1
8 3.048425e-01 CELLNC AspectRatio
9 -2.575350e-01 C ODLRE b2 std
10 -2.522256e-01 N ODAreaFD b3
11 2.420228e-01 C RLN b3 std
12 -2.369523e-01 N LDNAArea I
13 2.364603e-01 CELLNC ConvexArea
14 -2.189740e-01 C SRE b2 mean
15 -2.160113e-01 N LGRE b2 std
16 2.114274e-01 C ODGLN b2 std
17 -1.883402e-01 N LDNAArea b2
18 -1.866988e-01 N HIOD b1
19 -1.695946e-01 C ODLGRE I kurtosis
20 -1.673250e-01 N ODCMClusterProminence b3 d1
21 -1.438847e-01 N ODCDF97W2 I
22 -1.409956e-01 N GLCMHomogeneity b1 d5
23 1.382479e-01 N HNum b1
24 1.379554e-01 C ODRLN I min
25 -1.345586e-01 CELLNC PerimeterFFT kurtosis
26 1.328763e-01 C LGRE b3 kurtosis
27 -1.315591e-01 C LGRE b2 std
28 -1.312598e-01 C LGRE I std
29 1.308670e-01 C GLCMCorrelation b2 d5
30 1.250873e-01 C FFTk min
31 1.230001e-01 C LNum b3
32 -1.225976e-01 N GLCMClusterProminence b3 d3
33 1.147955e-01 N ODRLN b2 min
34 1.127848e-01 C ODCenterMass b2
35 1.076979e-01 CELLNC PerimeterCurvature median
36 -1.071099e-01 N ODCDF97W1 b1
37 1.060829e-01 C MCompactness b3
38 1.028368e-01 C Solidity
39 9.933178e-02 N MNum I
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Table L.2. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSHmin CellNC, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next
2 pages)

Rank Weight Feature Name
40 -9.759831e-02 N MHDist I
41 9.522927e-02 N ODV b2 std
42 9.509541e-02 N LNum b3
43 -9.298273e-02 N HGRE b2 std
44 -8.923023e-02 N ODCMClusterProminence b1 d1
45 8.848998e-02 C LNum I
46 8.667730e-02 CELLNC Solidity
47 -8.653904e-02 N ODLRE b2 std
48 8.461227e-02 C LRE b1 std
49 8.261215e-02 N HCenterMass b3
50 8.097480e-02 C LCenterMass I
51 -7.974716e-02 N MIOD b1
52 7.868244e-02 C HCompactness b3
53 -7.854501e-02 C ODLGRE b1 kurtosis
54 7.783348e-02 C ODV b2 kurtosis
55 -7.757616e-02 C ODCMClusterProminence b1 d5
56 7.700310e-02 C AspectRatio
57 -7.571468e-02 N Hue kurtosis
58 -7.557698e-02 C Hue min
59 7.237996e-02 C LCenterMass b2
60 -6.994746e-02 N MDist I
61 6.726145e-02 C LGRE b1 skewness
62 6.342034e-02 C ODLGRE b2 min
63 -6.261742e-02 C LMMOD b1
64 -6.121030e-02 C ImageBands b1 skewness
65 6.099212e-02 C PerimeterCurvature min
66 -6.072021e-02 C HCompactness I
67 -5.699138e-02 N ImageBands I kurtosis
68 -5.666445e-02 C ODCMMaxProb b3 d4
69 5.655431e-02 C GReflSymmetry b2
70 5.634539e-02 C ODGLN I std
71 -5.510737e-02 C SRE b1 median
72 5.483319e-02 C GLCMClusterProminence b2 d1
73 -5.465824e-02 CELLNC BWReflSymmetry
74 5.412360e-02 N RP b1 std
75 5.281421e-02 CELLNC FFTk skewness
76 5.248490e-02 C ODHGRE b2 min
77 -5.146589e-02 N EulerNumber
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Table L.2. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSHmin CellNC, λ1 = 0.01. (continued on next
page)

Rank Weight Feature Name
78 -5.070011e-02 CELLNC PerimeterCurvature max
79 -5.021789e-02 N HIOD I
80 -4.878699e-02 N HCenterMass I
81 -4.877315e-02 C LDist b2
82 -4.861992e-02 N LGRE b1 std
83 -4.857970e-02 N GLCMHomogeneity b3 d3
84 -4.639771e-02 N LDist b3
85 -4.606996e-02 N GLCMInertia I d3
86 4.372939e-02 CELLNC FFTk 32
87 4.351796e-02 N MDNAArea b2
88 -4.120825e-02 C MHDist b1
89 4.099682e-02 C HCenterMass b3
90 4.094361e-02 N LGRE b3 skewness
91 -3.888219e-02 C ODCMClusterProminence b2 d3
92 3.859910e-02 N LRE I std
93 -3.726338e-02 C ODCMMaxProb b3 d5
94 3.699295e-02 N LCompactness I
95 -3.619673e-02 N LHMOD b3
96 3.600630e-02 C ODV b3 mean
97 3.577699e-02 N ODRP b1 median
98 3.424721e-02 CELLNC MajorAxisLength
99 3.353080e-02 C ODV b1 min
100 3.296647e-02 N Hue std
101 3.182520e-02 N PerimeterFFT min
102 -3.116044e-02 N GLCMMaxProb b2 d5
103 2.922453e-02 N ODCDF97W4 b2
104 -2.742087e-02 C PerimeterFFT min
105 2.642781e-02 C FFTk 15
106 -2.624575e-02 N SRE b3 median
107 2.613195e-02 N MNum b3
108 -2.583653e-02 N GLCMHomogeneity b1 d3
109 2.551547e-02 C MHCompactness b2
110 2.516091e-02 N LCompactness b1
111 2.502463e-02 C ODV b2 skewness
112 -2.477562e-02 C ODAreaFD b3
113 2.476889e-02 N RP I std
114 2.440756e-02 N LCenterMass b1
115 -2.398193e-02 C LGRE I max
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Table L.2. (Cont.) Feature subset for WSHmin CellNC, λ1 = 0.01.

Rank Weight Feature Name
116 2.332806e-02 C HGRE b3 kurtosis
117 2.329523e-02 C LGRE b2 kurtosis
118 -2.315149e-02 N MDist b3
119 -2.216584e-02 N ODCDF97W2 b1
120 -2.184168e-02 C HGRE I max
121 2.132375e-02 CELLNC FFTk 21
122 2.063411e-02 N ODRP b1 max
123 2.046244e-02 N ODCMHomogeneity b3 d2
124 -2.034621e-02 C ImageBands b3 max
125 -2.000478e-02 C LHMOD b2
126 -1.919148e-02 C ODReflSymmetry b2
127 1.912222e-02 C ODCDF97W2 b3
128 1.853116e-02 C GCDF97W3 b3
129 1.844933e-02 N ODCMHomogeneity b3 d5
130 -1.629662e-02 C ODLRE I std
131 -1.562251e-02 C HNum b2
132 1.435046e-02 N Orientation
133 -1.368310e-02 C ODCDF97W3 b1
134 1.334274e-02 C ODGLN b3 std
135 1.318131e-02 C PerimeterFFT std
136 -1.304601e-02 C SRE b2 min
137 1.206957e-02 C MCompactness b2
138 1.176983e-02 N HGRE b3 skewness
139 1.158396e-02 C MHCenterMass I
140 1.031649e-02 N LRE b1 std
141 -9.167682e-03 N LCenterMass b3
142 8.085717e-03 C HNum b1
143 -6.290405e-03 N LIOD b1
144 6.234072e-03 N ODV I skewness
145 2.373537e-03 C SRE b3 std
146 2.070886e-03 C ODCMInertia b3 d3
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